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PREFACE.

NEARLY two centuries have passed away since Dr. Valentin

Alberti (a maternal ancestor of the writer of these lines), at the

command of the Elector of Saxony, wrote his defence of the

Confession of Augsburg against the Bishop of Neustadt and

his Examination of the Tridentine Profession of Faith, in reply

to the famous Exposition of Bossuet (A.D. 1688-1692). The

latter of these writings was a brief but incisive criticism of the

Additional Articles of the Creed of Pius IV., which form the

basis of the present treatise.1

The modern treatment of such a subject must, however,

on account of the almost Protean changes which the Church

of Rome has undergone even in our own day, be essentially

different from that which was adopted by our forefathers.

Our arms both of offence and defence must be adapted to

the great changes which have taken place in those of our

opponents. And as the new theory of development,

1

Augustana et Anti-Augustana Confessio (Lips. 1688). Examen.

Prof. Fidei Tridcntinae (Lips. 1692). In the former year Dr. Michael

Altham wrote his treatise On the Additional Articles of Pope Pins Creed
,

while Bishop Stillingfleet &quot;disproved by tradition
&quot;

the decisions of the

Council of Trent.
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though not outwardly accepted by the Papacy, is indirectly

countenanced in the Bull Ineffabilis and the Vatican Defini

tion, and presents itself to too many minds with an almost

fascinating influence, it is necessary to prove historically

that modern Romanism is neither the &quot;

faith once delivered,&quot;

nor the natural outcome of that faith, but rather a develop

ment of those germs of spiritual disease which led the great

Apostle to declare, The mystery of iniquity doth now

already work. As the Divinely enlightened eye of the

Apostle detected this fatal tendency in the first age of

our faith, we can hardly wonder that the &quot;

Falcon-eye
&quot;

of

the leader of the Reformation,
1

enlightened by his teaching,

discovered its full development in that much later day, and

that he urged his followers to apply to every doctrine the

same infallible test, and led them up to the law and to

the testimony.

In the hope that the perusal of these pages may encourage
and assist that scriptural proof which can alone enable

the inquirer to hold fast that which is good, they are

offered to the reader and commended to the Divine blessing.

1 Luther is said by his contemporaries, to have had Falkenaugen. (See

Keil, Luther s Lebens-Umstande, p. 3.)
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ROMANISM.

AN EXAMINATION OF THE CREED OF
POPE PIUS IV.

INTRODUCTION.

As the Creed of Pius IV. represents in a

succinct form (though not always with perfect

fidelity
1

)
the dogmatic decrees of the Council of

Trent, and rests on the authority of that Assembly,
a short historical notice of the origin and history

of the Council is an almost necessary introduction

to our examination of the Creed itself.

The corrupt state of the Church and Court of

Rome at the period of the Reformation has been

so well and forcibly described by Machiavelli and

Guicciardini (not to speak of what were then

termed the ultramontane or foreign historians), that

it will be needless to dwell long upon the grounds

upon which the assembly of a General Council,

held out of Italy, became an imperative necessity.

1
Cf. the article on the interpretation of Scripture, with the

Canon of Trent on the same subject.

INTROD.

Corrupt
state of the

Cnurt of
Rome tit the

period of the

Reforma
tion.
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INTROU.

Adm!tted

by Pope
Adrian VI,

Begun in the

time of
A lexande)
VI.

Cameif on
by Pofe Leo
X.

We know (wrote Pope Adrian VI. to Francesco

Chieregato, who represented him in the Diet of

Nuremberg), that there have been for some years

many abominations in this Holy (?) See abuses

in spiritual things, excesses in mandates, and all

in a word changed to the bad (in perversum

mutata). Nor is it strange that the sickness

should descend from the head to the members,
from the chief pontiffs to the inferior prelates.

All we, that is, the prelates of the Church, have

declined every one in his ways, nor was there one

that did good, no, not one. Wherefore you shall

promise that as far as concerns us, we will give all

diligence that first, This Court, whence perchance
all this evil has proceeded, shall be reformed, that

as the corruption has flowed forth from thence to

all below it, even so from the same may flow the

health and reformation of all. That this pious

wish was never fulfilled might well have been fore

seen by every one who had traced the history of the

Court of Rome, and the terrible and rapid stages of

decay and degeneration which had marked the annals

of its Church from the days of Alexander VI. That

pontiff, who was elected in 1492 through the

bribery of the electors by Cardinal Ascanio Sforza,

twenty-two out of the twenty-seven having been

thus corrupted, sold the cardinalate, in his turn,

to the highest bidder, thus making his own car

dinals doubly void. Julius II., his successor, was

elected by a conclave of thirty-seven cardinals,

twenty-six of whom were created by Alexander

VI. At the time of the election of Leo X., a son

of the great Lorenzo de Medici, none of the car

dinals except those of the promotions of Alexander
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VI. and Julius II. remained, so that the succession

to the See of Rome (through the inflexible laws of

the Roman Church against simony, which declare

every one guilty of it for ever incapacitated from

holding every spiritual office) became irremediably

illegitimate. Leo X. himself carried on the fatal

practice, and after the complicity of the older

members of the College in the Petrucci conspiracy

and their consequent privation, created thirty-one

cardinals in one day, almost all of whom paid

large sums for their hats. Among these was the

celebrated Thomas de Vio, Cardinal Cajetan, whose

meeting with Luther at Augsburg opens the first

page in the history of the Reformation of the six

teenth century. The Sacred (?) College at the

time of Leo s accession was corrupt and degraded
to a degree which had hardly been exhibited at

any earlier period. Cardinal Riario had been

involved in the murderous conspiracy of the Pazzi

against the Medici. Cardinal Petrucci originated
a conspiracy to murder Leo himself, for which

he was executed, his accomplices, Riario, Saulio,

Soderini, and others being either mulcted in heavy
sums or made away with by poison. Cardinals

Vergerio and de Grassi were openly immoral

characters
;

Cardinal Lang a rapacious and cruel

man. So that the picture which Adrian VI. gave
of the Curia haec unde fortt omne hoc main in

\processit} was by no means too highly coloured,
and might well have borne deeper tints.

1
It was

1 The reader is referred for the verification of these state

ments to Guicciardini, Hist, d&quot; Italia, 1. 5 ; Eggs Purpura
Docta (in the life of Card. Ascanio Sforza) ; to Palatius in

his Fasti Cardinalium omnium, for the lives of the other

B 2
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well written of Alexander VI., and might have

been written of many of his predecessors and

successors,

Vendit Alexander cruces, altaria, Christum :

Emerat ille prius, vendere jure potest.

The death of the great Savonarola, the saint and

martyr to Christian truth and to the fearless

denunciation of the sins of his age, while it stood

in the grandest contrast to the infamy of the Roman
Court and Church, was the sure prophecy of the

doom which awaited it. The succession of a young
pope in Leo X., who was only thirty-seven at his

election, gave a momentary hope to those who
were looking for a change for the better

;
but

simony and corruption, luxury and profligacy, soon

resumed their reign, and the cruel reprisals which

followed the Petrucci conspiracy gave but little

hope that the new pontiff was disposed to change

any one of the most dreadful traditions of that

Court whose history involves the very mystery of

iniquity. The question of reformation of doctrine

or manners could never be honestly or seriously

entertained by those who were really living on the

sins of the people rather than labouring for their

salvation
;
when every crime had its money com

pensation, and every sacred office was saleable and

almost put up to auction. In the year 1471 there

were 650 offices in the Roman Court which were

thus sold. Leo X. increased them by 1200 more,

cardinals here named, and for the lists of the successive

conclaves ;
to Eggs (Pontificiitm Doctitnt) for the life of

Alexander VI. ;
and to Wessenberg, Grossen Kirchenver-

sammlnngen, &c. for the sale of the cardinalate by Leo

X. (torn. ii. p. 579).
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to which increased number Paul III. added 3OO.
1

Cardinal Soderini, who had himself been implicated
in the Petrucci conspiracy, and owed his creation

to Alexander VI., affirmed to Adrian VI. that no

reform could be made but by diminishing the

temporality of the Church, which had four foun-

tains
;
one temporal, the income from the estates

of the Church
;
the others spiritual, viz. : Indulg-

ences, dispensations, and collations to benefices.

The second of these spiritual sources is fully

described in the shameless Taxation of the Roman

Chancery, which the Court of Rome had the

effrontery to publish in every country of its obedi

ence even after the Reformation, of which the great

Roman divine, Claude D Espenses, complains with

bitter indignation : You will learn here more
wickedness than in all the compilers and sum-

marists of vices
;
while for many an actual licence,

for all an absolution is proposed as long as it is

paid for. It is marvellous that at this time, in

the very schism itself, this index of the foulest

and most horrible crimes is not suppressed . . .

nay, that licences and pardons for so many and

great crimes are even now renewed and con-

firmed in the faculties of the legates coming from

Rome. 2 Thus far this great divine, who remon
strated with Popes Paul IV. and Pius IV. when he

was at Rome, on the fearful state of the Church,
and whom the former pope was anxious to

retain at the Court to assist him in a work to

1
Sismondi, Hist, des Etats libres d Halie, ap. Wessen-

b^rg, torn. ii. p. 579 (note).
2 Claudii Espencaei Comment, in Titum ap. Richer. Hist.

Condi, torn. iv. p. 203.
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which, like those before him, he was altogether

unequal.
At last the storm which had been gathering so

long burst forth in a place and on an occasion

when it was least expected. On the outbreak of

the Reformation and its early history, our limited

space prevents us from dwelling. By a mere

accident it began on the question of indulgences,
and originated with the cupidity of Pope Leo X.,

who, finding no sufficient dowry for his sister

Maddalena on her marriage with Francesco Cibo

(a natural son of Pope Innocent VIII.) out of the

revenues of the Papacy which he had squandered

away in extravagance and luxury gave her the

proceeds arising out of the indulgences sold in

Germany. The crusade against this scandalous

traffic, by which salvation (as Cajetan himself con

fesses 1

)
was openly bought and sold, led to the

great controversy between Luther and the Court

of Rome, which the pope, who in the recesses of

the Vatican heard nothing of the storm which was

raging without, believed he could close by a bull

of excommunication of the apostle of the new

doctrine, or rather of the old doctrine recovered

from the wretched sophistries of the decretalists. 2

And here we may note the fact that though the

pope distinctly condemned all the propositions of

1 In 2 Pet. ii. 3.
2 As the works of Luther had been burned publicly in

Rome, so this bull with the canon (or rather pontifical) law

annexed to it was burned publicly by the great Reformer at

Wittemberg. The people of Ancona, in our own day, with

equal boldness, but with greater wit, sent up their bull of

excommunication in a balloon, saying that as it came from

heaven, they had sent it back again.
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Luther in the most solemn manner, and in that

ex catJiedrd form which is supposed by modern

Romanism to involve infallibility, his successor,

Paul III., treated the whole matter, not as a res

judicata, but as one to be judged by the Council

one which he professes himself unequal to the

task of determining. So much for the modern

doctrine of the Papal Infallibility.
1 But the reli

ance on the power of an excommunication, how
ever safe in the days of Innocent III., was ruinous

in those of Leo X. The great work of the Re

formation, taken up by the Electors of Saxony
and Brandenburg, and by almost the whole of

Northern Germany, and carried on by the press
as well as the pulpit, spread with the rapidity of

a flood
;
and the pope, leaning as ever upon the

temporal power, could only use his influence with

the emperor and the princes who had not joined
the movement, to check its progress. These pressed
on the Court of Rome the absolute necessity of a

General Council, but neither Leo X. nor his learned

and pious successor, Adrian VI., lived to see its

celebration. This was reserved for Paul III.,

the founder of the great house of Farnese, who on

December 4th, 1545, published a bull for opening
a General Council at Trent it being a condition

insisted on by the temporal princes, as in the days
of the Council of Constance, that the assembly
should be held out of Italy. This was, however, a

very poor guarantee for the liberty either of debate

or voting. For the Council was packed with

1 See on this subject the argument of Bishop Pannilini,

who urges this fact with great force in the Atti dell Assem
bled tenuta in Firenze anno 1787, torn. iv. p. 709.
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Italian bishops, many of them titular and without

the jurisdiction, which was an essential qualification
in the earlier Councils while the legates pos
sessed the exclusive power of proposing and initiat

ing any subject, by which the liberty of the Council

was absolutely suppressed. Great controversy
arose at this point, but in every case the vast

numbers of the titular and nominal bishops carried

the day for the pope.
1 For these, as they de

pended upon him for their daily bread,
2 were (as

Cajetan said of the Church itself) the servi nati

Pontificis. But, perhaps, the most remarkable

restriction which was put upon their work was the

prohibition against discussing any point relating

to the Papacy or to the Court of Rome, whose

reform was the main object of their meeting
an object which has never yet, notwithstanding
countless promises, been effected or even enter

tained.

The reader, however, ought here to be reminded

that what is called the Council of Trent does not

represent a distinct and definite body, but has (as

it were) two identities, or rather, exhibits two sep
arate bodies having an interval of ten years between

them. By those who lived during the period, the

1 The Italian bishops, under the immediate influence of

the pope, numbered 189; all the other nationalities together,

only sixty-seven ;
while England had only one (titular)

bishop to represent what was even then one of the most

illustrious Churches in Christendom.
2

Caspar Cardillus Villalpandeus, in his sermon before

the Council, says, So great is the charity of the pope that

he even relieves the poverty of the bishops out of his own

means, in order that they may be better able to bear the

expenses of Trent.
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two assemblies are very markedly distinguished.
In the protest of the orators of the King of France

in 1563, the first and second Council of Trent are

thus clearly divided. Very many of the bishops
who were present at the former one, and all the

legates, had passed away before the second assem

bled. Hence the difference of style and treatment

which we meet with in the sessions of 1562-3, and

the slovenly and hurried manner in which the later

doctrines presented to the Council were dealt with,

when compared with the earnest and excited

debates which preceded the formation of the earlier

canons. So great was the weariness of the Fathers

at last, and so fearful the Court of Rome that the

whole plan would fall through, that a number of

subjects were hurried through in the last session

without discussion and without any doctrinal con

nection. The truth is, that while none of the

greater men of the age such as Sadolet, Cajetan,

Contarini, Bembo, Campeggio, and yEgidius of

Viterbo survived to take part even in the former

Council, still fewer remained to take part in the

subsequent assembly from which. Pole, del Monte,

Cervino, and all the most illustrious men had

passed away. Hence the degeneracy of the Council

in these closing meetings was very conspicuous, and

the increased ignorance of its members was well

indicated by their increased vehemence and pertin

acity in defence of the worst corruptions of the

Roman See. There was in the earlier sessions a

variety of opinion, and an effort to discover truth,

which proved clearly that the doctrines of the

Church, at that period, were in a state rather of

gradual formation than of clear dogmatic definition.
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We are apt to concede too much at this point to

the Roman advocates, and to assume, with them,
that the doctrines of the Western Church had, at

the time of the Reformation, a clear and definite

form, and even a Tridentine rigidity. So little was
this the case, that the most anxious debates took

place even upon the canon of Scripture, the rela

tions between Scripture and tradition, the doctrine

of original sin, the nature and principle of the

atonement, the meaning and effect of justification,

the theory of the sacraments, and the claims of the

episcopate. Nor did less controversy arise on the

sacrifice of the mass, the newly-formed doctrine of

intention, and other kindred subjects. Cardinal

Cervino, the legate, admitted that scarcely anything
whatever had been written before the time of

Luther on justification, though so much had been

written on original sin, while Pacecco added that

nothing had been defined on this subject in ancient

Councils, so that it was left for this Council to

decide it. The lamentable ignorance both of

Hebrew and Greek which pervaded the Council,

unfitted it to enter upon questions involving the

meaning of terms derived from these languages,

and led them at this point to fail to see the forensic

meaning of justification in St. Paul s Epistles, and

to take the rude translation of the Vulgate as the

foundation of their decree. It was at this point

that Cardinal Pole, unable to admit so direct a

violation of the ancient doctrine of his Church, left

the Council to assist in its debates no more.

In vain, however, was any effort made to assert

the freedom of speech of the fathers under the

crushing influence of the legates. The Bishop of
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Chioggio contended against tradition as supple

mentary to Scripture, affirming that everything

necessary to salvation was contained in the latter.

He was at once talked down. The Bishop of

Fiesole appealed to the tribunal of Christ. He was

instantly put down by the legate, and made to ex

plain away his words. The same bishop ventured

to speak against the tyranny of the popes over the

bishops, but a tumult of the
(

faithful slaves of the

Vatican (as Gibbon terms them) instantly de

nounced him as a heretic. Upon which the Bishop
of Castell -a-mare exclaimed, There is no longer

any liberty in the Council. A faithful saying,
for not only the freedom of debate, but the freedom

of giving an opinion, differing from that of the

legates, was at once denounced as a heresy.
As the majority of the Council under the pressure

of the legates had thus shut out every light that

could be kindled in their own assembly, it was only
too natural that they should dread the far brighter

lights which had been kindled in the learned world

around them. Those of the theologians in attend

ance who could not read Greek or Hebrew, were of

course obliged to depend upon the Vulgate for all

their arguments and conclusions. Those who could,

were obliged (not always without difficulty) to

obtain a license from the legates to read the works

of the heretics without incurring the penalties of

the bull in Ccend Domini!

As to the presence of Protestants in the Council,

even only to state their case, this concession could

not be entertained for a moment. In the secret

1 See a curious letter from a Minorite Friar to Cardinal

Cervino (ap. Le Plat, torn. iv. p. 104).
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instructions given by Julius III., in regard to the

petitions of the Protestants, he writes that, not only
can they have no vote whatever, but are to be

merely admitted in order to be convinced over

and over again of their errors . . . and on their

giving a sufficient pledge that they are prepared
to stand by the determinations made in the

Council. Well did the famous reformer Vergerio
sum up the programme of the Council thus :

In the Council of Trent What cause is to be

judged?
The controversy between the Papists and the

Lutherans.

Who are thejudges ?

The pope and his fellow-conspirators the bishops
and prelates, charged by the Lutherans thirty years

ago with misleading the people.

Who are the accusers ?

The same as the judges.
Who are the guilty ?

The Lutherans, the accusers of the Papacy.
Who are to be condemned ?

Neither the judges nor the accusers of the

Lutherans, but the Lutherans, the accusers of the

Papists.

This treatment of the Protestants, as men in a

worse position than criminals, who at least are

listened to, and permitted to defend their cause,

provoked energetic remonstrances from Vargas,
the Spanish envoy, who has admirably shown its

absurdity as well as its injustice, in his celebrated

letters written in the Council.

The unreasonableness of the pope in requiring
assent to a vast series of theological propositions,
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even before they were defined, must be apparent,

when it is remembered that the state of religious

doctrine in the Western Church, at the period of

the Reformation, was one rather of transition than

of definite and inflexible definition. The Council

had to deal not only with doctrine already clearly

defined, or capable of being derived by a necessary

consanguinity from such definite doctrine, but with

a mass of floating and variable opinion, which,

instead of leaving in the large region of things

indifferent, they chose to place among the necessary
articles of the Christian faith, and to engraft upon
the creed.

The error and folly of turning theological

opinions into articles of necessary belief is well

shown by Archbishop Kenrick (of St. Louis,

Missouri), in the speech which he intended to deliver

in the Vatican Council, and published at Naples, in

June, 1870 (p. 42.). Theology as a science, he

observes, is carefully to be distinguished from the

creed or body of things to be believed, and

theological conclusions are not to be placed in the

rank of the verities of faith. This distinction, he

affirms, was not made in the Vatican Council, nor

was it, we may well add, in the Council of Trent.

Scholastic subtleties were furbished up into dogmas,
and theological conclusions into articles of necessary
faith. So that the decrees of the Council present a

body of doctrine entirely different, both in its nature

and in its proportions, to that of the Church as

taught throughout the West in the close of the

fifteenth century.
If the reader would wish to see a true picture of

the doctrine of the Church, even in Italy, at the
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period of the Reformation, he will find it in the

beautiful Christian Instruction or Catechism of

Cardinal Caspar Contarini, drawn up for the use of

Cardinal Morone, the president of the second

Council of Trent, for the use of his diocese of

Bologna. This simple and beautiful statement of

the doctrine of the Roman Church, compiled by one

of the most illustrious of its heads, stands in marked
contrast to the technical subtleties and constant

contradictions of the decrees of Trent. It would

be beyond our present purpose were we to give a

full description of its several articles, but the very

opening of it is suggestive of a higher doctrine on

the nature of the Christian discipleship than that

which is now put forth by the Church of Rome, and

(alas !) by too many in the Church of England itself.

To the first question, What is it to be a Chris

tian ? the reply is, To be a Christian is to be a

member of Christ, incorporated in Him by faith

and the sacraments of faith. To the next question,

which asks, Are all the members of Christ of one

kind ? the reply is, By no means. For some

live in Christ, and some do not live in Him
;

although in a certain sense they may be said to be

in Christ, and to be members of Christ. To the

third question, What are the members which live

in Christ ? the answer is, Those Christians in

whom, by faith and love, the Holy Spirit abides
;

the Spirit of Christ, by Whom we receive the

adoption of sons, and in Whom we cry
&quot;

Abba,
Father,&quot; which great and precious gifts Christ

merited for us. The whole catechism proceeds in

the same strain, the sacramental doctrine being so

carefully modified as never to disturb that higher
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spiritual doctrine which pervades the whole of this

simple profession of that purer faith which the

decrees of Trent have crystallized, or rather fossil

ized, into scholastic subtleties. That the same

simple faith existed at this time in England, sur

rounded, and sometimes obscured, by the same
scholastic opinions, is evident from many remark

able documents, among which may be mentioned

that beautiful specimen of Early English compo
sition, the Dives and Pauper, written by Parker, a

Carmelite Friar, in the reign of Edward IV., the

Petition of Richard de Ullerston, presented by
Bishop Hallan, in the name of the English nation,

to the Council of Constance
; and, above all, the

masterly sermon of Bishop Cuthbcrt Tonstall,

preached before Henry VIII. on Palm Sunday, 1535,

in which we find the Papal Supremacy learnedly re

futed, the doctrine of repentance contrasted with the

penance of the later Church, and not a single distinc

tive doctrine of the Church of Rome enjoined by one

who to the last remained a member of that Church.

But that we may return to the actual history of

the Council, from this reference to its doctrinal

innovations, we may observe that its re-opening (or

rather the new Council) took place under very
different circumstances from those under which the

former one was assembled. The bitter contro

versies, whose history filled up the decennial

interval, had hardened and sharpened every differ

ence of doctrine, and while they rendered it abso

lutely impossible to the Protestants to appear at

Trent, forced their adversaries into a more obstinate

and implacable determination rot only to yield

nothing, but to aggravate the burden which the
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former Council had at least desired to lighten.

The mere opinions of the schoolmen were now
elevated into the rank of doctrines, and the prin

ciple of the non possumus became a law to Pius

IV., who had convoked the second assembly, as it

was afterwards to his namesake, Pius IX., in his

Vatican gathering. The former Pope, though he

claimed the great name of Medici, and a consequent
kindred to Leo X. and Clement VII., belonged to

a much humbler family, named Medichini (or

Mediquinis), and, from the similitude of the name,
called himself Medici, and boasted a descent from

the Medici of Florence. He is described by his

Roman biographers as passionate, envious, im-

patient, bitter in his replies, greedy of power,

cunning, a dissembler, and at the same time timid

and ungrateful a lover of money, over-indulgent
to his kindred in fact, to have had every quality
which could unfit him for the task of dictating a

form of faith to the world.

His pontificate was stained with one of the most

terrible tragedies which ever darkened the gloomy
annals of the Papacy. The great family of the

Caraffa, which had ruled Italy in the days of their

kinsman, Pope Paul IV., after suffering an inhuman
series of imprisonments and cruelties at the hands

of Pius IV., was at last almost cut off, every chief

member of it having been strangled or beheaded

by the order of the relentless pontiff; even those

against whom no guilt could be proved being com

pelled to redeem their lives by large sums of money,
with which the pope endowed his relatives in order

to marry them to the princely families with which

it seemed his sole object to ally himself. The
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injustice of this course, no less than its great

impolicy, was proved by the restitution of the

survivors of this great historic race by the sainted

Pope Pius V., himself as cruel and truculent a

persecutor of the illustrious Reformers of Italy as his

predecessor was of the unfortunate house of Caraffa.

Such was the character and such the actions of

the pontiff to whom we are indebted for the cor

ruption and desecration of the grandest formula of

faith which still unites the most distant members of

the Christian family ;
which formed the public con

fession of the Eastern and the Western Churches in

the day of their union, and still remains the closest

bond of the separate Churches of the West in our

own day of painful division. It was left for the

popes alone as alone capable of so presumptuous
an act to add their heterogeneous doctrines to a

creed which is consecrated by the memories of St.

Basil, St. Meletius, St. Amphilochius, St. Gregory
of Nazianzus, and St. Gregory of Nyssa ;

to sew

this piece of new cloth into the old garment,

making the rent in the once seamless vesture of

Christ greater and more inveterate than ever.

It is needful here to glance at the machinery

by which this fatal innovation was effected. A
general assembly of Christians representing the

present Church, possible as it was in that early

age when Christianity was in its infancy, and when
its inspired teachers were able to give its delibera

tions a higher than a human guidance, became a

very impracticable expedient when the body of

believers had been spread over the world, and the

freedom of meeting as well as the means of access

became impossible without the co-operation of the
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supreme civil power. The conversion of Con-
stantine and the convulsions which had arisen

from the Arian controversy first made such an

assembly possible, while they rendered its convoca

tion a necessity. But the first principles and essen

tial conditions required for the legitimacy of such

an assembly were obviously different from those

of its first type in the Apostolic age. While the

latter under the direct guidance of the Holy Spirit

was able to secure a unanimity of mind which has

never s ;nce been attained to, it was also able to

present something more than a mere represent
ative character, and to secure a universal reception
which no later assemblies of the Christian world

have ever since enjoyed. The Apostolic Councils,

free as they were from every influence of fear, of

fraud, of bribery, of intrigue, and of party feeling,

must ever be held to bear a very distant, if indeed

they bear any, resemblance to the Councils of a

later age. Our eye, unable at the present moment
to extend its scope over the vast field of synodical

history, may well confine itself to the Council of

Trent, which we shall be led to admit is unable to

satisfy any one of those conditions which the

assemblies of the representatives of the Christian

Church, even more than those of a civil or political

character, are required to fulfil. The first test of

the legitimacy of a Council is its convocation by
those who have the proper right to convene it.

It is obvious that the supreme civil power, which

could alone give it practical reality, can have the

only proper claim to convoke its assembly. For

the right, the freedom, and the order of a public

assembly must be derived from the authority of
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the state or monarch, and this was proved by the

fact that the emperors alone (before the separation

of the East and West) convoked all the General

Councils. But when the empire was broken up
and succeeded by the various kingdoms of Europe,
it must be clear to every one that the Imperial

right of convoking Councils would be divided

among the heads of those various states without

whose co-operation the Council would cease to be

general. Now the Council of Trent, called only by
the pope, though with the assent of the German

Emperor, did not fulfil this preliminary condition

of legitimacy. And this is clearly proved by the

fact that all the Protestant states refused to take

part in it, not a single legitimate bishop appearing
from England, Ireland, Sweden, Norway, Denmark,
Holland, or the Protestant States of Germany.

Secondly, the representative character of a

Council should be clearly preserved ;
that is, it

should represent all orders and degrees of the

Christian Church, as the Apostolic Councils did,

and as did, in later ages, the Councils of Pisa,

Constance, and Basle, returning herein to the

primitive law. The Bishop of Megara, in Sicily,

insisted upon the right of the laity as well as the

clergy to have a decisive as well as a deliberative

voice in a General Council, as was done (he adds)
in my own time in the Councils of Pisa, Constance,
and Basle. l It is needless to say that this was not

done at Trent, but that many were admitted to a

vote, who in the early Church would have been

strictly excluded
; among them the bishops in

1 Gubernaculum Condi, ap. Von der Hardt, Condi. Const.

torn. iv. p. 4, c. iii. p. 264.
C 2
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partibus, as they are called. These, the creation of

the popes, in order to perpetuate the fiction of an

Eastern Church within that of Rome, as they have

no jurisdiction, would have had no place at Nice

or Chalcedon. Yet they formed almost the ma
jority in the Council of Trent, and being (to use

Cajetan s emphatic words) the servi nati Pontificis,

carried everything their master required in the

Council. Strangely enough, the legitimacy of the

modern Papacy, as it rests upon that of the Councils

of Pisa and Constance, rests also upon that chief

corner-stone of both those Councils, the right of

nationalities to a separate representation in a

General Council, and the right of the laity to a

decisive vote in its deliberations. From no ground
can the illegitimacy of the Council of Trent be

more clearly seen than from this.

The next essential condition, violated more

flagrantly than almost any other at Trent, is the

freedom of discussion and voting. The learned

Vargas, the Spanish envoy at Trent, shows over

and over again in his invaluable letters written

from the Council, that its liberty was utterly

destroyed. Bribery, intimidation, and even vio

lence, were resorted to so unscrupulously that the

legates carried all before them. The clause Pro-

ponentibus Lcgatis reserved the right of initiating

any motion to the legates alone
;
while the freedom

of debate was effectually destroyed on every

occasion on which it was claimed. Every one who

ventured to differ from the fictitious bishops with

whom the pope had packed the Council, was cried

down as a heretic or an innovator. The Bishop of

the Asturias, who ventured to doubt the legality
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of the claim of the legates to originate every

question, was put down with a high hand by
Cardinal del Monte. It is not lawful, he ex

claimed, nor will be lawful for you to propose

anything against the legates of the Apostolic See,

nor against the cardinals
;
nor will I permit any

one, in my presence, to do so with impunity ;
and

I wonder that you dare to say such things.

Never was the sic volo, sic jubeo argument more

nakedly stated. The Bishop of Fiesole dared,

notwithstanding, to appeal to the tribunal of

Christ, but this was denounced as flat heresy ;

while, after a passage of arms between the Bishops
of Alife and CasteH -a-mare, the latter exclaimed:

There is no longer any liberty in the Council.

Yet if there were no liberty in the Council, it

ceased to be a council in Spiritu Sancto legitim^

congregata. For where the Spirit of the Lord is,

there is liberty, and, that can be no free council

which takes away Christian liberty.

Very different was the course of Pope Agatho in

a better day of the Roman Church. Writing to

the emperor on the assembly of the sixth General

Council, he says : Grant impunity and freedom of

speech to every one desiring to speak, that it may
be most evidently recognized by all, that no one

wishing to speak in behalf of truth is prohibited
or repelled by any terror or power, threat or

repulsion.

But the intimidation of those who could not be

bribed, was perhaps less fatal to the legitimacy of

the Council than the bribery of those who were too

weak to need intimidation. The hundred and

eighty Italian bishops with whom the Council was
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packed, besides the poor Greeks and foreigners
who helped to swell the majority, depended, with

few exceptions, upon the pope for their daily bread.

So corrupt was the state of the Church at this

time, that this open though indirect form of

bribery is applauded by the papal advocates as a

proof of their master s generosity. In a sermon

by one of them, preached at one of the closing

sessions of the Council, we read : So great was the

charity of the pope, that he liberally relieved the

needs of the bishops out of his own means, that

they might be better able to bear the expenses of

Trent. Would a Committee of the House of

Commons have taken so pleasant a view of the

papal generosity ? At all events we cannot be

surprised at Vargas words, who was an eye-witness
of the whole scene : It is a premeditated game. The
Council can do nothing of itself. It is divested

of all its authority. It has no liberty. The legate

is the master, and holds everything in his hand.

After this we must not be surprised at anything.
Another essential requisite to the validity of

the decrees of a council, is that there should be at

least a moral unanimity in determining doctrinal

questions. It must be evident that the actual

unanimity which prevailed in the Apostolic assem

blies can never belong to Churches so differently

constituted as regards the equality of their mem
bers, and the authority of their heads. Is there

then no middle ground left for us between the

unanimity of an Apostolic assembly and the bare

majority which has too often overwhelmed the

more pious and learned minority of the councils of

a later day ?
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The question was very ably and fully discussed

in the Assembly of the Tuscan Bishops at Florence,

in 1787. The Bishop of Chiusi and Pienza, in a

remarkable memoir on the subject, begins by dis

tinguishing between the nature and objects of a

spiritual and a civil assembly or tribunal. He
shows that since in the latter an immediate

decision is necessary (interests and questions being
involved which cannot remain long in suspension),

unanimity in the judges would be an impossible
condition. For it is a less evil that a mere

plurality should prejudice the right of a single

member than that the indispensable condition of

unanimity should bring society to a standstill.

In ecclesiastical decisions, however, the reverse is

the case. For these are not so much a judgment
as a testimony to revelation. . . . When a contro-

versy originates, the dogma is already fixed and

unmovable in the Church. The pastors have no

other duty than to seek for it. After enumerating
the qualifications necessary for such a search, he

adds-: Now it is certain that these gifts are not

equal in all, and it is equally certain that they are

very rarely and hardly ever found in the greater
number. The conclusion of the bishop from

these considerations is this : When the result

depends upon authority, the greater number has

the greater force
;
but when the result depends on

the discovery of a truth, he alone who finds it

prevails. The greater or less number is altogether

an indifferent matter in dogmatic decisions, in

which it is not sought to establish a dogmatic

verity, but only to discover it. Those, therefore,

are in error who wish ever to follow the majority

INTKOU
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in the decisions of faith, inasmuch as they cannot

prove that assistance was ever promised simply to

the greater number. . . . Jesus Christ has promised
His assistance and infallibility to the Universal

Church
;
that is to say, to the entire body. As

then the whole body is mentioned, there ought
to be a moral unanimity.
It is hard to define the kind of majority which

would constitute this moral unanimity. The bishop
is, however, here thoroughly practical, and gives
us an argument which is of no little force against
the arbitrary decisions of Trent and the Vatican

;

or, we might say, of the Vatican seen through the

medium of Trent, when he proceeds to answer

the inquiry, What is to be done if there is not this

moral unanimity ? and replies : I answer in a

single word nothing is to be done. . . It is a

vulgar error to believe, as many do, that the Church

ought always to decide definitely. It would be an

imprudence to wish to anticipate a decision, and

the Spirit of truth and of counsel has never pro-

mised to assist the imprudence of the pastors of

the Church. It would be a greater imprudence
to wish for a decision, when the controversies not

being cleared up, the difficulties being still great,

and the supporters of the contrary doctrine en-

lightened and zealous, any one should wish to

declare their doctrine heretical.

Yet this was exactly the course of the Court of

Rome in the controversies which arose out of the

Reformation. With a body of clergy, of every

order and degree, utterly and hopelessly destitute

of the learning requisite for the discussion of the

great doctrinal questions which sprang out of the
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revival of Hebrew and Greek learning and their

application to the sacred text, they rushed into the

fray with their adversaries in the pride of an

imagined Divine guidance, even as Saul did to the

warfare with the Philistines. And what was the

average equipment of the Roman episcopate of

that day ? Let Cardinal Bellarmine himself tell

us. There was then (as those who lived at the

time testify) no severity in ecclesiastical judg-

ments, no moral discipline, no reverence for Divine

things, and almost no religion. The eminent

glory of the clergy and the religious order had

perished, the priests were the laughing-stock of

every one, and were despised by the people

they were lying under a heavy and prolonged

infamy.
The last pre-Reformation martyr to the truth,

the great Savonarola slain, like the last of the

earlier prophets, between the temple and the

altar had vainly warned his Church against the

deadening ignorance of gospel truth which reigned

everywhere. Its teachers and preachers, he

wrote, seem to me to be like the minstrels and

the people making a noise in the ruler s house,

who sang and blew their instruments, but could

only draw tears from the bystanders while they
were unable to wake up the sleeping daughter.
The Bishop of Dunkeld of that day exclaimed in

opposing a reformed teacher : Thank God, I have

lived many years without so much as knowing
whether there were an Old or yet a New Testa-

ment. The learned Bilibald Pyrkheimer writes :

The Old Testament is neglected ;
the New

Testament is thought nothing of, as though it
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were only written for idiots. The doctrine of the

Apostles is hardly thought worthy of reading.
*

Robert Stephanus, the great publisher, had to

defend his noble work of editing the Greek Testa

ment against a member of the Sorbonne, who
exclaimed : Unhappy man that I am, that these

young men should be ever referring me to the

New Testament. God knows, I was over fifty

years old before I knew that there was any New
Testament at all. The text of the Vulgate was

all that the Fathers at Trent had before them that

they were capable of understanding ;
and that

text, as the recensions of it by the later popes

manifested, most fatally for their infallibility, was

hopelessly depraved. And yet they undertook to

determine and define doctrines which they con

fessed they had never heard of before, and to claim

the possession of that Divine Spirit which, as the

Bishop of Chiusi so well affirmed, was never

promised to assist the imprudence of pastors.

Nor was this the greatest of their disqualifica

tions
;
for if they had had the Spirit of Christ, or

desired to do the will of Christ, they would, accord

ing to His promise, have known of the doctrine.

But the tumults, the conflicts, the invectives, the

altercations, sometimes resulting in personal out

rage, which are unveiled to the reader of the great

collection of Le Plat, must convince every im

partial reader that the Council of Trent, of whose

conclusions the Creed of Pius is the quintessence,

was the most worldly, the most ignorant, and the

most turbulent assembly which ever undertook to

direct the hearts and lives of men into the higher
1 Von der Hardt, Hist. Lit. Reform, ii. 135.
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doctrines of a Church whose distinctive character

it is to be first pure, and then peaceable.
No published fact in regard to the history of the

Council can exceed in significance the circum

stance that the Church of Rome has never dared

to publish its entire acts, which ooze out in the

pages of Raynaldus and Le Plat, and a few

privileged writers, but which are safely hidden in

the yElian citadel, lest they should become the pro

perty of the Christian world, from which, had they
been what they pretend to be, they ought never to

have been hidden for a moment. The same policy
which has so long closed the Scriptures from the

sight of the laity, has closed, even from the clergy,

the acts of that Council on which their creed and

all their religious system is founded. The writer

of these lines once pressed this subject upon the

mind of his late friend, Cardinal Wiseman, who
could hardly account for the policy which had

withdrawn the full Acts of the Council of Trent

from those who were most interested in its history,

and whose faith it was designed to enlighten.

But the Jesuits who commanded with such

success the papal hosts at Trent, and whose still

more signal victories in the recent Vatican Assem-

bly have established their throne far above that

of the Papacy itself, which rests on a much lower

platform, will doubtless carry out to the end the

non possumus policy they inaugurated at Trent
;

and the clouds which hang over the history of that

fatal Council \vill be dispersed only in that great
and terrible day when the appeal of the Bishop of

Fiesole from the seat of the scornful to the tribunal

of Christ, shall be admitted and justified for ever.
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INTROD. Of the latest Roman Councils, whose history has

been deeply scrutinized by the profoundest intel

lects in the Roman Church, we need scarcely say
that they are little more than enlarged Papal Con
sistories for the reception and publication of the

bulls already decreed, which had anticipated their

work and rendered their convocation useless.

These can hardly be expected to fulfil the very
least of those conditions which were deemed

necessary to the validity of the earlier Councils.

They represent rather the Court than the Church

of Rome; and the saddening silence and abject

submission with which their decrees were received

are a more fatal symptom of inveterate disease

than all the Variations of Protestantism, which,

while they prove, through our manifold divisions,

the weakness of nature, establish in our vital union

the strength of grace, and encourage us to strive

more earnestly for a higher and more perfect union

than any which can be secured by the most un

broken conformity of doctrine or rite which the

world has ever seen.



CHAPTER I.

OBJECT AND SCOPE OF THIS WORK.

IT is less with a view of converting those who
are within the pale of the Roman Church, than of

confirming in the faith those who have had the

privilege of a birthright in any of the Reformed

Communions, that these pages are written.

In an earlier day the excellent and learned M.

Jurieu, foreseeing the dangers to which his people
were exposed by a superficial knowledge of the

grounds of difference between the Roman and

Protestant systems, and by the attractions which

the outward appearance of unity and catholicity

presented to their minds, published his brief but

valuable Prescrvatif contre le changement de Re

ligion, then rendered so necessary by the specious

Exposition of Bossuet. It cannot but be admitted

that, at the present time, such an antidote against
the doctrines and principles of the Court and

Church of Rome is even far more needed than it

was then. For the development of these since the

day when Bossuet so boldly vindicated the liberties

of his Church, has too fatally proved the identity

of the whole system with that strong delusion fore

told by the great Apostle, in which a blind sub

mission would take the place of a rational faith,
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and a forced obedience to authority be substituted

for a willing obedience to the truth.

Pope Gregory the Great, who reintroduced

Christianity among us, warned us that this great
and fatal change was beginning even in his own

day and in the very heart of the Roman Church.

No better defence of our cause as against a specious

unity and an unreal catholicity can be possibly
found than that which is given us in his Mural
Discourses on Job, in which he prophesies every
one of the symptoms of danger which have since

been developed in his Church :

Because that malignant one (Antichrist)

agrees with himself in every part of his body from

one end to another, the Divine word describes

his fleshly members as adhering to one another

throughout. For they hold their perverse senti-

ments with such unanimity that they are not

divided by any disputations among one another.

No altercation divides them, and therefore they

greatly prevail against the good, inasmuch as they

perfectly agree in their wickedness. Because,

therefore, this Leviathan is let loose in all his

strength against the elect of God, for the increase

of his wickedness, unity is permitted to exist

among the reprobate in order that he may all the

more forcibly exert his powers against us, by
attacking us not only with the stroke of might,
but also by the mass of his united hosts/

In the great conflict awakened in the last century

by the famous Bull Unigcnitus, which condemned
and anathematised almost every article of the

Christian Creed, it was well shown by the pious
Abbe Goudvert that the prophecy of this greatest
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of the bishops of Rome was fulfilled. In his

remarkable tract called Jesus CJirist sous I Anatheinc

he writes thus :

Jesus Christ without prejudice to His promises
has warned us that there would come a day of

1 seduction so great, that the very elect, if it were

possible, would be drawn into error, that faith

would become so rare that when He returned it

would hardly be found upon the earth. St. Paul

has taught us that before the coming of Anti-

christ there would be an almost general apostasy.

According to St. John (Rev. xiii.) all the inhabit-

ants of the earth, whose names were not written

in the book of life, would adore the beast, that is

to say, error. This general apostasy would there -

fore arrive, but how could it arrive unless the

popes and the bishops took part in it ? For

the people could not TDC seduced unless the sub

ordinate pastors were themselves already seduced.

For it is from these they receive their instruction
;

but how can these subordinate pastors be seduced

unless the bishops are equally led away ? For

the bishops have the ordination and approval of

them, and they would never approve seducers

unless they were themselves also in error. But if

the bishops are seduced, how can the pope have

granted his bulls to so many seducers unless he

were himself seduced ? It is therefore certain

(he concludes) that the great apostasy predicted
in the Scriptures will come about by means of the

pastors, or at least that they will partake in it. And
observe that at that time those who are seduced

will perceive it not
; they will take error for truth,

and truth for error. They will even have a zeal
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to establish error, and will believe that they are

making a sacrifice to God, in persecuting the

defenders of the faith. And let us not deceive

ourselves
;
has not the period of this seduction

already come, or do we not already verge upon
it ? The Jesuits have inundated the whole earth

with their new errors.

Thus far this faithful servant of Christ, whose
work was translated into Italian by the great

Bishop Ricci, who comments upon this portion of

it in these words :

God has promised that truth shall never fail in

His Church, but where has He promised that it

shall be always on the side of the greater number ?

Has He not rather predicted the darkenings and

agitations which would take place in it, as they

have, in fact, come to pass ? Was it the greater
number that followed the Catholic truth against
the errors of the Arians, when after the deplorable
Councils of Seleucia and of Rimini St. Jerome
exclaimed that the whole world awoke and found

itself to be Arian ? Was it the greater number
that followed the truth when, after the prevarica-

tion of Honorius and of so many other bishops . . .

the monk Sophronius (subsequently Patriarch of

Constantinople) alone opposed himself to the

torrent of the deniers of it ? Was it the greater
number in even recent times which maintained

the holy rules of evangelical morality against the

licentious and anti-evangelical maxims of the

Probabilists ? It is then the clearest fact possible,

that the number of those who follow the truth and

doctrine of the Church, may in certain points and

at certain times become small. The lovers
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of the novelties of that new body of doctrine

which the Jesuits have been forced to substitute

for the ancient doctrine, puffed up with the great
number of their followers, have endeavoured to

1 overturn the true idea of the constitution of the

Church, in order to suffocate, as far as possible,

that voice of the little number of the faithful

disciples of the ancient doctrine, to them so in-

opportune ;
which is none other than the voice of

tradition and of the faith. They have regard to

nothing but the promises of Jesus Christ, which

they amplify capriciously and without limit. They
1 never reflect on the warnings of times which shall

be stormy, obscure, and turbid. That which the

greater part teaches is always in their view the

truth. They have no other ideas than of joy, of

peace, of serenity ;
and imitating closely the Jews

who, looking only at the grand and magnificent

prophecies of the promised Messiah, and putting
on one side the predictions of His humiliations

and of His sufferings, cannot recognise eternal

truth persecuted, humiliated, and crucified

Nearly a century has passed since these words

were written, and in the mean time the new body
of doctrine which the Jesuits have substituted for

the faith once delivered has been completed by
the promulgation of the Immaculate Conception
and of the Papal Infallibility, and the establishment

of the Liguorian Morality. The apostasy foreseen

by the greatest and best members of the Roman
Church is thus developed in all its fearful magni
tude. The mystery of iniquity which had begun
in the days of the apostles is now complete. The

danger of being betrayed through a semblance of
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unity into a loss of the truth, and of mistaking a

mere human confederacy for that great spiritual

society which Christ founded upon earth, and 01

which He is the only Head, is now more than ever

imminent.

The Church of Rome rises before us, as the

temple of old rose before its wondering spectators,

adorned with goodly stones and gifts. It is as

difficult for those who are fascinated with her

manifold attractions as it was for the Jews of old

to believe in the advent of that day when not one

stone shall be left of the vast fabric which so fatally

hides that one foundation other than which can

no man lay.

In order, therefore, that our own building there

upon may be able better to endure the last trial,

we are bound to study carefully and diligently the

criteria of a true Church as they are laid down for

us in Scripture, and to see how incompatible these

are with the frivolous and fictitious Notes of the

Church laid down by Cardinal Bellarmine and

the Roman controversialists.

It must be obvious to every reasonable mind

that neither Antiquity (which belonged rather to

the Jewish and to the older forms of religion), nor

Unity, which has chiefly existed (as we have seen

already) when error reigned universally, nor Uni

versality, which never had any real existence, nor

an Apostolic Succession ,
which was equally

possessed by Arians, Nestorians, Eutychians, and

every other form of heresy, can be true criteria of

the Church according to the Scriptural conditions.

Error is indeed more ancient than truth, and

many religions more ancient in time than that
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which we believe to be the only true one. If mere

antiquity be pleaded, Judaism might put in a higher

plea than Christianity itself. When, in the famous

controversy between Bossuet and Claude (held at

the Countess of Roye s for the instruction of Mile,

de Duras, in 1678), the former endeavoured to show

that Protestantism was a new religion, the great

champion of the Reformed Churches replied that

the charge was unjust, because a false antiquity

may be mistaken as a true, an antiquity of some

ages standing, which is really no better than a

novelty, for an antiquity of all ages of the Church,
which in the business of religion is the highest

injustice imaginable. He added, moreover, that

this prejudice was of very pernicious consequence ;

because at this rate, when once errors and super-
stitions had by insensible degrees crept into

religion and custom, or the schools had given
them countenance, there would be no possible
means left of exposing or extirpating them. For

the maintainers of them will be continually object-

ing against those that endeavour it, that they set

up a new Church and a new religion. Thus it

was that the Pharisees accused Jesus Christ as an

innovator, upon pretence that His disciples kept
not the traditions of the elders, which were indeed

but innovations themselves. Thus the Jews taxed

St. Paul for a mover of sedition among them

through the whole world, and being the ring-

leader of the sect of the Nazarenes, which they
looked upon as a new sect. Thus all the apostles
were charged by the heathens, for being dis-

turbers of the public peace and bringers up of

new things, because they endeavoured to root out
D 2
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the old errors out of men s hearts and bring them
to the worship of the one only true God, Maker
of heaven and earth. ... It is plain then that

this prejudice of novelty, forbidding men to ex-

amine things to the bottom, and not distinguish-

ing between a true and a counterfeit antiquity,

accounting that old which was practised yester-

day, and everything new that is contrary to what

was in vogue yesterday, is a very ill and danger-
ous prejudice. It fortifies the Jews and heathens

against the Christian religion, and indeed was

continually made use of by Celsus, and the rest

of them that opposed Christianity. . . . The
heathens accusation (rejoined M. Claude to

Bossuet) proceeded from your prejudice, and the

Christians defence of themselves is according to

my principle. For it was by an exact examina-

tion of these things that the Christians demon-

strated they were not new, though the world

looked upon them so, and that what they op-

posed in the heathen superstitions was really

new, though taken to be old.

The Roman Church fears nothing more than

that her children, and those whom she lures towards

her communion from other Churches, should exer

cise this right of private judgment and careful

examination which led the first Christians from

Judaism and heathenism into the Christian fold.

When the Protestants were invited to the Council

of Trent, Pope Julius III. gave secret instructions

to his legate in Germany (the Bishop of Monte-

fiascone) to this effect : The Protestants were to be

treated with an affectation of moderation and gen

tleness, but only an evasive answer was to be given
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to their demands. For (as the pope observes),

The judge ought not to reply to a party in a suit,

lest he make himself hereby merely a party in it.

He then enjoins his legate to set forth in his name
to the emperor the complaints of the Protestants,

and to illustrate and denounce their impudence
and iniquity (a curious illustration of his judicial

claims). If they seek to take part in the Council,

their claim is to be resisted as being heretics and

schismatics with whom the Council can in no case

communicate, being out of the pale of the Church,

and merely in the position of heathens (a worse

position, it would seem, as heathens might have

been allowed to argue their case). But they may
well be admitted (proceeds the pope), that they

may be present to be convicted (though it be over

and over again) of their errors
;
so long as they

give sufficient pledges to bind themselves to the

decisions which are made by the Council.

The same course was repeated within our own

memory at the recent Vatican assembly, notwith

standing the noble protests of many of its most

illustrious members
; nay, not only were Protest

ants not so much as heard in it, but its greatest
men were silenced. The magnificent address of

the Archbishop of St. Louis in Missouri, Dr. Peter

Richard Kenrick, bears on its title-page the words

Jiabcnda non Jiabita. It was intended for delivery
but suppressed, and published afterwards at Naples.

Under these circumstances, and until that liberty

which the Divine Architect of the Church no less

designed for it than the unity for which He
prayed, it is almost hopeless to address those who
have resigned every liberty and franchise of their
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birthright as Christians to a mere human and

irresponsible authority. We rather would endea

vour to guard from danger those before whom the

Roman Church sets forth her many enchantments,
and who, weary of thinking for themselves on

matters of faith, and too ready to shrink from the

responsibility which the exercise of their judgment
on so high a subject imposes upon them, conclude,
in the words of St. Augustine, that to believe in

authority is a very compendious method and

requires no labour, and gladly wrap up their

neglected talent in the napkin of the Roman Infal

libility.

Our teaching as members of the Reformed

Churches is of a very different kind from this. We
hold that the distinctive glory of Christianity lies

in the truth, that its Divine Founder not only lays

down in it a rule of faith, but gives us, at the same

time, the grace by which we are enabled to accept
and apply it to our own lives. As He asks for a

Divine faith, and not a mere historical belief, or

human assent, so He gives us a Divine grace

enabling us to believe, and a written record of the

laws of faith, which defines the limits, while it

determines the obligations, of our obedience. The

principle of faith and the subjects of faith are thus

derived immediately from the same source. The

Spirit not only dictates the truth to be believed

directly, and without the intervention of an unin

spired person, but also bestows the grace by
which alone it can be savingly and effectually

believed.

This union between the obligation of faith and

the grace of faith, between the truth which is
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proposed to us in the gospel and the faith by which

it is received, is marked in every page of Scripture.

Sanctify them through Thy truth ; Thy word is

truth. The Law was given by Moses, but grace
and truth came by Jesus Christ. Faith and

grace are thus ever united both in the work of

Christ and in the heart of man. The truth, into

every part of which the Spirit is promised us to

become our guide, is ever supported by the grace
which is given us by the same Spirit.

It follows, therefore, that no claim can be asserted

over the one, which is not extended also over the

other. To suppose that the kingdoms of grace
and of faith can be severed, so that God may rule

in one, and man in the other, is as unreasonable as

it is unscriptural. It would be ridiculous (as an

eminent bishop of the Roman Church affirms) to

suppose that nature had given us our arms to

labour with, and made us dependent upon another

to move them for us. Nor less absurd is it to

say that God has given us the arm of faith, and
left it for the pope to move and direct it for us, as

though we were mere automatons, without freedom
of will without skill or intelligence without judg
ment or conscience. He who gave us the principle
of faith, gives us also the grace which enables us to

exercise it, and prescribes to us the limits within

which it is to move.

In accordance with this view, St. Augustine con

trasts the obedience of the law and the gospel, the

revelation in which obedience and faith were a

command, and that in which both were a gift, in

the well-known words : By the law of works God
said, Do what I command (fac quod jubed] ; by
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the law of faith \ve say to God, Grant what Thou
commandest us (Da quodjubes],
When therefore the Pope and the Papal Church

puts forth her l

fac quod jubeo we may well reply,

da quod jubcs! But, alas ! she has nothing to

give not even a human reason, far less a divine

grace nothing, in a word, but the hay and stubble

of her own speculations and the husks of incom

prehensible definitions trees twice dead, plucked

up by the roots, doctrines which no practical result

could ever follow and no Divine grace inspire.

And we are told that if we even dare to t/iink

otherwise than the pope determines we are con-

demned by our own judgment, have suffered

shipwreck of the faith, and have revolted from

the unity of the Church.

But the entire suppression of the doctrines of

grace which is involved in an absolute claim to rule

the consciences and awaken the faith of Christians

by a mere act of human authority, ought not to

surprise us, when we remember that the Bull Uni-

genitus distinctly denies the necessity of grace,

while the Jesuits, in the manipulation of their new

doctrine thereupon, have effectually set aside the

da quod jubes to restore the legal fac quod jubeo.

We, however, are rather of the mind of St. Augus
tine, whose ordinary prayer was, Lord, grant to us

that which Thou commandest, and command that

which Thou wilt. With such a prayer we com
mend these pages to the blessing of God, and those

who may read them to that grace without which

even the Divine word itself would be without effect.



CHAPTER II.

HISTORY OF THE CHRISTIAN CREEDS.

THE Jewish Church from the earliest period

adopted a brief formula of belief which it used

as the kernel of all its prayers, and which resem

bles in its nature the creeds which form the basis

of the prayers of the Christian Church. This

(called from its first word ScJimd] is compiled
from Deut. vi. 4 10; and xi. 13 22. To these

passages is added Num. xv. 37 40, and this con

fession of the great truth of the unity of the Deity
and the duties which that Supreme revelation

involves, was so universally used, that our Lord

Himself referred to it when He replied to the

Scribe, This is the first commandment
; Hear,

O Israel : the Lord our God is one Lord.

This formula was laid by the early Christians as

the foundation of a larger confession, in which the

events of the life of Christ and its results are

enumerated in their historic order. This kind of

systematic teaching, which formed the basis of the

catechetical instruction adopted by the Church,
is clearly shadowed forth by St. Paul (i Cor. xv.

3 8
;
and Heb. vi. I, 2), and originated those

ancient creeds which with many diversities of

expression handed down in every Church and
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through every age of its history the simple and

sufficient truths which united all in the faith of

Christ, and preserved for all Christians alike the

liberty wherewith Christ had made them free.

The Creed, thus derived from the words of

Scripture alone, has therefore from the earliest

ages of the Church been regarded as a summary
of all those fundamental truths and facts upon
which the religion of Christ and the life of the

disciple are built up. It does not indeed represent
the entire fabric of revealed truth, but all that

portion of it upon which, from day to day, we
are to build up the superstructure of our faith

according to the lines of the Scripture teaching.

Everything built upon such a foundation must be

consistent with it, both in its plan and in its

material
;

but not a stone can be added to the

foundation itself without the absolute destruction

of the original plan, and the production of a super
structure incongruous with it and unworthy of it.

The ancient foundation-stones are few, but they
are weighty and sufficient,, and addition to them
is as strictly forbidden as detraction from them.

And it is notable that St. Paul, in that brief sum

mary already referred -to, prefaces his recapitula

tion of the articles of faith with the words, By
which also ye are saved affirming the sufficiency

of these great truths for every age, and enabling
us to resist the exactions and to face the anathemas

of the Church of Rome, as Christ Himself met the

suggestions of the tempter with the irrefragable

words, It is written and It is written again.

Of the different forms of this Creed, that which

is popularly called the Apostles Creed, and
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represents the faith of the Western Church in its

simplest form, is at once the briefest and the most

Scriptural in its statements. The Eastern Churches,

in the endeavour after greater accuracy, were fuller

in their statements, and adopted a more technical

language. The Creed of Caesarea is believed to

have been the basis of that adopted at Nicaea

(A.D. 325), and completed at Constantinople

(A.D. 381), in which the famous word consub-

stantial, or of the same substance, was inserted

as a safeguard against the Arian doctrine, which

alleged an inequality and therefore difference of

existence (or substance) between the Father and

the Son. The doctrine on the Holy Ghost, which

was left by the Council of Nicaea in the simple

words, And in the Holy Ghost, was amplified

by the Council of Constantinople into the form

in which it now stands. This larger Creed, in

whose terms every Christian communion is agreed

(although it is not publicly used in some), has

never since received any accession or change,

except that one fatal word which separated the

Eastern and Western Churches in the tenth cen

tury, and separates them still the word Filioqne

( and from the Son ). The Eastern Church
adheres strictly to the words of Scripture (John
xv. 26), while the Western, by a comparison of

spiritual things with spiritual,&quot;
and in her anxiety

to strengthen the Creed against a new outbreak of

Arianism in Spain, inserted (illegally, no doubt)
the single word which completes that idea of per
fect equality which might else have been disputed.

Such is, briefly, the history of the Christian

Creeds as we now have them
;
and it cannot but
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be admitted that the painful and bitter contro

versies which were occasioned &quot;in the Church by
the constant changes which were proposed and

partially adopted in the simple confession which

had once united all in the bond of charity as

strongly as in that of faith, were the first great
cause of the declension of the Church.

Erasmus has well observed : Formerly faith was

rather in the life than in the profession of articles

of doctrine. Soon, necessity admonished the pre-

scription of articles, but they were few and worthy
of apostolic sobriety. Then the insincerity of

heretics enforced a more exact discussion of the

Divine revelation. Their obstinacy then com-

pelled synods to define certain truths authorita

tively. At length the Creed existed rather in

written forms than in the mind, and there were

almost as many creeds as men. Articles in-

creased, but sincerity decreased. Contention

grew hot, charity waxed cold. The doctrine of

Christ, which before knew not the logomachy of

the schools, began to depend upon the supports
of philosophy. This was the first stage of the

Church in its decline.

But it became necessary, even in the fifth century,

for the Church to restrain by a positive law these

efforts to extend the Creed and to encroach upon
the liberties of the individual Christian. Accord

ingly, the fourth General Council (Chalcedon, A.D.

451) re-enacting a prohibition of the third General

Council (Ephesus, A.D. 431), but adopting the Con-

stantinopolitan instead of the original Nicene

Creed, as the basis of its decree, prohibited for

all time any addition whatever to the Creed, which
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was thus made the sole condition of orthodoxy.
The Council of Chalcedon also prescribed the

severest penalties against all who should exact from

any lay Christian, or any heretic or heathen enter

ing the Church, any other formula of faith or test

of communion than the Creed of Constantinople.
That this great prohibitory law excludes even

verbal additions, however orthodox, was proved

irrefragably by the Eastern against the Roman
advocates in the Council of Florence (A.D. 1438).

But as this is a most important ground of the

argument, upon which we propose to enter, against
the additional articles of the so-called Creed of

Pope Pius IV. which is now exacted from all who
enter the Church of Rome from other communions,
and forms in fact the basis of the whole system,
we are led to a brief examination of this great

prohibitory law in its bearing upon the modern
claims and practice of the Roman Church.

The words of this celebrated decree are as

follows : Let it be lawful for no one to com-

pose or compile another faith (or creed) besides

that which was drawn up by the Fathers at

Nicaea and Constantinople. Those, however,
who dare to compose another faith or to offer

it to those who desire to be converted to the

knowledge of the truth from Judaism or heathen-

ism, or from any heresy whatsoever, if they are

bishops or clergy, shall be deprived of their

episcopate or clerical order, but if laymen, shall

be anathematized.

It is in vain that the Roman advocates contend

that erepa TTIOTIS means another faith, and not

another creed. For Pope Vigilius in a letter to
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the Patriarch of Constantinople, uses the word
creed (vv^ftoXov) instead of TUO-TIS, and alleges the

anathema to be against those who deliver and

teach another creed than that of Constantinople,
while Pope Agatho, in a letter to the emperors,
refers to these laws as requiring that none of the

articles regularly defined should be diminished,

none changed or increased, but that the same

should be preserved inviolate both in words and

meaning.

Mindful, it would appear, of this great law, the

Council of Trent (while yet under the influence

of Cardinal Pole, as legate, by whom the acts of

the Council of Florence were regarded with great

veneration) declared the Constantinopolitan Creed

to be that firm and only foundation against which

the gates of hell shall not prevail, and required it

to be read in so many words and no more, than

those in which it is read in all the Churches.

The Roman Church has therefore solemnly

pledged herself to the duty of preserving from

change either by addition or subtraction, that

sacred deposit which she shares with the Church

universal, and which all her popes, on their corona

tion, as solemnly pledged themselves to hold and
maintain usque ad unuin apicein! How flagrantly
she has violated this pledge in the case both of

those born within her pale, and those who enter it

from other faiths or other forms of Christianity, it

will be our object to point out.

Theoretically, at the present time the member
of the Church of Rome is placed by his very

baptism in a state of security from every claim

that might be made upon him to accept new
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doctrines of faith, or to add to the articles of his

Creed. For the Church of Rome admits all those

born within her pale to baptism on the conditions

of the Apostles Creed, and all who communicate
with her, upon the terms of the Creed of Con

stantinople. In her baptismal formula, as it was

authoritatively set forth by Paul V. (Rome, 1614),
the priest demands from the godfather, What is

it that you ask from the Church of God ? to

which he replies, Faith. What, continues the

interrogator, does faith obtain for you ? to which

the answer is Eternal life. On entering the

church the priest instructs the sponsors in this

faith by making them repeat with him the Apostles
Creed which Creed he repeats in three distinct

portions, at a later period of the service, in the

form of an interrogatory, requiring the assent of

the sponsors to each separate division. On this

the rite of baptism is conferred.

Now we recognize here a mutual compact on

the part of the child received into the Church and

the Church herself, which is incapable of alteration

or addition without a breach of the covenant by
cither of the contracting parties. Such a violation

of the compact, by a new condition or a new test,

would be held by every legal tribunal in the world

to release the party against whom it was enforced

from every obligation imposed upon him by the

original agreement.
Let us suppose that a minor had been admitted

through his guardians to a beneficial estate on

certain conditions, and then that new conditions of

a most stringent character were introduced into

the original covenant. The iniquity of such a
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course would be apparent to every one, nor would

any court of law authorize so gross a breach of

faith. The compact between the parties in this

case clearly marks out the limits of necessary faith

on the one side and of stipulated obedience on

the other.

Nor is the case different in regard to adults

coming to baptism. The same articles of faith

are required by the Church, and accorded by the

baptized party, though here the answer is given
in person and not by deputy. The only difference

is, that adults coming from heathenism are en

joined to abhor idols, to renounce images, and to

worship God the Father Almighty, and Jesus
Christ His only Son a strange condition from a

Church which practises image-worship, and which

violates that worship of God which is here made
absolute and exclusive

;
for in the matter of wor

ship and of the creeds admissio uniits est exclnsio

alterius. How Mariolatry is consistent with this

baptismal profession is a question which Roman
casuists would find it not easy to solve.

But we pass on now to the more open and flag

rant violation of the baptismal pact which followed

the assembly of the Council of Trent, and consti

tutes what is called the Creed of Pope Pius IV.

At the close of that Council, Pius IV. (having

already put forth in 1560 a long form of confession

to be exacted from the bishops and clergy) pro

mulgated a summary of its decrees, in which, after

a recital of the Constantinopolitan Creed, a number
of clauses are added, embodying the determinations

of the Council, and apparently intended to form

thereafter an integral part of that great formulary.
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This profession of faith was put forth in two bulls.

One (In Sacrosanctd) rendered it binding upon all

Universities, and all persons graduating therein.

The other (Injunctum no bis) exacted a belief in it

from all holding any ecclesiastical benefice or dig

nity. By this limitation, which the concluding
clause of the bull establishes very plainly, it would

appear that Pius IV. did not originally intend to

make the whole body of the laity subscribe to his

new creed, though, without doubt, the belief in all

its articles would have been as easily exacted

through the tribunal of the confessional as by the

still more formidable arm of the Inquisition. For

the terrible bulls of his successors, especially the

Cum ex Apostolatils officio, would soon deprive all

who questioned a single article of it of all the

comforts of humanity (pmni Jiumanitatis officio

destituanf).

But there was not wanting, ere long, a synodical

authority (though only a provincial one) for the

extension of this most illegitimate production to

those who were received from any heresy, above

all, the heresy of the Reformation, into the Roman
Church. A Council of Rouen, in 1581, prescribed
the use of it for all who were received from any
heresy whatever into the communion of Rome

;

and this example seems to have been followed

everywhere, and especially in England from that

day to our own. Editions of it are now everywhere
to be had, intended for the use of converts, and

prescribing the terms upon which the Papal Church
will admit them to her body.

It is not a little singular, though it has not (as
far as I am aware) been before observed, that the
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so-called Creed of Pius not only misrepresents the

ancient doctrine of the Church of Rome, but even

the very words of the Council of Trent upon which

it is alleged to be based. To take but one, though a

very signal example ;
the Council prohibits the faith

ful from interpreting the Scriptures against the una
nimous consent of the Fathers a neglect of ancient

testimony which even our own reformers reprobated.
But Pius IV. prohibits their interpreting them,

except according to the unanimous consent of the

Fathers, which (as the Fathers are on no point

unanimous) would prevent any interpretation of

them at all. No doubt the change was as inten

tional as it is ingenious, for it anticipated the con

demnation of Quesnel s proposition by the Bull

Unigenitus, which deprived the laity of the right of

even reading, far less interpreting, the Scriptures.

Yet not even this invasion of the rights of the

baptized members of her Church has satisfied the

exorbitant claims of the Church of Rome on their

obedience. By the recent Bull Incffabilis, she has

made the belief in the Immaculate Conception of

the Virgin Mary an article of faith as necessary as

the belief in the Deity, and fenced it around with

more terrible maledictions than she has bestowed

even upon atheism itself. And now that the

Vatican definition has conferred the gift of Infalli

bility upon every official act of the Papacy in

matters of faith, even down to its briefs, encyclicals,

and less authoritative manifestos, the Creed, as we

might well term it, of the Bull Unigenitus, in which

every one of the doctrines of grace is denounced

and denied, rises before us to complete the false

witness of the Church of Rome against the
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fundamental truths of Christianity, and the first

principles of the Creed of the Church Universal.

It cannot but be observed by every impartial
mind that all these additions to the faith once

delivered have, as their manifest end, the estab

lishment of the power, wealth, and interest of the

bishops and of the particular Church of Rome.
The Church is set up above the gospel, and the

pope above the Church, so that, as Sir Matthew
Hale observes, they have corrupted, as much
as in them lies, the most pure and innocent

religion the world ever knew, by distorting it to

ends of wealth and power, and appendicating to

it certain new doctrines and practices merely to

those ends
;
so that a man that either questions or

not observes these political additaments runs as

severe a censure and danger among them as he

who denies the most unquestionable principles

of Christian religion.

By making belief in the Church of Rome the

first principle of their religion, they have inverted

the order of the Creed, and placed the belief in the

pope before the belief in God. For, as Dean
Sherlock observes, All those articles which are

before the &quot;

Holy Catholic Church
&quot;

must in order

of nature be known before it : that there is a

God who made the world, etc., to the words,
&quot;

I

&quot;believe in the Holy Ghost.&quot; And then we may
add the Holy Catholic Church, and not till then.

For the Church is a society of men for the worship
of God through the faith of Jesus Christ, by the

sanctification of the Holy Spirit, which unites them
into one mystical body. So that we must know
Father, Son, and Holy Ghost before we can know

E 2
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what the Catholic Church means. And is it not

strange then that our faith must be founded on

the authority of the Church, when we must first

know all the great articles of our faith before we
can know anything about a Church ? This inverts

the order of our Creed, which, according to the

principles of the Church of Rome, should begin
thus :

&quot;

I believe in the Holy Catholic Church,
&quot; and upon the authority of that Church, I believe

&quot;

in God the Father Almighty, and in Jesus Christ,

&quot;and in the Holy Ghost.&quot; And no doubt but

the apostles or apostolic men who framed the

Creed would have put it so, had they thought
that the whole Christian faith must be resolved

into the authority of the Church.

We propose in the following pages to take up in

order the additions made by Pius IV. to the ancient

Creed of the Church Universal, and to prove that

they are not only in themselves dangerous and

erroneous, but that they neutralize at all points,

and openly contradict in many, the fundamental

truths of the Creed upon which they assume to be

grounded, and that no one who desires to hold the

great truths of the Creed in their true meaning and

full integrity can accept the additions of Pius IV.,

or safely enter that Church in which this fatal

overgrowth of superstition and error has choked

the good seed of the word and truth of God.

We will first set before the reader the additional

articles of the Creed of Pius IV., adding to these

the principles on the doctrines of grace laid down
under terrible penalties by Clement XI. in the Bull

Unigenitus ; the new dogma of the Immaculate

Conception and its results, as declared by Pius
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IX. under the same sanctions
;
and finally, the

Definition of the Vatican Assembly on the Papal

Infallibility, which has crowned in our own day the

Antichristian edifice. We can hardly wonder that

the open denial of the doctrine of grace, as it had
been held by the Church from the days of St.

Augustine, was followed, in all these cases, by the

withdrawal of that grace by which alone the truth

of God can be set forth before the mind and

illustrated in the life of the believer.

CHAT. II
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CHAPTER III.

TRADITION AS A CO-ORDINATE RULE WITH
SCRIPTURE.

CREED OF PIUS IV.

First Article.

&quot;

I most firmly admit and embrace Apostolical and Ecclesiastical Traditions

and all other observations and Constitutions of the same Church.&quot;

CHAP. in. IN an ancient pre-reformation book for the

direction of the sick and dying, an example is

given of the utility of condensing our faith into the

mere acceptance of all that the Church of Rome
has decreed or may yet decree, instead of making
the profession of a more personal and rational faith.

The devil, it is said, interrogated a dying man on

his faith, in the words, What do you believe ?

to which he replied, I believe all that the Roman
Church believes

; whereupon the interrogator

rejoined, But what does the Roman Church be-

lieve ? to which the dying man very prudently

replied, All that I believe myself.

The first article of Pius Creed presents the same

compendious view of the Christian faith, and every
one professing it would be compelled to take refuge

in the same kind of circular argument. For the

four terms here employed include not merely
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volumes of doctrine, but an entire library so vast

as to be beyond the knowledge of the most learned,

beyond the access of ordinary believers, far beyond
even the conception of that vast multitude which

can just grasp the Apostles Creed and is wisely

content to rest in that simple summary of Christian

doctrine. Apostolical tradition, if any oral tra

dition could be traced to the lips of an apostle

(which pious antiquity rejected when it repudiated
the earliest and most specious claim which was

ever put forth in its behalf, that of Papias), would

indeed be of equal value with the written word.

But no authentic claim of this kind has ever

been made in its behalf, far less admitted by the

Church. Of the modern Romanist it might be

said (as was said of the Samaritans by our Lord

Himself), Ye worship ye know not what; while

the simple believer in the revealed and written

word of God might claim those words of favourable

contrast, We know what we worship. As the

Roman Church in her own theory, and in this

Creed, is made to absorb the Church Universal,

and in this sense to be identified with it, the tra

ditions, observations, and constitutions of that

Church are none other than those of the particular
Roman Church herself,

Now, let us briefly enumerate what these are,

according to Cardinal Manning s definition of them.

According to this, they embrace every word which

the popes have uttered in every age in the matter

of doctrine, rite, or precept, whether in brief, bull,

letter, encyclical, or any other of the many forms

which the curialism of Rome has invented for

the promulgation of her ukases. These, of course,
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are supplemented, or rather preceded, by the laws

of the Councils, general and provincial, by the

decisions of the various Congregations, and by the

exactions of a daily and most minute legislation,

which may at any moment multiply them or

abrogate them a mass of enactments exceeding

immeasurably the Statutes at large, with all the

reports of judges and books of precedents in our

own most complicated system of laws. Yet this is

the almost illimitable code which the professor of

the Creed of Pius IV. is compelled to admit and

embrace by the very first article of his new Creed.

For it involves a belief in the whole of the Councils

according to the Roman computation, which repre
sent some fifty folio volumes

;
the whole of the

Bullarum Magnum, extending to more than sixty ;

the published decisions of the Congregations for

the Interpretation of the Council of Trent, and of

Rites exceeding both together in number and com

plexity ;
besides an admission of the truth of all

that the popes have in petto and may yet reveal to

the faith or rather submission of their children.

The longest life would be insufficient to qualify

us for the profession of the first article of the new
creed. One of the emperors is said to have

declared that if we are to have a creed, it were

well that it should be made as long as possible, as

then we might be sure that it included everything.

But such a creed as is involved in this first article

would be beyond the longest life to acquire even a

superficial knowledge of. It would have much the

same result on the mind as the lectures of that

great German divine, Thomas de Hasselbach,

whose doctrine (Pope Pius II. observes) was to
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be applauded but for the fact that he had been

lecturing for twenty-two years on the first chapter
of Isaiah, and had not even then come to an end.

But it must not be supposed that a statement

so vague and so absolutely impracticable as that

involved in this first article of the Creed of Pius

was either contemplated by the legates who were

directing the order of the Council, or admitted

without protest. The former, in their opening
address on the debate on this subject, declare that,

after laying down the Creed as the first principle,

they would proceed to the proof of the Scriptures ;

after which they would discuss ecclesiastical or un-

written tradition. They probably recalled the

fact that the Creed had referred only to the Scrip
tures as the foundation of its doctrine declaring
the Holy Spirit to have spoken by the prophets

and affirming that the events of the life of Christ

happened, according to the Scriptures. When,
therefore, it was proposed to accept tradition

and the Scriptures with an equal devotion (pari

pietatis affcctu], the Bishop of Fano vehemently

impugned the decree for it seemed to him in the

first place unjust to receive the Scriptures and
tradition with the same devotion. For (said he)
there is a vast difference between Scripture and
tradition. For the Holy Scripture is altogether

indelible, while many of the apostolic traditions

are variable, and can be changed or taken away
according to the will of the Church. But the

Bishop of Chioggio was still more outspoken. In

vain (he said) we are now looking for traditions

handed down to us verbally and by the observ-

ance of the whole Church, when we have the
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gospel, in which everything necessary to our

salvation and to the Christian life is to be found

in a written form.

This was undoubtedly the ancient doctrine both

of the Fathers and the schoolmen, and no one has

more emphatically and repeatedly declared it than

Aquinas, upon whose system the whole of the

Roman divinity is based. Nor was it less the doc

trine of the Church of England before the Reform
ation than after it, for Bishop Pecocke in 1450
writes : It seimeth that the Apostlis entendiden

not to give any Catholic feith necessarie to Chris-

ten Mennys Salvacioun by word oonli to be kept
without writing and remembrance; and so it

semeth that the Clergie oughte not induce or

constreyne the other peple into believe and feith

of other pointes and articlis as upon the feith of

whomhangeth cure salvacioun than ben expressid
in the litteral sense of holi Scripture or following
them so expressed.
The absolute neglect of Scripture and the prac

tical destruction of its entire authority by the

assertion of the Papal privilege, was one of the

chief complaints of the English nation against the

Papacy, and formed the basis of the petition for

the reformation of the Church written by Richard

de Ullerston, and presented to the Council of Con
stance in 1415 by the great Bishop Hallam of

Salisbury.

But it is time that we should approach the direct

argument against a co-ordinate traditional rule,

as it has been urged by one of our greatest divines.

At this point we must carefully lay down in our

minds the distinction between the various kinds of
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tradition which the Roman advocates, in order to

confuse the minds of those whom they address, are

so skilful in their attempts to identify with one

another.

I. In the first place, tradition may be written as

well as oral. In this larger meaning the Scriptures

are themselves a tradition, though they are a

recorded tradition.

II. Next there is a historical tradition
;
such a

handing down of facts and documents from one

generation to another as forms the test of their

genuineness and authenticity. This is the kind

of tradition upon which we receive the Scriptures
as the authentic documents of our Common
Christianity.

III. There is a tradition of interpretation ;
such

laws and methods of interpreting the Scripture

as have been handed down to us from the earliest

ages.

IV. Lastly, there is the kind of tradition which

the Church of Rome has invented, as a second and
twin authority with the Scriptures themselves

;
a

co-ordinate rule, derived from a distinct and inde

pendent revelation, and protected from error by
the same Spirit which inspired the writers of the

Scriptures, and gave a paramount authority to

their record.

It is the last kind of tradition which forms the

subject of our present inquiry.

And first, we may lay down with the learned

Henry Wharton the conditions and properties
which must essentially belong to a rule of faith,

and show with him that, while the Scriptures fulfil

and possess these in the highest degree, tradition is
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as evidently destitute of them. He reduces them
to four heads : I. It must be able safely and

inviolably to convey down all revealed necessary
truths. II. It must be fitted to propose them

clearly and invariably to all mankind. III. It

must be independent of all other revealed articles.

IV. It must be assigned as a rule by God, the

Author of all revealed religion.

After having shown that the Scriptures fulfil all

these conditions (an assertion which, as it would
be admitted even by the advocates of a traditional

rule, need not here be vindicated), he proceeds
to show that the proposed co-ordinate rule is as

defective as the ancient one is sufficient.

For (I.), we can never be assured that any articles

were invariably or entirely without any addition

or diminution conveyed down to us by tradition
;

since it hath been in all times and ages observed
( that matters of fact, much more of belief, not

immediately committed to writing, presently de-

generated into fables, and were corrupted by the

capricious malice or ignorance of men. Nothing
can exempt the tradition of the Christian religion

from this fate, at least from our reasonable sus-

picions of it, but the infallibility of that society of

men which conveys down this tradition. But the

latter can never be known till this certainty of

tradition be first cleared and presupposed ;
since

the belief in this supposed infallibility must at last

be resolved into the sole truth and certainty of

tradition.

II. In the next place, tradition cannot certainly

and invariably propose the belief of Christianity

to all private persons. For, from whence shall
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this tradition be received ? From a pope, or a

Council, or both
;
or from none of these, but only

the Universal Church ? In every one of these

cases infinite difficulties will occur, which even

singly will appear insuperable. It is almost need

less to dwell on this ground of the argument, as

the late pope and his Vatican Council have abso

lutely destroyed the very existence and even idea

of tradition in its ancient sense, by resolving it into

his own personal conviction. The famous words of

Pius IX., Tradizione son io have swept away the

whole Tridentine theory of an unwritten gospel of

tradition per manus traditcz. We pass on therefore

to the third argument.
III. Tradition is so far from being independent

of other articles of the Christian faith, that the

belief in all other articles must be presupposed
before it. For since all sects propose different

traditions, and the truth of none of them is self-

evident, it must first be known which is the true

Church before it can be determined which is the

true tradition. Now, the knowledge of the true

Church can be obtained only two ways ;
either

from the truth of her doctrines, or from the

external notes of a true Church. In the first

way, then, it must be known what are the true

and genuine doctrines of Christianity, the stedfast
1

belief of which causeth this society to become
the true Church. But if the true Church be
known only by some external notes, these notes

.are either taught by Scripture, or found out

by the light of reason. If taught by Scripture,
then the knowledge of the Divine authority
of the Scripture is antecedent to the knowledge
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of the true Church, and consequently inde

pendent of it. For otherwise Scripture will be

believed on the authority of the Church, and
the Church on authority of the Scripture, which

is a manifest circle. Besides, in this case, that
:

grand article of belief in the Holy Catholic

Church will be received, not from tradition, but

from the Scripture ;
and consequently, Scripture,

not tradition, will be the primary rule of faith.

;

Lastly, if the notes of the Church may be found
;

by natural reason, these notes can be no other
: than antiquity, universality, perpetuity, and such
;

like every one of which doth some way or other
:

presuppose the knowledge of the true doctrines of
:

Christianity as well as those of the present Church.
: For the end of these notes is to compare the

former with the latter, and, consequently, both of
1 them must be first known.

IV. Lastly, it can never be proved that tradi-
:

tion was assigned by God as a rule of faith. For
1

this proof must be taken either from the Scrip
tures or from tradition. Not from the first; for

not to say that Scripture is wholly silent in this
;

matter, such a supposition would destroy itself,

and involves a manifest contradiction. For if it be

a. point of faith that tradition is the rule of faith,

and this article is deduced only from Scripture;
then Scripture is the immediate rule of one article

: of the faith, and the mediate rule of all other
1

articles
;
and consequently tradition cannot be

1 the rule of faith. No less absurd is it to imagine
1 that any proof of this article can be drawn from

tradition. For we can never be assured that the

tradition of this very article is of Divine authority
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and consequently infallible, until we be first satis-

fied that God, by assigning tradition for a rule of

faith, conferred Divine authority upon it, which is

the matter now in question.

Thus far the learned Dr. Wharton, in his intro

duction to the world of the Treatise of Bishop

Peacock, proving Scripture to be the rule of faith.

The appeal to tradition as a co-ordinate rule

with the Scriptures, was the subterfuge of all the

ancient heretics from the days of St. Irenseus and

of Tertullian. And it is notable that the only
tradition to which these Fathers appeal as against

heresy, is the historic tradition of the genuineness
of the books of Scripture and their undoubted

authenticity. These allusions to tradition are

eagerly distorted by the Roman controversialists

into an appeal to its alleged co-ordinate authority.
In regard to the famous passage of Tertullian, in

which they have so often attempted to mislead

the ordinary reader, our learned Bishop Kaye
observes :

If we closely attend to the object which Ter-

tullian had in view, we shall be led to the conclu-

sion that the Tract de Proscription* Hcereticontni,
1

far from lending any sanction, is directly opposed
to the Roman Catholic notion respecting tradition

to the notion that there are certain doctrines

of which the belief is necessary to salvation, and
which rest on the authority, not of Scripture, but

of unwritten tradition. Tertullian, it is true,

refuses to dispute with the heretics out of the

Scriptures ; not, however, because he was not

persuaded that the Scriptures contained the whole

rule of faith, but because the heretics rejected a
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large portion of the sacred writings, and either

mutilated, or put forced and erroneous interpret-
ations upon those parts which they received.

Before, therefore, an appeal could be made to the

Scriptures, it was necessary to determine which
were the genuine Scriptures, and what the true

interpretation of them. The first of these questions
was purely historical

;
to be determined by ascer-

taining what books had from the earliest times

been generally receivedby the Apostolic Churches:

and with respect to the second, though interpret-
ations which had received the sanction of the

Church were not to be lightly rejected, yet the

practice of Tertullian himself proves that he

believed every Christian to be at liberty to exercise

his own judgment upon them.

And here we may pause to observe, that the

famous appeal which Tertullian makes, in this

treatise, to the Apostolic Churches, and to the

succession of their bishops, which has been so

frequently urged in support of ecclesiastical

authority, as derived from the so-called apostolic

succession, is made on the very same grounds and

for the same end. For his object is to show that

the authentic versions of.the Scriptures have been

kept in the great ruling Churches of the Christian

world from their first plantation, and that they
have been guarded and kept from depravation or

corruption by an unbroken succession of teachers

who have been their vigilant s custodians. There is

not the least indication that any claim to the

transmission of apostolic authority or dynastic

succession is here advanced, the single purpose of

Tertullian being to carry up the pedigree of the
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great records of Christianity to the days of the

writers of them, and not to assert the unbroken

continuity of the episcopate.

But, notwithstanding the professed devotion of

tne Roman Church to the authority of tradition, so

completely has she violated all the ancient laws

and usages of the Universal Church in her whole

history, that the Eastern Churches have ever

accused her of setting aside every traditional law

and every rule of the Fathers. Every patristic

tradition, every ancient ecclesiastical rule, custom,
and canon, the bishop of Rome counts as nothing
Such were the words of Macarius, Metropolitan of

Ancyra. And certainly the late pope fulfilled to

the very letter the description which is here given
of his earlier predecessors. By resolving every
article of faith into the authority of the present

Church, he effectually cut off all that testimony of

the Church of the past which constitutes tradition.

For the universality of this testimony, observed

the Bishop of Chiusi, in the Assembly of Bishops
at Florence, in 1787, is the essential character of

tradition, and where there is no such testimony,
tradition in its proper sense can have no existence.

To restrict it to an individual would be therefore

against the very definition of it. If the pope is

the sole judge and the sole interpreter of it, he

alone would constitute tradition. If he alone

constitute it, it would be no longer tradition,

deprived, as it then would be, of the essential

quality which characterizes it.

Every student of ecclesiastical history and anti

quity knows too well that no Church in the world

has ever so entirely set aside all the evidences of
F
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tradition as the Church of Rome. While the

Eastern Churches have ever clung to the least shred

of antiquity, the least shadow of an early tradition,

the Church of Rome has boldly introduced, not

only new doctrines, new rites, and new observances,

but even new objects of worship, and new principles
of theology. An eminent Roman divine of the

1 7th century, Johann Caramuel de Lobkowicz,
confessed this truth in the words, All our theo-

logy is new. I do not devote much time to

the reading of the old divines. Tota tJieologia

nostra nova est. Non multum temporis pcrdo in

veterum libris legendis. So also the great Roman
Canonist, the Abbate Zaccaria, in his notes on

the equally profound Canonist Busembaum, proves
the absurdity of the study of the Fathers on

the ground of their oratorical style, and their

consequent exaggerations.
1

Such being the judgment of the great Roman
divines on the very fountains of their tradition,

why, we might well ask, does the pope remit us

to a traditional rule ? The reply is obvious. The

design of the Roman Church has ever been to

bring back every appeal to the tribunal of the

present Church, that Church being solely repre
sented by herself. Hence she terrifies her children

with her almost worn-out scarecrow of the obscurity
of the Scripture, the corruptions of heretical trans

lators, and such like dangers. Here also it is, that,

these failing, she proposes her twofold rule of faith,

placing tradition first, lest an appeal should be

1 See the Justification of the Pastoral of the Bishop of

Chiusi, in the Acts of the Assembly of Bishops at Florence,

tarn. iv. p. 289.
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carried on to the Scriptures, which formed the only
and last appeal of pious and primitive antiquity.

For, it is plain that no appeal can be made from

any authority to one which has a co-ordinate (and
here even, an inferior) rank. The very vagueness
and obscurity of the traditional tribunal, whose

imaginary records, spread over eighteen centuries,

are often as invisible to the eye as they are impal

pable to the touch, must compel the distracted

inquirer to have recourse to the present, visible,

and very material Church of Rome to sum up the

judgment of antiquity, and to decide what are those

apostolical and ecclesiastical traditions which are to

be associated with the Scriptures as the rule of his

faith and practice. The object of this article of the

Creed of Pius IV. is therefore to enforce an appeal
to the Papacy in every doubtful case, and (in many
cases which the written word has not left doubtful)
to the present and visible Church of Rome. This

appeal, as we have already seen, obviates the very

necessity and sets aside the claim of tradition as a

co-ordinate rule.

The Bishop of Chiusi observes that the Papal

Infallibility supersedes the claims of tradition alto

gether, and dispenses with all reference to Councils

or Fathers, or any of the fountains of traditional

doctrine. It would be enough to examine the

decisions of the pope, if there were any that were

relevant to the article in controversy ; and, if there

were none, there would only remain the trouble of

sending to Rome, to consult the pope, who, as an

oracle, ever living and ever speaking, might cut

short every question with a &quot;

yes
&quot;

or &quot;

no.&quot; He
shows that the ancient heretics in such a case
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would have exercised their skill, not in altering or

forcing the Word of God (or, we might add,

alleging early traditional authority, as Eunomius

did), but would have employed their skill on the

decrees of the popes, or would have contrived to

draw over the popes to their opinion. The Catholics

were bound to do as much on their part. But/
he adds, significantly, such has never been the

case.

As then, this new Creed of Pius IV. has been

virtually repealed at this point, by the still newer

Confession of Pius IX., we need not linger on the

threshold of the additional articles of the Tridentine

document. We will therefore close our argument
with the words of Bishop Stillingfleet (in his sermon

on Scripture and Tradition, preached at the Guild

hall Chapel, Nov. 27, 1687) : If all the testimony
of Christ were to be resolved into those who
heard some say that others told them, that they
had it from such, who saw those who conversed

with them who saw Christ in the flesh at such a

distance the authority of a testimony is extremely
lessened which is not like a river which grows

greater by running ;
but like a mineral water,

which loses its strength by being carried too far.

We, who believe the Scriptures to be the sole rule

of faith, have the unspeakable comfort of knowing
that their curative virtues can never fail

;
that they

are to every soul thirsting for salvation, a well of

water springing up into everlasting life.



CHAPTER IV.

THE CLAIM OF THE CHURCH OF ROME TO BE THE
AUTHORITATIVE INTERPRETER OF SCRIPTURE.

Second A rticle.

&quot;I do admit the Holy Scriptures in the same sense that Holy Mother Church

hath held and doth hold ; whose business it is to judge of the true sense and

interpretation of them. Nor will I ever receive or interpret them except

according to the unanimous consent of the Fathers.&quot;

WE have already observed that this article is a

most disingenuous misstatement of the doctrine of

the Council of Trent which it professes to repre
sent. For the Council well knew that the Fathers

are scarcely unanimous upon any point of doctrine

whatever. Its words are accordingly framed as a

negative instead of as a positive injunction and

decree that no one shall interpret the Scriptures

against that meaning which Holy Mother Church

has held and holds, to whom it belongs to judge of

their true sense and interpretation ;
nor shall dare

to interpret the Holy Scriptures contrary to the

unanimous consent of the Fathers. (Sess. IV.)
The reader will observe at a single glance the

vast distinction between the proposition thus nega

tively stated and that to which Pius IV. gives the

form of a positive injunction. The object of this

change of form is indisputably to deny to the laity
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the right of interpreting the Scriptures at all,

inasmuch as the prohibition against interpreting
them except according to the unanimous consent

of the Fathers would prevent the interpretation
of them in any sense

;
for the Fathers are never

unanimous on a single text
;
and even if they were,

it would be impossible for any lay person so to

collect their suffrages as to establish their unanimity
at any point. The rule of Pius IV. is therefore a

virtual, but most effectual, prohibition against the

interpretation of the Scriptures by any private

person whatever. But if the interpretation of

them is thus forbidden, the reading of them would

cease to be a duty, and would be a useless if not

dangerous act.

That this withdrawal of the Scriptures from the

people was the object of the Council as well as of

the pope in shutting up the Scriptures to that

sense in which the Church hatJi held and doth hold

them a sense which no private person could ever

discover must be apparent to the most superficial

observer. For the whole life of such a person
would hardly suffice to qualify him for the inter

pretation of a single passage of Scripture. And
even if it were possible for him to discover the

sense which the Church has held concerning any
such passage, a new and even more insuperable

difficulty would present itself in the inquiry into

what the Church holds at the present time in

regard to it. The result would be in every case the

same
;
the sealing up of the written word of God,

and its entire withdrawal from the people of God, for

whose instruction in the Divine will it was revealed

and has been almost miraculously preserved.
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But having taken note of the dishonesty of this

article of the new Creed, and indicated its object,

which is still more clearly disclosed in the prohibi

tion to translate the Scriptures into the vernacular,

we will proceed to the examination of the principle

it lays down, and show how absolutely untenable

it is in the face of the ancient doctrine and practice

of the Church, and according to the teaching of the

Fathers themselves.

If there is any single point in which the Fathers

may be said to be unanimous, it is in the assertion

of the absolute sufficiency of the Scriptures as

revealing all necessary doctrine both of faith and

practice ;
and in their repudiation of every claim

of authority for themselves in their interpretation

of the text of Scripture. A learned Hungarian
divine of the Reformed Church derives his first

argument in behalf of the sufficiency of the Scrip
ture from this disclaimer of all authoritative teach

ing by the very persons who are made the sources

of the new traditional revelation. He affirms :

Those who constantly derogate and deny to

their own writings any canonical or irrefragable

authority cannot be held to give in those writings

any measure of truth, either for the establishment

of the doctrines of faith or piety, or for the inter-

pretation of Scripture. But the Fathers are ever

accustomed thus to disclaim such authority either

for themselves or for their writings ;
therefore

their writings are not a measure of truth. The

writings of all the Fathers are so filled with these

disclaimers, that volumes might be formed out

of them. The frequently-quoted passages of St.

Augustine, St. Jerome, and St. Chrysostom, of
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Gregory the Great, and other illustrious witnesses,
will here occur to the reader, but we should greatly
exceed our present limits were we to attempt to

reproduce them.

In the second place, the Fathers claim for the

Scriptures the character of a test or rule by which
their own writings are to be measured and judged.

They admit their own constant liability to error

and the perfect immunity of Scripture therefrom ;

by which they manifestly disclaim the power
asserted for them as the authoritative interpreters

of Scripture. They are constantly at variance

with one another on the meaning of Scripture,

which proves that their writings cannot be a

measure or test of truth the authority to which

all alike appeal being alone absolute and para
mount. They prove their arguments, even in

the Councils, on the authority of Scripture alone.

Notable evidences of this appear in the arguments
of St, Athanasius in the Nicene Synod ;

of St.

Cyril of Alexandria in the Council of Ephesus ;
of

Leo the Great at Chalcedon
;
and in every dis

cussion on controverted subjects in almost every,

subsequent Council. When in the Council of

Florence (A.D. 438) the Latins were endeavouring
to enforce their views on the ground of a disputed

passage of St. Basil the Great, the Eastern bishops
insisted on the Scriptures as the sole infallible

witnesses of the truth. Upon this question the

learned Primate of the Russian Church in the

last century, Thcophanes Procopowicz, Archbishop
of Novogorod, has these excellent remarks in his

treatise on the Procession of the Holy Ghost :

Recall, I pray you, all that I have argued upon
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at great length in my Prolegomena on the prin-

ciples of theology, where I have shown that

nothing which is properly theological can be

known by us from any other source than from

the word of God. If (he continues) for the

resolution of so arduous a question the clearest

and most consistent testimonies could be produced
from all the doctors of every age, and nothing
could be produced from Scripture, of a truth they
would have no weight whatever. For I would

ask,
&quot; Whence could these men have known so

&quot;mysterious a doctrine?&quot; If it were replied, &quot;It

&quot;was revealed to them separately by God &quot;

(which
indeed cannot be affirmed), then you make the

writings of the Fathers in no respect inferior in

authority to the Scriptures, nay, even an integral

part of them. He concludes by affirming the

course of the Roman advocates in the Council to

have arisen out of their miserable neglect of the

Scriptures, and their profound ignorance of the

first principles of divinity. This (he significantly

concludes) is the first cause of all evils.

The numerous controversies between the most

eminent Fathers on the meaning of obscure pas

sages of Scripture give us frequent instances of the

supreme and even exclusive authority they assigned
to the written word of God. In their doctrinal

disputes the Fathers referred only to the Scrip

tures. The disputes between St. Augustine and St.

Jerome, between the latter and Ruffinus
;
between

Cyril of Alexandria and Theodorit
;
and in much

later times between St. Bernard and Abailard, will

at once occur to the reader who is conversant with

patristic literature as an irrefragable evidence of
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the fact that the Fathers never appealed to their

predecessors or contemporaries, or claimed for

themselves an authority over the written Word.

They ever appeal to it as to an ultimate and
infallible tribunal

; carrying on their cause before

it, and advocating that cause according to those

ordinary rules of interpreting written documents to

which every statement conveyed in human language
must be subject.

Mgr. Pannilini (the learned Bishop of Chiusi

\ve have already cited) has here an excellent

remark : Christ came not into the world to

destroy the first principles of natural law, of

common sense, and of the vulgar language. He
came to reform, to purify, to sanctify the world . . .

Religion can only be taught by words
;
but if it

is permitted us to cavil with the words in which it

is taught, or to raise inopportune and unreason-

able difficulties, or to take them in a contrary
sense to that in which mankind would commonly
understand them, religion could not be taught but

by the invention of a new language.
In none of its statements is the Scripture clearer

than in those in which it declares its own plain

ness and perspicuity. Lactantius (as though he

anticipated in his indignant words the charge of

obscurity and consequent danger to an ordinary

reader, which the Roman advocates have brought

against the Scriptures) exclaims : Is not God the

Creator of the mind and voice and tongue, able

to speak clearly ? Undoubtedly He is
; and by

His Divine Providence He willed that His Divine

truth should be devoid of all disguise that all

might understand what was spoken alike to all.
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But the Fathers everywhere contend that Scrip

ture should be interpreted by Scripture spiritual

things compared with spiritual by which they

effectually remove every appeal to them to another

and a higher court
;
and also assume that all the

obscurer places of Scripture are capable of being
cleared up by the plainer and more literal passages
of it. And here it may be observed that they have

left us very simple and valuable rules of interpret

ation which exclude every pretext for an appeal

beyond the written Word itself.

Of such interpretative precepts those of St.

Ircnseus are at once the earliest and simplest, and

may be thus summarized :

(1) Scripture is to be compared with Scripture.

(2) Literal sense, the fundamental one.

(3) Figurative passages to be explained by
literal ones.

(4) Inexplicable passages to be referred to

God.

Farther J. Besombes, one of the greatest moral

divines the Church of Rome has ever produced,
has extended and illustrated these ancient rules

in a form which entirely precludes the doctrine

of tradition as a co-ordinate rule, or of patristic

tradition as the sole interpreter of Scripture. His
words are so excellent, and so thoroughly vindicate

the Protestant right of private judgment, and the

methods adopted by the Reformed Churches for

arriving at the meaning of the Scriptures, that we
cannot but insert them in this place.

Let him (he writes) who would penetrate
into the genuine sense of Scripture, procure a

Bible
;

let him read attentively its prefaces and
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prologues. From these he will immediately see

what the Scripture is, what are its parts, what the

order of the Books, both of the Old and New
Testament. Of one thing alone I would pre-

monish him : Let him be a much longer time in

reading the text than in reading the commentaries

upon it, for the time which is spent in reading

long commentaries would be more usefully spent
in reading the text only. Nay, if any one read

the Bible many times over, he will find by experi-
ence that the Scripture comes out daily clearer

and easier, and that one book becomes a com-

mentary on the other. Thus the New Testament

is at once the execution and the explanation of

the Old, while the Old Testament is the promise,
the confirmation, and the exposition of the later

Testament which we see fulfilled. It is enough,

therefore, for the understanding of the Scriptures
in their more difficult places and obscurer phrases,
to have recourse to the short annotations of some

approved author. Let him observe also, the

following rules :

I. Whenever the Scriptures can be conveniently

interpreted literally, and in their ordinary course

and meaning, they ought to be so interpreted,

without having recourse to metaphors or improper
senses.

II. If any place of Scripture is obscure, and is

proposed to us in clearer terms elsewhere (which

may appear by the passages cited in the margin),
recourse should be had to these, so that one text

may be explained by another.

III. We must carefully attend to what is the

mind of Scripture, for often the mind and meaning
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of Scripture is to be gathered from the scope and

intention of the writer; for instance, we must

inquire to what end, to whom, and against whom,
or in what character the sacred author has

written.

IV. We must compare the passage which seems

obscure with what has gone before and what has

come after, in order that, by this careful collation,

the sense of the passage may be brought out
V. We must study the various idioms of the

Greek and Hebrew languages, which we have

already explained or at least indicated.

VI. We must reconcile the apparent contra-

dictions of Scripture, not by disputing upon them,
but by inquiring into their true meaning ;

not by

attending to the mere words, but by penetrating
into the true intention of the writer. . . .

VII. The true and genuine sense of Scripture
should further be elicited by tradition

; by the

interpretation of the Church
; by the consent of

the Fathers
;
either of the many, or of those few

who were most eminent for sanctity and learning ;

by the unanimous consent of doctors and inter-

preters, as Walton admits in his Prolegomena to

the Holy Scriptures.
1

But if with all these helps some texts of Scrip-
ture are still hidden from us ... the moral

theologian should not be long delayed in their

1 Few Christians will tale exception to this last direction

of the writer, as it succeeds all the rest, and is in fact

supplementary and illustrative rather than authoritative in

regard to the sacred text. It is notable that there is here

no appeal to the present church, or to the sensus quern tenet

ecclesia.

ART. II.
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interpretation remembering that there are many
things in the Scriptures to be adored and not

explored.
But a very serious question arises out of the

practical withdrawal of the written Word of God
from the laity and even clergy of the Roman
Church, on the ground of its obscurity and diffi

culty of interpretation, and the dangers arising to

their faith herefrom, which has seldom been referred

to, and never sufficiently considered. According to

the Roman canonists, whose views are endorsed by
Pope Benedict XIV., If a law is conceived in such

obscure terms that it gives a manifold sense, the

interpreters and doctors may determine that it

has not the force and efficacy of a law. If,

then, the Scriptures fulfil these conditions, they
cease to have any authority whatever. Thus the

assumption of the Roman controversialists leads to

the blasphemous conclusion to which the traditions

of the Pharisees were said by our Lord to have

betrayed them. Ye have made the Word of God

of none effect by your traditions. The same

learned Pope has declared that the promulgation
of a law belongs to the very substance of the law

(ad legis substantiam pertinef) as the means where-

by it comes to the knowledge of the whole com-

munity. For as it is a moral rule, not proposed

merely to one or another individual, but to the

whole community, it ought to be so signified to all

as to be able to come to the ears of every one.

If then the Scriptures are the law of God, as no

Roman Catholic can venture to deny, how can the

failure to translate and to promulgate them through
out the whole world be defended ? How can the
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papal denunciations of Bible Societies be regarded
but as part of an unrighteous conspiracy to hide

the law of God from the knowledge of mankind, in

order that it may be superseded by another law

which is at once human in its origin and doubtful

in its ends ? With strange inconsistency, but in

proof of the irresistible power of truth, Pope

Gregory XIII. wrote a letter to the king of France,

which was prefixed to the Royal Edition of the

French Bible, in which he affirms that every

ground of our salvation and happiness is con-

tained in it that nothing can be more excellent

than the reading of these books nothing more

fruitful, nothing better adapted to every race of

mankind. In a like sense, Pope Pius VI., in his

letter to Archbishop Martini, commending his well-

known translation of the Vulgate, writes : The

Scriptures are those abundant fountains which

ought to lie open for all, in order that they may
drink in both holiness of life and doctrine, add

ing, and you have done opportunely in putting
forth in our own tongue these Divine letters in

( order that they may be within the reach of all

Yet, very soon after these words were penned, a

pious lady of the diocese of Arezzo was threatened

with excommunication by her priest because she

was in the habit of reading a portion of this very
translation every day. The Bishop (Mgr. Mar-

cacci), an enlightened man, censured the priest for

thus setting aside the doctrine of the pope ;

x but

we are bound to remember that he was acting in

accordance with the principles of the Council of

1 See the Atti delF Assembled tenuta in Firenze, 1787,

torn. iv. p. 66 1.
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Trent, and that no private and complimentary
letters from the Vatican could set aside the con

demnation by the Bull Unigenitus of those pro

positions of Quesnel :

It is useful and necessary at all times and in all

places, and for all kinds of persons, to study the

Scripture, and to understand its spirit, its piety,

and its mysteries.
The holy obscurity of the Word of God is not a

reason for laymen to dispense with reading it.

To take from the hands of Christians the Holy
Bible, or to close it to them by taking from them

the means of its interpretation, is to shut up from

them the very mouth of Jesus Christ.

To prohibit the reading of the Scripture, and

particularly the gospels, is to deny the use of light

to the children of light, and to make them suffer

a kind of excommunication.

These and other propositions of Quesnel to the

same purpose were solemnly condemned by Pope
Clement XI. in 1713. As this specific condemna
tion of certain determinate propositions is neces

sarily intended to make us embrace the opposites
of them (for no distinction or limitation of the

censure is anywhere conveyed), we must conclude

that the Scriptures are still under the ban of the

Roman Church, as indeed has been proved in our

own day by the successive denunciations of the

British and Foreign Bible Society for promul

gating that very translation of the Vulgate which

Pope Pius VI. so greatly commends.
It is needless to remind the reader that this is

not the ancient doctrine of the Roman Church, and

that none of the heads of that Church was more
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emphatic in his assertion of the contrary doctrine,

and in his efforts to induce all men, both lay and

cleric, to devote their best time and abilities to the

study of the Scriptures than Pope Gregory the

Great, to idiom England oives her second conversion.

In his letter to the physician Theodore he writes :

Study and daily meditate on the words of your
Creator. Learn what is the heart (or mind) of

God from the words of God Himself. Com

paring the Word of God to the letter of an emperor
to his subjects, he contrasts the anxiety with which

the letter of an earthly monarch would be studied

with the manner in which the letter of God to His

creatures is received and entertained.

But it is time that we should, in as few words as

possible, sum up our argument on the sufficiency

of the Scriptures, and the right secured to every
Christian of reading and interpreting for himself

the law which is to be his only guide in life, and

the only rule of his judgment in the life to come.

I. The Fathers of the Councils in their argu
ments never assert their own authority, or assume

to interpret the Scriptures authoritatively ;
for this

would in fact have rendered their controversies

interminable. But each side alleges the Scriptures

as giving plain and perspicuous testimony in his

favour
;
and reasons upon them according to thc

ordinary laws of human interpretation and criticism.

II. The same method is observed in the contro

versies between the Fathers in their written works

and treatises. They refer to Scripture, and carry

on their arguments from it in the same manner in

which modern and ordinary controversialists have

done and still do.
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III. The same course is pursued by the Fathers

in their controversies with heretics. Each party
refers to Scripture as the common ground of their

argument, and as the only and final appeal of both

alike
;
thus plainly overthrowing a traditional rule,

or an authoritative interpretation.

IV. They assign to every layman the duty of

reading and the right of interpreting the Scriptures ;

thus assuming that they are not only intelligible to

every honest mind, but even clear and perspicuous
in their own nature.

V. The heretics, on the other hand, alleged that

the Scriptures were either unauthentic (as the

Manichaeans), or interpolated (as the Marcionites),

or insufficient without a new revelation (as the

Montanists). The last two of these heresies are

adopted at this point by the Roman Church her

self, in her claim for tradition as co-ordinate with

Scripture, and in her founding new doctrines and

practices upon new revelations and visions.

VI. If an authoritative interpretation or co

ordinate rule had been established in the Church,
it would have been indicated by the Scripture
itself. Otherwise the Scripture would be not only
an insufficient but a deceptive rule. But the

Scriptures never fail to recall their readers to the

written law, and to indicate that the teaching of

Christ and the Apostles is fully represented in the

writings of the New Testament.

VII. Even if such an authoritative interpreta

tion could be established, and the suffrages of

the Fathers proved unanimous, and therefore,

irrefragable, we should only have discovered the

sensus quern teiiuit ecclesia, i. e. the ancient
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doctrine of the Church, and have yet to discover the

sensus quern tenet ecclesia. And as this merely
means the judgment of the Church of Rome at this

present time, tradition becomes absolutely worth

less, and our labour has been conducted in vain.

For in Rome the present autocratic infallibility

overrules the most unanimous past that can be

conceived. Tradizionc! said Pius IX., son Io.

VIII. But even when the present Church has

given her unchangeable decree and Rouia locuta

cst we -cannot add causa finita est! For every

difficulty which could possibly arise in the inter

pretation of Scripture would spring up again exag

gerated a hundredfold. The stilus curies of the

papal bulls and briefs, and the technical methods
and unknown tongue in which the papal Scriptures

(as we might well term them) are conceived, would

render the discovery of the truth even more diffi

cult than the often obscure language of the Fathers

and their many diversities of interpretation had

rendered it. If there was a strife of tongues in the

city of the Fathers, there would be a confusion of

tongues in the conflicting bulls and briefs of popes,
and the interminable warfare of councils. 1

IX. But when we find further, that even these

records of the present Church, which teach us the

sensus quern tenet ecclesia, continually refer to the

1 The msre adoption of the term ex cathedra as the quali

fication for an infallible decree, has produced more impla
cable differences in the Church of Rome already than any

disputed text of Scripture since the days of the Arian con

troversy. Yet upon these very doubtful words depends the

supreme alternative, whether the decree is merely a private

judgment or a result of the infallible charisma.

G 2
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Scriptures, and ground their doctrine upon what is

assumed to be the ordinary and obvious meaning
of the Scriptures, we are actually brought back by
the chain of an authoritative teaching to the rule of

Scripture in its plain and simple meaning. We
find thus that the Papacy unconsciously leads us

back to the same original and exclusive source of

all Divine truth from which its professed object
was to divert us.

Thus, while we leave the Bible/ as Milton says,

to gad after the traditions of the ancients, we hear

the ancients confess that what knowledge they had

at this point was such as they had gathered from

the Bible. Since therefore, he concludes, anti-

quity itself hath turned over the controversy to

that sovereign book which we had fondly straggled

from, we should do better not to detain this ven-

erable apparition of Leontius (the representative
of &quot;

Apostolical tradition
&quot;) any longer.

The great Cardinal Cajetan, who devoted his

later years to the literal interpretation of Scripture,

and to the study of its original languages, had he

lived to take part in the Council of Trent, would

have given noble testimony in regard to the right

of private judgment in the interpretation of the

Word of God. His Commentary on tJie Penta

teuch opens with this admirable appeal to every
Christian reader :

Let no one be offended at any new sense of

Scripture on the ground of its disagreement with

the ancient doctors
;
but let him scrutinize more

carefully the text and context of Scripture, and if

they coincide with it, let him praise God who
hath not tied up the sense of Scripture to the
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meanings of the older doctors, but to the whole

Scripture itself, under the judgment of the

Catholic Church. Else all hope would be taken

from our posterity of expounding the Scripture at

all. ... I, already an old man, induced, not by
the love of novelty, but solely of truth, have

addressed myself to this work, as an offering to

Almighty God in order to inflame the minds of

others towards the Holy Scriptures.

Almost at the same time Erasmus addressed

the withholders of the Word of God from the

people of God in those eloquent words : Let us

consider what kind of hearers Christ Himself had.

Were they not a promiscuous multitude, among
them the blind, the halt, beggars, publicans,

centurions, workmen, and even boys? ... If

Christ did not exclude them from hearing His

voice, neither will I exclude them from reading
His books. ... I would that they were translated

into every language. For Christ desired His

holy philosophy to be propagated as widely as

possible. As He died for all, so He wished to be

known by all.

May the day be far distant or rather, may it

never come when the acceptance of this fatal

article of the Creed of Pius IV. shall fulfil to us the

words of the prophet The vision of all shall

become to you as the words of a book that is

sealed, which men deliver to one that is learned,

saying, Read this, and he saith, I cannot
;
for it is

sealed : And the book is delivered to him that is

not learned, saying, Read this, I pray thee : and

he saith, I am not learned. Painfully was this

dereliction of the knowledge of the Word of God
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CHAP. iv. illustrated in the very midst of the Church of Rome,
not a century ago, when the Abate Tanzini wrote of

the clergy in Tuscany: It is not easy to find among
the parish priests, especially in the country, even

the Holy Bible, and a selection of the books most

necessary for the exercise of their ministry.
1

Such was the practical result of the doctrine

propounded in the second article of the Creed of

Pope Pius IV.

1 Istoria delC Assembled tenuta in Firense, an. 1787, pref.,

p. vii.



CHAPTER V.

THE SEVEN SACRAMENTS.

Third A rticle.

&quot;I profess also that there are truly and properly Seoen Sacraments of the

New Law instituted by Jesus Christ our Lord, and necessary for the salvation

of mankind, though not all necessary for all ; viz. : Baptism, Confirmation,
the Eucharist, Penance, Extreme Unction, Order, and Matrimony; and that

they confer grace and that of these Baptism, Confirmation, and Order cannot

be repeated. I receioe, moreover, and admit all the received and approved
rites of the Catholic Church in the solemn administration of all these

Sacraments.
&quot;

WITHOUT any definition of the meaning or

nature of a Sacrament (a word not found in

Scripture or in any very early Christian writer, and

very inadequately representing the Greek word

with which it is assumed to bs synonymous, which

is simply mystery
1

}
the pope rushes in niedias

res, and declares the precise number of these un

defined ordinances. We are led to ask, with the

Catechism of the Church of England, What
meanest thou by this word &quot; sacrament ?

&quot; The

reply would undoubtedly be that which is assigned
in the same formulary to this inquiry ;

for the

definition of St. Augustine that a sacrament is a

visible sign of an invisible grace was accepted by
the Roman Church from the first. Bishop Tonstal

calls them effectual signs of the grace of God and

of our sanctification, consisting of two parts, the
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sign or external element, shadowing forth the

invisible grace, and the word whereby the Holy
Spirit secretly effects that grace. With this defi

nition of the mere term the Churches of Christ

generally might concur. All Churches, except
that of Rome, require the institution of Christ

Himself as an essential condition of the idea of

a Christian Sacrament. Our principal difference

with the Roman doctrine at this point arises,

therefore, from the fact that none of the Sacra-

ments enumerated in this article, with the ex

ception of Baptism and the Eucharist, have the

character of a directly Divine institution.

Confirmation, w. th its rite of unction (adopted

by the Roman Church), was certainly not instituted

by Jesus Christ nor was Extreme Unction, of

which the Gospels make no mention whatever.

Still less was Matrimony, which, however sanctified

by Christ, was not instituted by Him
;
nor Orders,

whose distinctive rite He never adopted in giving
His disciples the commission to teach in His

name. Nor can Penance be claimed as a distinct

ively Christian ordinance, anticipated as it was

by the tokens of repentance recognized in the

Jewish Church, and in that confession to God
which obtained ever the blessing of the Divine

absolution.

The necessity for the salvation of mankind
which is claimed for ail these Sacraments, and the

strange contradiction involved in the admission

that all are not necessary for all, establishes a

distinction between the Sacraments of so generic
a character that a twofold definition would have

been necessary to obviate the difficulties which so
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vague a statement must occasion in the mind of

the professor of the Tridentine formulary.
Our Reformers in England, as well as those in

Germany, were not disposed to be captious or

critical in regard to the term Sacrament, if it had

been limited to the idea of a sacred rite or ordin

ance of an apostolic or primitive nature. Neither

Luther nor Melancthon cavilled much on the ques
tion of the number of the Sacraments, if this more
extended meaning was given to the term. The

word, which had a military rather than a religious

origin, might mean any oath or bond which united

Christians in their common warfare
; any mystery

which formed the test of their discipleship and

the distinctive rite of their communion. But they
failed to see how any institution or state of life

which was common to every society whatever,

could satisfy these conditions, or become, in the

proper sense here asserted, a Christian Sacrament.

This title could only be claimed by some federal

rite, peculiar and original in its nature, and in

stituted by the Founder of the new Society for the

initiation of His followers into its privileges, and

their preservation in its fellowship. Every mystery
of Scripture is called by the Western Fathers a

Sacrament/ and the Book of Revelation is said by
one of them to contain tot sacraincnta quot verba?

The learned and excellent George Cassander, in

the Constiltation on the means of reconciling the

Reformed Churches to that t&amp;gt;f Rome, 1

composed

1
Republished in 1642 by Grotius with his own Annota

tions, and afterwards by Le Plat in his Monumenta Concilii

Triilcnlini. In the former edition the reference is to

p.ige 109.
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by command of the Emperor of Germany, observes

in regard to this point : In this, at least, there

is no controversy, that there are two principal

Sacraments of our salvation, in which our salva-

tion principally stands, as Rupertus Tuitensis (A.D.

1124) and Hugo a S. Victore (A.D. 1120) affirm,

namely, Baptism, and the Sacrament of the Body
and Blood of the Lord. With Baptism, Isidore

of Seville (A.D. 505), and following him, Rabanus
Maurus (A.D. 847) and Hugo a S. Victore, asso-

ciate the Sacrament of laying on of hands, or of

the Chrism and Confirmation. Hence it is that

among the moderately ancient divines sometimes

two Sacraments properly so called are alleged, as

Baptism and the Eucharist; sometimes three, by
the addition of Confirmation

;
sometimes again,

four, by the separation of the Body and Blood of

the Lord into two Sacraments, which is plainly

done by Rabanus Maurus.

The other Sacraments, however, we do not find

reduced to any certain number by those more

ancient writers, nor will you find any rashly to

have attempted it until the time of Peter Lombard,
who laid down a certain and definite number of

Sacraments, to which limitation the mystery of

the septenary number in the Scriptures induced

others to fix it. .... But it is certain that in

regard to these Seven Sacraments, not even the

schoolmen thought that all of them could with

equal propriety be called Sacraments. And he

instances Confirmation as not conferring grace in

the sense of a Sacrament (quoting Holcoth in

Cardinal Pierre D Ailly s commentary on the

fourth book of Sentences) ;
while in the case of
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Matrimony, not only did Peter Lombard himself

deny that it confers grace, but long after him

Durandus plainly says : Matrimony is not pro-

perly a Sacrament like the other Sacraments of

the new law; for it neither confers grace on him

who hath it not, nor increases it to him who hath

it
;
wherefore it is not a Sacrament in a strict and

proper sense. If indeed it did confer grace, it

would appear that the clergy of the Church of

Rome are very cruelly deprived of the possibility

of acquiring it, though they doubtless need an

accession of grace even more than the laity. For

celibacy is not assumed to have a sacramental

character or to confer grace, although by a kind of

compensation virginity is held by the Council of

Trent to be a higher state of life than matrimony.
Pascasius Radbertus (A.D. 844) plainly admits

only two Sacraments (Confirmation being united

with Baptism), as do Rabanus Maurus (A.D. 847),

Hugo a S. Victore (A.D. 1120), and Rupcrtus
Tuitcnsis (A.D. 1124). Bonizo, Bishop of Piacenza

(A D. 1050), gives four Sacraments two instituted

by Christ Himself, Baptism and the Eucharist,

and two by the Apostles, which he calls the Sacra

ment of salt and that of oil meaning the salt

used in the baptismal rite and the chrism of Con
firmation. Cardinal Cajetan has fearlessly asserted

in his Commentaries on the famous passages of St.

James, which arc asserted by the Roman advocates

in behalf of their Sacraments of Penance and
Extreme Unction, that the words of the Apostle
have no relation to them whatever the text Con-
fess your faults one to another enjoining only

the mutual confession of Christians and their
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admission of special faults, and not confession to a

priest. While of the anointing of the sick he
affirms that it refers to those miraculous cures

which would limit it to the apostolic age. But the

importance of the so-called Sacrament of Penance

requires for it a fuller treatment, involving as it

does that greatest of the appliances of the policy
and the skill of Rome, the Confessional and that

power of the keys which has been so fatal to the

liberties of her children in every age of her history.
The Council of Trent appears to confound the

principle of Repentance upon which the whole

Gospel rests, with the Sacrament of Penance, which

it assumes to be a grace subsequent to, and de

pending on, that first great change of heart which
is so much better expressed in its original form of

juercu oia. For the words of the Council in its first

chapter on Penance carry it back to the ancient

Church. Penance was ever necessary to all men
. . in every age . . Whence the prophet writes :

&quot;Be ye converted and do penance&quot; (Convertimini
et agite pcenitentiam, Ezek. xviii. 30), appearing (as

Bishop Pannilini justly observes) to confound the

one with the other in these words. The more

learned of the writers of the Roman Church in the

age of the Reformation admitted that there was no

ground in Scripture for this new Sacrament. They
regard pcenitentia, whether we translate it pen-

ance, or repentance, as a first principle, and it

would be easy to show that faith or hope, if illus

trated by any outward act, would have an equal
claim to the designation of a Sacrament with

Penance itself.

Indeed, when we take this modern puzzle to
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pieces, we find it to consist not of two parts as the

proper Sacraments do, one visible and the other

invisible, but of three
;
and these merely such acts

as are common to every duty of Christianity. Nor
are these acts so indissolubly connected as to pre
sent the unity and even identity which belong to

a Sacrament. For contrition precedes confession,

and may exist in its fullest meaning without that

sacerdotal confession which is here made necessary
to it; while confession is itself separated from

satisfaction by the act of priestly absolution which

is supposed to be the outward sign of this new
Sacrament.

Up to the time of the Reformation its sacra

mental character was disputed ;
for Petrus Oxoni-

ensis, a professor of Salamanca, in 1479, maintained

that it is not of Divine institution as a Sacrament

either in the Old or New Testament. It is a

special charge of Archbishop Catharinus against

the illustrious Cardinal Cajetan (whose interview

with Luther at Augsburg opens the history of the

Reformation), that wherever anything is read in

Scripture on the confession of sins, he endeavours
4 most industriously to take away every kind of

sacramental confession and that, on the passage
of St. James,

&quot; Confess your faults one to another,&quot;

he observes: &quot;This does not enjoin sacramental
&quot;

confession, but simply a mutual confession of
&quot; our errors to one another for the purpose of

&quot;mutual forgiveness and reconciliation.&quot; He
admits that Confession was instituted by our

Lord, but not (he adds) Auricular Confession.

Still more remarkable is the judgment of this

greatest of the Roman divines of the Reformationo
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period on the subject of Absolution : It is inquired/
he asks, whether the effect of sacramental Absolu-

tion is the remission of sins, and it appears that it

is not: (i) Because to remit sins belongs to God
alone, as all Scripture and the Church confesses;

(2) Because the guilt is remitted to every one

proposing to confess even before the penitent is

absolved by the priest, according to that word,
&quot;

I said / will confess my transgression unto Thee,
&quot;and Thou forgavest the iniquity of my sin.&quot;

On the other hand, it is contended that the Sacra-

ments of the new law confer grace according to

the common opinion of the Church. Upon this

common opinion he resolves the question, and only
on the ground that Penance is a Sacrament, con

cludes that remission of sins is conveyed by absolu

tion. Here he is compelled to fall back upon the

ever-recurring petitio principii of the Roman argu
ment. We naturally reverse this decision, and
affirm that for the reasons adduced by the Cardinal

penance is not a Sacrament. For otherwise the

exclusive and distinctive prerogative of God in

regard to the forgiveness of sins would be violated,

and a first principle of the Christian life turned

into a mere Sacrament of the Christian law
;

whereas St. Paul separates repentance and faith

as fundamental truths from the doctrine of bap-
tisms and laying on of hands, which refer to all

those rites and ordinances belonging to the daily

supports of the Christian life.

But it would be well for us to examine the two

great pillars upon which the whole of the fabric of

sacerdotal power involved in the sacrament of

penance has been raised. These are the words
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of Christ : Whose soever sins ye remit, they are

remitted unto them
;
and whose soever sins ye

retain, they are retained, and that endowment of

the Apostles with the binding and loosing power
which constitutes what is termed the power of

the keys.

Let us first consider the latter as it precedes the

former in the order of time.

The figure of binding and loosing occurs no

where else in Scripture in this form and con

nection, but it is common in the Talmudical

writings, and signifies not the power of remitting
or retaining sin (in its proper sense), but the

power of declaring what was lawful or unlawful

under the law. Our Lord, who was releasing His

followers from a ceremonial bond, but preserving
at the same time every tie of the moral law,

foreseeing the difficulties which must occur in

questions where these laws are intermixed, or of a

doubtful nature, gave authority to the Apostles to

declare what was allowed or disallowed under the

Gospel, what part of the former law was still

binding, and what part, especially- to the Gentile

converts, might be loosed. This power they
exercised in the great question of circumcision and

keeping the law : in the matter of things offered

to idols
;
of the eating of blood

;
of the observa

tion of holy days and periods ;
all of which must

occur to every one even superficially acquainted
with the history of the Apostolic Church. And
that this was the interpretation placed by the

ancients upon this binding and loosing power is

clear from the words of Tertullian, who, confining
the whole passage to the person of Peter, and
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believing it to have been specially given to him,

exclaims, Who can forgive sin but God only ?

Wherefore even if He gave some such power to
4 the Apostles, He gave it not as a matter of dis-

cipline, but as one of power, for they raised

the dead, which was truly a Divine work
;
and

restored the sick, which none but Christ could

do; and inflicted punishments, which Christ

refrained from doing, for it became not Him to

inflict suffering, Who only came to suffer. Ex-
hibit then now to me, he continues, O! Apos-
tolic claimant, examples such as these, and I will

admit your Divine power, and vindicate to your-
self in this manner the authority to remit sin.

But if you have only obtained an office of teach-

ing, one not of authority, but of ministration, who
and what are you in this claim to forgive ? For

as you shew no sign of a Prophet, or an Apostle,

you are wanting in that power which is necessary
for such a work of forgiveness. But you say,

perhaps,
&quot; The Church hath the power of for-

&quot;

giving sins.&quot; I ask you on what ground do you

usurp this right of the Church ? If on the ground
of our Lord s words to Peter, what right have you
to overturn and change the manifest intention of

the Lord, when He conferred this power upon
Peter personally, saying,

&quot;

U^pcn tJice I will build
&quot;

my Church, and to tJice will I give the keys ;

&quot; not to the Church.&quot; And this his after-history

proved. For the Church was built up through
him

;
the key of knowledge was supplied by him.

He first bound and loosed, unlocking the king-

dom of heaven in baptism, and binding those who

still remained in unbelief. He first removed the
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yoke of circumcision, and the disabilities of the

Gentiles, and thus loosed ali that was abrogated
of the law, and bound what was still reserved.

Thus the power of binding and loosing had

nothing to do with the crimes and the sins of

the faithful.

The claim of the Sacerdotalists, on the ground
of the last charge of Christ conferring upon the

Apostles, with the gift of the Holy Ghost, the

power to remit or to retain sin, is best illustrated

by the manner of its exercise by the Apostles
themselves. Thus St Paul (Acts xiii. 46), when

after offering the gospel to the Jews, found it

obstinately and finally refused, turned to the

Gentiles, and shook off the dust of his feet

against those who had rejected the gospel, hereby

retaining their sin. A still more signal instance

of this retention of sin occurs in the iSth chap

ter, where St. Paul, on the unbelievers opposing
themselves and blaspheming, shook his raiment

and said unto them, Your blood be upon your own
heads

;
I am clean. From henceforth I will go

unto the Gentiles (v. 6.). Of the cases in which

the Apostles remitted sin, on the ground of their

miraculous knowledge of the faith and fitness of

the subject of their forgiveness, the instances are

too numerous, and will too naturally occur to the

reader to need any reference to them here. Those
who venture to remit sin, on the ground of their

succession to the Apostles, ought to prove not

only that they have those miraculous powers
which sealed the ministry of the Apostles, but also

that supernatural knowledge which was granted
them of the spiritual qualifications of the subject
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of their forgiveness for so supreme a gift. Are

they able to claim for themselves what is said of

St. Paul, who stedfastly beholding (the impotent
man at Lystra), perceiving that he had faith to be

Jiealcd, said with a loud voice, Stand upright on

thy feet (Acts xiv. 9).

Let us close this portion of our argument with

the words of the learned Dr. Burnett, the Master

of the Charterhouse, and chaplain to William III.,

who, taking up the appeal of Tertullian, exclaims :

You who affect to remit sin, prove your possession
of the miraculous powers which accompanied such

a gift. If you cannot do this, remember that

nothing is to be rashly asserted in things sacred.

As Christ had a higher than an Apostolic power, so

the Apostles had a higher one than their successors,

nor do their gifts flow on by equal right to those

who followed them. They descend by regular

gradations to that fixed state, in which they must

needs remain, unless the reign of miracles

returns.

We may observe, as an additional proof that

penance has no proper claim to be a sacrament,

that the form of words in which the Absolution is

given, and which constitutes the supposed channel

of the invisible grace, has been variable from age
to age, and has given occasion to important con

troversies in the Church of the middle ages. Now
the absolute unchangeableness of the words in

which Baptism is conferred, and the Eucharist

consecrated, and the fact that the change of a

single word would imperil the validity of the rite

in either case, must lead us to the conviction

either that the Church has been culpably negligent
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in the matter of the Sacrament of Penance, or

that it was never held to be in the proper sense a

Sacrament.

The ancient form of absolution was a depre

catory prayer that God would absolve the penitent,

such a prayer as the Communion Service of the

Church of England presents. This formula was

rendered still more striking in the Eastern Church,

by the use of the third person in it, and was the

only authorized one until the Lateran Council (A. D.

1215) changed the law of confession, and introduced

into the Western Church that direct form of absolu

tion which is now in use in the Roman Church.

In vain the greatest doctors of the I3th century re

sisted this unscriptural form. William of Auxerre,

William, Bishop of Paris, and the great Cardinal

Hugo, denounced the new formula as false in

doctrine as well as modern in form, affirming that

God only can remit sin, and that the absolution

by a priest could avail nothing before the subject
of it was restored by Divine grace. They objected
that even the Apostles, who had miraculous

powers of healing and knowledge, never healed in

their own name, but in that of Jesus Christ, whom
they invoked to heal the sufferer. They said not

Sano tc, but Sanet te Domimts? They allege

that the
; lepers were cleansed long before they

could reach the priest, who was rather the witness

than the worker of their cure. They affirmed that

the new form was not more than thirty years old.

To all these arguments Aquinas, in his tract de

Forma Absolutionis, opposes himself with the skill

of a special pleader rather than with the judgment
of a solid divine.
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A curious fact in connection with the doctrine

of absolution, and one but little known, is that of

the absolution of a dead body. In this case (and
it was a common one in the Carthusian order), the

question was put during the funeral service, Do

you wish for the corpse to be absolved ? Upon
a reply in the affirmative the priest absolved it in

the direct form, I absolve thee. Gerson finds it

difficult to explain this very peculiar usage, and

certainly from the fact that the dead man could give

no satisfaction, without which the sacrament of Pen

ance would be a mere mutilated rite, the difficulty

must be an obvious one. In the great collection of

mediaeval documents by Wiirdtwein, there is a

letter of the Official of the Church of Cologne,

ordering the absolution of the dead body of Arnold

de Bachem, a canon of the Church, who had been

excommunicated, which was done after a judicial

inquiry, conducted as if the subject of it had been

still living. Pope Urban -IV. ordered, in like

manner, the absolution of the dead body of the

Emperor Henry, in order to its canonical burial.

All this tends to prove how insincere and unreal

the whole doctrine of penance is in the Roman
Church, and how worldly and even sordid has been

the motive which led her to institute this new

sacrament, and to build upon it that fabric of

spiritual power which renders her whole system the

greatest contrast that could possibly be conceived

to the simple and profound rel
:

gion of Christ and

His Apostles.
It will be expected, however, before we conclude

our argument on the sacrament of Penance that

we should say somewhat of the third element in its
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formation, viz. the satisfaction that the absolved

person is required to give to God. This is defined

by the canonists to be a certain compensation of

an injury inflicted. Now as the injury, even if

mediately against our neighbours, must be imme

diately against God
( Against Thee only have I

sinned, Ps. li. 4), we may well ask, Can such

compensation be made by man to God ? and

further, Has no such compensation been made
for man by Christ ? How can this, which the

Schoolmen describe as a Commutative act of

justice, have any place in the relations between

the Judge of all, and a justly condemned criminal ?

Our Church (the Church of England), answering
these questions in a sense diametrically opposed
to that of the Church of Rome, affirms that Christ

has offered a full, perfect, and sufficient sacrifice,

oblation, and satisfaction for the sins of the whole

world. To this doctrine, Bellarmine opposes the

self-righteous proposition, It is ive who properly

satisfy for our own sins, while Christ s satisfaction

serves only to make ours valid.

We who confess that when we have done all, we
are but unprofitable servants, are content to plead

only the righteousness of Christ as our satisfaction,

and repudiate all these high-sounding phrases
which represent us as paying our own debt, or at

least as contributing to pay it. We gladly exclaim

with one of the greatest saints of old, We have

nothing but Christ
; yet how can we say that we

have nothing, when we have Him who possesseth

all things ? NiJiil Jiabcmus nisi Cliristuin ; et

vide si niJiil Jiabcamus, qui omnia Jiabcntcm

liabcuius?
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CHAPTER VI.

ORIGINAL SIN AND JUSTIFICATION.

FourtJi Article.

&quot;All and everything which the Holy Council of Trent hath defined and
declared in the matter of Original Sin and Justification, I embrace and receive.&quot;

How vast a body of doctrine, conceived for the

most part in very obscure scholastic forms, is

covered by this confession, .may be estimated by
the fact that the decree of original sin comprises
four canons of great diffuseness, besides an intro

duction, and a kind of appendix exempting the

Blessed Virgin from its effects. The doctrine of

Justification includes sixteen chapters and thirty-

three canons, besides an introductory statement.

It is much to be feared that the converts who

incautiously accept the Creed of Pius, place them

selves unwittingly in the position of those of an

earlier day, who are described as understanding
neither what they say nor whereof they affirm.

When we remember that out of the obscurities

of this decree arose the great and yet unsettled

controversies on the aids of grace (de anxiliis

gratia] for which special congregations and com
missions were appointed by successive popes, we

may well wonder at the almost levity which im

poses upon every least-instructed convert a form of
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words which amounts to little else than a declara

tion of his belief in a number of unsettled points

of faith.

But we proceed to the consideration of those

parts of the twofold doctrine embraced in this

decree in which the Reformed Churches and the

Church of Rome are in fortunate agreement, and

those upon which there is still a difference of belief

between them.

The close union, and even indissoluble connec

tion, which exists between the two doctrines is

pointed out by Cardinal Cervino, in his introduction

of the question of Justification to the Council :

The doctrine of Justification, he alleged, on

account of the question on Original Sin, is in-

volved in obscure and manifold difficulties. . . For

although the ancient schoolmen have written

largely on Original Sin, they have very sparingly
discoursed on Justification. He concludes, there

fore, that the writers of the last twenty years throw

the only light that can be obtained on the latter

doctrine. Upon this our great countryman, Car
dinal Pole, affirmed that this doctrine was to be

connected with that of Original Sin
;
that having

regard to that which we lost in the first Adam,
we should acknowledge what we have obtained

through the grace of the second Adam. Where-

fore, in whatever degree the question is arduous

and difficult, in the same degree we should im-

plore the Divine light by pouring forth prayers
1

to God. He exhorts the Fathers, therefore, to

consult the sacred oracles, to discuss maturely
even the books of adversaries, and to separate the

good in them from the evil . . . nor immediately
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to put forth a rash judgment not well considered,
as though all in them was false and to be rejected.

And he instanced as an example the case of

Albertus Pighius, who while confuting all the

doctrine of the Lutherans on Original Sin,

came himself very near to the doctrine of the

Pelagians.
Wise advice but, unhappily, too little regarded.

For the Council, either from their failure to con

sult the sacred oracles, or from their unhappy and

almost universal ignorance of the original languages
of the Scriptures, fell into the most hopeless con

fusion at this period of their labours. Up to the

very last they were engaged in a disputation upon
a question which is one of the most ordinary tests

of the youngest divine, the reconciliation of St.

James and St. Paul in regard to Justification ;

which they solved, not by the evident fact that

Justification in the one case includes sanctification,

while in the other it has a strictly forensic sense,

but by qualifying the word faith so as to fit it to

the meaning of either passage of Scripture.

Cardinal Pole, following the ancient doctrine of

the Church of England, and indeed of the whole

Western Church of an earlier day, before the

Jesuits had corrupted it, urged the principle of

Justification by Faith so forcibly before the Council,

that when his views were overborne by the majority,

he left the assembly and never again returned to

it. With even greater energy, his devoted friend,

Cardinal Contarini, had maintained . the same

doctrine in his remarkable treatise On Justifica

tion, which was corrupted and mutilated by its

later editors so skilfully as absolutely to reverse its
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meaning.
1

Still earlier had the illustrious Cardinal

Cajetan propounded a doctrine on Justification

in his Commentary iipon tJie Romans, which so

exactly coincides at every point with the Homily
of the Church of England on Justification, that it

is impossible not to believe that our Reformers

actually transferred his teaching to their pages.
In illustration of this subject, I am able to fall

back upon a document of singular interest which

has never been published, a MS. treatise of one

of those who took a principal part in this discus

sion, which is in my possession. It is written by
Jacobus de Jacomellis, Bishop of Belcastro, who
was one of the four prelates selected to draw up
the first draught of the decree on Justification, and
is dedicated to the Cardinal Farnese. Its express

object is to denounce the great Scriptural truth of

the imputation of the righteousness of Christ

to the believer, which, from the time when St.

Augustine -and his followers so plainly fore

shadowed it until the day when St. Bernard dis

tinctly and emphatically proclaimed it, had become
the received doctrine and form of expression of

the Western Church. 2 The bishop opens his

treatise thus :

1 The comparison of the genuine edition printed at Lyons
in 1571, with that printed afterwards at Venice, shows at

once the ingenuity and dishonesty of those who have made
Contarini affirm the very opposite doctrine to what he had
written.

2
St. Augustine, Liber de diversis quaest., q. 76, c. i.

St. Bernard de Error. Abailardi, Si unus pro omnibus
1 mortuus est, ergo omnes mortui sunt ut videlicet satisfactio

unius, omnibus inipiitetur, sicut omnium peccata unus ille

portavit (c. vi.). Mors in Christi morte fugatur, et Christi
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In former days when (as you remember) we
were entering upon the subject of Justification in

this holy Synod of Trent, in order that we might
at last decree what ought to be held concerning

it, there were certain men (it becomes me not to

name them), learned and eloquent in my judg-

ment, who endeavoured to persuade us, with the

greatest zeal and eloquence, that our works, how-
ever performed in grace, however flowing from

charity, were far indeed from being sufficient, or

from satisfying the law of God, and deserving

glory, unless we took refuge in the righteousness
of Christ, in the mercy of the Father in some new

way I know not whence derived. For (they

affirmed) our works were maimed and weak, how-

ever they might be sustained by Divine grace.

Hence we ought not to trust to them. From the

merits of Christ, from the sole righteousness of

Christ, we are to implore help and support. And
they called this righteousness

&quot;

imputed righteous-
&quot;

ness,&quot; inasmuch as it needs to be imputed and

attributed to us, if we are to be saved. This their

opinion they defended with the greatest zeal (as I

said before), and with many reasons drawn from

every side. He proceeds to show that they

fought for their opinion in full Council (in plcno

Scnatu], as though they were warring (as the say-

ing is) pro arts et focis. Further on he writes :

In their opinion was Cardinal Contarini, eminent

for manifold kinds of learning, who in that Letter

which is everywhere circulated, after he has dis-

nobis JHstitia imputatur (Sermo ad Milites Templi, c. 11).

St. Athanasius, or an early writing attributed to him, uses

the equivalent Greek word (Rom. iv.), Xoyi&ffOat.
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coursed on the imperfection of inherent righteous-

ness, adds some words on imputed righteousness

and says: &quot;On this imputed righteousness of
&quot; Christ we ought all to lean as upon a firm sup-
&quot;

port, and by reason of that alone to believe that
&quot; we are justified, and are called righteous.&quot;

These opinions the divines I mentioned, men
otherwise most learned, pious, and catholic, de-

fended in that holy synod, and brought forward

many reasons, in their judgment, of great validity.

We must remember that the writer of this state

ment had taken an active part in the treatment of

this subject in the Council, and that he may be

fairly held to express the sense of the majority,

though it appears to have been a very doubtful

majority, on this important question. In any case,

these remarkable facts remain :

I. That an influential minority of the Council,

including some of its most illustrious members,
maintained the ancient doctrine on Justification

and the renunciation of the merit of works, which

the Reformed Churches recovered from the teach

ings of earlier Christianity and rescued from the

chilly grasp of the schoolmen.

II. That the only representative of England in

the Council, Cardinal Pole, maintained to the very

last the doctrine of Justification by Faith as we hold

it to this day, and left the Council in disgust when

the doctrine of modern Romanism triumphed.
1

III. That the discordant sentiments of the

members of the Council (as we shall see presently)

1 See his Life by Caracciolo. The whole passage is given

in Mrs. Young s Life of Paleario (vol. ii. p. 202, and App.,

P- 577).
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have left the doctrine as defined at Trent a

mass of confusion and contradiction, standing in

the most remarkable contrast to the clearness of

the teaching of the Reformed Churches on this

important and fundamental principle.

IV. That the ancient and inspiring truth of the

imputed righteousness of Christ which formed

the divinity of the Western Church from the day
when it was denied by Abailard and asserted

so eloquently by St. Bernard to our own, was

absolutely and ignorantly set aside by the Council

in order to introduce their doctrine of inherent

righteousness the groundwork of their sacra

mental system.
From these preliminary remarks on the history

of the Council during this period, we pass on to

the consideration of its statements of the two great

doctrines which embrace the fall and reparation
of mankind.

On the question of the fall there is a substantial

agreement between the Churches. The principal

difference lies in the assertion that lust or con

cupiscence is not in itself, or in its own nature, &amp;lt;

sinful, but rather a result of sin and an inclination

towards it. On this point the Article of the

Church of England and those of the other Re
formed Churches are at issue with the fifth canon

of Trent on Original Sin
;

and agree with the

more simple and obvious meaning of those pas

sages of Scripture which specially mention lust

and concupiscence as having the nature of actual

sin. The old scholastic distinction between the

pcccatum and the fonies pcccati seems here to have

betrayed the Fathers at Trent into an unscriptural
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statement; but the difference is capable of mutual

explanation, if not of an approximate reconciliation.

We cannot, however, but observe that the conflict

of doctrine arising from the denial that con

cupiscence is sin and the confession that it survives

in the regenerate, when contrasted with the declara

tion of the Council that there is ni/iil odibilc in

rcnatis] awakened much discussion. A very

heavy disputation, writes Cardinal Palavicini,

arose on this question. For Seripandi objected,

&quot;As concupiscence is the source of sin, it cannot

&quot;but be held in hatred by God. Hence this
&quot;

general expression is false :

&quot;

in this conclusion

(Cardinal) Pole appeared to acquiesce. Yet the

general conclusion remains.

Far more serious is the exemption of the Virgin

Mary from the decree of the Council, which opened
the way for the fatal error of the Immaculate Con

ception and the series of falsehoods and misstate-

ments of fact and history with which the recent

Bull Ineffabilis astounded the world. But this is a

subject which is necessarily reserved for a later

treatment. It will suffice to say at present, that

this single exemption, instead of being the excep
tion which proves the rule, as it might be in a

matter of ordinary truth, is such an extension of

the exclusive prerogative of the Saviour to a mere
creature as transfers to her a portion in the work
of salvation. This is clearly proved by the fact

that the Council of Florence (in the Decree for the

Union of the Armenians) makes the conception
without sin of our Lord one of the necessary

grounds and causes of our salvation. Who
(it affirms) being conceived, and born, and dying
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without sin, overthrew the enemy of mankind by
blotting out our sins, and reopened to us that

entrance into the kingdom of heaven which the

first man had lost through his own sin for all his

descendants! In the preamble it asserts that no

one conceived of man or woman was ever freed

from the dominion of the devil, but through faith

in the Mediator between God and man, our Lord

Jesus Christ. Now, as the faith of the Virgin

Mary could not precede her conception, how could

her exemption from original sin be possible ? Or
what place would there be for Redemption for any
one not sold under sin ? No one, writes Pope
Zosimus, unless he is the servant of sin can be

made free, nor can he be said to be redeemed from

sin, who has not previously been a slave of sin.

Yet say the Romanists of every age, she was

nevertheless redeemed. Redeemed, we may well

ask, from what ?

The decree of the Council of Florence is, how

ever, an unanswerable evidence against the new

doctrine, for it was drawn up incontestably against
the decree of the Council of Basle which had (in its

illegitimate sessions) proclaimed it. Accordingly,
Cardinal Cajetan produces it as so obvious and

irrefragable an argument against her Immaculate

Conception, that he does not even comment upon
it concluding that from these words it appears
that at that period (i.e. A.D. 1438) the Universal

Church excepted Christ alone from Original Sin,

which could not have been said if the Virgin

Mary were also to be excepted.

It may be observed (and St. Bernard, in his

denunciation of this most dangerous doctrine, does
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observe), that the same arguments which exempt
the Virgin Mary from the stain of Original Sin,

would exempt also every one of her ancestors

nay, we might claim on the same ground an

exemption for him who said, In sin hath my
mother conceived me.

We pass on then from the doctrine of the ruin

of man in the fall, to that of the remedy for sin

provided by Christ
;

in other words, to that of our

Justification by the faith in Him. And here we

may well lay before the reader the words with

which Cardinal Seripandi opened the subject in

the Council of Trent, which, had they been well

weighed, would have led it into a wiser treat

ment of the subject than that which has resulted

in so many confused and almost irreconcilable

statements.

The state of the question is said to be this,

Whether we, who are to be justified before the

Divine tribunal, are to be judged only by the

righteousness of our own works, proceeding out

of the charity which is in us, or by a twofold

righteousness, our own (as before said), and
the righteousness of Christ supplying our impcr-
fections. They say that we ought to reply to

these questions, not speculatively but practically.

Let the sinner be arraigned before the tribunal of

God, and asked,
&quot; whether he will be judged only

&quot;

by his own righteousness, and relying upon that
tlt

(et in ed fide], or will supply his imperfection
&quot;

by the righteousness of Christ ?
&quot; He then

warns the Fathers to avoid the danger of so con

demning the doctrine of the Lutherans as to

condemn also Catholics themselves, among whom
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the Cardinals Contarini and Egidio of Viterbo

might seem to be condemned by this article

on Justification (the decree had been already

draughted) and with them Albertus Pighius and

many more.

We are here reminded of the almost irreconcil

able differences which are described by Jacomellus
as arising at this point in the very midst of the

Council itself, which produced in the end a number
of compromises, and in their results to the professor

of the Creed of Pius IVV a number of insoluble

problems. The ignorance of Greek, which mani

fests itself so clearly in the whole of the Scriptural

references made in the Council, was here more
than ever fatal to the clearness of its decrees. 1

The forensic use of the term by St. Paul which

Seripandi indicates in the practical statement of

the position of the sinner as standing before his

Judge was altogether lost sight of, and the term

Justification was used as the being made righteous

by an internal work of grace, instead of being
accounted righteous by an external act of mercy.

1 It was throughout contended that Justification was an

increasing principle, both Jacomellus and the Council itself

(probably inspired by him) alleging Rev. xxii. 11, He that

is righteous, let him be righteous still (Qni Justus est

justificetur ad/tuc), and Ecclus. xviii. 22, Defer not until

death to be justified (ne verearis usque ad mortem justi-

ficari}. in proof of an increasing justification. But the

former passage would involve a like meaning in he that is

unjust let him be unjust still, which would be an invitation

to increase in sin
;
and the adJiuc which represents the tn,

means rather a continuance in the same state than any
advance from it. The misapprehension of the latter passage
is too obvious to need remark. Both alike prove that the

Greek text was unknown to the framers of the decree.
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Hence Justification is said to be not only remis-

sion of sins, but also sanctification and renewal of

the inner man by the willing reception of grace
and gifts (Sess. VI. c. vil.). Much therefore of the

controversy which arises out of the difference of

definition may be altogether dispensed with. For

Justification with the Reformed Churches is the

being accounted righteous before God, and sancti

fication is assumed to be the work of the Holy
Spirit working out the salvation of man on the

ground of a justifying faith in Christ. But when

every allowance has been made for this difference

of definition which forms the root of many
needless branches of the controversy, some very

important questions still remain to divide the

Roman and Reformed Churches on this supreme
doctrine.

In order to see these more clearly, let us take

up the plan proposed by Cardinal Seripandi, which

alone brings the question to a practical issue. Let

us suppose that we are standing before the last

tribunal, and asked upon what law we elect to

be judged.
Let us suppose the inquiry put, Will you stand

upon your own righteousness and upon your
works, performed in grace and flowing from

charity ? (as Jacomellus phrases it). One of the

greatest and most overwhelming arguments of

those who contended in the Council in behalf of

the imputation of the righteousness of Christ to

the believer, was this : No man when he is dying
takes refuge in his inherent righteousness, nor in

the righteousness of his past life, nor in his good
works, but in the Passion of Christ and His inercy.

i
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Therefore our own inherent righteousness is

insufficient to constitute us righteous before the

tribunal of Christ. Such is the statement made

by the Bishop of Belcastro of the thesis of his

opponents. And he meets it partly from strangely

misinterpreted texts of the Psalms, partly from

such passages as that of the Book of Wisdom,
Then shall the righteous stand with great bold-

ness before the face of such as have afflicted him

(Wisd. v. i), forgetful that he is not described as

standing in great boldness before God.

Cardinal Contarini, (who unhappily for the

Church, though not for himself, did not live to

take part in the Council, though being dead he
1

yet spake in his remarkable Epistle,) observes

with great force : We see by experience that holy
men the more they advance in holiness, so much
the less are pleased with themselves

;
and there-

fore so much the more discover their need of

Christ. Hence they forsake themselves and rely

on Christ alone. In another place, this great and

good man affirms: This is the received doctrine in

the Christian Church; this it is to be truly a

Christian (viz.) to know well our own weakness,

and to flee to Christ by faith
;
to put all our hope

in Him, distrusting our own weakness. To this

Christians are to be urged on, this they ought

chiefly to be taught. Of this doctrine the

Epistles of St. Paul, of this the Gospels them-

selves, of this all the Scriptures are full. In his

Commentary on the Philippians, he sums up his

doctrine on Original Sin and Justification in these

simple and sufficient words : As we have all

sinned in Adam, and all deserve death in him, so
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all our obedience is in Christ, and all our deserts

in Him.

Now, what is the doctrine of the Council of

Trent and of the Creed of Pius in opposition to

tlrs most evangelical statement ? It is thus put

by Jacomellus, in the treatise we have already
cited

;
and that he expressed the mind of the

Council, can hardly be doubted by those who
have studied its acts, or who remember the con

spicuous part which he took in them on this

question.

The Catholic position (he writes) which all the

orthodox Fathers have held is this That there is

one single righteousness which is inherent to us,

or rather which forms us (nos informct], whether
it be grace or charity ; by which every one of us

who is righteous, is righteous, as St. Augustine
testifies

; through which one righteousness our
sins are wiped away, and we are adopted among
the children of God. In. pursuit of this doctrine

of the merit of inherent righteousness, the Council
in its thirty-second Canon anathematises those
who say that the good works of a justified man
are so far the gifts of God that they are not also

the good merits (or deserts) of the justified man
himself, and that the justified person -by the good
works which he has done through the grace of

God and by the merits of Christ, does not truly
merit an increase of grace, and eternal life. Yet

to show that the truer and more ancient doctrine
still weighed on the conscience of those who wrote
this self-righteous condemnation, the Council
affirms (in the i6th chapter, on Justification), that
so great is the mercy of God towards men, that
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Never was a more obvious conflict of doctrine

than is here presented. The professor of the

Creed of Pius IV. may take advantage of the

ambiguity of the decrees of the Council at this

point, and rest in the doctrine of Contarini rather

than in that of the Bishop of Belcastro. How the

Roman Church has improved upon this doctrine

of merit, and has created out of it a treasury of

supererogatory merit, to which the more needy by

purchase and favour may have recourse, is too

well known, and was indeed the immediate cause

of that outburst of indignation which followed the

re-opening of the Word of God in the age of the

Reformation. But this belongs to a later article

of the Creed of Pius IV.

The modern doctrine of the Church of Rome, as

it is set forth by Maldonatus, one of her greatest

commentators, and by Bellarmine, her greatest

controversialist, is as follows. The former says,

We do as truly and properly merit rewards when
we do well, as we do merit punishments when we
do ill. That our good works do merit eternal

life condignly, not only by reason of God s cove-

nant and acceptation, but also by reason of the

work itself/ is the statement of Cardinal Bellar-

mine. 1 To which Vasquez adds this strange corol

lary : Seeing the works of just men do merit

eternal life, . . . there is no need that any condign

merit, such as that of Christ, should interpose, to

the end that eternal life might be rendered to

1 See Abp. Wake s Expos, of the Doctrine of the Ch. of

England. 1686, p. 22.
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them. This, writes Archbishop Wake, is that

doctrine of good works which we most justly do

detest. Yet it is manifest that it flows from the

thirty-second Canon of the Council of Trent,

naturally and almost necessarily. It is a comfort

ing thought that even Bellarmine, the great propa

gator and champion of human merit in life, was

unable to sustain its cause as he approached the

last tribunal. When the great practical test of the

doctrine of Justification laid down by Cardinal

Seripandi was applied to his own case, he invoked

only the merits and the mercy of Christ. In his

last will he records this as his final testimony:
I pray that God may admit me among the

1 number of his saints and elect, not weighing my
merits, but pardoning my offences.

May the confessor of the Creed of Pius IV. find,

in the holy resolution to make mention of the

righteousness of his Lord, even of His only, a

way of escape out of the labyrinth of undefined

and almost undefinable words into which his

profession has led him. His study of the conflict

ing sentences of the chapters and canons of

Justification will not be without holy and precious

fruit, if it only lead him from the complexity of

human and scholastic statements of doctrine to

the truth as it is in Jesus, to the simplicity that

is in Christ.

The Roman doctrine of human merit, whether

of condignity or congruity, or as associated with the

merits of Christ as the ground of our salvation, is

as modern as it is false and precarious. The laws

of grace have absolutely excluded it, and the very

difficulty which the Roman Church has had in
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discovering and defining the auxilia gratis, is a

proof that she cannot reconcile her doctrine of

merit with the ancient definitions and laws of

grace which prevailed in the Church from the

beginning. St. Bernard said well, Grace cannot

enter where merit has already taken possession.

Wherefore, the full confession of grace seals the

fulness of grace in the soul of him confessing it.

For whatever is in us of our own, in whatever

degree it may be, grace must needs give way to it.

Whatever you assign to merit is so much de-

tracted from grace. I desire not the merit which

would exclude grace. I dread anything that is in

me to make me my own, unless that is rather my
own which makes me truly to be mine own.

Grace gives me back to myself as justified freely,

and thus made free from the service of sin.

Meiun proinde mcritum miscratio Domini



CHAPTER VII.

THE SACRIFICE OF THE MASS AND
TRANSUBSTANTIATION.

Fifth Article.

&quot;I profess likewise that in the Mass there is offered to God a true, proper,

and propitiatory Sacrifice for the living and dead ; and that in the most holy

Sacrament of the Eucharist there is truly, really, and substantially the Body
and Blood, together with the Soul and Divinity of our Lord Jesus Christ ; and

that there is a conversion of the whole substance of the bread into the Body,
and of the whole substance of the wine into the Blood, which conversion the

Catholic Church calls Transubstantiation.&quot;

THE order in which the two doctrines here com
bined is given in this article of the New Creed is

the first point which must arrest the attention of

the reader of it. In the Council itself, the doctrine

of the Eucharist and the definition of the Corporal
Presence was one of the earliest declared, while the

Sacrifice of the Mass was one of the latest
;
the

connection between them being thus absolutely
broken and the order reversed. If, however, the

Missal Sacrifice thus precedes the sacramental

change, it ceases to be that kind of oblation which

could alone make it propitiatory, and the old order

of the divisions of the Mass is restored, which

places the oblation before the consecration instead

of after it, as the modern Roman doctrine assumes.

In this case it would be that simple elemental and

spiritual offering of the fruits of the earth united
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with prayer and thanksgiving, which it was in the

early Church, and is asserted to be by all the

ancient ritualists of the Western Church. If, on

the other hand, it succeeds the change, it becomes
the offering to God of what properly is God s

offering to man, viz. a sacramental grace. Even in

this confession the Mass as a sacrifice is separated
from the Eucharist as a Sacrament.

But, passing by this apparent discrepancy be

tween the Creed and the Council, let us approach
the two great subjects which are thus associated

together in the order in which we here find them.

I. First, then, we will consider the doctrine that

in the Mass there is offered to God a true, proper,

and propitiatory sacrifice for the living and dead.

It cannot be denied that next to the doctrine of

the Papal Monarchy and the supposed unity and

universality of its reign, which has to the mere

worldly eye the aspect of a Divine Vicegerency,
none of the allurements of Rome have more

strangely fascinated the unspiritual mind than

that of a vast sacerdotal order carrying on under

a Christian form the magnificent temple-worship
of the Jewish Church

; regardless altogether of the

simple synagogue service from which the apostles

and their followers went forth, and the upper
chamber in which the last Jewish Passover was

eaten and the first Christian Passover solemnized.

Jurieu, in his Preservatif, has well depicted the

returning apostles contemplating and comparing
the splendour of the Papal worship and its earthly

glories, and the simple ritual of Protestantism, in

which the first type of Christian worship has been

so faithfully preserved. His observations are well
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worthy the attention of all who are led away by
the pomp and circumstance of an artificial system,
in whatever Church it may present its attractions.

An affectation of magnificence (he writes) is

unworthy of the grandeur and majesty of religion.

Its mysteries are too beautiful to be hidden ; and

this great weight of ceremonies is not, as some

believe, a garment in which it is clothed, but

rather a pompous tomb under which it is buried.

One need not take the trouble of establishing
1

mysteries in vestments, in gestures, and in visible

actions. Religion has sufficient mysteries to fill

the heart and to occupy the mind. The per-

fection of religion consists in the unveiled exhibi-

tion of its mysteries. Hence it is that the most

perfect of religions is that of the blessed, who see

all the mysteries without a veil
;
while the least

perfect was that of Moses, which hid all its mys-
teries under shadows and ceremonies. It is clear

that our religion holds the middle place between

that of the glorified which has no ceremonies, and

that of the Jews which consisted wholly of them.

Therefore it is that it must have some ceremonies,

such as Sacraments, but it should have but

few. To load it with them were to bring back

Judaism.
Of that sublime and touching rite of our common

Christianity of which the Mass and its gorgeous

accompaniments is so strange a development,

Bishop Reynolds has said with touching force :

It neither stood with the outward poverty of

Christ, nor with the benefit of the Church, to

institute such sumptuous and gaudy elements as

might possess too much the sense of the beholder,
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and too little resemble the quality of the Saviour.

And therefore He chose His Sacraments rather

for the fitness than for the beauty of them, as

respecting more the end than the splendour and

riches of His Table
;
and intended rather to mani-

fest His Divine power in altering poor elements

into a precious use, than to exhibit any carnal

pomp in such delicious fare as did not agree with

the spiritualness of His kingdom. As in His real

and natural body, so in His representative, the

Sacrament, a sensual or carnal eye sees neither

form nor beauty for which it may be desired.

Pictures ought to resemble their originals, and the

Sacrament, we know, is the type of Him who was

a man of sorrow
;
and this picture was drawn

when the day of God s fierce wrath was upon
Him, and can we then expect from it any satis-

faction or pleasure to the senses ? This body was

naked on the cross, it were incongruous to have

the Sacrament of it pompous on the table.

The sketches of early Christian worship pre
served for us by Justin Martyr, Clement of Alex

andria, Tertullian, Arnobius, Lactantius, and even

St. Cyprian, exhibit, in the strongest contrast, the

distinction between the Jewish and the Christian

worship, and also between the continued sacrifices

of heathenism and the finished sacrifice and com
memorative services of Christianity. Like the

sacred vessels and ornaments of the Church in

the day of its greatest purity, its earlier ritual was

costly from its spiritual beauty, and stately from

its great simplicity. That table (writes St.

Chrysostom) was not of silver, nor that cup of

gold which Christ used when He gave His blood
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to the disciples, but all was precious and awful,

for all was full of the Spirit.

Cardinal Bessarion (A.D. 1438) writes : Paul

delivered to us that which he had received
;
but

since he delivered that only which he writes in

the Epistle to the Corinthians, that alone he

received, and that alone saw the apostles do
;

1

for had he seen them do more, he would have

delivered that also. And he, in that Epistle, says

nothing more than that Christ took bread into

His hands, blessed it, gave it to His disciples, and

said,
&quot;

Take, eat, this is my body.&quot;

Walafridus Strabo, in the ninth century, affirmed :

That which we now do with a manifold office of

prayers, lessons, hymns, and consecrations, all this

the apostles and their immediate successors, as it

is believed, performed simply, with prayers and

a commemoration of the Lord s Passion as He
Himself commanded. And in another place : It

&amp;lt; is the tradition of our predecessors, that in the

earliest times Mass was celebrated as we now
communicate on Good Friday that is, having
said the Lord s Prayer, and commemorated His

Passion as He enjoined, those communicated who
were qualified.

Cardinal Cajetan, writing on the Corinthians

(i Cor. c. xi.), observes: In the time of this

Epistle, that public form of worship which now

prevails in the temple of God, by which prayer is

carried on in alternate parts, was not introduced,

but one prayed aloud for all, the rest remaining
silent.

When the State entered into the Church, or

rather the Church into the State, a grand temple-
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worship soon grew up out of the synagogue-

worship, which was the earliest type of the Chris

tian service
;
but the results of this change were

fatal alike to purity of doctrine and simplicity
of life and practice. Even in the sixth century
Salvian of Marseilles, one of the noblest of Church

reformers, complained that the Church was

Christian in name but not in power ; wealthy in

numbers but poor in faith; richer in the increase

of its worshippers but poorer in the devotion of

their worship : thus, by an unheard-of develop-

ment, becoming at the same time greater and less

growing and wasting away by the same process.

But it will be useful for us to trace the progress
of this strange development ;

and treating this

part of our subject rather historically than con

troversially, to begin our view with the narrative of

the Last Supper as given us by the evangelists,

illustrating it with the references of Maimonides

and others to the Paschal rite of the Jewish Church.

The narrative of St. Luke traces more perfectly

than those of the previous evangelists the features

of our Lord s last Passover. While these begin
their description at the close of the actual feast,

St. Luke falls back (xxii. 17, 18) upon the earlier

features of the ancient ritual, mentioning the bless

ing of the first Passover cup, which invariably

began the ceremonial of the Jewish rite.

Maimonides writes : First of all, the cup is

poured out for every one, and the benediction

recited,
&quot; Blessed be Thou, O Lord, who producest

&quot; the fruit of the vine,&quot; and the Kiddusch or

Sanctification is pronounced over the cup. Then

the second cup is poured out, and the son inquires
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1 the meaning of the rite. The form of inquiry
is given us in the Talmudical tract P sacliim

(c. x. s. 4), and it was replied to by the Father or

Master of the feast in the words of Deuteronomy,
ch. xxvi. vv. 5 9.

Clemens Alexandrinus here says very suggest

ively : In earlier years, our Lord had eaten the

Passover as sacrificed by the Jews. But when He
proclaimed Himself to be the Passover, the Lamb
of God led as a sheep to the slaughter, He forth-

with taught His disciples the mystery of the type.

Origen refers in like manner to Christ as the

Master of the household instructing His children

in reply to their inquiries, and then supping with

them.

The delivery of the first cup of the Passover by
our Lord was accompanied \vith the words, For I

say unto you that I will not drink of the fruit of
tJic vine until the kingdom of God come, in

which there is a distinct reference to the words

of the Jewish benediction, which most probably

preceded them. At this point the three narra

tives become concurrent, and describe our Lord

while they were eating, or more strictly, after

they had eaten, as taking bread, blessing it,

breaking it, and giving it to His disciples. Four

successive actions are here enumerated, all of

equal necessity to the integrity both of the Jewish
and Christian rite. The tliird, which is at once

the most distinctive and significant of all, being

entirely dispensed with in the Roman Church.

At this point, the rite passes from a merely

representative form into an act of communion
and participation. Of the distribution itself,
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Maimonides writes : Having broken the bread (the

master of the household) gives a portion to every]

one, and the recipient takes it from his hands.

The words with which our Lord accompanied this

distribution were those which have so unhappily
divided the Christian world, which they were

destined to unite for ever. Take, eat
;

this is

My body which is given for you.

Now, how could those who were present, and

who remembered the words used in their Jewish

rite, have understood this simple expression ?

The answer is well given in an ancient dialogue
between a Jew and a Christian, written in 1458 :

As Christ said, This is my body, so say we in

like manner, This is the bread which our fathers
1

ate in tlie land of Egypt, though that bread is

long since passed away and exists no more.

Thus it is sufficient for Christians to say that

the sacrifice of the altar is in memory of that

bread of Christ, though this bread be not that.

The words of our Lord which follow, Do this in

remembrance of me, are well paraphrased by St.

Chrysostom : As ye did that in remembrance of

the wonders of Egypt, so do ye this in remem-

brance of Me.

Where, in any stage of this touching and

impressive ordinance, can we find the vestige, or

even the shadow, of a sacrificial injunction? It

rather represents (as Dr. Owen has said) the

kingly office of Christ than the Priesthood, whose

great act of consummation He was so soon to

enter upon. For the institution of this ordinance

was in the close of His ministry or prophetical

office on the earth, and in the entrance of the
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exercise of His priestly office, in offering Himself
x a sacrifice unto God for the sins of the Church.

Between them both, and to render them both

effectual unto us, He interposed an act of His

kingly office, in the institution of this ordinance.

But our first inquiry must naturally be, Did the

most ancient Fathers of the Christian Church, who
have left us the only accounts we possess of the

ritual of the second and third centuries, believe or

profess that there was any other sacrifice in it

than the spiritual sacrifice of prayer and praise,

which every Christian in his private, and the

Church in the highest sense in her public, worship
offers up to God through Christ ? They were

constantly taunted by the heathens around them

with the charge that they had no sacrifices, but

their reply to the charge never contains any refer

ence to the Eucharist as constituting the Christian

sacrifice.

We worship (writes Justin Martyr) the Maker
of all things, who needs not blood or libations

or incense, with the word of prayer and thanks-

giving . . . and we are persuaded that He needeth

no material oblation from men. And in another

place : Prayers and praises, made by good men,
are the only perfect and acceptable sacrifices

to God.

What do ye tell me, asks Athenagoras, of

sacrifices which God wanteth not, though we

ought to bring Him an unbloody sacrifice, and to

offer Him a rational worship? (AoytK?)y Aarpeiaz;),

an important passage, as it assigns the true mean

ing of that much-abused term, unbloody sacrifice,

and makes it equivalent to the rational or
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reasonable service, which the Apostle urges

upon us.

Tertullian alleges that the Christian did not

offer sacrifices for the emperor, because neither

do we do it for ourselves.

Minucius Felix writes : This is the host to be

offered
;
a good mind, a pure soul, a sincere con-

science
;

these are our sacrifices, these are the

sacred things of God. And thus he replies to

the charge that Christians have no altars or

shrines.

Origen, in replying to Celsus, writes : Our
altars are the minds of the righteous, from whence

are sent up sweet-smelling sacrifices
;

to wit,

prayers from a pure conscience.

Lactantius and Arnobius give the same account

of the sacrifices of Christians, while a still more
remarkable evidence presents itself in a much later

day in the reply of St. Cyril of Alexandria to the

Emperor Julian, who, having been a reader in the

Church, was well acquainted with the rites and

laws of Christianity. Having objected to the

Christians, that they had no sacrifices, and that

they did not erect altars to sacrifice upon to God,
his charge is met by St. Cyril with the admission

that it was true
;

but his justification is, We
have spiritual and mental sacrifices which are

much better. We offer, he continues, for a

sweet savour, faith, hope, charity, righteousness,
* and

praise.&quot;

Not a word here of the Mass or of the sacrifice

invented at Trent. Nor can it be alleged that the

disciplina arcani, as it is termed, by which this

sacred rite was spoken of obscurely and by allusion,
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except to the faithful, can give any reason for this

ominous silence of all the ancients in regard to a

doctrine of such supreme importance. For Justin

Martyr describes the whole institution more fully

than any subsequent writer
;
and Julian, having

been a Christian, might have been at once referred

to it, in answer to his charge against his former

faith. Nay, he could not even have made it, had

such a doctrine been ever taught him in connection

with the Eucharist.

How, then, it may be fairly asked, did this

doctrine grow up in the Church ? We reply, that

in the ancient Church, up to the middle of the

fourth century, all the faithful who were present
communicated with the celebrant. This was a law

arising out of the very first principle of the insti

tution. The Paschal ceremony upon which it was

founded, and which it superseded, was a feast upon
a sacrifice of which all present were bound to

partake. No one, therefore, was admitted to it

who did not in his own person participate in it,

and the same was true of the Christian Passover in

the first and best ages of our faith. St. Chrysos-
tom exclaims, in the earlier days of that great
defection which the Church of Rome has consum
mated and even sanctified (by transferring to the

Mass as a sacrifice the effects which are proper

only to the Communion as faithfully received) :

In vain is the daily oblation, for there is none to

partake. Whoever does not partake of the mys-
teries stands here as imprudent and false. ... If

any called to a banquet should wash his hands

and sit down, and yet taste not the food, would
he not offer an affront to the host by whom he

K
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was bidden ? Were it not better that such as this

should never appear at all ?

The mere worshipper in the Mass exactly fulfils

this description. He washes his hands and sits

down, but tastes not of the Divine food. And
instead of enforcing the duty, or urging it, by
proving that the institution of Christ can only be

effectual to those who carry out its imperative

injunctions, the Church of Rome invented a method

by which every blessing designed to be conveyed

sacramentally should be acquired by deputy, and,

to this end, turned the sacrament into a sacrifice,

whose benefits were diffused over all present, con

veying to them the same privileges which only the

faithful reception of the Communion had insured,

according to our Lord s appointment. In vain the

more spiritual Roman Catholics of a later day
have advocated frequent Communion as an anti

dote to the dangers occasioned by this fatal

corruption of Christian doctrine and practice.

The Council of Trent itself admits that anciently

only communicants were allowed to be present in

the Divine mysteries, and that it could not pro-

perly be called a Communion unless many partook
of the same sacrifice. Accordingly, Pope Benedict

XIV. admits that all the bystanders formerly

partook of the Communion in the Missal Service,

and that in Germany, as late as the ninth century,

those who were present in many celebrations

partook in every one of them. But it will be

readily imagined how soon, after the introduction

of the doctrine of the sacrifice of the Mass, the

love of the many waxed cold. x

1 Benedict XIV. repeats earnestly the desire of the
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Yet if we carefully examine the structure of the

present Canon of the Mass, which contains the

most remarkable testimonies against the Roman
doctrines of a later period, we shall find that it is

compiled only for communicants, and -that there is

not the slightest vestige in it of the true, proper,

and propitiatory sacrifice alleged by the Council

of Trent. So manifest is this truth, that the

prayers contained in it were among the first argu
ments against the modern Roman doctrine which

suggested themselves to the minds of the Reform
ers. So great indeed has been the difficulty of

reconciling the Canon of the Mass, as it now

stands, with the doctrines with which it has been

associated in later times, that Bossuet found it

necessary to write a special treatise to remove the

difficulties which those who had been dragon-
naded into the Church of Rome during the fearful

persecution of the Huguenots, experienced from the

obvious meaning of the prayers in the Missal

Service. He terms his work Explication de quelqucs

difficultez sur les Prieres de la Messe, a un Nouveau

Catholique* (Paris, 1689).

But the difficulties remain in spite of the inge

nuity of the eloquent Bishop of Meaux, and are

scarcely less than the difficulties he so unsuccess-

Council of Trent, that the ancient practice of the Church
should be restored, and that there should be faithful com
municants at every celebration of the Mass. Would (he

exclaims) that men, inflamed with the same fervour of

Christian piety which inspired the faithful of the first ages
would fly eagerly to the public sacred table, and be seen

not merely content to be present at, but religiously to desire

to be partakers in the holy mysteries {De SS. Misses Sacr.,
S^ct. ii. App. p. 428, ed. Lovan).
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fully endeavoured to remove in his famous Expo
sition, to which Archbishop Wake, among others,

so learnedly replied. And they never can be

solved
;

for they arise out of the grave historical

facts that

(1) The only oblation recognized in the Canon
of the Mass is the offering of alms, of first-fruits,

and of the elements intended for consecration
;
the

oblation thus preceding the consecration.

(2) The idea of a corporal presence in the

Eucharist (far less that involved in the gross con

ception of Transubstantiation) was then absolutely

unknown, and had it been known would have been

eagerly repudiated.

(3) The service implies throughout the com
munication of all present.

(4) Who all communicated in both kinds, as is

admitted even by the Roman advocates themselves,

thus leaving no distinctive participation for the

priest alone.

The other Roman doctrines which are in con

flict with the prayers of the Canon, the worship of

the Virgin Mary and the Saints, and Purgatory,

belong to a later period of our inquiry.

Let us, in order to meet the Roman advocates

on their own ground, examine in succession the

proofs against the doctrine of the Missal Sacrifice

and the corporal change of the sacramental ele

ments, which may be alleged from the Canon of

the Mass itself.

I. We have before adverted to the dislocation of

the order in which the divisions of the service are

laid down by all ancient and modern ritualists.

Lorenzana, Archbishop of Mexico, in his edition of
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the genuine Mozarabic ritual, observes in a note

that the Christian Liturgy has in every age con-

sisted of three parts the oblation, the consecration,

and the reception Now it is obvious that every

oblatory prayer occurs in the Canon before the con

secration, and the elements are described as gifts

of God, bread and wine, an offering resem

bling that of Melchisedec, while the whole office

is called a sacrificium laudis. The offerings in the

early Church were twofold of money, which was

deposited in the gazophylacium or treasure-chest

of the church, and of bread, corn, fruits, or other

produce of the earth, which was reserved for the

altar. The latter gift, after supplying the elements

for the communion, furnished the common table of

the poor, which, until the fourth century, was spread
in the church. It does not seem to be quite clear

when or how the money offering (which then was

regarded as a commutation of these fruits of the

earth) was transferred from the church chest to the

altar. A ritualist of the twelfth century says that

the change arose when the Church, being increased

in numbers, but diminished in holiness, ceased to

communicate every week, and hence needed not so

large an elemental offering, which thus became

commuted for a gift in money. To these offerings

(not any portion of them being yet consecrated)

the opening words of the Canon refer which offer

to God Jicec doji i, JICBC muncra, JHZC sancta sacri-
1

ficia illibata? They are offered as a sacrifice of

praise in behalf of all present, and are described

in connection with the prayers and thanksgivings
which accompany them as an oblatw servitutis
1

nostral and God is invoked to receive them and
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to bless them, in order that they may become
to us the Body and Blood of His blessed Son,
our Lord Jesus Christ. Upon this the act of

consecration follows.

The reader will observe from this that the idea

of oblation precedes the consecration, the enuncia

tion of which is followed by a prayer in which we
offer to God, of His own gifts and donations

(de tuis donis ac datis\ a pure host (or victim),

holy and immaculate, the Holy Bread of eternal

life and the Cup of eternal salvation. Then the

prayer follows that God would deign to regard
and receive these with gracious countenance, as

He deigned to receive the gifts of the righteous

Abel, the sacrifice of Abraham, and the offering of

His high priest Melchisedec, a holy sacrifice, an

immaculate host. God is then suppliantly in

voked to command these (offerings) to be borne

to His altar on high by the hands of His holy

Angel, in order that all ivho have partaken of tJie

1

Body and Blood of His Son may be fulfilled with

all heavenly benediction and grace. The oblation,

therefore, is assumed to be limited to the recipients

of the sacrament, and the idea of a sacrifice

benefiting the bystanders is absolutely excluded.

But, we would ask, can it be conceived for a

moment that the pious compilers of this service

believed in the doctrine propounded at Trent, and

in a conversion which, instead of the simple

elements unchanged in substance, effected the pre

sence of the body, blood, soul, and divinity of

our Lord? Could these be termed His gifts and

donations ? Could they be gifts and sacrifices

from ourselves to Him, as they are said subse-
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quently to be ? Could we venture to implore God
as a favour that He would regard with gracious

countenance the body, blood, soul, and even

divinity of Christ, in the same manner as He
received the gifts of Abel or that of Melchisedec

mere fruits of the earth
; or, that so supreme an

offering needed an angel to bear it into the Divine

presence ? The impiety of such a supposition

presented itself so strongly to the mind of Luther,

that he was led from it to see what the ancient

Missal Service really meant, and how plainly it

refuted the modern doctrines of Rome.
Nor ought the sacrificial terms here employed to

present any difficulty to us in estimating the true

meaning of the whole service
;
for we must bear in

mind that these are applied to the unconsecrated

elements, and that even Melchisedec s offering of

bread and wine, which certainly underwent no

process of conversion, is described as a holy

sacrifice, an immaculate host. The early ritual

ists, who wrote before the fatal decree of the

Lateran Council, maintained the spiritual doctrine

of the presence which the Reformed Churches

hold, and explained the Canon of the Mass in its

literal sense
; making the sacrifice to consist of

bread and wine which, when consecrated, and

received by the faithful, enabled him to offer him
self to God as a living sacrifice. Rupert of Deutz

(who flourished about A.D. 1135) writes: If the

animal (material) life had been present in the

body of the Lord it would have profited us

nothing, and hence to ask for this is superfluous.
For why should the heavenly Man have adminis-

tered to us through this heavenly sacrifice that
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which we needed not ? For it did not become
His wisdom to feed our curiosity with unnecessary
miracles. Herod in his curiosity sought after

such a sign, because he for a long season desired

to see Jesus, hoping to see some sign wrought by
Him. ... It became the Divine wisdom to

administer to us in the sacrifice spiritual life

alone. And this alone our condition required,
which needed sanctification and blessing, mercy
and truth, sorrow (for sin) and peace.
But the pursuit of the doctrine of the early

ritualists would lead us into too wide a field for

our present purpose. We will, therefore, proceed
to examine what was the state of the doctrine of

the Sacrifice of
%
the Mass at the period of the

Council of Trent.

The study of the Scriptures, and especially of

the Epistle to the Hebrews, had very remarkably
influenced the minds of the greater Roman divines

of that period. Their statements on the nature of

the Missal Sacrifice present accordingly a marked
contrast to those adopted by the Council, and

might almost be adopted by the more moderate

members of the Reformed Churches.

Let us begin with Cardinal Cajetan, who, writing
on Heb. x. 18, observes: The Apostle s argument
is of this kind. From the fact that by the new
law remission of sins is made by the one offering

of Christ, he argues that no other offering for sins

remains. For in such a case an injury would be

done to the offering of Christ, as though it were

insufficient. Then he significantly adds : Nor
let the novice on this account be surprised that

the sacrifice of the altar should be daily offered
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in the church of Christ. For this is not a new

sacrifice, but a commemoration of that which

Christ offered, according to His own charge, &quot;Do

&quot;

this in remembrance of Me.&quot; For all the

sacraments are nothing else than the applica

tions of the passion of Christ to the receivers.

It is one thing, however, to repeat the passion of

Christ, and another to repeat the commemoration

and application of His passion.

Cardinal Contarini affirms that no Christian

author, either ancient or modern, of any name,
hath said that the Mass is a sacrifice of the priest

ex opere operantis, whereby, as if in rivalry of the

sacrifice of Christ, the priest obtains for us remis-

sion of sins. Nay, Ambrose and Augustine affirm

that in the Mass there is a remembrance and

commemoration of that one sacrifice which Christ

offered. Why should I say more ? Do we not

in the Canon say,
&quot;

Receive, O Holy Trinity, this
&quot; oblation which we offer to Thee, in remem-
&quot; brance of the passion, etc. of our Lord Jesus
&quot;

Christ
&quot;

? and &quot; This do in remembrance of Me &quot;

?

Lo, it is expressly said that we make a remembrance

of the passion of Christ, by which one sacrifice we
are reconciled to God. He dwells especially on

the well-known passage of St. Augustine (De Cii it.

Dei, 1. x. c. 20), in which the sacrifice of Christians

is said to be the offering up of themselves as one

body through Christ to God. He urges that as we
offer Christ to the Father in every prayer we put
forth in His name, so we offer Christ in the Eu
charist on the part of His whole Church, making
our souls and bodies a united and living sacrifice.

In his Christian Instruction, drawn up for the
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use of Cardinal Morone (afterwards President of

the Council of Trent) for his diocese of Bologna, in

answer to the question, In what manner is the

Mass a sacrifice ? Jie replies: It is a sacrifice of

praise it is a sacrifice of thanksgiving it is a

sacrifice because it is the memory of that only
( Sacrifice by which Christ through the Holy Ghost

offered Himself up for us to God the Father. It

is a sacrifice because it is an oblation in which we
offer Christ and His passion, and the whole Church

through Christ, in order that we may all adhere

to Him through Christ as our supreme good, as

Augustine saith in the tenth book of the City of

God (Opp., p. 536). In another place he com

plains that, while numbers were constantly speak

ing of the Sacrifice of the Mass, he found very
few authors who had put forth any clear definition

of what a sacrifice properly is (p. 357).

Such was the state of the question at the period

of the Council, and such the close approximation
of the most learned members of the Roman Church

to the doctrine advocated by the Reformers. But

the debate in the Council of Trent discovered a con

fusion of sentiment which shows how rash and ill-

considered was its decree on this important subject.

Notwithstanding the anathemas which fence the

canons of the Council here as everywhere, there

were great divisions of opinion and many contests

upon the article of the Sacrifice of the Mass.

After grave heats of concertations, we are told by
the authentic records of the Council, these canons

were completed, a number of congregations having

been held upon the subject, from the 2ist of

August to the loth of September.
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Four discordant opinions divided the Fathers at

this point. Some affirmed that Christ offered

Himself in the Supper, and therefore that it was

a propitiatory sacrifice. The second opinion was

that the sacrifice was not expiatory, but a sacrifice

of thanksgiving (eucharistic). A third was that

Christ offered Himself simply (simpliciter), not in a

propitiatory manner. Lastly, there was the opinion

finally adopted and represented in the canons of

the Council.

It was rightly said by Laynez, the famous

general of the Jesuits, that the actions of Christ

always profited, although everything was assigned
to the cross as His last act, and that which most

wonderfully illustrated His love; while the

Bishop of Orense observed in the same sense, that

the whole life of Christ, from His very conception,

ought to be deemed as one act, which ever

profited, ever merited, ever redeemed.
5 But why

the Last Supper should be detached from the

Saviour s life, so as to be specially annexed to His

death, and to become a part of the sacrifice, and,

as it were, the beginning of it, no good reason

appeared. Nay, it presented several serious diffi

culties, as the Bishop of Braga and others indicated,

and involved the danger of maintaining that the

supper rather than the cross was the ground of our

salvation, and that Christ redeemed us before His

death for our sake. What if (it was urged) any of

the Apostles had died between the Last Supper and
the Crucifixion ? They could not have passed to

hcaven,t
inasmuch as Christ had not yet descended

into the lower parts of the earth. The Bishops
of Coimbra and Sarzana maintained the more
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scriptural ground, that without shedding of blood

there is no remission. After an immense number
of conflicting opinions had been maintained, the

decree was finally reduced to its present state.

Now, we ask, is it not a monstrous violation of

Christian liberty, as well as a shameless perversion
of scriptural truth, to put forth a doctrine, absolutely
new to Christianity, on the strength of a bare

majority, and amid a conflict of the most irrecon

cilable opinions ? For it was admitted that this

doctrine could not be gathered from any certain

place of Scripture (ex ccrto nullo scripturce loco hoc

colligitiir], and all antiquity is diametrically op

posed to the very idea of a sacrifice, in any proper

sense, in the Eucharist. But the Mass is to the

Roman Church what the temple of Diana was to

the Ephesians, and even if the Apostles could have

risen again to testify the true doctrine, the makers

of the silver shrines would be as powerful as of old

against the simple teaching of the gospel. The
dreadful traffic of masses, both for the living and

the dead, in the Roman Church is the practical

commentary on the definition of the Sacrifice of

the Mass in the Council
;
and its thrilling but

silent eloquence makes words of mere refutation

and remonstrance comparatively weak and power
less. If those who repeat this article of the Creed

of Pius would reflect for a moment on the practical

results of the doctrine it conveys, they would

indeed hesitate long before they committed them

selves to so fatal a system.
But we pass on to the consideration of the

second clause of the Confession, which defines the

mode of the presence of Christ in the sacrament,
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and gives so fearful a significance to the sacrificial

doctrine which precedes it.

And here we desire to avoid every expression
that could give the slightest pain to those whose

doctrine, as it is here conveyed, inflicts upon the

members of the Reformed Churches the most

unspeakable feeling of grief and dread. That the

divinity of our Lord could possibly be present

in a material object, and offered to the literal

digestion of the worshipper, was an idea which

seemed preposterous to the heathen world itself.

When we call fruits Ceres (writes Cicero), and

wine Bacchus, we employ a common usage of

language. But who, think you, could be so mad
as to believe that that which is eaten is a deity ?

1 Since these Christians (exclaimed the philosopher
Averroes on his deathbed) devour the God they

worship, let my soul be with the philosophers.

Yet this doctrine has been the terrible idol before

which thousands and tens of thousands have been

offered up in martyrdom, and which, if held in the

gross form in which it is here embodied, must be

as ruinous to the souls of those who receive it as

it has been to the bodies of those who rejected it

in days of old. But let us proceed to trace its

history, in order that we may see its novelty as

well as escape its dangers.
We have seen that the very forms used in the

celebration of the Jewish Passover give the key to

the meaning of the parallel forms used by our

Lord when He gave to the simple elements of the

ancient rite a new beauty and a higher destination.

It was absolutely impossible for an Oriental mind,
to which symbolism was a natural law and almost
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instinct, to give any other than a symbolical and

representative meaning to the words, This is My
body, This is My blood. Nothing but the gross
materialism of the Western Schoolmen, and the

exploded philosophy which separated the acci-

dents (as they are termed) from the substance

of an object, could have ever created so strange
and revolting a doctrine as that whose very name
indicates the barbarism of the age which invented

it. Even Innocent III., who forced the definition

of the corporal presence upon the Lateran Coun
cil (in 1215), was evidently afraid or ashamed of

the consequences to which it led on. He limits

the period of the change to the mere moment of

reception, observing in his work, De Sacro Altarts

Mysterio (1. iv. c. 15), A corporal presence is not

to be sought for, but a spiritual presence is to be

retained, the dispensation being fulfilled, Christ

from the mouth passes on to the heart, for it is

better that He should go on to the mind than that

He should descend into the belly. He is the food of

the soul, and not of the flesh
;
He comes to be eaten,

not consumed
;
to be tasted, not to be digested.

Even the Council of Trent is ashamed of its own
definition

;
for it affirms that Christ left to His

beloved spouse, the Church, a visible sacrifice, such

as man s nature requires, by which the bloody
sacrifice upon the cross might be represented, and

its memory be carried on to the end of the world
;

and in an earlier passage it describes this sacra

ment as the spiritual food of the soul by which

all those are nourished and comforted who live

by His life who hath said, &quot;He that eateth Me,
&quot; even he shall live by Me.&quot;
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The true doctrine of the sacraments has been

beautifully expressed by Ambrosius Catharinus,

who (writing in 1535, and therefore long before

the Session of the Council) expresses himself

thus : The flesh of Christ, eaten as the Jews sup-

posed, would have profited nothing ;
the life is in

the spiritual reception, that is, in a reception

joined with faith in the sacrament. For example:
Christ was pressed by the crowd, but His flesh

profited not those who touched it. But the same

flesh, yea, the very hem of His garment, touched

by the woman, gave forth virtue, and she was

healed. Why was this ? Because they only
touched carnally, but the woman with faith also.

Therefore she heard from her Lord,
&quot;

Thy faith

&quot; hath made thee whole
;

&quot;

not merely that out-

ward touch, but faith. For by faith she had

taken that prudent counsel,
&quot;

If I but touch the
&quot; hem of His garment I shall be whole.&quot; And this

which we touch is truly the vesture of the Lord,
under which we feed on Christ this sacrament

or outward form with which He is clothed.

To elude this clear and ancient doctrine, which

establishes only two kinds of reception, and limits

the presence to the spiritual reception, the Roman
controversialists have invented the dogma of an

absolute presence in the sacrament itself, without

regard to its reception, and suppose that this is

realized both by the evil and the good, the unfaith

ful and the faithful, while the spiritual reception is

conveyed to the latter alone. They have therefore

divided the sacrament into three distinct parts,

the sacranicntum (or sign), the res sacraincnti (the

actual presence), and the virtus sacramenti (the
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effectual or beneficial presence), whereas the

ancient Church (and notably St. Augustine) ad

mitted only two, the sacrament (which it made
identical with the res sacramenti), and the virtue

or efficacy of the sacrament, affirming that the

wicked only received the hallowed but desecrated

symbol, while only the faithful received the reality.

Melancthon brought the point to a practical

issue when he contended, at the Conference of

Ratisbon, that Christ was present not for the

sake of the bread, but for the sake of the man

(Christus adest non propter panem sed proptcr Jioini-

neni). Any kind of presence in the bread, apart
from the reception, and independent of a moral

qualification in the recipient, would be simply for

the benefit of the element, and not of the subject

for whom the institution was appointed. A
presence of Christ upon the altar would be worth

less for every purpose of the ordinance which was

to sanctify the receiver. And indeed, when we
consider that the presence is one of grace, and not

of nature, the extreme absurdity of an absolute

presence in the elements must at once appear.

He did not (writes Theodoret in the fifth century)

change the nature of the bread, but added grace
to nature. When God is said to be present or

absent (writes a great Russian primate), to

come or to go, we cannot understand such ex-

pressions of a natural or physical presence, but of

one in grace and blessing. By His presence we

merely mean that He begins to exert a special and

spiritual influence, by His absence that He has

ceased to exhibit it.

If, then, the presence is one of grace, which the
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entire design and motive of the institution must

prove beyond possibility of contradiction, it must

require a moral agent to effect it. Otherwise those

dreadful consequences would ensue, which the

Roman casuists, though eager to avoid, are com

pelled to admit, e.g. that mice or vermin can eat the

transubstantiated Sacrament, and with it the body,

blood, and even divinity of our Lord. Aquinas
escaped this revolting conclusion by determining
that an animal cannot eat the body of Christ,

because it is not born to use that Sacrament

(qnia non est natuni nti eo sacramento], an argu
ment implying that the Presence is in the recep
tion by those only who are qualified to receive and

to realize it. We, therefore, rightly affirm against
the Council of Trent and its disciples that the

Presence is purely a spiritual one, and that it is

realized in the reception and by the faithful only

(in nsu dum sumitur). In this sense, an ancient

Ritualist has well said : Some who eat, do not

eat, and some who do not eat, eat. (Quidani
mandncantes non manducant, et quidani non

niandticantes manducant^]
The writer, in the course of a controversy on

this subject with the Rev. Dr. O Connell of

Dublin, appealed to him thus : Let me beg you,
instead of dwelling on the speculative and minute

investigations of your Church in regard to the

Presence, to pass on to the end of the institution

itself. Ask yourself calmly and candidly whether

the practice and conduct of the Christian life can

be affected by the definition of the mode of

Christ s Presence in the Sacrament whether the

belief in a corporal and material change of the

L
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elements can in any degree assist that spiritual

perception of them to which your Church has

annexed all the benefits conveyed in this Sacra-

ment ? The faithful communicant is able in our

Church, as in yours, to receive it in the words of

St. Augustine, non sacramento tenus scd revera.

. . . He possesses the sign while he realizes the

thing signified. And as he attains to the end

of the institution, he cannot have altogether mis-

taken the means which minister to it. . . And
while the thing signified is as perfectly his as

though he believed in the Corporal Presence
(
itself, the sign is his in a far more perfect manner.

For the sign ceases to have a proper existence

when the thing signified has supplied its place
and destroyed its substance.

It would lead us far beyond our present purpose
were we to reproduce in this place the unanswer

able arguments against any material change in the

Eucharist which are presented by St. Chrysostom,

Theodoret, Pope Gelasius (the .compiler of the

present Canon of the Mass), Hesychius, Facundus

of Hermiana, St. Augustine, St. Ambrose, St.

Ephraim, and innumerable writers of later ages.

Suffice it to say that up to the time of Walafridus

Strabo (who wrote about A.D. 840), no change of

substance was admitted in the Eucharist. For he

writes plainly : Christ delivered His Body and

Blood to the disciples in the substance of bread
1 and wine The very first writer (it is believed)

who used the barbarous term adopted at Trent

was Stephanus Eduensis, who flourished A.D. 950,

and paraphrased the words of our Lord Pancm
(

quern auepi in corpus meum transubstantiavi!
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Like many other Roman doctrines and usages,

it was introduced into the Church by a succession

of alleged miracles, in which portions of limbs

were said to take the place of the wafer hosts to

bleed and many hideous and revolting wonders

illustrative of the darkness of mediaeval supersti

tion, were invented in order to materialize in the

grossest form the most spiritual religion the world

had ever known. But the doctrine was not un

challenged, as Berengarius openly denounced and

impugned it, and a controversy was opened which

drew into its vortex some of the greatest minds of

the age, including our own Lanfranc. The history

of this controversy has been given in a remarkable

treatise of Lessing, who discovered in the Libiary
of Wolffenbuttel the (till then) unknown reply of

Berengarius to the last attacks of his adversaries.

Till this discovery the Roman advocates had tri

umphantly alleged his silence as a proof either of

his conviction or of his defeat. But not only does

he maintain to the last the defence of his spiritual

views of the Eucharist as against the CapernaTtical
doctrine of his adversaries, but assures us that

Pope Gregory VII. (then Cardinal Hildebrand)
defended him against them, and held his more

enlightened views. Hildebrandus (he writes)
I critatis pcrspicuitate cognitd pcrsuasit ut ad
Lconem Papam intendereni atjus auctoritas siiper-

borum invidiani, atque ineptonnn tminiltitm com-
1

pesceret!
l And the future pope seems to have

stood by him to the very last
;
and so energetically,

that he is accused by his bitter adversary, Cardinal

Benno, with having doubted a material change in
1
Lcssing s ll er&e, torn, xviii. p. 143. (Carlsruhe, 1824.).

L 2
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the Sacrament
;
and is alleged even to have ordered

solemn vigils in the church of St. Anastasia in

Rome, in order that a miracle like that said to

have happened in the days of Pope Gregory the

Great in which a human finger appeared in the

place of the bread might be again accorded to

the Church an event which did not occur

quod minimi contigit as the Cardinal naively
concludes. 1

Berengarius was, however, forced into

a recantation which is so gross and hideous in

its form, that though it is inserted in the body of

the Roman Canon Law, that Church has shrunk

from its assertion, and takes refuge in a later

form of recantation less repugnant to modern

feeling.

The persecutions to which Berengarius was sub

jected forced from him these statements, which to

the very end of his life he declares were only
extorted from him by means of intimidation. When
Lanfranc, with that refined malignity with which

alleged heretics were then treated, exclaims, O
unhappy man ! O miserable soul ! why did you
swear your belief in doctrines so contrary to one

another ? Berengarius fears not honestly to

reply, From fear from a weakness I could not

resist. But if I am therefore an unholy man,
a lost soul, so were also Aaron and Peter

;

Aaron when he feared for the murmurings of the

people ; Peter, when through fear even before a

maiden, he denied the Master whom but a little

before he had superhumanly confessed.

The Lateran Council, under Innocent III. (A.D.

1 Vita et Gcsta Hildcbrandi, autore Bcnone Cardinale

(in Fascic. reruni Expetend.).
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1215), adopted the idea of a destruction of the

elements by their conversion into the natural

Body and Blood of Christ, as the Council of Trent

adopted it afterwards, and it now may be said

to form the keystone of the Roman religion, the

Sacrifice of the Mass and the power of the priest

hood resting upon it
;
even the world to come

being made in a manner subject to it. But the

Lateran Council was by no means unanimous in

this fatal decision. Before the time of Innocent

III. (writes Bishop Tonstal, himself a Roman

advocate), there appeared to those investigating
the subject to be three modes by which the

change might be effected. Some thought that

the body of Christ was present with the bread or

in the bread. Others, that the bread was reduced

to nothing or destroyed. Others, that the sub-

stance of the bread was transmuted into the

substance of the body of Christ. Which last

mode Innocent followed, although the miracles

involved in it were even greater than those which

arose from the rest. Then the bishop makes
this pertinent observation : Would it not have

been better to leave every curious person to his

own conjecture concerning the mode of the

Presence, as he was free before that Council,

so long as he confessed the truth of the Body
and Blood of Christ in the Eucharist ? He
shows that three courses might have been taken

;

either to impose silence upon all in regard to this

question ;
or to leave every one in his own sense

;

or finally, to accept the decision of the pope and

his Council. But he evidently prefers the former

methods
;

and the terrible holocausts he must
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have himself witnessed to this Moloch of the

Roman Church must have tended to impress more
and more deeply upon his mind the fatal error of

determining and defining what our Lord had not

defined and His Church had accepted from Him
in all its primitive beauty and simplicity. Even

Innocent III. deemed it enough to confess that

Christ gave what He willed to give, and that

what He willed to give, He knows (tale dcdit

quale voluit, et quale dederit ipse noint\ a phrase
which may have suggested the ingenious reply
of Queen Elizabeth, by which she escaped the

danger of determining the nature of the Presence

in the Sacrament.

Instead of intreating the Saviour to abide with

us in any carnal form, we ought to be glad that

He is not here, to the intent that we may believe.

He was as near to the afflicted sisters of Bethany
in heart and power and inward grace during the

lone days of His outward absence as He was in

the day of His joyful return
;
and we might well

address the parted but ever-present Saviour, as a

Christian bishop addressed his friend and brother

of old :

I, memor nostri, remaneque vadens,

Spiritu prseseiis, animis vicissim

Insitus nostris, trahe, ferque te cum

Quos geris in te !



CHAPTER VIII.

THE SACRAMENT OF THE LORD S SUPPER IN

ONE KIND.

SixtJi Article.

&quot;/ confess that under either hind alone, a whole and entire Christ, and a
true Sacrament, is received.

&quot;

WE have here the declaration of what is termed

the doctrine of Concomitancy, the earliest and most

fatal result of the definition of Transubstantiation,

and, like it, expressed by a word unknown to

Scripture and to all Christian antiquity for thirteen

centuries. By means of this doctrine the practice

was gradually and insidiously introduced of with

holding the administration of the cup from the

laity, the first indications of which appear in the

writings of Aquinas about the year 1275. It is

remarkable that in all those miraculous appari

tions, in which, from a comparatively early period,

portions of the body of Christ are supposed to

have taken the place of the wafer, no idea of con-

comitancy appears. Nor less significant is the

fact that the Council of Trent itself, in defining

Transubstantiation, excludes the idea of concom-

itancy, by declaring it to be the conversion of the

whole substance of the bread into the substance

of the body of Christ, and the whole substance of
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the wine into the Blood of Christ (Sess. xiii. 4).

Yet the same Council, with the inconsistency which

marks every stage of its history, and which indi

cates so clearly the conflicting doctrines which it

hides under the hollow crust of an outward appear
ance of unanimity, declares in the previous chapter
that every part of the humanity of our Lord,

Body, Soul, and Spirit, is present under every

particle of the bread, and every drop of the blood,

in virtue of that natural connection and concom-

itancy by which the parts of Christ s body, (who,

having risen from the dead, dieth no more,) are

knit together ;
while the Divinity is present in

every one, on account of its wonderful hypostatic
union with the Body and Soul. But the very
miracles upon which Transubstantiation was

ushered into existence, and wrhich represented
severed fragments of the Body of Christ as taking
the place of the wafer, destroyed the very idea of

concomitancy, and this strangely Eutychian doc

trine of a kind of Kpaans in the mystical body
of Christ. 1

The modern visions and revelations upon which

the Heart-worship in the Roman Church was

founded, and which were recognized in the Beatifi

cation of Margaret Mary Alacoque, are as strongly

opposed to the doctrine of concomitancy as were

the earlier wonders of Juliana of Liege. Bleeding

wafers, lacerated hearts, ghastly wounds, and a

l
Aquinas saw this difficulty and devotes an entire chapter

to the endeavour to solve it. He concludes that these

apparitions were mere effects &quot;miraculously occasioned in

the eye of the beholder or in the dimensions of the sacra

ment.&quot; (Summa Theol. p. iii. qu. 76, art. viii.)
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mutilated Christ, ending in the authorized worship
of a single member of the Body of our Lord, would
as fatally preclude the idea of concomitancy, as the

appearance of the finger in the dish in an earlier

day. Unless the Heart, the material object of

this worship, as it is termed, could become to the

the worshipper a whole and entire Christ, (as

every particle of the wafer is said to become to the

communicant,) the modern doctrine of Rome must

fatally overthrow the mediaeval one, and the notion

of [concomitancy be altogether neutralized. The
heart of Christ is so clearly separated in the new
and popular devotion from the rest of His body,
that the naturalis connectio et concomitantia qua

paries CJiristi . . . inter se copulantur is absolutely

destroyed. Such is the versatility of error, and

such the confusion which the conflicting doctrines

of Rome bring upon her children.1

But the doctrine in question overthrows the

entire object and significance of the Eucharist as

the representation of the death of Christ. For

this was occasioned by the separation of the flesh

and blood
; by that shedding of blood without

1 The famous sacramental hymn, Pange lingua, introduced

by Aquinas into his service for the Corpus Christi cele

bration, separates the two elements in the sacrament, and

destroys the doctrine of concomitancy in the words :

Verbum caro panem verum
Verbo carnem efficit

;

Fitque sanguis Christi merum
Etsi sensus deficit.

The two following lines represent faithfully the ancient

doctrine, re-asserted by Protestants :

Ad firmandum cor sincerum

Sola fides sufficit.
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which there is no remission. And this separation,
to complete the mystical meaning of the rite, must
continue until the reunion of the body and blood,

through the reception of both elements by the

faithful, whereby the symbols of the death of

Christ become what the Council of Nicaea declared

them to be, the symbols of the resurrection. As
then the Church of Rome had already destroyed
the sign of the Sacrament by converting it into the

thing signified, it proceeded, as a natural conse

quence, to destroy the meaning of the sacrament,

by making it represent the living and glorified

body of Christ before it had shown forth His

death. But the doctrine of concomitance led on

to a practice which was in every respect worthy of

it, both in its novelty and in its bold defiance of

the charge and command of Christ in His last and

most affecting institution.

Let us trace the history of this remarkable inno

vation as it is briefly drawn for us by Cassander,

one of the most learned divines of the Roman
Church at the period of the Reformation. He
writes thus : Concerning the administration of

the most holy Sacrament of the Eucharist, it is

sufficiently known that the universal Church of

Christ to this very day, and the Western or

Roman for above a thousand years after Christ,

did exhibit both the species of bread and wine to

all the members of the Church of Christ, especi-

ally in the solemn and ordinary dispensation of

the Sacrament
;
which appears from innumerable

testimonies, both of ancient Greek and Latin

writers ;
and that they were induced to do so,

first, from the institution and example of Christ,
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who gave this Sacrament of His body and blood

to His disciples, (representing as they did the

character of the faithful communicants,) in these

two symbols of bread and wine. And also be

cause they believed that in the Sacrament of the

Blood a peculiar grace and virtue was held to be

signified by this symbol of wine. They held

also certain mystical reasons for this institution,

to wit, the representation of the memory of the

passion of Christ, by the oblation of the body, and

the pouring out of the blood. . . . Moreover, they
held it to signify the perfect refection or nourish-

ment which consists of food and drink, according
to Christ s words &quot; My flesh is meat indeed, and
&quot; My blood is drink indeed.&quot; Also, it designated
to them the redemption and preservation of body
and soul, the body being understood to be given
for the salvation of the body, and the blood for

that of the soul, which was supposed to be in the

blood
; signifying also that Christ had taken both

natures, that of the body and of the soul, that He

might redeem both. Wherefore this custom pre-
1
vailed in the Latin Church for more than a

thousand years, that both to the people and the

priest the body and blood of Christ were separ-

ately administered
;
and in order to avoid the

danger of spilling the element, in many places

they had cups which they called ministering ones

(ministeriales), with silver pipes inserted in them.

Afterwards, however, the fear of this danger led

to the practice of giving the bread, dipped in the

blood of the Lord, to the communicants
;
which

usage obtains still in Greece and Armenia.

Finally, in some places, they came to the plan of

ART. VI.
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omitting one of the elements, but so as not entirely

to do away with the Communion in both kinds,

which in certain places, especially in monasteries,

was still retained
;
and this in some places was

preserved beyond the year 1 300, when the custom
of communicating the people in one kind invaded

almost the whole Latin Church. 1

But the pretext for this violation of the com
mand of Christ was as vain and frivolous as its

doctrinal basis was weak and hollow. An eminent

Hungarian Bishop in the Council of Trent, in his

eloquent appeal for the concession of the cup to

his nation, exclaims : Christ poured forth His own
blood for our salvation, ... as from a fountain of

life in copious streams nor feared that profana-
tion which these men dwell upon. But why do

you fear this profanation so late and so mightily ?

Is this rite being brought into the Church for the

first time ? How did our ancestors, most holy men
as they were, escape it ? ... And if, by chance,

some profanation might possibly occur, on which

(as it might happen otherwise) nothing certain

can be ordained, do you hold such light profana-
tion of so great moment, as to count for nothing
the certain destruction and ruin of the souls of a

multitude of men, and think that to be a trifle

1 The Council of Clermont (A. D. 1096) prohibits any one

from communicating unless he takes the Body separately
and the Blood separately. The use of the bread alone is

referred in its ongin, by Petr. de Marca, to the practice of

the Crusaders and pilgrims at Jerusalem. He makes the

first scene of it the (Latin) Patriarchal Church, where the

immense number of pilgrims necessitated in a manner this

kind of half-communion (v. Bdhmer, Jus. Eccl. torn. iiii. p.

732. Ed. Hal. 1736).
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and a mere joke ? And what greater profanation
could happen to the most Holy Eucharist than

to put it in the mouth of a corpse ?
l What

greater profanation could happen, than that which

happened when Christ Himself gave Himself to

be received by the traitor Judas ? What greater

profanation than when the body of Christ is given
in the Communion to the unworthy, and to those

who come unworthily to the altar ?

Neither the Hungarian Church, for which this

good bishop pleaded, nor the Bohemian, for which,

in defence of the same doctrine, the great Huss,
and Jerome of Prague, with countless other

martyrs, offered up their lives, had ever endured

this mutilation of the Christian Passover by the

Church of Rome. The edict of the Council of Con

stance, in which the institution and charge of Christ

is boldly abrogated, and a hoc non obstante* opposed
to the words of the Divine Redeemer, and to His

parting injunction, was met by the terrible con

flagration of the Hussite wars, which, though

apparently subdued, smouldered on till it broke
out again in the Reformation in a flame which has

never yet, and we trust never will be, extinguished.

Although Christ (are the words of the Council

of Constance) administered this venerable Sacra-
1 ment to His Apostles under both kinds of bread

and wine, nevertheless (hoc non obstante), and

although in the primitive Church this Sacrament
1 was received by the faithful in both kinds, never-

1 This was a common practice in the mediaeval Church.
2 The Council of Constance was termed by Luther on this

ground the Concilium obstantiense* instead of Constanti-

ensc.
1
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theless the Council decrees the reverse. Quid

ergo obstat si hoc non obstatl exclaims the glorious

martyr Aonius Palearius, on this almost blas

phemous decree. One thing, he adds, I would

say hereupon. If the Roman Bishops were as

diligent in contriving that the holy command of

Christ should remain solemn, entire, and per-

petual, as they were in decreeing that no part of

it should be observed, how happy would the

Christian republic be ! . . Everything ought to be

so planned that the precept and institution of the

Lord should stand. Every cause which hinders

it ought to be removed, instead of pretexts being
discovered to pervert and abrogate the precept
and institution of Christ.

This fatal decree of the Council of Constance, as

we observed before, was the signal for the outbreak

of those terrible Hussite wars which nearly broke

up the Church of Rome as well as the Empire, and

prepared the way for the Reformation of the six

teenth century. The Slavonian nations of Europe

clung to the ancient usage of the whole Church

with a tenacity and resolution which compelled
the Court of Rome to make special and local con

cessions from time to time. The appeal of the

Archbishop of Salzburg to the Council of Trent

showed that the result of a continued refusal

allow the use of the cup would bring on (as it had

done already) the most serious riots. So deter

mined were many in that diocese never to yield to

the Court of Rome in its opposition to the injunc
tion of Christ, that they sold all their possessions,

and went into other parts, for this sole object,

that they might communicate under both kinds.
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In Styria and Carinthia, the people violently op

posed themselves to the Archbishop, and forced

the priests to give them the unmutilated sacrament.

It may well be imagined that the conflict within

the walls of the Council partook of the urgency
and bitterness of the warfare without. . The letters

from the legates of the emperor, inform him :

Nothing was ever done in the Council with greater

contention and clamour. We had all the Spanish

bishops against us (except the Bishop of Granada),
and so hostile, that they seemed to be acting

together in a kind of conspiracy. . . . For they so

gave their sentiments as to make it sufficiently

appear that they did everything according to a

previous plan (ex composite). . . . At last, having
tried everything, this decree was extorted from

the Fathers, as if by force.

Let us examine the manner in which the ele

ments of this very doubtful majority were thus

forced into what might be rather termed conglom
eration than union.

Seven opinions divided the Council. The first

was for delaying the subject for maturer considera

tion, and numbered fourteen votes. The second

was for the denial of the cup altogether, and num
bered thirty-eight. The third for the concession

of it, which numbered thirty votes. The fourth

was for the remission of the subject to the pope,
and numbered twenty-four. Thirty-one were for

the first article (/. &amp;lt;?. the first of the three canons on

this doctrine), eleven were doubtful, and eighteen
were in favour of the concession, if limited to the

Bohemians and Hungarians. Certainly, any one

who can believe that a doctrine thus carried, by a
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course of violence, collusion, and fraud, is a dictate

of the Holy Ghost, or that the Spirit of God
could ever rest on an Assembly more worldly
and intriguing in all its history than the most

corrupt Parliament that ever was witnessed in

England, must have a faith able to remove

mountains.

To those who remember the constitution of the

Council, it must seem astonishing that the legates
were so little able to command at this point a

powerful majority, not to say that moral unanimity

which, the canonists tell us, a General Council

ought to exhibit. For it comprised 187 Italians,

all of whom were under the direct influence of the

pope ;
a large proportion of them mere bishops in

partibus, having no jurisdiction, and therefore no

place in a Council, while these, and many of the

bishops from a distance, were dependent upon the

pope for their daily bread, and so were indirectly

bribed to submit their judgments to his in every

point. For the charity of the pope was so great,

that he liberally relieved the poverty of the

bishops, that they might be enabled more com-

fortably to bear the expenses of their residence at

Trent. These were set against twenty-six French

bishops, two German ones, thirty-one Spaniards,
three Portuguese, six Greeks (of course, inpartibus),

two Poles, two Hungarians, one Englishman, two

Flemings, one Croatian, one Moravian, and three

Illyrians. So that the Italian bishops outnumbered
all the rest together by more than a hundred.

Well might the poor Germans and Hungarians
who pleaded for their countries have said, What
are we among so many ? And well may we
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wonder at the effrontery of those who claim from

the Reformed Churches obedience to an Assembly
where not even their claims or arguments were

heard, and to which they were only invited, as we
have already seen, to be insulted.

But here a very important question, suggested
not only by the constitution of the Council but by its

ruling by bare majorities, must force itself upon the

mind of the reader. A very remarkable controversy,
and one but little known even by the student of

ecclesiastical history, is presented to us in the Acts

of tlie Assembly of the Tuscan BisJwps at Florence

in 1787. In the History of the Assembly, drawn

up by command of the Grand Duke Leopold by
the Abate Tanzini, we read, It was found neces-

sary to examine what was the canonical form of

concluding (formarc] the decisions of the Council.

The Archbishop of Pisa held that a plurality of

votes was sufficient
;

the Bishop of Chiusi and

Pienza, referring to the examples of all previous

councils, observed that the canonical method of

forming the decisions was by a unanimity. Of
this sentiment were also the Bishops of Pistoia and

Prato and of Colle, with three of the Royal theo-

logians and one of the Canonists, viz. Mgr. de

Vecchi, the Canon Palmieri, Dr. Longinelli, and
the Cavaliere Paribene. De Vecchi specially

urged that the system of eccelesiastical govern-
ment differed altogether from the temporal form,

founding his argun ent on the persuasion that

it was necessary that all should be convinced in

regard to that which all were bound to believe.

He urged the example of the unanimity of the

Council of Jerusalem described in the Scriptures.
M
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He showed that the Church had always required a

moral unanimity in her Synods, though not the

forced unanimity which had been produced by
violence in the false assemblies of Rimini and

Ephesus. The discussion was carried on with

great heat and energy, and is fully described in the

work referred to.

The memoir of the Bishop of Chiusi and Pienza

on the question is one of the most interesting and
valuable of those presented to the Assembly
every one of them monuments of the solid learning
and sound sense of the Tuscan bishops of that

important period. In the course of it he shows

that even in the Council of Trent this moral

unanimity was required in questions of controversy
within the Roman Church, and quotes Palavicini,

who writes Although nine out of ten agreed in

declaring the prerogative of the Roman Church as

against a council, nevertheless, because some

Frenchmen, with a very moderate number of

followers, resisted it, and the Cardinal of Lorraine

prayed that the public peace might not be dis-

turbed on this account, the Pope yielded so far as

to deprive himself of this great advantage.

Why did not the Pope do the same in the matter

of the Concession of the Cup ? Why did not the

late Pope respect the judgment of the illustrious

minority in the Vatican Council, whose learning

outweighed that of the majority tenfold more than

the numbers of the majority exceeded theirs ?

The answer to our first question is obvious. He
feared the people of France and the power of the

French king. The poor Bohemians and Hunga
rians could do little harm. They might be sub-
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dued now much more easily than in the days of

Huss. For there was no Zisska, no Procopius, no

Archbishop Rokyczana, and no vigorous emperor
like Sigismund to carry on their controversy with

Rome.
To cite another instance on the question of the

meaning of the words Do this in remembrance of

Me, we are told by Don Diego Payva d Andrade in

his defence of the Council against the Protestants

(1. i). There were present 250 Fathers when this

question was proposed by the Legates. And
though the greater number of them held that the

Apostles were by these words made priests,

fifteen or twenty said they doubted. Lest therefore

anything should be decided in violation of the

ancient rule of the Councils, the doubt of the few

restrained the haste of the many, and by deferring
the decision to another session the suffrages of

nearly all were obtained for the final definition.

What (asks Bossuet) is the meaningof causafinita
tsf? The cause is finished, he replies, when
there is an open session and a universal consent.

But it is not finished (he adds) where it is

enveloped in the clouds of altercation and

argument.
To the Protestant the far more important ques

tion will arise how far it is lawful for a Council to

decree anything as an article of faith or to deter

mine any truth synodically as fundamental, and
therefore by all to be believed, if the Scriptures
have left it an open question, and the Ancient

Church by declining to define it has accepted the

Divine rule ? The words of Andrew Marvell will

here occur to many. The greatest pretence of
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authority is in a Council. But what then ? Shall

all Christians therefore take their formularies of

Divine worship or belief upon trust, as writ in

tables of stone like the Commandments, delivered

from heaven, and to be obeyed in the instant, not

considered ? No, a good Christian will not, can-

not atturn and indenture his conscience over to be

represented by others. It is not, as in secular

matters, where the states of a kingdom are de-

puted by their fellow-subjects to transact for them,
so in spiritual : or suppose it were, yet twere

necessary, as in the Polish constitution, that

nothing should be obligatory so long as there is

one dissenter, where no temporal interests, but

every man s eternity and salvation are concerned.

The soul is too precious to be let out at interest

on any human security that does or may fail
;
but

it is only safe when under God s custody in its

own cabinet.

But far more important than the question of a

majority or&quot; a unanimity of a council is the inquiry
into the grounds of their decree. And in this case

we find that the Council of Trent openly and with

a boldness which must amaze the reader, if any

thing in the course of such a council can occasion

wonder, violated its own express law that Scripture

and tradition should be the sole ground of its

decrees. In this case, not a single argument could

be adduced from Scripture but what was either so

far-fetched as to be absolutely worthless, or so

puerile as to be almost ludicrous : while all tradi

tion for a period of thirteen centuries was diame

trically opposed to their decision. Indeed the

decree of Constance surrenders Scripture and
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antiquity, and grounds its prohibition on the

present law or usage of the Church. But we have

seen the same departure from the ancient moorings
of the Church in our own day, when the Immacu
late Conception was decreed against the entire

body of the Fathers as well as of the Scriptures,

arrayed against it by Cardinal de Turrecremata in

his great work so admirably edited by Dr. Pusey
while the Papal Infallibility was carried against the

unanimous belief of antiquity, and the judgments
of the great majority of the learned in every later

age.

It is perhaps more remarkable that the Council

of Trent should have thus wandered away from its

first principles than that the ever-changing and

ever-autocratic Papacy should have thus changed
its front. For the Tradizione sori io had not been

claimed by the Council, and the Fathers depended

upon the Legates and the Pope, not only for their

daily bread, but for their daily judgments. For

the Legates alone had the power of proposing the

subjects for discussion, and they could at any time

make a cloture of the debate.

Thus the Council became little more than the

mouth-piece of the Legates, and freedom of debate

never really existed in it. In the discussion on the

proper jurisdiction of the bishops, (Feb. 1547,) the

Bishop of Fiesole was violently put down by some
other of his colleagues for appearing to limit the

authority of the Pope. Upon this an indescribable

confusion and tumult was occasioned in the Council,

and the Bishop of Castellamare uttered the famous

words, There is no longer any liberty in the

Council (NitHa est concilii anipliits libertas].
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At the end of the conflict Cardinal Giovanni Maria

del Monte (afterwards Pope Julius III.), the Legate,
made these remarkable observations which are well

worthy of the attention of those who are misled

into the belief that this Council was directed (as it

claims to be in all its decrees) by the Divine

Spirit. Unless I had confidence in the Lord, it

would be necessary for me to make altogether
an evil conjecture on the progress of this holy

synod ; seeing as I do, even in the beginning of

Lent, the minds of almost all so irritated, that

no one can bear the slightest word. But, as I

said, we trust in the Lord, and even in you,
that you will be henceforth more quiet. . . . Bear

in mind, that what is carried on here will be

reported not only among Catholics, but also

among heretics, and on this account will have a

bad influence upon many.
But to return to our immediate subject, whose

treatment proved that the Council maintained in

1562 the character it had established in 1547,

we may observe that the modern Roman Canon
ists admit that a greater measure of grace is

obtained by those who receive the Sacrament in

both kinds than by those who communicate only
in one. Vasquez writes : Their opinion seemed

always more probable to me, who say that there

is greater fruit of grace received from both kinds

than from one only, and that therefore they who
take this cup attain a new increase of grace.

Clement VI., in a Bull granting the communion in

both kinds to one of our English kings, gives this

reason for it, that it may be for an augmentation
of grace. Suarez admits that there is more
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grace given by both species than by one; and

grave men, he tells us, relate, that in the Council

of Trent this was held by most of the Fathers

who were present, wherefore the Council speaks

very cautiously, and only says that the faithful by
communicating only in one kind are deprived of

no grace necessary to salvation

The assertion of this grace necessary to salvation,

which is identical with the sufficient grace asserted

by the Jesuits and their disciple Molina, led to the

greatest controversies in the Church of Rome. It

was opposed to effectn.al grace which is the only

saving grace indicated in the Scriptures. No

grace which can be obtained is not (in a proper

sense) necessary to the Christian, and as we see a

larger measure of grace admitted in the perfect

reception of the Eucharist, how can we dare

without impiety to deny it to those who perhaps
most need it ? To give an inferior degree of

grace to the people and a larger one to the priest

is a strange perversion of the law of Him who

giveth to all liberally, and with whom there is

no respect of persons.

The Court of Rome has granted the concession

of the cup at various times to certain countries

(from which it was afterwards capriciously with

drawn), to certain religious orders, and to certain

special individuals as the King of France, the

Emperors of Germany, the deacon and subdeacon

of the Church of S. Denis near Paris, the ministers

at the altar in the Church of Cluny, and others.

Pope Martin V., as is testified by Petrus Amelius,

Bishop of Sinigagl a, who was an eye-witness, is

said to have delivered the Communion in both kinds
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to a vast congregation in St. Peter s, after the decree

of tJie Council of Constance.

But what shall we say to the Confession of Pope
Benedict XIV., that this privilege of receiving
under both kinds is reserved for persons of high

rank, such as kings and princes, and denied to the

multitude quia Personarum conditio, qu&amp;lt;z
ad

1

privilegia vnpetranda plurimum aliquando valet,

diversa est ? Thus the greatest of the privileges

of the new Covenant is held in trust by the bishops
of Rome to give as a special concession to favoured

kings and princes ! and the poor to whom the

Gospel was specially preached are denied the

precious gift which the Church dispenses only to

the rich and powerful, that it may be for an

augmentation of grace. Here the true character

of the Roman Church appears in its most painful

and revolting aspect. The prohibited element of

the Sacrament, like the sacrifice of the Mass

and the treasure of Indulgences, is only for the

rich and powerful. The words of the Magnificat
are reversed, and the Roman reading must be

to the very end He hath filled the rich with

good things, and the poor he hath sent empty

away.
*

But we may well ask, before we close our

observations on this fatal decree, what security

has any member of the Church of Rome that the

other element of the Sacrament will not be taken

from him on similar grounds to those which led to

1 In the Taxa Camera Apostolic/?&quot;

1

it is said in regnrd to

Pardons and Indulgences : Note diligently, that such graces

are not granted to the poor; because they have not where-

withal, they cannot be comforted.
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the retrenchment of the cup ? Every reason for

taking away the one half of the Sacrament exists

for taking away the other also. The reasons which

Aquinas so elaborately gives for the one will fit

the other as well. It would be natural and easy,

and in perfect consistency with what Rome has

already done, if she should declare the sacrifice of

the Mass to fulfil all the conditions of a Sacrament
;

and as she has decided that where the priest only
communicates the people communicate spiritually

(Sess. XXII. c. 6) the transition would be easy
and natural to a general reception of the Sacrament

by deputy. But for the terrible resistance of the

Slavonian populations, it is too probable that such

a result would have long since taken place, and

that the ent :

re reception would have been reserved

for the priest. For as the priesthood is supposed
to have been instituted in this rite, and the wine

therefore only intended for the Apostles, the bread

with equal reason may have the same limitation.

Let us conclude with the words of a learned

writer of the day of the Revolution of 1688 :

Communion in one kind is both contrary to the

institution and the command of Christ, and to the
4

tradition and practice of the Primitive Church

grounded upon that command, and is no less

thin a sacrilegious dividing and mangling of the

most sacred mystery of Christianity ; destroying
the very nature of the Sacrament, which is to

represent the death of Christ, and His blood

separated from His body; a lessening the signi-

fication and reception of our complete and entire

spiritual nourishment, whereby we are sacra-

mentally to eat Christ s body and drink His

AKT. VI.
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blood
;
an unjust depriving the people of that

most precious legacy which Christ left to all

; of them, to wit, His Sacrificial Blood which

was shed for us, and which it is the peculiar
;

privilege of Christians thus mystically to partake
1 of

;
and lastly, a robbing them of that grace

; and virtue and benefit of the Sacrament which

belongs not to any part, but to the whole of

it, and cannot ordinarily be received without

both kinds.



CHAPTER IX.

PURGATORY.

Seventh Article.

&quot;I constantly hold that there is a Purgatory, and that the souls therein

detained are assisted by the suffrages of the Faithful.
&quot;

THE manner in which the doctrine of Purgatory
was hurried over in the Council was worthy of the

levity with which the closing sessions were con

ducted
;
the desire to bring the Assembly to an

end and to return to their Sees absorbing every
other in this season of weariness and exhaustion.

A consciousness appears to have come over the

Fathers that very little could be said in regard to

a doctrine upon which Scripture and tradition

were alike silent. It had been rejected by the

Eastern Church from the beginning, and the

learned Sorbonnist Petrus Picherellus declared in

his work On the Mass that there was no fuel to be

found in all the woods of Scripture for the fires

of Purgatory. The decree of the Council is

accordingly almost as concise as the confession

of the Creed
;
and it seems more anxious to guard

against curious and subtle questions on this

doctrine than very carefully to define it. It was

passed (unlike that of the concession of the

cup) without opposition, though some discussion

ART. VII.

The doctrine

ofPurga
tory.
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occurred on the nature of the pains of Purgatory
and the place in which they were inflicted. 1 The
chief difference between the Creed of Pius IV. and
that of the Council is, that the latter add the

explanation, especially by the most acceptable
sacrifice of the altar. The fruits of the Missal

Sacrifice, both for the dead and the living, had

already been asserted in the statement of that

doctrine, and an allusion to Purgatory actually
finds a place in the Canons on Justification, where

the cleansing of the blood of Christ is declared

to be insufficient for the remission of sin without

the payment of its penalty in Purgatory.
The question of the existence of Purgatory was

one of those which were discussed between the

Eastern and the Roman Churches in the Council

of Florence (A.D. 1438). In vain the Roman
advocates of a later day especially Leo Allatius

and Abraham Echellensis, on their desertion of

their ancient faith endeavoured to force the

doctrines of the Eastern Church into an unnatural

union with Rome. It must seem strange indeed

to any one of ordinary common sense, that the

Churches themselves should not have discovered

this perfect union for a period of a thousand years,

which the two deserters from the Eastern fold so

wonderfully found out. And it is equally strange,

that they failed to see that such a discovery

destroyed the very pretext of their secession.

1 Those Roman advocates who assert that the only differ

ence between the Greeks and the Latins at Florence was

upon the nature of the pains of Purgatory, should be

reminded that as this difficulty arose in the Council of

j Trent, it could not possibly have been settled at Florence.
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Pius IV., however, was better informed, for in a

bull against the Greeks he says plainly that they

assert, among other blasphemies, that there is

no Purgatory. Goar, the learned editor of the

Eastern Liturgies, affirms of the Greeks: They
reject Purgatory (Rejiciunt Pnrgatoriuui). Our
own Cardinal Fisher writes: On the subject of

Purgatory and Indulgences there is no mention,
or at least the very rarest, among the ancients

;

and the Greeks to this day do not believe that

there is any Purgatory.
But we need no other testimony than that which

is given us by the Council of Florence, in which

Purgatory was declared by the president, Cardinal

Julian, to be one of those primary and greater
differences which divide the Churches. This

could not be said of it if it involved only a differ

ence on the nature of the purification, which was

assumed to be unsettled even at Trent. In the

selection of the subjects of discussion in the

Council, Purgatory was accordingly placed first in

order
;
and a brief but exhaustive memoir, drawn

up either by Ephesius or Bessarion in defence of

the Eastern view, is published by Salmasius in the

appendices to his work on the Primacy of the

Pope. It is apparently a revised copy, as there

were one or two passages in both their papers
which the emperor, when they were read to him,

desired to be suppressed. In this remarkable

document the arguments of the Roman advocates

for a third state in the world to come are refuted

with great seriousness and solidity.

So little, indeed, did the Greeks entertain the

doctrine, that they have no distinctive term for

ART. VII.
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Purgatory, and can only describe it by such

phrases as irvp K.a0apTj\pi.ov /coA.acns Sia nvpos

while Syropulus is compelled to coin the word

iTovpyaTopiov. The treatise On tJie Purifying Fire,

to which we have referred, begins by the statement

that the doctrine of a purgatory fire, and a punish-
ment by fire of a temporary and finite kind, had
never been entertained by the Eastern Church, or

taught by its doctors. They profess to observe

prayers for the dead, according to the ancient doc

trine of the Fathers, holding nevertheless with them
that only a single alternative was held out either by
them or in the Scriptures a state of eternal bliss

for the faithful and of eternal misery for the wicked.

The statement of the Latins that there was a

middle state for those who held an intermediate

position between virtue and vice in this life they

repudiate, and proceed to give their reasons for

regarding it as a scandal (^poo-Kon^a). First,

they put the question, Whether the Creator grants
remission of sin after death ? then, Whether
He grants it by exacting punishment, or simply

through His Divine benevolence, moved by the

prayers of the Church ? A third and subordin

ate question arises from the supposition of punish

ment, viz. Whether it was by prison, or outer

darkness, or purifying fire, and that (as the

Latins asserted) corporeal?
In answer to the first question they reply as

Protestants would reply, that since our Lord pro
nounces the judgment on the wicked that they
should depart into everlasting fire, He supposes
no other kind of fires, and the faithful accordingly

acknowledge this only. If (they urge) a temporary
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fire is alleged, the final punishment of the repro
bate might be made temporary also, and thus the

doctrine of Origen of the restitution of all things
he introduced. This (they allege) would lead to

great negligence of life, which is much prevented

by the doctrine of eternal punishment. As to the

punishment itself, whether it be of prison or dark

ness, they consider this question answered in the

solution of the first, and proceed to explain the

passages alleged from the Scriptures and the

ancient Fathers. They first dispose of the passage
from the Maccabees, which, as it forms a part of

the uninspired Scriptures, we need not here enter

upon.
Far more important for us is that passage upon

which Purgatory is so boldly asserted to rest

(i Cor. iii. 11 15), ending, but he himself shall

be saved, yet so as by fire. Here the Eastern

advocates fall back upon the commentary of St.

Chrysostom, who refers the words not to any

temporary fire, but to the final judgment ; showing
that while the works of the wicked perish, they
themselves are kept alive to endure the penalty
of them. 1

They then show that all the passages

alleged in behalf of Purgatory from St. Basil, St.

Gregory of Nyssa, and other divines are not to

the purpose. For they (writing before the Fifth

General Council had condemned the doctrine of

Origen) held for the most part that the future

1 This interpretation is grounded on the fact that rrwGfjvat,

ow&vdai, and aurijpia do not necessarily refer to salvation,

but to existence and permanence (TO Siaptvfiv tat tlvat),

which is asserted to be their popular meaning. The more

general opinion is, that the saving by fire refers to temporal
trials in this present life, preparing them for final salvation.
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punishment of the wicked was not eternal in the

proper sense, and rather indefinite than infinite.

To this view even St. Gregory Nazianzene leaned.

Passing to the Latin Church, the treatise of the

Greeks shows that the language of Augustine and

Gregory the Great, though obscure, and differing

from that of the Eastern Fathers, is capable of

explanation on other grounds than that of a

Purgatory, and is, in fact, rather a moral and alle

gorical picture than a positive doctrinal statement.

Addressing themselves to the argument from the

authority of the Roman Church, they show how

completely this is a mere petitio pnncipii, an

attempt to prejudge a cause which they were met

together to determine, not upon the bare authority
of either of the parties in it, but simply upon its

own merits. The justice of God having been

alleged in defence of the Purgatorial doctrine,

they allege on the other side the mercy of God
;

showing that it is as agreeable to the nature of

God to reward a little measure of good as it is to

punish a little sin. And as the little good in

those who have committed great sins does not

obtain any reward, so neither does the little sin

in those who have -done many good works draw

on a penalty ;
for the better portion prevails.

Hence they conclude that Purgatory is not to be

believed.

Then they argue for the equity of eternal punish
ment on the ground of the permanence of the will

to do evil, in the subject of it. They then allege;

various inconveniences arising out of the doctrine

of Purgatory, and show that in the parable of the

Rich Man and Lazarus no intermediate place of
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punishment is indicated. It is, moreover, absurd,

they affirm, to suppose that a soul, when it passes

out of the body, and is purely spiritual and in

corporeal, is capable of suffering from fire in its

literal and corporeal sense. The punishment must

be adapted to the subject of it, which in this case

would be absolutely incongruous with it. They
then allege an argument which, though it can have

no weight with ourselves, has a very great force

when insisted upon against a Church which de

pends so much upon visions and miracles as the

Roman, especially in this doctrine of Purgatory
viz. that none of the Eastern saints, though

they carried on the life of angels upon earth, ever

had any revelation of a temporary Purgatory,

though they had many in relation to the eternal

punishment of sinners. Then, after another refer

ence to the Fifth General Council and the doctrine

of the Restitution of all things, they close their

argument with these emphatic words : Wherefore

the proposed doctrine of Purgatory ought to be

cast out of the Church as leading on to negligence
in the minds of the zealous, and dissuading them
from striving to purify themselves in this present
life with all their energies, by holding out the

expectation of another purgation yet to come. 1

As this document is very little known and of the

greatest importance, we have thought it best to

give this resume of it, in order that the testimony
of the Eastern Church against the Roman at this

point may be clearly seen.

1 The treatise fills nearly twenty pages in the Appendix to

the work of Salmasius, De Primatu Papce. Amst. Elzevir,

1645, pp. 65-93.
N
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But to the member of the Reformed Churches

a still weightier and more impressive argument
arises from the words of the beloved disciple :

the blood of Jesus Christ cleanseth us from all

sin (i John i. 7). The figure of fire is never

adopted in the Gospel as a metaphor of purifica

tion, but rather as one of trial and proof. It

represents a separation of the precious metal from

the dross rather than a purification of the whole

mass. St. Paul, in the Epistle to the Hebrews,
shows that all things are by the law purged with

blood, and without shedding of blood there is no

remission; and then proceeds to establish here

upon the great doctrine that the blood of Christ, the

reality, of which the former sacrifices were the

type, has put away sin and purified us by pre

senting the Sacrifice no longer on earth, but in the

presence of God in heaven. If there were remis-

sion of sin in Purgatory, and that by fire, the

words of St. Paul would be at once falsified,

and without shedding of blood there would be

remission.

But the true origin of the fires of Purgatory is

disclosed by the later clause of the Confession.

Unless the souls detained there could be liberated

by the purchase of Masses and the treasure of

Indulgences, the Roman Church would have never

discovered this third kingdom, and the very raison

d etre of Purgatory would pass away.
A subject which is too generally and popularly

connected with that of Purgatory is the practice of

prayer for the dead, which the Roman Church

assumes, without the shadow of a proof, to lead on

inevitably into the confession of the doctrine in
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question. But the fact that the Eastern Church

in all its many branches, both orthodox and

schismatic, has from the earliest period carried

on prayer for the dead, and yet has with equal

unanimity rejected Purgatory, must be conclusive

to .every reasonable mind that the connection of

the practice with the doctrine arises only from the

truth that the Roman Church has given to the

usage a new meaning and a new direction, which

was unknown to the Eastern Churches, and when
known was at once repudiated.

Nay, the very Canon of the Mass in its com
memoration of the dead excludes the idea of

Purgatory : Remember also, Lord, Thy servants

and handmaids, who have gone before us with the

sign of faith and sleep in the sleep of peace. To
them, Lord, and to all who rest in Christ,

grant, we beseech Thee, a place of refreshment

(refrigerii),
1 of light and peace. Surely this does

not describe those who are in the flames of Pur

gatory ! Can they be said to sleep in the sleep of

peace, or to have preserved the sign of faith, or

kept that baptismal seal which was to seal them
to the day of redemption ? Nor is the prayer
offered as though they were not already in rest

and peace, or are suffering any pain or privation.
The ancient Ritualists commented upon it in this

sense. Alcuinus, dear to Englishmen as the tutor

of King Alfred, writes : The Church, as a pious

mother, prays even for her dead, and commends

1 This term is used by Tertullian in the simple mean
ing of rest and refreshment, where he speaks of the Angel
who apud Abraham sub quercu refrigeravit ( Tertull. Contra

Praxeam).
N 2
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them to the intercession of the sacred oblation,

most certainly believing that that precious blood

which was poured forth for many for the remis-

sion of sins avails not only for the salvation

of the living, but also of the dead. Here the

precious blood takes the place of the purgatorial

fire; and the doctrine of the Apostle on the

remission of sins by the Sacrifice of Christ alone

falls into consistency with the ancient theory and

usage of the Eastern and Western Churches in

regard to prayer for the dead.

But when the terrors of what might be spiritually

called the Middle Passage were laid down in all

the hideous forms which the ingenuity of mediaeval

cruelty in the exercise of torture could invent, a

new object for the offering of masses and oblations

at once appeared. The tenderest feelings of the

living were appealed to in behalf of their suffering

dead, and the reprieve even of a single day was

worth purchasing at a great price. In a rare tract

printed in 1497, on the Value of Masses, the abuses

of the practice of masses for the dead and their

comparative inutility are thus set forth : One
mass celebrated for you while living will profit

you more than a hundred after your death; one

little prayer you offer now will be more useful to

you than all the Psalm-singing of the monks will

then be; one sigh or tear you pour forth for

your sins now, profits you more than all the

groanings and sobs of monks and mourners. Of
the abuses to which the traffic in masses leads, one

is thus recorded :

Tis said that some have been so blinded by
this miserable abuse of covetousness, that they
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have received indifferently the oblations and alms,
or endowments of the faithful, nor have ever made
more than the customary suffrages for them, saying
such words as these :

&quot; Let us take what comes.
&quot; One mass is better than the gold of the whole
&quot; world it is enough to celebrate once for all.&quot;

There were others who said more modestly but

did no less impiously. For they said,
&quot; Let us

&quot;

promise them as many masses as they ask
&quot;

for we are not therefore bound to these. For
&quot; masses cannot be bought, else we should become
&quot;

Simoniacal.&quot;

Such were the refuges of the consciences of the

priests before the Reformation
;
and truly it is not

easy to see where any other refuge from the results

of the traffic in masses, taken into conjunction with

the tremendous doctrine of the Corporeal Presence

in every one of them, could be found. The whole

sale purchase of masses, though it takes the pre
text of a kind of almsgiving, is a practice so gross

and even horrible that the Roman writers are

wearied in ingenious attempts to put upon it an

appearance of ordinary decency.
Two great evils became apparent to the ancients

which have been strangely explained away by
their less scrupulous successors : First, the ap

plication to a single and special individual of an

oblation which was intended for all alike a public

and not a private act
;
and secondly, the money-

payment by which this oblation was made special

instead of general. On the first of these questions
Walafridus Strabo (A.D. 840) writes: This also
4

appears to be not a light error, that some consider

that they cannot make a full commemoration of
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1 those for whom they offer unless they offer separate
oblations for every one, whether for the living or

dead
; although we well know that one man died

for all, and that it is one bread and blood which

is offered by the universal Church. In vain Pope
Benedict XIV. endeavours to explain away this

clear testimony of an earlier day, by asserting that

though the sacrifice is of infinite virtue it does not

produce infinite effects, and that since the effect of

the sacrifice is limited, it profits most him for whom
it is offered. It may well be replied that, as the

effects of the sacrifice were designed to benefit the

whole world, this limitation of them is contrary to

the first principle of the Divine Institution, as it

undoubtedly is to the very structure of the Missal

service, which assumes that it is offered up for all

alike, for all the bystanders (omnium circumstan-

tium} for all living for the dead and for us

sinners (nobis quoque peccatoribus, etc.}. To turn

this service into a private office for the benefit of a

single person who buys it of a priest for a gift of

money would need not only the skill of the greatest

Roman casuists to cover up its transparentabsurdity,
but the boldness of an infallible Church to authorize

so flagrant a violation of the inexorable meaning of

the words of the Canon of the Mass.

But the second question is even the more im

portant of the two, and involves the practice of

the traffic of Masses, and of their multiplication to

such an extent as to force the Roman Church to

invent plans for the reduction of the burdens of

perpetual masses, which Benedict XIV. has dis

cussed at great length, but with very little effect

upon the mind of the honest and unprejudiced
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reader. 1
Wicliffe, and after him the great Fathers

of the Reformation, contended justly that the sale

of masses, under the pretext of sustaining the priest

thereby, was simoniacal. Gerson, who is generally

powerful in argument, here betrays the weakness

of his cause by asserting that the consent of the

Church upon this practice is quite a sufficient

reason for it, so that if any detract from it, he im-

prudently deceives himself. And alleges I Cor.

ix. 13 in behalf of it, forgetting that the words

they which wait at the altar, living of the altar,

represent the Jewish priests ;
while the ministers

of the gospel are said to live of the gospel ;
not

by receiving fees for dispensing the sacraments, but

alms to support them while preaching the gospel.

The Council of Toledo in 1324 denounces the

buying and selling of masses, urging the duty of

celebrating the Sacrament freely and without

money, permitting the faithful to give a voluntary

offering to the priest, but without any pact or

convention whatever (absqne pacto ct conventione

qnacumque]. But post-obits and masses left for

the dead are undoubtedly placed within this pro

hibition, for they are given by a pact and condition,

precedent to the celebration of the office by the

priest. Even the Council of Trent endeavoured
but vainly to check the abuses which had grown
up in rank exuberance in the mean time

;
and in

1 Whatever scholastic distinctions are alleged on this

subject, the popular belief is unaffected by them. La dis-

tinzione . . rimane confinata nelle scuole, e il Cristiano,
imbevuto di una prevenzione erronea, crede in sostanza di

potcr comprare il sagrifizio. So affirms Bishop Ricci in the
Acts of the Assembly at Florence (torn. iii. p. 121).
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the last century the masses of obligation had
assumed such gigantic proportions as to render

their performance impossible. The number in the

archdiocese of Siena alone is calculated by Mgr.
Fabio de Vecchi, in 1787, as 97,000^ exclusive of

private masses and ordinary masses of all kinds,

requiring three hundred or more priests saying
Mass every day to fulfil them.

The subject of the sale of masses was discussed

in the Assembly of Bishops at Florence, already
so often referred to. The great Bishop Ricci of

Pistoja and Prato opened the question by tracing
the history of the oblations of the faithful in the

early Church (given for the support of the services

of the Church and of its ministers, and given

during the offertory) from its primitive source until

its fatal corruption in the sacramental traffic of

Rome, accustomed, he said, to draw a part of

their subsistence from the Mass, they sell it (I

use the true phrase) to the highest bidder, and

celebrate it in the same manner and with the

same view as the artist applies himself daily to his

work. It is an abuse which makes enlightened

Christians groan, and which often scandalizes even

the most prejudiced and ignorant, to see the

indecent crowding and haste of priests where some

greater offering of alms appears.

But the root of all this evil, which can never be

reached as long as the unchangeable constitution of

1 The masses which were unperformed in the single Church

of St. John and St. Paul at Venice amounted in 1743 to

16,400, and in that of the Madonna dell Orto to I4&amp;gt;3-

(See the Scrittura del Segretario Pietro Franceschi sopra

le Messe testamcnturie, addressed to the Councillor of State
(

Marc Antonio Grimani, in 1763.)
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Rome remains, is to be found in the words of the

Council of Trent itself, and in the fatal connection

of the most sacred rite of Christianity with the

Purgatorial doctrine, and the admission of private
masses for particular persons and objects. The proof
of this may be read in the fact that in the Eastern

Church, which has rejected purgatory, no such fatal

traffic exists or has ever existed. The pact and
convention which the Councils of Toledo and Trent

denounce rests upon the assumed existence of that

third kingdom, which, dimly seen in the darkest age
of the Church, became in the hands of the Popes
a reality as ruinous to its many victims as it was
fruitful in wealth to the Court of Rome. The

Popes might indeed have said of it what Innocent

IV. said of England Vert Jiortus deliciarum nobis

fuit et putcus inexJiaustns?

The picture which Stavely gives in his curious

treatise on the intolerable charge of Popery to

this nation/ of the doctrine of Purgatory, is no less

true in its outline than it is amusing in its details.

I have sometimes endeavoured, he says, to

understand the nature and import of this Popish

Purgatory, but could never yet meet with any
satisfaction therein. And to say the truth, the

differences amongst the Papists are so many and
so irreconcileablc, that they serve sufficiently

instead of all other reasons and arguments to

confute it. First, for the place. Eckiuswill have

it to be at the bottom of the sea, some will have

it in Mount yEtna, etc., and Bernardinus de

Bustis in an hill of Ireland. Next, for the tor-

ments, Sir Thomas More will have them to be

only by fire
;
but Fisher, his fellow-sufferer, by

ART. VII.
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fire and by water. Then for the executioners

these differ no less again ;
for Bishop Fisher

will have them to be holy angels, but Sir Thomas
More to be the very devils. Then for the sins to

be expiated, some will have them to be the venial

only, and others say the mortal too. And for

the time .for their continuance in that state,

Dionysius the Carthusian extends it to the end

of the world, when Dominicus a Soto limits it to

ten years ;
and others make it depend on the

number of masses and offices that shall be done

on their behalf, or if the Pope do but speak the

word. Lastly, for the extremity of their pains,

Aquinas makes them as violent as those of hell
;

but the Rhemists say that the souls there are in a

very fine condition. And Durandus, between these

extremes, gives them some intermission from

those terrible pains upon Sundays and holidays,

But by all this uncertainty, or contrariety

rather, of opinions, it may clearly be seen upon
what weak foundations they have raised this

building, which certainly would have fallen to the

ground long ago if it had not been for the profit

which the popes, priests, and friars have raised

by the fiction. . . For upon it their masses, re-

quiems, dirges, trentals, prayers for the dead,

their doctrine of merits, works of supererogation,

indulgences, pardons, jubilees, &c. do depend
all tending to bring into the heavenly exchequer
at Rome, where by inversion of the Holy Scrip-

ture &quot;

gain is great godliness.&quot;

For, as the same writer observes a little before,

the new doctrine and invention of Purgatory . .

became a most forcible engine continually to drain
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the people s money. For when men were made to

believe that after death their souls should enter into

a region of fire there to suffer long and bitter tor-

ments, to be purged and fitted for the region of bliss;

but yet to be eased there, and the sooner released,

according to the measure and number of the masses,

offices, and prayers which should be made on their

behalf here, whilst they lay broiling in that fearful

state
; people were put upon it to make the best pro-

vision they could in their lifetime, or at least at their

deaths, that such helps and means should be used

on their behalf as they might reasonably reckon

upon a short and tolerable continuance there.

To us it must indeed seem that one of the great

objects of Christianity is frustrated in this doctrine

of heathenism. For Christ came to deliver them
who through fear of death were all their lifetime

subject to bondage a bondage which is renewed
with augmented terrors in this doctrine of a pur

gatorial fire a fire very terrible even to those who
can by a kind of purchase redeem themselves and
their friends from it

;
but a sevenfold-heated furnace

to the poor who have nothing and therefore are

deprived of consolation. For (as we have seen

already) Hujusmodi gratia non conccduntur pan-

peribus! Let us charitably hope (as one Mass is

better than the gold of the whole world
)

that

that great and sufficient sacrifice which the Missal

Service represents cannot be insufficient for the

needs of those who, like the Apostle, are compelled
to say Silver and gold have I none, and to whom
every successor of the apostle ought ever to reply,
That which I have I give thee and that, freely
without money and without price.

ART. VII.
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CHAPTER X.

WORSHIP OF SAINTS AND VENERATION OF
RELICS.

EigJith Article.

&quot;In lihe manner I hold, that the Saints reigning with God are to be venerated

and inuohed, and that they offer prayers to God for us, and that their relics

are to be venerated.&quot;

THE almost indecent haste with which this most

fundamental of the differences between the Roman
and Reformed Churches was hurried over, being
crowded into the same decree with Purgatory,

image-worship, and the reformation of the regular

orders, was due not only to the eagerness of the

Council to close its sessions, but to the sudden and

at first alarming illness of the Pope, who, how

ever, was, as Palavicini tells us, rather frightened

than hurt by his attack.

The pretext, nevertheless, was eagerly taken ad

vantage of, and the Fathers were unsparing in

their labours to complete their work, sitting on

till seven in the evening to bring to an end the

knotty questions of discipline which the Orators

of the different states proposed, and passing over

the greatest of the points of controversy they had

met to decide in the most perfunctory and super
ficial manner. There seems indeed to have been
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no discussion upon it, so that the decree which is

transferred in almost the same words to the Creed

of Pius, must have been almost taken as read by
the Fathers, instead of being subjected to the

ordinary Placeat vobis of the Legates. Yet the

profoundest of the causes which separate the

Churches lies in the Mariolatry and Saint-worship
of Rome; and while most of the other contro

versies involve only the means and appliances of

worship, this relates to the very object and end

of it.

It is notable also that this practice is one of

those which have in them the most prolific seeds

of corruption and abuse, and has had a fatal

development ;
while the dogmas of transubstantia-

tion and of purgatory have been rather refined and

explained away to suit the more critical temper of

the age. It has resulted in our own day in the

transfer of the whole of the distinctive preroga
tives of our Lord to the Virgin Mary, and in so

dreadful a distortion of the Ancient Creed as to

place the Roman Church not only at an im-

measureably increased distance from ourselves, but

even to sever it from the Eastern Churches at

almost the only point at which they had, at least,

an apparent union.

The doctrine crops up in an incidental manner
in the Canons on the Sacrifice of the Mass, in the

fifth of which an Anathema is pronounced against
those who say that it is an imposture to celebrate

Masses in honour of the Saints, and for obtaining
their intercession with God, as the Cliurcli intends

it! These last words open a very great gulf of

doctrine
;
and though it is in some degree filled

ART. VIII.
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up, or rather, we might say, covered up, by the

explanation given in the third chapter, where we
are told that Masses in honour and memory of the

Saints are offered really to God alone who has

crowned them, and a well-known passage of St.

Augustine is quoted to show that the offering is

one of thanksgiving to God for their victories, and

not an offering to themselves, no effort is made to

remove the popular view of saint-worship and its

accompaniments, which in Roman Catholic coun

tries presents rather the aspect of a Christianized

heathenism than a primitive Christianity. The

only trace of it to be found in the disputations on

the subject is in the preliminary Articles pro-

posed for examination/ of which the tenth question

is, whether it is an abuse to attribute certain

masses to certain saints/

The appeal of the Council to St. Augustine is,

however, most unfortunate for the doctrine they

advocate, and it will give the reader a slight idea

of the manner in which Patristic authority is per
verted by the Roman Church if we put the teaching
of the third Chapter of the 22nd Session side by
side with that of the great African Father.

ST. AUGUSTINE On the City of
GOD (I.

VIII. cap. ult.).

COUNCIL OF TRENT.
Sess. XXII. cap. III.

We honour the Memories of

the Martyrs, as of holy men of

God who have contended even

unto the death of their bodies for

the truth, that the true religion

should be proved, and the false

ones convicted. But who ever

of the faithful has heard a priest

standing over the holy body of

And although in honour and

memory of the Saints the Church
has sometimes been accustomed

to celebrate masses, it does not

teach us that the sacrifice is

offered to them
; whence the

Priest is not accustomed to say,
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ST. AUGUSTINE On the City of
GOD (1. VIII. cap. ult.).

COUNCIL OF TRENT.

Sess. XXII. cap. III.

&quot;I offer thee the sacrifice, Peter

or Paul,&quot; but as giving thanks to

God alone for their victories she

implores their patronage (eormn

patrocinia iniplorat} that they

may deign to intercede for us in

Heaven, whose memory we
observe upon earth.

a Martyr at an altar built for the

honour and worship of God, say

in his prayers, &quot;I offer thee the

sacrifice, Peter, or Paul, or

Cyprian,&quot; whereas the offering is

made to God at their Memories,
who made them both men and

Martyrs, and associated them

with His Holy Angels ; in order

that by that celebration we may
both render thanks to God for

their victories, and encourage
ourselves to the emulation of

their crowns and palms, He being

called to our assistance, by the

renewal of their memories.

Never was a more shameless perversion of a

doctrine, which, seen in its ancient form, there is

scarcely a reasonable Protestant who could object
to. For there is not a word or an idea in St.

Augustine s language of patronage or intercession

of saints
;
and the invocation of the assistance of

God is changed into the direct address to them
for their patrocinium] and intercession.

The reader will here see the unmistakeable dis

tinction between the doctrine of the fifth century
and the Roman teaching of the sixteenth.

The practice is so absolutely forbidden in Scrip

ture, and so strongly denounced by the Christian

Fathers of the first centuries, that it became rather

necessary to apologize for and to extenuate it, than

possible to defend it directly. We are told

I. That it is simply a relative and indirect worship,

terminating in God as its final object.
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CHAP. X.

A ivorship
forbidden by
God cannot
terminate in

Him.

Apologia
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650.

II. That it is a limited kind of worship ;
in

order to prove which three distinct kinds of

worship have been alleged, dulia (8otXeta), Jiyperdu-

lia (a newly-coined word, expressing the distinctive

worship given to the Virgin Mary), and latria

(Aarpeta), the worship due only to God.

III. That it fulfils the idea of the Communion
of Saints, uniting the militant with the triumphant
Church in the same act of Divine worship.

I. It would be a sufficient answer for any one

even moderately acquainted with the Scriptures,

that all creature-worship is strictly forbidden both

in the Old and New Testament, and that no course

which is not begun with God can possibly terminate

in Him. In order to guard us against so great an

error, Christ declared Himself to be the zvay as

well as the truth and the life, and thus cut off for

ever all those by-ways of a false humility and angel-

worship which so early threatened to invade the

Church. By making Himself, as it were, the one

sole highway to God, He prevented the entrance

of His followers into any new paths of their own,
however apparently they might seem to lead into

Him as the living way. Unhappily it might be

said of the Middle Ages, during which this relative

worship had its rise, as it was said of Israel before

the days of Deborah, The highways were un- ,

occupied, and the travellers walked through by-

ways (Judges v. 6).

In the unanswerable argument of the Bishop of

Chiusi against the then newly-invented worship of

the Sacred Heart, he affirms, worship ought not to

result (or redound) in the object underlying it,

but to be given to that object (il culto non
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deve ridondare al supposto, mci dcve darsi al

supposto).

But as the two commandments which forbid all

worship but that given directly to God, are

negative and not positive laws, they admit of no

exception and no practice which contravenes their

direct meaning. Otherwise they would have ad

mitted that Angel-worship among the Jews which

the Church of Rome now practises. Our Lord,
when he alleged the passage of Deuteronomy in

which the first great commandment of the law was

repeated, alleged it in the same sense in which the

Jewish Church had ever understood it. And it is

notable that He was here tempted not to the

absolute transfer of His allegiance from God the

Father, but to a kind of indirect worship of the

creature rather than the Creator.

But it must seem obvious to all that the recourse

to the saints when a direct recourse to God through
Christ is given to all alike, and enjoined as the

exclusive duty and the distinctive privilege of

Christians, must even to the saints themselves (if

it could be known to them) appear to be a high

derogation from the glory of Christ, and a de

preciation of that great means of access to God
which is opened to us in Him. Even an earthly

monarch, who had appointed his son as the sole

means of access to himself and as the direct dis

penser of his pardons and graces, would feel that

the recourse to the servants of his household or

to any other indirect method of approaching him
would be a very grave affront. Nor can we

imagine that God, who, through Christ, has

charged us to ask for all we need in His Son s

o
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name and no other, will look with favour upon
those who neglect and dishonour so merciful an

invitation to come to Him directly and through
the One only Mediator. By addresses to the

saints, and invocations of their intercession and

intervention, we create new mediators, to whom
our prayers and desires are necessarily directed

instead of to Christ
;

for no mind is capable of

keeping in view in its acts of worship two distinct

objects, or, as Bishop Pannilini would say, of build

ing its doctrines upon two distinct supposita.

But another consideration arises out of the

perilous loss of time which such indirect devo

tions, even if they were lawful, must involve. No
member of the Church of Rome would fail to

admit that all our direct worship and service is

due to God, and that if all our days were spent in

such a duty, we should not do more than our due,

or give to God more than He has a right to claim

from His creatures. Now when we think of the

few moments, the mere fragments of life, which

the most devoted Christians are able to give to the

direct work of prayer and praise, does it not seem

incredible that even this wretched offering should

be divided between the worship of God through
Christ of God as He is in Christ and that of

saints and angels, who probably cannot hear our

prayers, or even if they did, could never answer

them.1 To pray to them that they may pray for

us, when it has never been revealed to us that God

1 We have no certain knowledge (writes Cardinal Ca-

jetan) as to whether the saints are aware of our prayers,

although we piously believe it (in Secund. Secunda, qu. 88,

Art. v.)
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has given them the knowledge of our state, far less

the power to relieve it, is an infatuation which, in

the ever nearness of our last summons, and the

pressing urgency of our present duty, seems indeed

to be inexplicable.

The origin of this practice of invocation of the

saints is admitted to have been the rhetorical

addresses which were often made to them in the

sermons of the Fathers of the fourth and fifth

centuries, on their anniversaries
; although they

all, and especially St. Gregory Nazianzene and

St. Chrysostom, who are most frequent in these

apostrophes to the saints, are more careful than

most others to protect it from misapprehension in

the course of their general teaching. To pass over

the apostolic and primitive Fathers, who, arguing

against the idolatry of the heathens, are full of

emphatic assertions of the exclusive worship of

God, we will refer to one or two of those of the

fourth and fifth centuries.

St. Ambrose : Thou alone, O Lord, art to be

invoked.

St. Basil : Prayer is not directed to man, but to

God only.

St. Ephraim the Syrian: To Thee and to none
1

besides Thee do I make my prayer.
St. Augustine : This is the Christian religion,

that no one should be worshipped save the One
God, because no one makes the soul blessed save

the One God
;

and We venerate the saints with

that veneration of love and fellowship wherewith

in this life holy men are venerated
;

and they
are to be honoured for the sake of their example,
but not to be adored out of a feeling of religion

o 2
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towards them. We honour them with love and
not with service

This last passage the reader will do well to bear

in mind, as it involves the contradiction of the

doctrine of dulia as asserted by the Church of

Rome. Convinced (it might be) by such passages
as these, many of the Roman advocates admit that

the invocation of the saints is not a religious work,
inasmuch as religion concerns the worship of God

only, but a work of peculiar observance, a virtue

distinct from religion. This is plainly affirmed by
Vasquez, Suarez, Gregory de Valentia, and even

much earlier by St. Thomas Aquinas. Estius,

one of the greatest and wisest of Roman com

mentators, here gives us a good criterion by which

saint-worship may be fairly tested. To believe in

any one (he writes) in the phraseology which

the Church has adopted from Scripture is a con-

fession of Godhead. Whence also Christ, when
He said,

&quot; Ye believe in God, believe also in
Me,&quot;

signified that He is God, and concludes by refer

ring faith
1

to Christ alone, and love to all saints,

according to the distinction of Theodoret.

We are able therefore to ask, Is this doctrine

(as it undoubtedly ought to be, as belonging to

the very foundations of faith) to be found in our

Creed ? Have we a fourth division of it declaring
our belief in the saints, as the three divisions of it

declare our faith in the three Persons proper of the

Trinity ? If we have not, how dare we build up a

system of worship which implies an absolute belief

of the rr ghest order, a belief which would carry

with it the supreme worship of latriaf But the

Roman advocates do not venture on so dancrerous
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a ground as this. They admit the premises but

not the conclusion. 1

But a very terrible and imminent danger arises

out of this relative worship a worshipping

God, as it is said to be, in His saints. Cardinal

Cajetan, founding his doctrine upon St. Thomas

Aquinas, shows that the Church may err in the

canonization of saints. 2 And this appears in the

very office of canonization, in which the pope says :

We do not intend, through this canonization, to

do anything contrary to the faith, or to the Catholic

Church, or to the honour of God. Pope Benedict

XIV. tells us that Some suppose these words to

have been introduced by popes of a timid conscience

or ignorant of their own powers. Yet upon this

very doubtful question, upon this mere saving clause

of which the worshippers know nothing, depends
the terrible chance of the entire Church of Rome
being engulfed in the abyss of idolatry. The popes
of tender consciences will have done a good service

if they only lead the members of their Church to

consider the serious danger in which they are placed

by this expression of the good intentions of those

who may be after all only blind leaders of the

blind.

An instance of a doubtful canonization is alleged

by Cajetan himself, who, finding that St. Bridget
and St. Catherine of Siena had contrary revelations

on the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception, tells

1 The reader is here referred to Bp. Forbes Considerationes

Modestce, vol. ii. p. 195.

2 Catharinus contra Cajetanum, p. 126, ed. 1535. Bellar-

mine himself admits that the Pope s canonizations are

doubtful and subject to error (De Beat. Sanct. 1. i. c. 7, 8).
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us that St. Catherine (who denied it) was more
to be relied on than St. Bridget, inasmuch as

the latter was canonized during the schism when
there was no undoubted Pope. But very many
saints were canonized in this doubtful manner, and

during very doubtful periods. The early Popes,
and many of the early Fathers, were turned into

saints and martyrs, irj violation of fact and history,

by no process of beatification or canonization, but

by the courtesy, as it were, of later ages.

The Roman Breviary (as the ablest critics of

that communion have proved) is full of the gross
est errors of fact at this point. Early Popes and

Bishops were made saints and martyrs, as Hyginus
(of whose martyrdom there is no proof whatever),

and St. Felix of Nola, who ended his days in

peace, though he is given as a martyr. But how
can we wonder at these earlier errors when, on

the feast of St. Peter s chair in Rome, after the

words Tu es Pastor oviuni are added the truly

Hildebrandine words Tibi tradidit Deus omnia
1

regna mundi a singular contrast to the words

of his Lord, Regnum meum non est de hoc mundo?

Worthy of this transfer of the kingdoms of this

world and the glory of them to the Papacy, a

gift refused by its supposed institutor, we have

in the Breviary an office to St. Raymund de

Pennafort, who is worshipped as a confessor on

the ground of his inducing the King of Aragon to

establish the office of the Holy Inquisition in his

kingdom.
1 But the climax of this blasphemous sys

tem of devotion seems reached in the canonization

1 See a Memoir on this subject in the Acts of the Assembly
at Florence, torn. iii. p. 263.
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of Pope Pius V., whose hands were stained with

the murder of thousands of the faithful disciples of

Christ, and who bribed Ridolfi to assassinate Queen
Elizabeth, as Lord Acton in his letters to the Times

demonstrated beyond the possibility of disproof.

To form an idea of the horrible results of the

Saint worship of the Church of Rome, let the

reader take up the narrative of the martyrdom of

Pietro Carnesecchi, in the History of the Legation
to Pins

V.&amp;gt;
of the Florentine ambassador, Ser-

ristori, and see how the detestable laws of that

Pope against heresy were carried out by himself.

Then let him call to mind the fact that, of this

monster of cruelty the Roman Church yearly puts

forth the prayer Fac nos ipsius dcfendi praesidiis

et ita tuis adhaerere obsequiis!

But we pass from this necessary digression on

relative worship and its supposed termination in

the God of mercy and truth, even when it begins
in such fearfully contrasted agents as these, to

consider the second point of our inquiry the

division and limitation of the worship, that inge

nious discovery of the schoolmen, in an age when
the universal ignorance of the original languages
of the Scriptures made it easy to palm upon the

public belief the most palpable errors under the

mask of theological distinctions.

II. Prayer is less a theory than a practice,

and though a thousand distinctions might be

drawn theoretically between different kinds of

worship, in practice these divisions would abso

lutely vanish. For the methods and course of

prayer, the forms of invocation, the objects for

which prayer is put forth, and, above all, the
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direction given to the prayer in the mind of the

person by whom it is addressed, admit of none of

the varieties which the theory of a threefold kind

of prayer assumes, and wh:ch the divisions of latria,

hyperdulia, and dulia convey to the ear, but not to

the heart of the worshipper. Ask the poor devotee

in Spain, or Italy, or even France itself, in what

manner and proportion he distributes his worslr p
between his patron saint, the Virgin Mary, and

the Deity, and how he varies the forms of his

respective invocations, and he would prove by his

very ignorance and simplicity what his teachers

are unable to recognize, that no practical distinc

tion can be made between the kinds of worship he

employs, and that latria, hyperdnlia, and dulia are

all the same to him.

Let us see whether he is not here wiser than his

teachers, and whether the Mass which he hears

daily does not bear him out in his simpler doctrines

Hanc igitur oblationem servitutis nostrae, are

among the earliest words of the Canon of the Mass

addressed to God the Father through our Lord

Jesus Christ and the last prayer of the Canon,
which is believed to have been written as late as

the ninth or tenth century, addresses to the Trinity

the obsequium servitutis meae, where dulia and not

latria is claimed for and addressed to the Deity only.

We need hardly go further than this to prove

that every kind or degree of worship was in the

ancient Church claimed as the exclusive property

of that Divine and Almighty Being whose we are

and whom we serve (Acts xxvii. 23), a union of

cause and consequence which St. Paul has taught

us, proving to us that Him whose we are we ought
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alone to serve. A service of the siints (the dnlia

of the Roman Church) would prove that we belong
to the Saints instead of to the King of Saints and

that we have forgotten the great alternative set

before the earlier Church by the Prophet : If the

Lord be God, follow Him : but if Baal, then follow

him Ci Kings xviii. 21
).

The words of the old African Apologist for*

Christianity, Arnobius (A.D. 303), are here most

opportune. God is enough for us. In Him we

worship all that we ought to worship we adore

all that it becomes us to adore we propitiate

with veneration all that calls for veneration (Con.

Gentcs, 1. iii.). If dnlia had been dreamed of in that

better day, as a distinct kind of worship, he would

have assigned it to God as exclusively as he here

assigns Him every sort of cultns, adoratio, obsequium,
and I cncratio. And his reason for this direct offer

ing to God of every imaginable worship of His

creatures, was doubtless that which the glorified

assign when they exclaim, Thou art worthy, O
Lord, to receive glory and honour and power :

for tJiou hast created all things, and for thy pleasure
1

they are and were created (Rev. iv. 1 1).

It is strange that even in the darkness of the

Middle Ages the fact should have escaped the great
writers who founded the divinity of that day, that

dnlia (oouAeta) has in the New Testament almost

always a bad sense. It is rather used to represent
the slavery of sin and the bondage of death from

which Christ came to set us free than that worship
of sons which he instituted in the gospel. Hence-

forth I call you not servants . . . but I have called

you friends. Surely if we are elevated to the

ART. VIII.

Testiinrny
of Arnobiuf,
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generally a
bad sense in

Scripture.
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high rank of friends of Christ, it were ill for us

to be entangled again in the yoke of bondage by

becoming the servants of His saints, or to worship

ping them by way of dulia. This were indeed but

an instance of that voluntary humility and worship
of angels against which we are so strictly warned

by the Apostle.
It is strange that though the verb to serve is

used of God s service and worship alone, the sub

stantive (which is said to be proper to Saint-

worship) is only used (as Schleusner shows) in a

metaphorical sense in the New Testament, as

attributed to one who is subject and bound

by anything, and held fast by a hard necessity.

Hence it is used in Hebrews ii. 15, of those who

through fear of death were all their lifetime

subject to bondage (tvoyjzi r]o-az/ SouAetas).

But a memorable disproof of this subordinate

worship, and one which St. Athanasius brought
with great force against the Arians, who anticipated

the error of the Roman Church in worshipping a

being whose Deity they denied and whom they
held therefore to be a creature, is the passage of

the Apocalypse where John is about to fall down
to worship this angel and hears that memorable

reply, See thou do it not, I am thy felloiv-servant

(&amp;lt;rvvbov\6s) . . . worship God. He does not say,

You may worship me so long as you limit your

worship to dulia ; but, though an angel and even

in glory, he makes himself a fellow-servant having
the same single object of worship with the Apostle,

viz. the Eternal and Invisible God.

It is difficult to imagine how any Roman
Catholic who reads the Third and Fourth books
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of Athanasius great treatise against the Arians, in

which he convicts them of idolatry in the worship
of Christ as a creature, can fail to see the crushing

force of his argument as against the inferior worship
of the Roman Church. With an overwhelming

weight he brings against them the inferior worship
of the heathen, and shows them that by worship

ping a creature in any sense they are adopting the

principle of heathenism. The course of his argu
ment is too long to follow, but the results of it are

thus briefly summed up. It necessarily follows,

that they acknowledge two Gods, one the Creator,

the other the created that they worship two

Lords, one unbegottcn, the other begotten, and a

creature
;

that they have two faiths (or creeds),

one in the true God, the other in the being created

and formed by Him, and called God. It is neccs-

sary, moreover, that thus blinded, when they

worship the unbegottcn One they should come in

conflict with the begotten, and while they approach
the creature, should oppose the Creator. For they
cannot see the one in the other by reason of the

strange and different natures and powers which

they possess.

This passage is very remarkable as showing that

the creature worship of the Arians involved (as

Athanasius clearly implies) two distinct faiths or

creeds. We must believe in that which we worship,
and we must also believe with what Roman con

troversialists term a religious belief,
1

a belief which,

as we have seen, properly involves the worship of

latria ; that degree of worship which is assigned
to the Deity alone. We affirm therefore that those

who invocate the saints for any cither temporal or

AKT. VIII.
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spiritual blessing, do believe in the saints as able

to hear and to fulfil their prayer, and do therefore

address them with the worship of latria, that re

ligious worship which they admit to be due to God
alone. Here then the whole theory of dulia and

even hyperdulia vanishes into thin air. A new
article appears in the Creed and the belief in the

Saints must be added to the fundamental articles

of the Christian faith.

But if these results follow so inevitably the in

ferior worship of dulia, how fatally are they inten

sified in the liypcrdulia which is assigned to the

Virgin Mary, which involves the Church of Rome
in the peril of an idolatry from which not the

most ingenious subterfuges can open a way of

escape, or the most elaborate treatises a pretext
of extenuation ! Here the Bull Incffabilis comes

necessarily under our examination, that new creed

of Rome which has naturally superseded the second

division of the ancient creed, and which stands, as it

were, face to face with it, in fatal and irreconcilable

contradiction. Athanasius has already shown us

that the Creator and the creature cannot as objects

of faith be seen in one another by reason of the

foreign and different natures they possess. So that

it is vain to allege that Christ (as a Divine Being)

is seen and worshipped in the direct reference of

all his Mediatorial power to the Virgin Mary. The

Persons are distinct, their nature is distinct
;
and

unless Mary were of the same substance with

her Son, it is impossible that the worship directed

to her can identify itself with the worship due to,

and enjoined to be given to, her Lord and our

Lord, her God and our God.
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THE NEW ROMAN CREED ac- THE
cording to the Bull Inejfabilis

Deus:

OLD CREED according to

the Scriptures.

I believe in GOD

I. Who from the beginning and

before ages, chose and ordained

a Mother for His Only begotten
Son.

II. That He loved her above

all creatures, and in her alone was

well-pleased.

III. And endowed her with

the abundance of all heavenly

gifts, far above all angelic Spirits.

IV. That she might be for ever

free from every stain of sin.

V. Possessing that plenitude
of innocence and holiness than

which under GOD none is greater.

VI. I believe that GOD the

Father gave His only Son to her.

I believe in GOD, and in His

Son, Jesus Christ our Lord.

I. Who verily was fore-or

dained from the foundation of the

world, but was made manifest in

these last times for you (i Pet.

i. 20).

II. Thou lovedst me before the

foundation of the world (John
xvii. 24). This is My beloved

Son, in whom I am well-pleased.

III. In Him dwelleth all the

fulness of the Godhead bodily

(Col. ii. 9).

IV. For all have sinned, and

come short of the glory of GOD

(Rom. iii. 23).

As by the offence of one, judg
ment came upon all unto con

demnation, etc. (Rom. v. 18).

V. GOD giveth not the Spirit

by measure unto Him (John iii.

34)-

VI. GOD so loved the world,

that he gave His only begotten

Son, that whosoever Ih lici ith in

Him should not perish (John iii.

16).

Who loved me and gave Him
self for me. GOD hath given
unto us eternal life, and this life is

in his Son (i John v. n).

He answered and said . . .

Who is My mother? and who
are My brethren? And He
stretched forth His hand toward

His disciples, and said, Behold

My mother, and My brethren !

etc. (Matt. xii. 48, 49).

The Neiu
Reman
Creed, and
its contrast
in the state
ments of
Scripture.
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THE NEW ROMAN CREED ac- THE OLD CREED according to

cording to the Bull Incffabills the Scriptures.

Deus.

VII. And that as Christ . .

blotting out the handwriting that

was against us fastened it to the

Cross, so the Most Holy Virgin
. . . exercising with Him eternal

enmity against the serpent . . .

has crushed his head with her

immaculate foot.

VIII. Wherefore I hold that

the Blessed Virgin Mary was

preserved immaculate from all

stain of original sin.

IX. And I rely with the most

certain hope that this Blessed

Virgin who has brought salvation

into the world . . . will effect,

etc. .

X. For she is the safest refuge

of all in danger.

XI. The most powerful Medi

atrix,

VII. It shall bruise thy head

(Gen. iii. 15, N-1.H). The false

reading ipsa for faecame into the

Vulgate in the fifth century (v.

Pusey s Eirenicon, page 124).

Compare Col. ii. 14 with vv.

18, 19.

VIII. For all have sinned, and

come short of the glory of GOD

(Rom. iii. 23).

Death passed upon all men,

for that all have sinned.

Even so by the righteousness of

one, the free gift came upon all

men, etc. (Rom. v. 12, 18).

IX. When He bringeth the

only-begotten into the world, etc.

(Heb. i. 6).

(He) hath raised up an horn of

salvation for us in the house of

His servant David (Luke i. 69).

Neither is there salvation in

any other : for there is none other

name . . . whereby we may be

saved (Acts iv. 12).

Who hath abolished death, and

brought life and immortality to

light (2 Tim. i. 10).

X. The Eternal GOD is thy

refuge (Deut. xxxiii. 27).

That we might have a strong

consolation, who have fled for

refuge to lay hold upon the hope
set before us (Heb. vi. 18).

XI. There is one GOD, and one

Mediator between GOD and men,
the Man Christ Jesus (r Tim. ii.

5).
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THE NEW ROMAN CREKD ac

cording to the Bull Ineffabilis

Deus.

THE OLD CREED according to

the Scriptures.

XII. And Conciliatrix in the

whole world
t
with her only be

gotten Son.

XIII. Who hath destroyed all

heresies,

XIV. And delivered us from

many threatening dangers,

XV. And will effect that by her

most powerful patronage, that

(a) The sinful may obtain

pardon.

(l&amp;gt;)
The sick healing.

(c) The afflicted consolation.

He is the Mediator of a better

covenant (Heb. viii. 6).

The Mediator of the New
Testament (Heb. ix. 15).

XII. GOD hath reconciled us

to Himself by Jesus Christ (2

Cor. v. 18).

You . . . hath He now recon

ciled in the body of His flesh

through death (Col. i. 21, 22).

XIII. There must be also

heresies among you (
I Cor. xi. 19).

When the Son of mancometh
shall He find faith on the earth ?

(Luke xviii. 8).

XIV. GOD . . who delivered

us from so great a death, and doth

deliver (2 Cor. i. 10).

XV.

(a) Him that GOD exalted to

give repentance unto Israel, and

forgiveness of sins. He is faith

ful and just to forgive us our sins

(i John i. 9).

(/ ) A woman which had spent
all her living upon physicians,

neither could be healed of iniy,

came behind Him, and touched

the border of His garment, etc.

(Luke viii._43).

(c) He shall feed his flock, etc.

(Isa. xl. II).

Our Lord Jesus Christ Himself,

and GOD, even our Father . .

which hath given us everlasting

consolation . . comfort your hearts

(2 Thess. ii. 16, 17).

Come unto Me, all ye that

ART. VIII.
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THE NEW ROMAN CRKED ac- THE OLD CREED according to

cording to the Bull Ineffabilis the Scripture.

Deus.

labour, etc. . . and I will give

you rest (Matt. xi. 28).

(d) And all in error, relief from (if) I am the light of the world :

spiritual blindness. he that followeth Me shall not

walk in darkness, but shall have

the light of life (John viii. 12).

As long as I am in the world,

I am the light of the world (John
ix. 5).

Now it is absolutely impossible for any Roman

casuistry, however subtle or ingenious, to explain

away the fact that in the passages we have cited

from the Bull Ineffabilis there is a direct transfer

to another of every claim and attribute of our Lord

as the Mediator and Redeemer of mankind, abso

lutely and finally, and that the worship termin

ates as well as begins in the Virgin Mary alone.

The rule assertio unius est exchisio alterius is more

inexorably true in matters of faith and religion

than in worldly forms of speech. When we say
that we believe in God, we declare that we have

no faith in any but God
;
and every article of our

Creed is also a rule of prayer, and a law that

prayer shall be built up on no other foundation. 1

1 We have a significant proof that this truth opened upon
the mind of the great Machiavelli in the closing days of his

life, though a member of the Church of Rome to the very
last. In his will, dated Nov. 22, 1511, just before the dawn
of the Reformation, he commends his soul to Almighty God,
and to his glorious Mother Mary ever Virgin, and to the

whole court of Heaven. But in his later will drawn up
on the 27th of November 1522, which was his last will, he
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Faithful to the ancient Creed of the Christian

Church in every age, we dare not divide our

worship between the Creator and the creature
;
and

when the Pope invokes in the blasphemous style

of the curia the indignation of God Almighty
and of His Apostles St. Peter and St. Paul

against all who reject this fatal Bull, we might
well reply in the words of the three witnesses

against a more ancient idolatry, We are not care-

ful to answer thee in this matter. If it be so, our

God whom we serve is able to deliver us and will

deliver us out of thine hand.

The veneration and invocation of the saints

enjoined in the article before us is supplemented by
the assertion that they offer prayers to God for us.

The connection between the two propositions would
have been better preserved had the latter one been

placed first, as the belief that the saints offer

prayers for us was the original and only reasonable

ground of their invocation by those for whom they
are supposed to intercede. The earliest form of

the invocation of the saints was no doubt the pray
for us which fills their litanies, and which has so

many anticipations in the Fathers of the fifth and

following centuries. But an act of worship ought
to be founded on a doctrine or fact distinctly

revealed, and on the express injunction to make
that fact the foundation of such act of worship.
That Jno such revelation exists in regard to the

offering of the prayers of the saints for us, must be

clear from the undeniable fact that no disclosure

commends his soul to Almighty God and to Him alone

(Opere di Niccolb Machiavelli, ed. I2tno Italia, 1819, pp.

176, 184).
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CHAP. X.

No certainty
that the
Saints hear
us.

Testimony
of Origen.

has been made to us that our state and its needs

are revealed to them.

Even the great and inspiring belief that Christ

intercedes for us in heaven is not anywhere made
the foundation of the prayer that He may inter

cede for us, but rather leads us to close our

prayers through Him and in His name as the

only appointed Mediator of the new Covenant and

Intercessor for those who are placed within its

pale. The parting words of Christ Himself point

beautifully to this great distinction, At that day

ye shall ask in My Name. And I say not that I

will pray the Father for you ;
for the Father

Himself loveth you. Our prayers then are to be

in the name of Christ, and not to assume the

modern form of saint-worship, asking Him to pray
for us. The certainty that Christ hears us is not

therefore laid down as the foundation of addresses

to Him in His glorified state to pray for us.

But in the case of the saints even this only

possible foundation of such addresses has no ex

istence. We know not that they hear us
;
and

unless we had a distinct revelation that they can

and do hear us, could not possibly know it. The

practice therefore must fall under that voluntary

humility and worship of angels which the Apostle
foresaw and condemned by anticipation. We have

not even the shadow of such a worship in the early

Church, nor does it appear until the practices of

heathenism and its relative and inferior system of

worship had insinuated themselves into the Church.

Origen expressly affirms that we ought not to

pray to those who are themselves worshippers ;

but to pray to the &quot; one God over all
&quot;

alone.
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His words in regard to the exclusive claim of the

Deity to every kind of worship and service indicate

clearly how repugnant the modern saint-worship
of Rome would have been to his faith and practice.

For all supplications (he writes) and prayers and

addresses (ezreuts) and thanksgivings ought to be

directed to the God over all, through Him who is

the High Priest over all angels, the Living Word
and God. Nay, we will supplicate that very
Word Himself and commune with Him (Ivreu-

o//e0a), and give Him thanks and worship Him.

He proceeds to assert that angels are not to be

worshipped (though the Church of Rome in her

offices to guardian angels maintains the contrary),
and that to make the angels propitious to us, it is

enough that we should have the same devotion to

God as they have. This is an argument which

tells directly against all kinds of inferior worship.
To worship any other being than Him whom the

saints and angels themselves worship puts us out

of the communion of the saints and angels, and

separates us from them at the only point in which

we can be united with them, and by the very act

which is vainly supposed to bring us into union

and fellowship with them.

Hence the entire system of relative and inferior

worship of the Roman Church places us as far

beyond the pale of the Heavenly worship and

service as it does beyond that of the earthly
Church in a better and purer age. To be united

with the saints and angels we must have the same

object of worship with them. Any addition thereto

or division of that worship with another in any

degree whatever must divide us from them fatally
p 2
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and finally. As we cannot serve two masters, we
cannot have two distinct objects of worship, even

though the one may pretend to be subject and

ancillary to the other. The heathens would have

gained an easy victory over the Christian Apolo
gists if the latter had had to defend against them

the modern saint-worship of the Church of Rome.
We have seen that the advocates of that Church

in the day of the Reformation found this the most

difficult point of their defence. Even Cardinal

Cajetan in his commentary upon the words, And
devout men carried Stephen to his burial and

made great lamentation over him, writes, It

appears from this that the solemnities of martyrs
had not begun in the primitive Church. For they
did not dedicate a festival (martyrium) to Stephen,
but made great lamentation over him

; taking
care of his body after the manner of the

Hebrews.

These last words may well introduce us to the

final clause of the article we are now considering,

which declares that the relics of the saints are

to be venerated. The view both of primitive

antiquity and of natural feeling would clearly be

that their remains are most highly honoured when

they are committed to the grave with the respect
and affection which is so justly due to them. We
might reasonably and piously entertain the desire

of the Patriarch that we may have a burying-

place, that we may bury our dead out of our

sight. We might think with Joseph of Arimathaea,
that the best office we can render to the sainted

dead is that which he rendered to the King of

Saints a tomb, only to be disturbed in the great
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day when the life to glory shall dawn upon them.

But not so thinks the Roman Church in accord

ance with her modern practice. The mutilation of

the bodies of the Saints, the preservation of por
tions and fragments of those bodies, and the

violent contention over them as if they were the

objects of a legitimate merchandise, is the kind of

veneration which she has enjoined in the Creed of

Pius IV. We might well adopt the words of Sir

Richard Steele in his address to Pope Clement XI.

on this great and to us most sacrilegious scandal.

Trouble not the world any more with quarrels
about the Holy Sepulchre, but believe that He is

risen who wras once laid in it. Let the wood of

His Cross cease to be magnified to an immense

bulk, and His natural Body cease to be multiplied
to an infinite number. Restore the heads of

holy men and women to their bodies, if they can

be found. Let the bones of the dead saints be

at rest, and their blood be released from the

perpetual fatigue of working wonders. 1

Very different was the view with which the ancient

Christians regarded the relics of their saints and

martyrs. The celebrated words of the mourners

over the death of St. Polycarp stand forth as an

eternal testimony against the corrupt usage en

joined in the Council of Trent. It was suggested
that the body of the martyr should be destroyed,
lest the Christians, forsaking Him Crucified,

should worship Polycarp. But they were

ignorant, rejoin the writers of this exquisite

1 Account of the State of the R. C. religion by Mgr. Cerri

translated by Sir R. Steele, with a dedication to the present

Pope (London, 1715, p. Ixxiv).
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CHAP. X.

Eccl.

Smyrn. de

Martyris
Polycarpi
Epistola,
sec. xvii.

Relic-ivor-

ship origin
ates ivitli the
Donntist
heretic

Lite. Ha.

narrative, that we can never forsake Christ, who
suffered for the salvation of all who will be saved

in the world the sinless for the sinful, and that

we can never worship any other. Him truly, as

the Son of God, we adore
;
the martyrs as His

disciples and imitators we deservedly love, on

account of their signal devotion towards their

King and Master, of whom may we be ourselves

the companions and fellow-disciples.

The relic-worship of the Roman Church has a

very different origin. Its pedigree is traced to the

Donatist heretic Lucilla, who was accustomed to

kiss the real or imaginary bone of a martyr before

she received the Sacrament of the Eucharist.

This is one of the earliest instances we possess of

that separation of the bones of martyrs from the

rest of their remains which was so strangely

developed in mediaeval Christianity. In our own

country the traffic in this very doubtful merchan

dise, and the extraordinary collections of relics

which invited pilgrims to our greater churches, find

illustration in the inventories of them which were

collected by the Government at the period of the

Reformation. The conflicting claims which were

and are still made for the same object were here

singularly confronted with each other. The frag

ments of the true Cross were of course innumer

able. The girdle of the Virgin Mary (in bold

rivalry of that yearly exhibited at Prato in Tuscany,
and asserted also for the Church of St. Quintin

in Brittany) was shown in three places, and

her milk in eight. Two or three heads of St.

Ursula, the ear of Malchus, and the teeth of St.

Apollonia, which were found so numerous as to
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were amonsf the relics thus broughtfill a tun,

together.

But a volume might be filled with the proofs of

this sad tendency of the Roman Church to seek

for the living among the dead, and we may well

close these few words upon a veneration which is

as painful to us to denounce as it is difficult for its

subtlest advocates to defend, by quoting a passage
from the Consultation of Cassandcr, in which he

recalls his Church to the only kind of relics which

the Saints have commended to our preservation.

Inasmuch, he writes, as true and acknowledged
relics, especially in these parts, are very few, and

many of those which are shown are not without

reason suspected ;
while the recourse to them and

veneration of them does not conduce much to

piety, but in most cases to superstition or gain, it

would seem most desirable to abstain from all

exhibition of relics, and that the people should be

encouraged to the worship of the true relics of the

saints, that is, to imitate the examples of their

godliness and virtues which are found in their

writings or in their lives.

ART. VIII.

Cassandt-r
on relic-
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CHAP. XI.

A tnliguity

of the Canon
and the

Creed in

regard to

Image-
ivorship.

CHAPTER XL

IMAGE-WORSHIP.

Ninth Article.

&quot;I most firmly assert that the Images of Christ, of the Ever-Virgin Mother
of God, and of the other Saints are to be had and retained, and that due honour
and veneration (debitus honor ac veneratio) are to be rendered to them.

&quot;

THE declaration on Image-worship, which the

Creed of Pius has adopted, word for word, from

the Decree of the Council, is so drawn up as to

elude the many controversies that would have

arisen had the clause been propounded in less

general terms. The assertion that images were to

be had and retained was one which even moderate

Protestants might have admitted for the retention

of Crucifixes and other objects of architectural

or ritual ornament was never contended against

even in the Lutheran Churches, where they still

abound.

The only question between the Churches was,

whether any honour or reverence ought to be paid
to the images of Christ or of the Saints beyond
that kind of respect which every representation of

the Saviour or of His glorified servants ought to

awaken in the mind of the Christian observer.

Here the Council (conscious of the dreadful

excesses of the popular worship at this point
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excesses which they endeavour to restrain in their

subsequent injunctions) adroitly escapes from the

main question in dispute by affirming that due

honour and veneration ought to be rendered

to images, the point at issue being really what

kind and what degree of honour and veneration

was due to them. Cicero says, Habet vencra-
1

tioneni jiistam quidquid cxcdlit ; and the Apostle,
when he transfers the rule to Christianity, tells

us we are to give honour to whom honour

is due.

But every kind of honour and reverence is here

limited to living beings, and the idea of extending
it to inanimate objects is a revival of heathenism,
and a lamentable proof that the influence of

heathenism entered too early into the sacred pre
cincts of Christianity. In truth, the supposed
donation of Constantine, from which Dante gathers
such poisonous fruits in his famous apostrophe to

the first Christian emperor, was fraught with far

less evil than the introduction by the Empire into

the Church of principles and practices which the

first three ages of Christianity had excluded with a

jealousy even surpassing that of the iconoclasts of

the period of the Reformation. Pious Roman
Catholics at that crisis of the Church s history

pointed out with sincerity and eloquence the

dangers of any kind of relative worship which the

revived study of the Scriptures made as apparent
to themselves as it had become to the most zealous

of the Reformers.

The good and learned George Cassander, who
was invited by the German Emperor to advise him
on the controversies of the age, gives this brief

ART. IX.

DeNatura
Deor., 1. i.

c. 17.

Re-sercnce
due only to

animated,
beings.
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account of the origin of Image-worship and its

obvious dangers.
In regard to the images of the Saints, it is

certain that in the early period of the preaching
of Christianity for a long time, among Christians,

and, above all, in churches, the use of images had
no existence, as appears from Clement and Arno-

bius. At length pictures were introduced into

the Church, that they might express the history
of the past, or exhibit the likenesses of holy men ;

for those alone are to be called images (or

likenesses) which represent the appearance of

their subject as nearly as possible. He then

proceeds to show that these pictures were first

typical and symbolical, representing the Holy
Spirit as a dove, and Christ as a lamb, or the cross

as crowned with flowers, such as St. Paulinus

describes as depicted in the Church of Nola. This

custom of mere symbolical representation he shows

to have been continued until the time of the sixth

General Council (held in the seventh century), which

prohibited the depicting of Christ as a lamb, and

enjoined the representation of the Saviour in a

human form. From the writings of Pope Gregory
the Great, he gathers that though the worship of

saints had considerably increased even then,

pictures only and not images were admitted into

the churches. From many passages of St. Augus
tine and Epiphanius he shows that images were,

in the fifth century, regarded as wholly the pro

perty of the idolatrous heathens, and therefore

repudiated by Christians. He sums up his con-

sultation to the Emperor at this point with the

following words :
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This worship, exhibited to God through images
and statues, even the most prudent among the

Pagans held to be not sufficiently chaste and
1 suitable to God, but invented by superstitious

men
;

so that, according to Augustine, Varro

affirmed that the ancient Romans for more than

170 years worshipped God without images.
This ancient custom of the Romans in worship-

ping the gods, Tertullian and Clement witness,

the latter of whom says that it was forbidden to

Christians to exercise the fallacious art of making

any image to God.

Thus far this great and good man, who con

tributed more than any of his contemporaries to

bring his Church into a better understanding if

not a visible union with the Churches of the

Reformation.

We must bear in mind that at the very period
in which the Conversion of Constantine opened so

new an era in the history of the Church, the

great Divines and Fathers of that Church were

engaged in controversies with the heathen, which

brought them into the closest conflict with their

adversaries on this very question. None of the

Reformers have written or could write more

energetic denunciations of Image-worship of every
kind than St. Athanasius and St. Cyril of Alex

andria : the one in the earlier days of Imperial

Christianity, the other at the period of the Apos
tasy of Julian a crisis in the history of the

Christian Church which more than any other

brought out its principles as against those of

heathenism in lines of the very deepest contrast.

No one perhaps has ever met the subterfuges of
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CHAP. XI.

Subterfuges
oj the Image
worskippers-

the Roman Advocates at this point more directly

and successfully, even after they were actually

displayed, than Athanasius did by a kind of pro

phetic anticipation.

The Image-worshippers in Christianity allege
that the whole worship is merely representative
and symbolical, exhibiting to them an invisible

Deity in visible types and images ;
so that every

image has reference to its prototype, and no virtue

is inherent in the image or in its material substance.

So said all the enlightened among the heathen,

and yet the Christian Apologists convicted them

of idolatry, notwithstanding all the refinements of

their relative worship. Lactantius brings against
them their belief in the omnipresence of their

deities as absolutely inconsistent with their Image-

worship. For he shows that an image or picture
is only useful when the original of it is absent

;

and that when the prototype is present our regards

ought to be bestowed on that, and not on the

mere type. I ask, he exclaims, if any one who

frequently contemplates the likeness of some man
in a distant part of the world, in order to obtain

comfort by realizing the absent one, would be

thought in his senses if, when that absent one

returned and was present with him, he should

persist in looking at his picture, and rather

enjoy that than the aspect of his present friend ?

The likeness of a man indeed is necessary when

he is absent, but it would be superfluous when he

was present. Now God, whose Spirit and Deity

are diffused everywhere, can never be absent

therefore His likeness would at .any rate be

superfluous. He then shows that any likeness of
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the living God ought to be living and rational

else it would cease to be a likeness. So that

an image neither having sense nor motion can

never be like the Deity, and hence he wonders

that the image is rather worshipped than the

sculptor, who at least is a reasonable and a

sensible being.

Is it possible that the modern doctrine and prac
tice of the Church of Rome can be defended in

the presence of statements like these ? And yet
Lactantius was the tutor of Constantine, and the

doctrine of the pupil may well be assumed to have

been identical with that of his master. It may
have been even the beauty and simplicity of this

teaching which converted the Emperor himself,

who certainly, had he seen the Image-worship of

the modern Church of Rome, might well have

doubted whether the relative worship of heathenism

was not more reasonable and more consistent than

the same kind of worship under Christianity.

But it is said, as an apology for this semi-

pagan system, that images are laymen s books,
and that the gospel is read by the unlearned in

these visible types and representations of its

history and founders. If this be so the whole

system must pass away before the progress of

education
;
and had the work of instruction been

earlier and more successful, must have been

obsolete long since. Yet we cannot but remember
that the same apology was advanced in behalf of

the idol-worship of heathenism. Images of this

kind/ as the heathen advocate alleges in St.

Athanasius, are like literary elements (uxr-ep

to men; which when they meet with,
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that the Church of Rome had gone no further even

than this in its imitation, and in a certain sense

revival, of the idolatry of the Gentile world !

But here another stage is given us by St.

Athanasius, who shows that images were regarded

by the heathens as means of discovering to them
the Divine will, that they might acquire the

knowledge of sacred things through angelic

apparitions. No one who is even superficially

acquainted with the Image-worship of the modern
Church of Rome, with its wonder-working shrines

and votive offerings and oracles, can fail to con

fess how faithfully she has reproduced this worst

feature of heathen idolatry, and how fatally she

clings to those idols from which once she turned

in order to serve the living God.

In vain did the Council of Trent repeat to her

children the feeble expostulations of Eli, corrupted
as they were and debased through this perilous

loss of the very first revelation of God. The
disease was too deep for such superficial remedies,

and the fatal corruptions of worship which degrade
the Latin Church, arid which every traveller in

France, or Spain, or Italy must have witnessed

with shame and amazement, have culminated in

the recent scandals of Lourdcs, La Salette, and

Paray-le-Monial ;
not to speak of the multitudes

of miraculous images and privileged shrines which

fill the churches where Romanism is not held in

check by the presence and the irresistible influence

of Protestantism. The rivalries of shrines and

images which have been recently so strangely
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excited the necessary result of this Baal-worship
under a Christian name have scandalized not only
the adversaries of the Papacy, but even the wisest

and best of its friends.

In the Assembly of the Bishops of Tuscany in

1787 the discussion of the question of the Covered

Images brought the subject of Image-worship
and its dangers into the front. In a remarkable

memoir drawn up by the Bishops of Chiusi, Pistcja,

and Colle, it is observed, The honour which is

due to images is only founded on the power they

possess of representing and recalling the memory
of their prototypes. Therefore an equal honour

is due to all which represent that memory
decently, and there cannot justly be any distinc-

tion between the worship of one image and

another.

The memorialists then proceed to show the

danger of leading the simple to believe that the

Blessed Virgin produces different effects accord-

ing to the difference of places ;
that the Madonna

of Loret.o differs from the Madonna of Mont-
serrat

;
that the Madonna of Hall or of Montaigne

is more powerful or more favourable to mankind

than the Madonna of Liesse or of Ardilliers.

This, they show, is a mere carnal affection, and

affirm that the spirit of Christianity which is spread

throughout the world cannot suffer such contests

and such vulgar jealousies.

When we mourn, as we are apt to do in our

eagerness to recover the historical and artistical

treasures of the past, over the iconoclastic excesses

of our Reformers, we are hardly able to realize the

great danger from which they rescued our fore-
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fathers, and the great debt we owe to the zeal

which even at so heavy a price redeemed us from

the idolatry of Spain and Italy.

It is indeed alleged, but vainly, that every kind

of relative worship terminates in God, and that

therefore it cannot be liable to the charge of idola

try, its object being so legitimate and its end so

clear. But we reply that no kind of worship which

is plainly forbidden by God can possibly terminate

in Him
;
and that this has been the last refuge and

recourse of every advocate of idolatry from the

very earliest age of man s history. Even the wor

ship of the golden calf was not instituted as a

separate or hostile worship to that of the true God,
but as a representative worship, as a visible method

of realizing the invisible Deity, in the absence and

apparent loss of a visible leader.

For (as Archbishop Wake observes) that the

people did not fall into any such apostasy, but

designed in those calves to worship the God of

Israel, is evident from the characters given of that

Deity whom they served by them. For, as to the

golden calf, we read (Exod. xxxii. 4), that when
it was set up they cried out, &quot;This is thy God, O

&quot;

Israel, which brought thee up out of the land of
&quot;

Egypt,&quot; and Aaron built an altar before it and

made proclamation and said, &quot;To-morrow is a feast

&quot;to the Jehovah, or the Lord.&quot; Relative worship
of the true God was therefore as strictly forbidden in

the second commandment as the absolute transfer

of worship to a false god, and the relative worship
of the Roman Church is as odious to God as the

worship of the golden calf in the days of the

Exodus. The Archbishop concludes his argument
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with this proposition : That as the Jews retaining

both the apprehension and worship of the true

supreme God, were nevertheless guilty of idolatry

for worshipping Him after a Gentile manner, so

may Christians be now : and therefore that the

Church of Rome may justly be charged by us as

idolatrous, though we do not presume to say that

she worships any .... visible and corporeal deity

as the supreme God, or that she has lost all

apprehension of a spiritual and invisible Godhead

(P- 83).

It is true that this charge of idolatry falls with

much greater weight on the extreme advocates of

Image-worship in the Church of Rome than upon
those who have endeavoured to relieve this worship
of its grosser and more carnal attributes. Suarez

and Bellarmine venture so far as to declare that

the images may be worshipped in themselves with

an inferior measure of that kind of worship which

is due to their prototypes. This Vasquez very

justly denies. The manifest and gross idolatry of

such a direct worship must be painfully evident to

any one who considers that a certain degree of

latna would be thus due to the image of Christ in

itself (per si) and of hyperdnlia to the countless

Madonnas that fill the Roman Catholic churches

This difference of opinion the Jesuit Schaten, in his

work against Nifanius, considers to be of a very

trifling character, a quaestio de modo colendi, and
not de re fidei a melancholy instance of that

strong delusion under which those who love not

the truth are doomed to fall.

But here the reader will naturally ask How, and
at what period, was so fatal a principle enforced

Q
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upon the Christian Church, and in what manner did

the primary revelation of God become obscured and

corrupted ? We may well refer him for a brief and

sufficient answer to Dr. Comber s admirable sketch

of the history of the Second Nicene (called also the

Seventh General) Council, which was assembled

in 78;.
1

In the thick darkness of that century a contro

versy had been awakened in the Eastern Church in

regard to the lawfulness of images, which occasioned

violent disturbances, and at last developed itself in

the general destruction of images by the one party,

and the extravagant exaltation of them by the

other. The Roman Church, taking at the time a

middle and reasonable ground, while it condemned

the Iconoclasts/ or Image-breakers, forbade the

worship of images, a prohibition which the Churches

of France and Germany most energetically sus

tained.

After a succession of convulsions in the Eastern

Church the Iconoclasts at one moment being in

the ascendant, and the Image-worshippers at

another, a Council was assembled at Nice by the

scandalous Empress Irene
; who, having blinded her

son, the Emperor Constantine, and deprived him

first of his empire and then of his life, took upon
herself the patronage of the new idolatry, and

carried the cause of the Image-worshippers in the

Council she had called into existence.

The acts of this Council exhibit such a mass of

ignorance, confusion, and folly, that it is almost

incredible that they should have been received

1 A Discourse on the Second Council of Nice, by Thomas
Comber. London : 1688, p. 59.
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anywhere, even in that age of darkness, which might
be almost called the midnight of the Church s

history.

The Western Church, where the light was still

shining, resolutely refused to admit the authority
of the Nicene Assembly ;

and a Council of the

West, assembled at Frankfort, repudiated the

idolatrous decrees of the Eastern body, and de

nounced the new worship as absolutely false and

unchristian. Charlemagne, under whose auspices
it was assembled, put forth, moreover, a treatise in

four books confuting the acts of the Nicene Council

throughout, while Jonas, Bishop of Orleans, and

Agobardus of Lyons, with Hincmar of Rheims, and

other of the greatest divines of the West^vindicated
in various ways the ancient doctrine of the Church.

In vain the modern advocates of Image-worship
have endeavoured to discredit the acts of the

Synod of Frankfort, and the famous Caroline

Books, which defended its decrees against images
with arguments of irrefragable force. Miracles

\\crc, as usual, had resort to for establishing the

worship in a dark age, and the cupidity of the

priesthood, which made every miracle a means
of extorting money from the ignorance of the poor
and the superstition of the rich, soon made mira

culous images an institution in the Church, and

pilgrimages to the famous shrines in which they
wrought their wonders the means of incredible gain.
We have already seen the dangers arising out

of those artificial distinctions of worship, which
the medieval, or rather, the scholastic, divines

invented in order to redeem their inferior and rela

tive devotions from the charge of idolatry. That
Q 2
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these fatal refinements of language, in a case where
the danger of obliterating them altogether in prac
tice was almost inevitable, betrayed men into the

peril if not into the guilt of idolatry is clearly inti

mated in the remarkable dialogue called Dives and

Pauper, of the Carmelite Henry Parker
(fl. 1470).

He writes, For as moche as all these maners of

worshyp so divers, ben called with one name of

worshyppe in the englyshe tonge, and oft the

latyne of worshyppe is taken and used un-

properly and too commonly, therefore men falle

in moche doubte and errour in reding, and not

well understande what they rede. A little before

Dives asks, Me mervaylleth moche why men be

so besy to doo (/. e. make) the people worshyp
images, to which Pauper replies, Covetyse of

men of holy churche, and lewdnesse both of them
and thi people been cause of suche idolatrie. He

affirms also that dulia is a worshyp that longeth

only to God and to reasonable creatures. He
might well have added that every kind of worship
in its proper and religious sense belongs to God

only, according to the answer of our Lord Himself

to the tempter : Thou shalt worship the Lord thy

God, and Him only shaft tJwn serve (Matt. iv. 10).

Upon this Dean Sherlock has well and wittily

observed : Let us suppose that the Pope of Rome,
who calls himself Christ s vicar, had at this time

been in Christ s stead to have answered the

Devil s temptations, and let us be so charitable

for once as to suppose that (saving always his

indirect power over the kingdoms of this world in

ordine ad spiritualia} he would not worship the

Devil to gain all the kingdoms of the world and
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the glory of them. Consider then how the Pope
of Rome could answer this temptation :

&quot; All this
&quot;

I will give thee if thou wilt fall down and
( &quot;

worship me.&quot; Could he answer as our Saviour

replied,
&quot;

It is written, Thou shalt worship the
&quot; Lord thy God, and Him only shalt thou serve&quot; ?

How easily might the Devil reply,
&quot;

Is this indeed
&quot;

your infallible opinion and the judgment and
&quot;

practice of your Church to serve God only ? Do
&quot;you

not also serve and worship St. Paul and St.
&quot; Peter and the Virgin Mary, besides a great many
&quot; other obscure and doubtful saints ?

&quot;

It is true that the word here used is Aarpevco ;
but

that this is equivalent throughout the New Testa

ment to SouAewco is clear from the words of our

Lord in the next chapter but one (Matt. vi. 24)

No man can serve two masters. Ye cannot serve

God and mammon. Compare Acts vii. 7 ;
xx.

19; Rom. vii. 6; xiv. 18
;
xvi. 18

;
and last, not

least, i Thess. i. 9 How ye turned to God from

idols to serve the living and true God dovXevew

0eo) &VTI. Would that the modern Church of

Rome, which clings with such fatal tenacity to her

image-worship, and to a service or rather servi

tude which is condemned in every page both of the

Old and New Testament, would repent, and re-

member from whence she hath fallen, and do the

first works (Rev. ii. 5), and thus earn the com
mendation of the Thessalonians, who, forsaking
their idolatry, devoted themselves to the service of

the living and true God, and waited for His
Son from heaven, whom He raised from the dead,
even Jesus, which delivered us from the wrath to

come.
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CHAPTER XII.

INDULGENCES.

Tenth A rticle.

&quot;And
&quot;

(I most firmly assert) &quot;that the power of Indulgences has been

left in the Church by Christ, and that their use by the Christian people is of
the most saving character

&quot;

(maxime salutarem esse),

ALTHOUGH the incurable division ofthe sixteenth

century, which severed all Northern Europe and

most of the Teutonic nations from the Roman

obedience, was occasioned by the sale of Indulg

ences, and the great gulf now fixed between

the Churches of the Reformation and that of Rome
was opened on this ground, few of the members of

either of the contending parties have any very clear

idea what Indulgences really are, and what is the

true history of this greatest and most flagrant of

the corruptions of mediaeval Romanism. Up to

the very period of the Reformation, while Tetzel

was carrying on the shameful traffic in Saxony,
and Cajetan was preparing to confront the great
Reformer at Augsburg, the doctrine of Indulgences
was in a very obscure and doubtful state, and the

nature of that treasure which was supposed to be

drawn not from the unsearchable riches of Christ,

but from His superfluous merits which the Court

of Rome discovered hidden under the Petrine

Privilege, and then appropriated and undertook
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to dispense for a money payment, was discussed

with almost as much variety of opinion as it was

when it formed the initiatory Controversy of the

Reformation. 1

We have a short treatise on Indulgences written

by Cardinal Cajetan himself, and completed at

Augsburg on the I5th of October, 1518, the very

day before his meeting with Luther, which shows

the strange confusion that pervaded the Church of

Rome on this subject. It contains six questions,

which are argued in a scholastic manner, opening
with the objection of the adversaries of the

practice. These latter are of so weighty a character,

and the replies to them are so singularly weak and

lame, that we can hardly wonder that the Legate
who employed them on the following day in a more

serious kind of controversy came out of the con

flict with so little success
; falling back upon the

extravagant Unigcnitus as the only prop of a

doctrine and practice against which every testimony
of Scripture and tradition rises in almost indignant

protest.

It will be useful for our present purpose, and

before we lay before our readers the history of this

crowning perversion of Christianity, to reproduce
the most important of the arguments against it, as

Cajetan has marshalled them in regular order, and

with that accuracy and point which are ever

observable in his controversial writings.o
He asks first (or rather, the objector asks through

him), whether the Indulgences of the Church

1
Sarpi says truly : Perche e^sendo 1 indulgenze cosa non

ben essaminata ne precedent! secoli . . . non erano ben

note le loro essenza e causa (Istoria del Cone. Trid., 1. i).
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come out of the treasure of the merits of Christ

and of the saints. And it appears that they do

not. After giving three reasons for this denial,

which are too technical for our present purpose, he

comes to the fourth, which will appear (we trust)

as unanswerable to our readers as it does to our

selves. None of the saints has sufficiently fulfilled

in this life the commandments of God, therefore

they have done no superabundant work, and so

have left nothing for indulgences. The antece-

dent is proved First, By that word of Christ
&quot; When ye have done all, etc., say, We are unprofit-

(&amp;lt;t able servants.&quot; Now an unprofitable servant is

not supposed to have gone beyond his duty, but to

have fallen short of it (nonultra-scd citrafecisse}.

Secondly, By the passage of Matt, xxv., where

the wise virgins refused to give of their oil, fearing

lest it would fall short. Thirdly, Every saint is a

debtor, owing God all the love he can give, nay,

even more than he can give. But none ever gave

this, or could give it therefore, etc. Fourthly,

Because even through martyrdom (which is the

most perfect work) they do not more than they

ought ;
hence far less can they be said to do more

than they ought in other works. Fifthly,

It is contended that the contrary doctrine is

opposed to the Scriptures, the Fathers, and reason.

First, St. Augustine, who writes, &quot;It becomes all

&quot;the Saints to say, Forgive us our trespasses.&quot;

But they who confess a debt cannot have a

superabundance.
After other quotations from St. Augustine too

long for our present argument, it is alleged : If it

be granted th it the saints have superfluous merits,
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they would not profit ;
for every one shall receive

his own wages according to his own labour, and

not another s (Rom. iii.).
Next it is proved

that the merits of Christ are not a treasure of

indulgences. First, because such an assertion is

destitute of the authority of Scripture ;
and if

the authority of the Roman Church is alleged,

there remains the fear of exposing the Church in

the derision of heretics, since we should fail in

that case to give a reason of the faith and hope
that is in us. 1

Moreover, it would be a great

irreverence to the merits of Christ if they were

only to be spent for the relaxation of a penalty,

since He by them was the example of all martyrs
and this kind of remission of penalty is the vilest

work of all.

Such are a few of the arguments of those who,
even in the Roman CJiurck of that day, were able to

see evangelical truth even though it were through
a glass darkly. And Cajetan s replies are worthy

of the cause which, evidently against his own real

convictions, he had undertaken to defend
;
for he

falls back in every case upon the Papal power and

the forged decretals, upon which he wastes his

strength in long and minute distinctions and

technical pleadings.

The sixth question carries us into the realm of

Purgatory, that newest and most faithful of the

kingdoms of the Papacy, the disproof of which

would deprive the Papal treasury of more than

1
Cajetan evidently perceived that the mere appeal to the

authority of the Roman Church was a petitio principii. For
this was really the main point in dispute. He seems here to

anticipate the objection of Luther.
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CHAP. XII. half its revenue. It is asked Whether the Pope
by the authority of the keys gives indulgence to

souls in Purgatory? And it seems that he does

not. First, Because the power given to Peter is

only given him upon earth; our Lord s words

being, &quot;Whatsoever thou shalt bind on earth&quot;

1

Secondly, Because the style of the letters of

^indulgence expressly shows that it is given by way
of a suffrage and a suffrage does not belong to

the power of the keys, but to the help of those

who offer the suffrage (or prayer). Thirdly,
Because such a power is not to be found in Holy
Scriptures nor in the Holy Canons.

The answer to this was worthy of the occasion,

which soon rendered it a real refuge for the des-

titute. The style of the Papal letters of Indulg-
ence proved the power of the Pope in Purgatory

and that he &quot; could open the kingdom of heaven
&quot;

through the merits of Christ and the Saints to the
&quot; souls in Purgatory, taking away the pains which
&quot; hindered them from entering into the kingdom of
&quot;

Heaven.&quot; Such was the blindness of the Church

of Rome, and the absolute ignorance of the first

principles of Christianity which prevailed at the

close of the last day which witnessed the outward

(though hardly the inward) unity of the Western

Church. The Legate had to defend the form of

Indulgence which Tetzel had been propagating in

Germany, and which Leo X. had h mself authorized

in a Brief of Concession, which runs thus :

The Original Faculty given by Leo X. to Tetzel.

Health and Apostolic benediction, world without

end. Amen.
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We, Leo X., supreme Roman Pontiff, servant

of servants, Vicar of Christ upon earth, successor

of Peter and Paul, make known to all the faithful

of both sexes, that by the authority of Christ and

of St. Peter and St. Paul, and the whole Church,

we have granted and conceded to John Tetzel of

the Dominican Order, Apostolic Commissary and

Orator for all Germany, Inquisitor of heretical

pravity, the most ample power of communicating

indulgences throughout all the world, so that the

aforesaid John Tetzel can absolve in all cases

specially and generally and in any manner soever,

reserved to the Roman Apostolic See, such as the

same See would be rightly consulted upon. Also

of absolving from sins repented of, confessed, and

forgotten, and even from those not repented of and

not confessed
;
and in the moment of death, of

bestowing a universal remission of all sins, guilt

and penalty to be paid in purgatory. Also to shut

the gates of hell and to open the gate of paradise.

To the poor, however, .... (here the original

document breaks off, and the date alone remains].

Signed with the seal of the Fisherman

in the last indiction, etc.

This document the great Indulgence-broker car

ried with him bound in velvet and gold, and this

shameless traffic, too worthy of the false doctrine

upon which it was founded, was the subject of the

Legates special pleading in the ever-famous con

ference with Luther at Augsburg. Strange it is,

but illustrative of the irresistible power of truth,

that in his Commentary upon the Scriptures of the

New Testament, which was the last work of his

ART. X.

Briefgiren
by Leo X.
to Tetzel.
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life, Cajetan thus excellently illustrates the words
of St. Peter (2 Pet. ii. 3), and through covetous-

ness shall they with feigned words make merchan-
disc of you : Not far from such as these are

those preachers of gain who abuse the devotion
of Christian people for gain ;

who ignorantly, or

rashly, dare to preach that those who pay a carline

or a ducat for what is called a plenary absolution

are in the same state as if they were newly baptised,
and in the same manner that they free a soul from

purgatory ;
for these are mere monstrous things

and traffickings with the Christian people. The
Christian religion knows not such figments ;

but

they are the inventions of those who &quot;

through
&quot; covetousness with feigned words make merchan-
&quot;

disc of Christians, abusing them for
gain.&quot;

1

Yet, who was the inventor of the traffic but the

author of the constitution Unigenitus f Who
received the money for this traffic in human souls,

this purchase of places in heaven for gold, these

figments of an age of darkness, in which the

grandest of the truths of Christianity could be no

longer read even by the clearest eyes ? Who but

the Popes themselves, from Innocent III. to Leo

X., from Leo X. to Leo XIII., who has only just

announced a new Jubilee, in which the sale of

Indulgences will be as thriving a trade as ever,

and the ruin of Christian souls as inevitable as it

was in the days of Cajetan ? It was said by
Cardinal Antonelli to a friend of the writer, when
he was offering some good advice to the great

1
Cajetan in Epp. Pauli (Par. 1540, p. 218 b). Yet this

was what had been done for centuries with the full authority

of the Roman Church.
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Secretary of State of Rome Papal, in regard to

some concession of the temporal power of the

Popes, Our building is a very ancient one if you
were to take out a single stone it might bring
ruin upon the whole structure. Reformatory

change is impossible though change in another

sense is so rapid that not only new doctrines, but

an absolutely new religion already stands before us,

of which we might well exclaim

Art thou the same ? but O ! how changed, how fallen !

Among other kinds of indulgence sold by Tetzel

was one giving plenary absolution without giving

any condition of not committing the sin again, but

remitting even future sin and reserving a pardon
for it. This, however, was fatal in its consequences
to himself. Fora certain nobleman having bought
such an indulgence for thirty dollars, laid wait for

the agent of the Pope as he passed between Jiiter-

bock and Trebbin, deprived him of all his money,
and stripped and beat him, alleging the plenary

indulgence as freeing him from the consequences
of his crime. In vain the unfortunate pardon-

monger appealed to the Duke George of Saxony )

who heard the story, and rather sympathized with

the inflicter of the punishment than with his

victim. 1

But it is time that we should trace the origin and

history of this wildest and rankest of the over

growths of Roman error and corruption. In this

we shall chiefly follow in the steps of the learned

canonist Bbhmer in his Jus Ecdesiasticum. He
1 See the Life of Tetzel as it is given at length in Zedler s

Universal Lexicon, torn. xlii. pp. 1504-20.
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P. XII. first distinguishes a dispensation from an indulgence,

showing that while both agree in containing a cer

tain relaxation, a dispensation is the relaxation of

some positive law, permitting something to be done

in future which was not legal before
;
whereas an

indulgence properly has in view past actions, for

which a penitential course is assigned, and which

the indulgence is held to remit. For in the earlier

period an indulgence was merely the relaxation of

a canonical penance due for some crime or neglect,

occasioned by the extreme severity of the peniten

tial discipline of the early Church, which extended

through many years, and often covered the whole

life of the penitent. This cruel and unchristian

course called necessarily for a remedy, and this was

found in the relaxation by the bishops of the

canonical penalty a relaxatio temporum ex causa
1

prcegnante} as the canonists term it. But even

this remedy seemed insufficient to those of a later

age, and then the schoolmen, under the influence

and with the applause of the See of Rome, invented

the notion of a treasury formed out of the ineffable

merits of Christ and the saints, which, instead of

a dispensation, created a compensation, supplying
all the needs of the penitent, on certain conditions,

of which the chief (and at last the only one) was a

money payment for the indulgence, which went, of

course, into the Papal treasury.

In 1350 the theory of the schoolmen was reduced

to the practical form of the famous Extravagant
&amp;gt;x

1 An Extravagant is so called from its being an addition to

the body of the Canon Law, wandering (as it were) beyond
the text. It was only in this manner that the later decisions

of the Popes could be incorporated into the older system.
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Unigenitits, which, as it exhibits the exact form

which the doctrine assumed at the Reformation,

and the ground upon which its first controversy was

opened, ought to be carefully examined by all who

desire to take a clear view of the doctrine of Rome
at this point. The constitution was issued by
Clement VI. in the year of the first jubilee, and

after setting forth the advent and life of Christ,

and the infinite value of the shedding of His blood

for mankind, proceeds thus : Wherefore from hence,

in order that the mercy of so great an effusion of

blood should not be void or superfluous, He acquired
a treasure for the militant Church, wishing, as a

pious father, to lay up a store for his sons. . . .

Which treasure He did not hide in a napkin or

bury in a field, but committed to be dispensed

through St. Peter, the key-bearer of heaven, and

his successors, his vicars upon earth. ... To add

to which heap of treasure the merits of the B.

Virgin and of all the elect from the first to the

last are known to give their assistance, so that no

one need fear its consumption or even diminution.

He then proceeds to give a plenary indulgence to

all who visit Rome and its churches during the

year of jubilee, and ends with the usual denun
ciation of the wrath of God, and of St. Peter and

St. Paul, against all who gainsay or oppose his

decree.

The singular perversions of Scripture which were

adopted in order to fix the treasury here established

at Rome are at least amusing, if they are not very

This Extravagant must not be confounded with the still

more famous Bull Unigenitns, which opened the great warfare

of Jansenism in the last century.

ART. X.
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,
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convincing. Otto of Frisingen (i 159), discoursing
on the words of Christ to Peter, Launch out into

the deep, and let down your nets fora draught,
observes : This net no doubt prefigured the

treasures of the world which the successor of Peter

would bring together by launching out into the

deep and letting down h :

s net. For the net is

nothing else than the treasure of ecclesiastical

graces publicly opened, and then drawn together,

by which the fishes (the faithful and devout) are

caught (as the saying is) to their own advantage.

Pope Innocent III. writes, with a slight variation,

The deep of which Christ speaks to Peter is Rome,
which has obtained the primacy and principality

over the whole world, as though He had said,
&quot; Go

&quot;to Rome and transfer yourself and all yours to
&quot; the city, and there let down your net for a

&quot;draught.&quot;

But returning to the Constitution Unigenitns,

.which lays the doctrinal foundation of a practice,

whose fearful abuse ought to have led the Church of

Rome at once to surrender it, and would have done

so had not its pecuniary value been so great, we

may observe that the first plenary Indulgence was

granted in 1095, by the Council of Clermont, to all

who took part in the crusade of that year. Of
this fatal precedent the Romanist historian Fleury
remarks : The nobles, who were conscious for the

most part of many crimes, among them the pillage

of churches and oppression of the poor, deemed
themselves happy to have a plenary remission of

all their sins, and only to have as their penance
their ordinary &quot;work, which was to make war. . . .

Every one believed that he had only to march to
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the Holy Land in order to secure his salvation. 1

But who was the author of this system of plenary

indulgence? Pope Urban II., as his successor

Benedict XIV. assures us
;

and he it is who
was responsible for the fatal result of betraying
thousands into spiritual death by leading them to

trust in their work of guilt and rapine, instead of to

repent and be converted, that their sins might be

forgiven them.

It is difficult altogether to realize the grossness
of the conception which the doctrine and practice

of Indulgences must present to those to whom the

doctrine of the remission of sins, as laid down by
our Lord Himself, is not absolutely unknown. We
have first a treasury formed out of the merits of

Christ and the saints, which is kept at Rome to be

dispensed by the so-called successors of St. Peter
;

then we have the extraordinary assumption that

the Pope is able to apply these treasures to indi

vidual and specific cases, whereas the riches of

Christ are indivisible, open to all for whom He
died, and only applicable through the faith of those

who make them their o\vn. It may perhaps be

alleged that the Popes give their dispensations on

the condition of faith and obedience. But faith

and obedience obtain all their possible results by
the direct will and word of Christ, over which the

Popes have no control, and of which many of them
were as utterly ignorant as they were of the faith

and practice of those to whom their brokers sold

these saving gifts. In the next place, we have the

monstrous proposition that by making the indulg
ence plenary it can be spread over the life past,

1 Discours snr FHistoire Eccles., iv. n. 16.

AKT. X.
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present, and future, and where the state of grace,
even if ever attained to, may be utterly lost.

Then, as if this were not sufficient for the insatiable

cupidity of the Court of Rome, the suffrages of

the faithful for their departed friends are taken

possession of by the Pope, and Indulgences are

made to extend into the kingdom of Purgatory, of

whose inhabitants he can have no possible know

ledge ;
so that he not only binds and looses on earth

(which was St, Peter s sole commission), but in

Heaven, by canonizing saints, and in Purgatory,

by extending his Indulgences to that dark and

untrodden land. Well might Dante write those

words of bitter remonstrance, and put them in the

mouth of St. Peter himself:

Non fu la sposa di Cristo allevata

Del sangue mio, di Lin, di quel di Cleto,

Per essere ad acquisto d oro usata.

Ne ch io fossi figura di sigillo

A privilegi venduti e mendaci

Ond io sovente arrosso e disfavillo.

There is a remarkable preface of Luther to the

exquisite letters of John Huss from Constance, in

which he shows that the Pope, having taken pos
session of all the earth, has extended his kingdom
to Heaven, by the canonization of his saints, and

then (as if this were not enough) had annexed the

intermediate kingdom of Purgatory.
1

1
Episcopus Romanus . . . inter caeteras suas abomina-

tiones et hanc sibi arrogavit, . . . ut sibi licere putarit quotidie

novos decs dare et creare in Ecclesia . . . dum mortuos sanctos

(ut vocant)canonizaret et nobis adorandos mandaret, quorum

neque fidem neque opera vera nosse potuit. . . . Rursus, cum

sic ascendisset in ccelum ccelorum, descendit simul et ad
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But perhaps the most injurious of the effects of

his government are in the visible part of his

dominions, and in the dispensations which he

claims to give, and the tariff under which every

possible crime is commuted for a money payment.
This is laid down in the Taxa Canccllarice

Romance, of which successive editions have been

published at Rome under the authority of the

Papal Court. The learned Roman Catholic Divine

Claudius Espensaeus (Claude D Espense) writes

hereupon in his Commentary on tJie Epistle to

Titus : You will learn more of crimes in this book

than in all the compilers and summaries of vices
;

and to most of them there is proposed a licence, to

all an absolution, as many as buy them. . . . Won-
dcrful it is, that at this time, in this schism, so

infamous an index of so many shameful and horrid

crimes is not suppressed. For, as I think, there is

no work which gives so much scandal in Germany,
1

Switzerland, and wherever else there is a separation
from the Roman See

;
and yet it is not suppressed

by the favourers of the Roman Church. Nay, the

licences for and impunities of these crimes are

for the most part renewed and confirmed in the

faculties of the legates sent thither from Rome.

May she yet feel shame, and no longer put
forth so shamefully a catalogue of crimes of all

kinds.

inferos inferorum, et non solum Purgatorii sese dominum

facit, animas pro libidine eripiens, turn ex favore, turn pro

pecunia, sed etiam ipsius inferni, damnansmortuos et decer-

nens haereticos, quorum tamen nee vitam nee doctrinam

novisset, nisi quatenus contra suas abominationes docuisse

etegisse sensisset (Praef. Epp. Joan. Huss. Wittemb. 1
537).

R 2
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In this taxation of crime, which shows the price
at which every imaginable sin or disqualification

can be commuted for a money payment, the true

reason of the dispensing power comes out in all its

clearness. Cardinal Soderini assured Pope Adrian

VI. that no reform could possibly take place in the

Church of Rome without sensibly diminishing its

revenues. For these had four fountains
;
one tem

poral the rents of the ecclesiastical estates, and
three spiritual indulgences, dispensations, and the

collation to benefices. If any one of these were

done away with, a fourth part of the revenues of

the Church would be cut off. The raison d etre,

therefore, of this palpable abuse is the pecuniary
necessities of the Court of Rome. When the two

great streams of wealth which poured into Rome
from England and Germany were cut off, the

impossibility of giving up the doctrine of Indulg
ences became more apparent. Rome clings to it

as one of her last possessions, and now that one of

these qtiatuor novissijita, the temporal power, has

been taken from her, she is naturally more tenacious

than ever to preserve that spiritual ascendency
over the minds of men by which alone she can

redeem her material loss.

A vast field was opened to the enterprise of the

Court of Rome in the Middle Ages, a veritable gold-

field, in the dispensing power, which covered almost

every part of human life, the ^defects of legitimate

birth, the impediments of the degrees of con

sanguinity and affinity in marriage, the failure of

certain conditions in regard to orders, or to the

holding of benefices, and only ending with the

death of the victim of all these extortions, who
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then passed into the intermediate kingdom, and

fell under the new taxation of Indulgences.

We have seen that the two systems, though
different in their later development, had a close

affinity in their first origin. Perhaps the richest

and fullest of the streams which flow into Rome

through the dispensing power is that arising out of

marriage, which had been so fenced round with real

or imaginary impediments, including a new rela

tionship of a spiritual kind, that of god-parentage,
both in baptism and confirmation, that marriages
within the most distant degrees were brought
within its scope ;

while nearer marriages, within

degrees which are prohibited among ourselves, and

including even that of uncle and niece, were dis

pensed with in the cases of the great and rich,

especially to royal personages, to whom for reasons

of state, the Roman Court has always been most

obsequious. In the second degree (the Council

enjoinsj no dispensation is to be given except

among great princes and for a public cause.

The reader will here recall the words of the

Roman Taxation already cited : Note well,

that this kind of grace is not conceded to poor

persons ;
for as they have nothing, they cannot be

consoled. It is perhaps too consistent with the

contrast between the new and the old Gospel, that

as to the poor the latter was preached, from the

poor the former should be withheld. Truly did

St. Bridget say in her Revelations, which Rome
(convicted probably by her own conscience) has
consecrated by her canonization, The Pope is a

murderer of souls. He destroys and flays the

flock of Christ. He is more cruel than Judas,

AKT. X.
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more unjust than Pilate. All the ten command-
ments he has changed into this one,

&quot;

Money,
&quot;

money !

&quot;

Yet it is St. Bridget s Revelations

upon which the evidence for the Immaculate

Conception mainly rests.

Another branch of the dispensing power is that

involved in the reserved cases of the Court of

Rome. Anciently, the granting of dispensations
of all kinds, and even Indulgences, belonged to

the bishop or ordinary, until the Court of Rome
absorbed into its own treasury the whole power of

absolution and dispensation, once diffused over the

whole Church. In order to do this more effectually,

while she left a shadow of the absolving power to

ordinary confessors, she reserved to herself the

right to absolve in all cases of a more flagrant or

important character, all such as represent the

higher sums fixed by the Roman Tariff, the Taxatio

Cancellarice Apostoliccz.

The great Bishop Ricci of Pistoia and Prato,

observed in a memoir laid before the Assembly of

Bishops at Florence in 1787: In the first ages

the Bishops exercised the Episcopal powers in all

their fulness, and the Canons of Councils were not

made to restrain them, but to direct them oppor-

tunely to their natural object the salvation of

souls. No general or perpetual reserve in favour

of the Popes was made in that day by the Coun-

cils, and no limitation on the part of the Popes.

The recourse which we find made to Rome in

those ages was altogether a different thing from

reserves, or limitations. . . . The spirit of legisla-

tion and dominion originated, incontestably, out

of the forged Decretals, and even then not com-
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4

pletely. For the decrees even of Innocent III.

and of Alexander III. retained still, for a long
time after, the nature of consultations. The

frequency of these consultations, the ignorance
which reigned everywhere else, the judicious
character of the replies, and above all, the political

circumstances of the times, led to the execution

of the representations of the Popes without any
resistance or modification.

Such is the pedigree of the reserved cases of

the modern Papacy, and of the Bulls, which now
end with such formidable denunciations against all

who venture even to think otherwise than the

Pope has thought for them,
1 and wills them to

think.

In vain did the Councils of Constance and Basle

(1415 and 1437) endeavour to stem the torrent of

abuses which were then threatening to overwhelm

the Church and to merge it in one vast sea of ruin

and corruption. Our space would indeed fail us

were we to lay before the reader the eloquent
denunciations of Papal avarice and extortion by
Cardinals Zabarella and Pierre d Ailly, Gerson, our

own Ullerston, and other illustrious divines in the

Council of Constance, and which were renewed

with tenfold force in the Council of Basle. Gerson,
the great Chancellor of Paris, said well : The

Pope may say,
&quot;

Assuredly I have powers in

&quot; heaven and on earth, in purgatory and in Para-
&quot;

dise, and of the plenitude of my power I can
&quot; do what I list, and no one dare say to me, Why
&quot; do you so ?

&quot;

In that case the Pope ought not

to tell a lie in his letters, and call himself the
1 See the close of the Bull Ineffab His.
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servant of the servants of God, but rather the

Lord of the lords of the world. Bossuet observes

on this plenitude of power L ocean meme a ses

bornes, et s il les outrepassait sans mesure aucune,

sa plenitude serait un deluge qui ravagerait tout

1 univers.

And thus it was with the Papacy the pleni

tude of power became a deluge which, even in the

time of the Council of Constance, had nearly over

whelmed the Western Church. Unhappily, no

subsequent attempt was made to check the tide of

abuse until the outbreak of the Reformation, when

Pope Adrian VI. recognized its perilous extent,

and admitted in his famous letter to his legate,

Francesco Chieregato, the guilty neglect of the

Court of Rome in failing to apply the remedy
until the disease was fatally developed. We
know (are his words) that in this holy See for

some years there have been many abominations

abuses in spiritual things, excesses in mandates,
and everything, in a word, changed for the worse.

Nor is it wonderful that the sickness should

descend from the Head to the members, from the

chief Pontiff to other inferior prelates. All we,

the Prelates of the Church, have gone back every
one in our ways, and there was none who did

good, no, not one. Wherefore, it becomes us all

to give glory to God and to humble our souls

before Him. Let every one of us see from whence

he has fallen, and rather judge himself than be

judged of God in the rod of His fury. Wherefore

thou shalt promise, that as far as lies in us we will

apply every effort tJiat first, this Court, whence

perihaps all this evilhath proceeded, shall be reformed;
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that, as the corruption hath flowed from thence

into all the lower prelates, so, from the same, the

health and reformation of all may emanate.

But this last effort of the Church of Rome to

reform herself (for her reformatory decrees of

Trent healed the wounds of the daughter of her

people lightly indeed, if at all) failed entirely.

And every attempt at reformation must fail, so

long as the four reasons alleged by Cardinal

Soderini remain. For every reform would be

equivalent to a dim nution of income
;
and now

even the Peter s Pence which refreshed the

failing treasury of the Papacy in the days of Pius

IX. arc beginning to fail his far more learned and

liberal successor. In vain did the great divines of

the Roman Church, Espensaeus, Hervetus, and

others, urge upon the Popes and on the Jesuits

(ever the promoters of the worst abuses of their

Church) the danger of leaving it in its unreformed

state in vain implore them to wipe out the stain

of that proverb which had clung to Rome from the

first, Oinnia Roma esse venalia (everything at

Rome is to be bought). The magnificent letter of

remonstrance written by the learned Gentianus

Hervetus to the Jesuit Salmeron from Trent, in

the last year of the Council, describes the utter

hopelessness of reform into which the Church was

thrown by the conduct of the Council. Unless

the fallen discipline of the Church is repaired in

this Council (are his closing words), I pray God
to avert the danger which impends the ecclesias-

tical order. Already one may see wrath gone
forth from God, the sword brandished, the bow

drawn, and the instruments of death prepared. I

AKT. X.
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cannot but fear, that unless we correct our sins,

and live better in the time to come, that the

prophecy of the Sibyl will come to pass, that Pco/xrj

will become pvp/.
1 Then perchance some one

looking from one of its seven hills upon its vast

ruins, shall exclaim with a loud voice,
&quot;

Babylon
&quot; the great is fallen,&quot; etc. That this may not

happen we ought to propitiate God with our
(

prayers and our repentance, and to reconcile Him

by restoring the fallen discipline of the Church.

On this allusion to the Apocalypse the great

Syndic of the Sorbonne, Edmond Richer, observes :

There is no Catholic author who does not confess

that chapters xvii. and xviii. of the Apocalypse
relate to Rome. Bellarmine indeed understands

them of Rome Pagan ;
while Viegas and Ribera,

also Jesuits, hold them to refer to Rome under

Antichrist. But he who knows (adds Richer)
that the design of St. John s prophecy was to

depict the state of the universal Church to the

very end of time, and specially the corruptions of

the later ages, which we see ourselves, and con-

siders moreover that the Court of Rome ought to

be separated from the Church, as an additional

object from its subject, and a vesture from the

body, will truly judge thus of the whole contro-

versy, and of the meaning of the seventeenth and

eighteenth chapters of the Apocalypse.
So general was the ridicule which was cast upon

every effort to reform the most glaring abuses of

the Papacy in the Council of Trent, that when a

French divine was speaking in it against the cor-

1
pw/uij (strength) is here contrasted with pvftr) (violence, or

ruin) the double meaning being in the name Rome.
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ruptions of the beneficiary system of Rome, some

one exclaimed, A cock is crowing (Gallus cantat] ;

to whom the good bishop Petrus Danesius, a

Frenchman, replied, Would that at this cock-

crowing Peter would weep bitterly, and be

awakened to repentance.
1

The assertion that the power of Indulgences has

been left in the Church by Christ, and that their

use by the Christian people is most salutary, as

it boldly vindicates the very abuse which occasioned

the outbreak of the Reformation, must for ever

separate the Reformed Churches, and even the

great Oriental Churches, from the Communion of

Rome. In the many unavailing efforts of the great

men of an earlier day to remove these fatal corrup

tions, both of doctrine and practice, inspired as

they were and directed by a Divine grace, we seem

to read the fulfilment of that awful prophecy,
Because they received not the love of the truth,

that they might be saved, for this cause God
shall send them strong delusion, that they should

believe a lie (2 Thess. ii. 10, 11). For never in

the long history of the Church of Christ has a

stronger, a more fatal, or a more soul-destroying

delusion fallen upon any part of it than this doc

trine of Indulgences ;
the invention of the school

men, who in their subtlety and skill in eluding the

plainest truths of Scripture may well be said, like

the former world, in their wisdom to have known
not God.

1

Richer, 1. c., who refers to the funeral sermon on Danesius,

preached in the church of St. Germain-en-Pre&quot;.
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CHAPTER XIII.

THE CLAIMS OF THE ROMAN CHURCH TO
SUPREMACY.

Eleventh Article.

&quot;

I acknowledge the Holy Catholic and Apostolic Roman Chu -ch to be the

mother and mistress of all Churches.&quot;

IN the Creed of the whole Church, of which this

of Pius IV. professes to be a necessary supplement,
we have already declared our belief in the One

Catholic and Apostolic Church
;

and here we are

compelled to break our faith by confessing, either

that the Church is divided, and that we hold only
to a portion of it, or that the Roman Church has

absorbed all the other Churches which make up
the sum of the Church Catholic

;
of which alterna

tives the one is schismatic, and the other both

historically and doctrinally false. It may be ob

served that, as the Creeds never give a repetition

of the same truth, this superadded article is either

superfluous or contrad ctory of the former one, in

which the unity of the Church is made an absolute

truth, independent of the claims or authority of a

particular Church, however eminent. As Milton

said long since, the name Roman Catholic is as

absurd as Universal Particular
;

and assuredly,

the Holy Catholic Roman Church involves a

contradiction in terms equally glaring.
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If the Pope had said, I believe the Roman
Church to be the mother and mistress of all

Churches/ the confession, though equally false,

would have escaped the charge of self-contradic

tion, involved in this extraordinary gloss on the

closing article of the Creed of Constantinople.
How the Roman Church could be the mother of

the great Eastern Churches which were born before

her, and from which she derived her own Chris

tianity, must be a marvel to a.11 who give it even

a moment s consideration
; especially when the

Apostle (whom even the Roman Church admits

to have some authority by claiming the apostolic

name and assuming its office) declares Jerusalem
which is above to be the mother of us all. St.

Paul s birth out of due season was so from its

lateness rather than from so premature an origin

as that which is claimed for the Church of Rome.

Yet, as the great Apostle founded that Church, he

assuredly would have not assigned the maternal

character even to the heavenly Jerusalem if Rome
had had a prior claim.

The great Canonist Bohmer prefaces one of his

volumes with a chapter dc Romano, Ecclesia Matre

indnlgentissinia? in which he shows that the titles

of bride, wife, mother, were originally only

applied to the Church Universal. Churches

founded by Apostles or Apostolic men are termed

by Tcrtullian cedesice matrices a title especially

given to Jerusalem, Rome, and Constantinople, but

at last appropriated by the Church of Rome, which

monopolized also that of Pope, which anciently

belonged to other Churches also. To make her
1 Bohmer, Jits Eccl., torn. iv. pp. 1-76.
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maternal yoke more acceptable, she lightened it by

dispensations and indulgences of all kinds, which,

though they rendered it almost incompatible with

the easy yoke and light burden of the yoke of

Christ, too successfully invited the weary and

heavy-laden to take it upon them instead of her

Lord s. Thus she became a most indulgent mother

to those who were able to compound for their sins,

and a cruel step-mother to those who contended

for the purity and supremacy of the faith once

delivered. Thus much for the title of Mother of all

Churches.

As to the title of mistress of all Churches, it

can only be said of it that it originated in an age
when the teaching of Christ was utterly unknown

except by a few, and by that few was either mis

understood from absolute ignorance, or misinter

preted from the common interest which the clergy

had in the Middle Ages, to support the spiritual

power (which Rome alone could wield) against

the temporal power, which so often entered into

conflict with it for its very existence.

When our Lord enjoined His disciples, among
whom was Peter himself (who, according to the

Roman doctrine, represented that Church of which

he is assumed to be the head), in the words, Be

ye not called Rabbi, for one is your Master, even

Christ, and allye are brethren
,
could it be foreseen

that an age would ever come in which not only
one disciple should be set above another, but

one Church should be made the mistress of all

Churches ? To the honest and intelligent reader

of the Gospels, this closing passage of the Creed of

Pius must be enough to cast discredit on the whole
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of it, and to prove that it is compiled with but one

single object, the temporal and spiritual aggrand
izement of the Church and Court of Rome. A
natural suspicion must ever fall upon a claim which

is so evidently founded upon the most transparent
and sordid self-interest

;
a claim which is, as we

have seen, only beneficial to those who put it

forth, and which is absolutely destructive, not only
of the rights and privileges, but of the very liberties

of the Christian world.

We cannot but observe that the assertion of the

Church of Rome of a supremacy over all other

Churches is only a magnified representation of the

claims of so many of the Churches within her pale
to special gifts and advantages arising from some
local privilege or miraculous relic, by which one

Church outbids another to secure the veneration

and monopolize the oblations of the faithful. Our

Lord, in prophetic foresight of such conflicting

claims, disposed of them finally and for ever when
He closed the suit between Jerusalem and Samaria

by the prediction of a time when local claims

should be for ever set aside, when those who

worshipped the Father should be everywhere

equal and everywhere equally blessed
;
when the

worshipper in spirit and in truth, whether worship

ping in Rome or Jerusalem, or at the very ends of

the earth, should claim no supremacy over his

fellow-worshipper, and the Divine Presence and

blessing would be no more asserted as a local

possession or a priestly monopoly. The claim,

therefore, of the Church of Rome in this article is

subversive of the very theory of the Christian

Church and worship, while it bears upon the very
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face of it rather the error of the disciples when

they contended which should be the greatest, than

the principle of the law of Christ, which made all

equal. But as no man is a judge in his own cause,

especially in personal matters, we may well demur
to a claim so prejudicial as this is, and appeal

against it as destructive of the first principles of

Christianity, as well as of the rights of its separate
Churches.

The claim of the Roman Church rests upon the

theory of an outward succession of teachers,

carrying down the Apostolic authority, either fully

or partially, to our own age, and forming a sacer

dotal dynasty, like that of Aaron. Not only the

Roman, but the so-called Anglican doctrine of

Apostolic succession rests upon this assumption
of a dynastic power carried on independently of

the authority of those who are the subjects of it,

and originating with the commission of Christ to

the Apostles.
Now the proof of such a doctrine (were it capable

of proof) would obviously lie in a very small com

pass. This the Roman Church admitted when
she brought the issue of the controversy upon her

own supremacy into the narrow channel of our

Lord s declarations to Peter. We should have

found a separate commission given to the Apostles

alone, and apart from the rest of the disciples, who
formed the laity of that early day. We should

have found a law of succession establishing the

privilege, a line of succession fixing every link of

the entail a new authoritative tribunal erected or

at least foreshown in lieu of that seat of Moses,
wherein the Scribes and Pharisees sat. Yet on
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all these points both Scripture and tradition, the

professed guides of the Church of Rome, are omin

ously silent. Nor this alone. The arguments of

St. Paul in the Romans and to the Hebrews declare

the very raison detre of Christianity to be incom

patible with the idea of a new human priesthood
or a dynasty of earthly rulers. The former epistle

appears indeed to have been written in prophetical

foresight of the future claims of the Church of

Rome, and is everywhere in direct conflict with

her boasted Privilege. On the legal and larger

historical grounds of this privilege, the reader is

referred to the treatise by the writer of these lines

called The Privilege of Peter, and to the learned

papers of Dr. Littledale in the Church of England
Quarterly, We are only able to point out here

more generally the difficulties which present them
selves in regard to the theory of succession on which

the Privilege is based, an d which are twofold

historical and doctrinal.

Our first historical argument arises from the

fact that the powers and privileges of Christianity
were bestowed upon the whole Church as a corpor
ate body, and not upon the ministry of the Church

as separated from the body. Our belief is in

the Holy Catholic Church, and not in any of

the officers of that Church, however exalted their

position may be in the body. For the keys (as

Augustine writes) are given not to one, but to

unity/ This appears from the very first lines ot

the history of our faith. The appearance of our

Lord by the way (Luke xxiv. 13) was granted
to two disciples, one of whom was Cleopas ; and

not only he, but those who were with the eleven
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when he related the incident, were associated with

the Apostles as witnesses of the ascension, in the

promise of the gift of the Holy Ghost, and in the

parting blessing of the Redeemer. In the election

of an Apostle in the place of Judas the whole of

the disciples took part with the Apostles, and had

the same franchise with them. On the day of

Pentecost the gift of the Holy Spirit was bestowed

not only on the Apostles, but on the whole body
*of believers, and realized the prophecy of Joel as

St. Peter himself alleged, I will pour out My
Spirit upon all flesh?

1 In every subsequent gift

of power or privilege the whole of the disciples

are associated with the Apostles, nor do we (except

on the ground of a separation of office or ministry)

see the slightest trace of that separation of order

and jurisdiction which the popular idea of an

Apostolic succession assumes.

The Church was, in fact, an incorporation of

baptized persons, possessing all its powers and

privileges in community, having a perpetual suc

cession in itself, and not merely in its officers or

teachers, whom, by the process of election (as in

the case of Matthias), it created out of its own

body. This right of election remained in the

whole body up to a comparatively recent period,

for the clergy even of the highest orders, nay, the

very popes themselves, were elected by the people,

1 From this diffusion of the Spirit through the whole

Church, the Bishop of Megara, in his Gubernaculum

Conriliorum, addressed to the Council of Basle, contends

that the laity as well as the clergy have the right of a decisive

vote in a General Council (v. von der Hardt, Condi. Constant.

torn. vi. p. 266).
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until the supreme civil power, on the complete
establishment of the Church in the empire, appro

priated to and vested in itself this ancient elective

right.

Our space does not permit us to pursue this

argument, but we may observe that even Cranmcr

(through whom this succession is claimed in the

English Church) held that essence of ordination is

in the election, and not in the consecration of a

bishop. In this opinion he was supported by

Bishop Thirlby, and by Redman and Cox the

principal compilers of our Liturgy.
1 But the

elective right is in the people, and therefore the

root of ecclesiastical power and privilege is in the

whole Church, and not in a special order or dyn
astic succession. And indeed a corporate body is

the only human institution which never lapses and

never dies. Had the belief in such a succession

been held in the first ages, the list of bishops
would have been even more carefully preserved
than those of royal dynasties. Yet the early
succession of the bishops of Rome is a mere maze
of confusion, and the gaps in their history more
numerous and prolonged than those of any other

See in the world. We might say, as Milton did of

the interpolated Epistles of St. Ignatius : Had
God ever intended that we should have sought

any part of useful instruction from this succes

sion, doubtless He would not have so ill provided
for our knowledge as to send it into our hands in

this broken and disjointed plight (on Prelatical

1 See their replies to the inquiries concerning the Sacra

ments (Burnett s History of the Reformation, vol. i. p. 228.

Ed. Fol. 1679).

S 2
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Episcopacy). This is more emphatically true in

our day, when every doctrine of Christianity is

supposed to be practically dependent on a Papal
Bull. The succession of the Church represents to

us a far higher ideal than that of a mere dynasty
whose line might part at any moment. It is a

corporate succession which can never fail so long
as a single baptized person remains in the world

;

and its line is no more represented by the Papacy
or the Episcopate than any secular corporation

would be by its presidents or subordinate officers.

But as we pass on to the history of the Church

after the Apostolic office was removed from it,

another very important part of the historical argu
ment presents itself. For the first two centuries,

at the very least, we find that there was no

distinction between the ordo and plebs, the clergy

and the laity, though there was a distinction

of office and ministry. A careful and critical

examination of the writings of the earliest Fathers

and apologists for Christianity compels us to arrive

at the conclusion of the great Canonist Bohmer
and of the learned Chancellor of Tubingen, Dr.

Christ. Pfaff, that the elders of the primitive

Church, like those of the Jewish, were accounted

among the laity.
1 It is singularly illustrative of

this fact, that the names of the office-bearers in

the Christian Church bear no allusion whatever to

1

Bohmer, Jits Eccles., \. i. tit. 24, sect. 2, 3. (Ed. Hal.

1730, torn. i. p. 553.) Pfaffii de Ongen. Jur. Eccl. (Tu
bing. 1719). See also his Dissertatio Polemica de Succes-

sione Episcopali (1720), in which he proves that the succes

sion of the Episcopate in the Roman Church has long
since failed.
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order or sacerdotal functions. Presbyter is a mark
of age ;

deacon of service
; bishop of a superin

tending power ; patriarch of family headship ;

even Pope of a paternal rule
;
but never is there

the most distant hint of sacerdotal power, or of a

distinction of order, in its modern sense of a

separate caste, or tribal division.

A more direct argument, however, for the

original equality of the whole Church, and the

co-ordinate rights of the laity and clergy, is pre
sented by the indisputable truth, that every office

or function which is exercised (in right of a per

petual delegation of the whole body) by the dergy
can, in cases of necessity, be exercised equally by
the laity. It will be said, But only in case of

necessity. Yet (as the late learned judge, Dr.

Lushington, observed to the writer) necessity can

not create a right where it did not exist before,

it can only revive an original and dormant right ;

and hence we conclude that this right is inherent

in every baptized person, and is a part of that

universal priesthood with which St. Peter himself

invests every true believer in those solemn and

inspiring words, which far exceed his own alleged

privilege in the extent of their meaning : To Him
1 who hath made us kings and priests unto God.

It is time that the laity vindicated for themselves

this great freedom of the heavenly city, and
remembered that St. Peter, in the only passage in

which the word clergy is used in Scripture, confers

that name on the taught, and not on the teachers.

From the right of baptism necessarily flows that of

teaching, with which it is inseparably united in its

first institution
;
whence St. Jerome writes (on the
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Colossians) that laymen ought to teach and
admonish one another in the word of Christ, not

only largely, but abundantly. Of their right of

election even to the highest offices of the Church
we have already spoken. By this the office and

ministry of the Church devolves through a delega
tion flowing down from the earliest periods to a

special and organized body, and the beautiful

harmony of mutual subordination in the Church
of Christ is carried on from age to age. And we

may venture to affirm that an office held through a

perpetual delegation from the whole Church, which

includes the Apostles themselves and the disciples,

who were their colleagues and almost equals, rests

on a far better foundation than the most unbroken

descent from St. Peter
;
while it is far securer in

its title, inasmuch as it is held from a corporation
which has never lapsed or died out, as dynastic
successions have ever done, and must ever do.

To return to our immediate argument. It

cannot but be manifest to an unprejudiced eye, and

would surely be the judgment of any legal tribunal,

that the original diffusion of every power or privi

lege over the whole Church is at least a strong

primd facie evidence that no such separation of

order or caste as that which is asserted by the

Roman and Anglican advocates could have existed

from the beginning. But, as our present object is

rather to suggest than to prove the grounds upon
which we may reasonably demur to any claim of

authority, founded upon a mere dynastic succession

in the Church, we will proceed to indicate a few of

the difficulties arising from the doctrinal aspect of

the question before us.
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We cannot but notice, first, the absence of all

doctrinal congruity of such a theory with the pro
fessed object and nature of the new dispensation.

We can see no doctrines or principles in Chris

tianity rendering a sacerdotal priesthood, or a mere

dynastic succession, necessary, or even suitable to

it. The only grounds upon which it could rest

would be those of a perpetuation of sacrifice, or of

the transmission -of an oral and traditional law

through the channel of a specially endowed suc

cession of teachers. But inasmuch as the Apostle,
in his great argument to the Hebrews, shows that

the legal sacrifices proved their own insufficiency

because tJiey were continued, and that Christ s alone

is perfect, because it has ceased, the assertion of a

continued sacrifice in the Church would not only
be the denial of the sufficiency of Christ s sacrifice

offered once for all, but a denial of the perfection

of His sacrifice, even on the supposition of its

continuance, whether it be in the Eucharist or in

any other manner. For the Eucharist, as by
Christ s institution it is to be continued to the end

of time, would, if it be a continued sacrifice, be

insufficient or imperfect, and if it be perfect (as it

must be held to be by eveiy true Christian), must

cease to be a sacrifice. But if there is no sacrifice

there is no foundation upon which a new priesthood
can rest.

And, in truth, the Fathers at Trent were sorely

divided in regard to the institution of their priest

hood, which was supposed to have been appointed
at the Last Supper. The most perplexing anom
alies and contradictions arose out of the assign

ment of this period to it, for, as the sacrifice of
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Christ had yet to be offered, this anticipation of it

involved the most inextricable difficulties. As on

this occasion, only the Apostles were present,

while at the meetings of Christ with His disciples

after the Resurrection others were associated with

them, it became necessary to fix the creation of

the sacerdotal order at this moment. Yet the

Apostles were clearly unaware of this new creation

of a sacrificing priesthood. For St. Paul, to whom
a special revelation of the history of the Last

Supper was accorded, when he contrasts the

preaching of the Gospel with the ministry of the

law, affirms that as they which wait at the altar

live of the altar, so they who preach the Gospel
should live of the Gospel ; where, in place of the

altar, he gives us the Gospel, and in place of

waiting at the altar he gives us the preaching of

the Gospel, and in place of living of the altar gives

us living by the preaching of the Gospel, that is,

by the voluntary offerings made by those to whom
the Gospel is preached.

The only remaining necessity for such a succes

sion would be the preservation of a body of oral

tradition, whose unbroken transmission would

require a definite channel. But this subject has

been sufficiently discussed in our earlier chapters

to render a recapitulation of our arguments un

necessary in this place.

We pass on, therefore, to advert, as briefly as

possible, to the doctrinal argument arising out of

the direct statements of our Lord in regard to the

nature and structure of His Church.

When He met the boastful claim of the Jews

arising out of their succession and descent from
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Abraham, though this claim was (unlike that of an

Apostolic succession) an indisputable one, and

founded upon the word of God Himself, which

gave the promise of an everlasting priesthood in

Phineas, He fixed the true criterion of every such

claim in the words If ye were Abraham s

children ye would do the works of Abraham.
The children of Christ, like His mother and

brethren, are those who do the will of God.

The successors of the Apostles are those who carry
on their work and inherit their spirit. While we

might fairly admit the claim of every good and

pious Christian in the Church of Rome to be a

true successor of the Apostles, dare we affirm the

same of the Popes of the ninth and tenth centuries

of John XXIII., whose catalogue of crimes terrified

even the seared consciences of the Fathers at

Constance, of Alexander VI., of Julius II., of Leo

X., of Paul III., or of Pius V. ? Such an assertion

would involve the den ;al of the whole teaching of

the Gospel, and overthrow the very foundations of

the Christian Church. As long as the bishops of

Rome, or of any other Church, proved their spiritual

consanguinity to the Apostles by doing the work
of an Apostle, we should not be slow to acknow

ledge their right (though not their exclusive right)

to represent them.

St. Paul, when he affirms that our High Priest

has an unchangeable priesthood by reason of His

living for ever, does away not only with the Jewish

priesthood, but with every priesthood of succession,

inasmuch as all such fall under the reign of death,
and thus come within the lines of his argument.
Had he admitted the possibility of a rival priesthood
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of succession under the Gospel, his argument
would fall to the ground. For he shows that the

kind of priesthood which was subject to death

could never be a permanent one, Christ s alone

continuing for ever, by reason of its not being

subject to death. And as Christ has neither

beginning of days nor end of life, and therefore

can have no succession to perpetuate His priest

hood, so He can need no co-ordinate priesthood to

carry on His work. All that remains for the

Christian ministry is to wait upon the Priesthood

of Christ, to serve at the living altar, magnifying
His offices of mercy and applying His gifts, rather

than assuming the one in their own persons, or

presuming to supersede the other by their own
inventions.

But let us now briefly recapitulate our argument

against the claim put forth for the particular

Church of Rome from the original constitution of

the Church Universal.

I. The Church originated from the incorporation
into Christ of the individual members of the spirit

ual body successively called into His Kingdom,
the first principle of this unity being Himself,
4 that they all may be one in us, i. e. not one by
a mere incorporation of the members, as in a

worldly society, but one by a previous union of

every member with Himself. Hence every believer

is made perfect in Christ, and He is said to be

not only the head of the Church, but the head of 1

every individual member of it. The head of]

every man is Christ (i Cor. xi. 3) ;
that we may

present every man perfect in Christ Jesus (Col.

i. 28).
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II. The re-incorporation of the Church by Christ

in the day of the Ascension, in the day of the

election of Matthias, and on the day of Pentecost,

re-invested every member of the body with every

gift and privilege of the new dispensation, and

proved the Church to be, in the words of the

Canonists, an equal society in all its parts (eccksi-

aui externam esse societatem (Equalem, i. e. ubi nullus

respcctus impcrantiuni ct parentium occurrit), having
a resemblance to a collegiate body rather than to

a monarchic or aristocratic organization.
III. From this and other concurrent facts (al

ready alleged), it appears that the teachers and

ministers of the Church, whatever names or

degrees may have divided them during later ages,

are properly a delegation from the whole body,
and not a separate order or caste a delegation
carried on and perpetuated in the Church through
the right of election which remained in the laity,

which was more recently exercised in their behalf

by the supreme civil power, until it was usurped

by the Papacy. This is proved by the election

of Matthias, and by the fact that election and

ordination were originally identical, the essence

of the right being in the election.

IV. This delegation being in perpetuity is in

capable of resumption, so long as the conditions

on which it rests are carried out on either side.

Hence, the real succession of the ministry of the

Church is as safe and indefectible under it as it

could probably be by any distinction of order or

caste in the original constitution of the Church.
V. The duties which devolve on the Christian

ministry are those of labour and service, not such
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and

this distinction is represented in the names they
bear. Some indicating mission, as Apostle, Evan

gelist ;
some service, as Bishop, Deacon, Pastor,

Teacher
;
some age, as Presbyter, Patriarch, and

even Pope itself; some spiritual gifts, as Prophet,
and all derived rather from the synagogue than

from the temple.
VI. From all this it follows that the true

Apostolic succession is in the whole body, and

not in any dynastic line. And indeed the ancient

idea of Apostolic succession, as employed by
Tertullian and the ancients, implies not (as the

late advocates of it assume) a succession of orders

carried on by laying on of hands
;

but a suc

cession of the bishops in one of the Apostolic

Sees/ and is alleged by them only in proof of

the authenticity of the copies of the Scripture

possessed in these original depositories, and not

for any object of authority or jurisdiction (v. Ter

tullian de Prescript.}.

VII. In process of time a series of changes took

place in the ministerial body, which is distinctly

marked in the history of the Church. First came

the separation of the Bishop from the Presbyter, a

distinction of degree, and not of order, as even the

Church of Rome admits
;
then the separation of the

Bishops from the Metropolitans, completed by the

Nicene Council
;
then that of the Patriarchs from

the Metropolitans, as completed in the age of

Justinian ;
and lastly, the culminating usurpation

of the Papacy, which turned the ancient aristocratic

constitution of the Church into a vast and absolute

monarchy.
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VIII. This great development of the Middle

Ages originated (i) From the acquisition of a

supreme civil power by the Papacy on the dying
out of the Western Empire.

1
(2) In the claim

of an appellate jurisdiction in the whole Church

(a) first consultative, then coactive
; (/3)

first synod-

ical, then individual closing in the culmination of

the Papacy in the age of Innocent III.

Now, in the face of these incontrovertible facts,

which show how gradually the liberties of the

Christian Church were lost, and how clear is every

stage of the encroachments of the See, and after

wards of the Court of Rome, we are called upon to

renounce the glorious liberty of the children of

God that liberty wherewith Christ hath made us

free for the chains of a bondage immeasurably
more oppressive than that of Judaism, and even

more cruel and crushing than the Babylonian

Captivity under which the former Israel groaned
of old. In the face of these great franchises we
hold under the gospel and from the hand of Christ

Himself, who said to all His faithful children, If

the Son shall make you free, then are ye free

indeed, we are to take up those words, worthy
only of the slaves of an earthly ruler I ac-

knowledge the Roman Church to be the mother
and mistress of all Churches

; we, who are

charged to call none our master upon earth, and
none our father! Well did the great Cardinal

Contarini, in disclaiming that dreadful maxim
of Romanism, the will of the Pope is law, address

1 The reader is referred to Guicciardini (Hist, d Italia,

1. iv.) for the history of the development of the Papacy from a

mere spiritual institution into a secular power.

ART. XI.

The liberties

of tlie

Christian
Church
surrendered

by those

who accept
this creed.
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CHAP. XIII.

Gasp. Con-
tarini, Card
Ep. de

Potest.
Pontif. ad
Paul III.

ap. Le Plat,
torn. ii.

p. 613.

Pope Paul III. in these words of indignant remon

strance :

This position is so false, so repugnant to com-
mon sense, so contrary to Christian doctrine, so

corrupting to the government of all Christian

people, that nothing more pernicious can possibly
be invented. For (by the Immortal God

!)
does

not this position savour of idolatry ? For to what

created being was it ever granted that his will

should be a law to his actions ? Is not this

proper to God alone, the first principle of all

things, from whom all nature depends ? And
further, what can be more against the law of

Christ, which is a law of liberty, than that Chris-

tians should be subject to and bound to obey a

Pontiff to whom Christ had granted the power of

making laws of his own will, abrogating them,

dispensing in them, and having in all these acts

his will for his only rule ? Is this kind of power

fitting for I will not say Christian men who are

called to a law of liberty I will not say even free

men, or any government of free men, but rather,

the lordship of masters over slaves, whom they
order about for their needs, and use as mere

inanimate instruments? I pray the Immortal

God, that so impious a doctrine may be averted

from Christian men . . . Weigh well (he continues)

the fact whether it is not this doctrine which has

given the handle to the Lutherans in composing
their books &quot; on the Babylonian Captivity.&quot; For!

what greater captivity or slavery could be brought]

upon the Christian people than this doctrine whicl

we are considering ? None, most truly.

What would this illustrious defender of the
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liberties of the Christian Church have said to the

new dogma of Infallibility, which has carried out

the dreaded maxim of the volnntas Pontificis pro

legef What of the Bull Ineffabilis, which invokes

the wrath of the Almighty against all who dare

even to think otherwise than the Pope has deter

mined that they shall think, on a doctrine whose

denial was held to be within the limits of the most

perfect orthodoxy even the day before a doctrine

which was plainly condemned by the Council of

Florence, in the decree for the Armenians, and by
the Council of Lateran in their acceptance of the

elaborate judgment of Cardinal Cajetan, which

disproved every one of the arguments in its favour ?

The assumption of the article of the Creed of Pius

IV. we are now considering was admirably met by
St. Bernard, who addresses these words to Pope

Eugenius III. : You would but make a monster

if you took away a finger from the hand and

made it hang upon the head, so as to be higher
than the hand and parallel with the arm. And
you do the same thing in the Body of Christ

when you arrange the members of it otherwise

than He arranged them. The overgrowth of the

Roman headship, and the transformation of every
other Church, originally equal and co-ordinate with

it, into mere fingers hanging upon it, every other

member having been long since cut off or paralyzed,
constitutes the most hideous object of deformity
that can be well conceived, and stands in repulsive
contrast to the beautiful symmetry of the Church

depicted by the Apostle: And He gave some

apostles, and some prophets, and some evangel-

ists, and some pastors and teachers, for the

ART. XI.

Progress of
the Roman
slavery since

the time of
Contarini.

De Con-
sideratione,
ad Eugen.
HI., 1. iii.
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authority

1

perfecting of the saints, for the work of the

ministry, for the edifying of the body of Christ
;

*
till we all come in the unity of the faith and of

the knowledge of the Son of God, unto a perfect

man, unto the measure of the stature of the

fulness of Christ (Eph. iv. 1113). There is here

no place left for the Petrine Privilege, or the

exorbitant claims of the Roman See, whose

absorption of all the members of the Church into

a kind of hydrocephalous head is even more

clearly disallowed by the same Apostle when he

affirms (i Cor. xii. 14), For the body is not one

member, but many, showing that if the whole

body were an eye or an ear (we might add also a

head), it would cease to be a body. His entire

argument seems prophetic of the danger foreseen

even in Apostolic times, of one member of the

body being made to absorb the rest
;
and it con

stitutes the grandest and most irrefragable argu
ment that can be produced against the modern
claims of the Church of Rome.
We may close this portion of our examination

with the observation that the greater divines of the

Roman Church, in the day of the Reformation,!
admitted only the Administrative headship of the

Roman See, and not its legislative claims, and least]
of all its autocratic reign in the kingdom of faith. ,

Cardinal Contarini, in his Catechism, a work of the;

highest authority, as it was drawn up for and used]

by Cardinal Morone, the President of the Council

of Trent, in his diocese of Bologna, puts the

following question into the mouth of the catechist

Is there any head of the Church Universal b)

which it is directed in the Christian life ? Am
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the reply is: Undoubtedly; for Christ is the

Head by \Yhom feeling and motion and spiritual

life is infused into every Christian who lives in

Christ, and by Him is inwardly directed and
sanctified. In an inferior manner and meaning,
the Head of the Church is the Vicar of Christ,

the successor of Peter, the Roman Pontiff, who
does not pour into it the inner life, but externally
rules and governs it ... After the Roman Pontiff

are the bishops of cities
; after these the other

priests, having cure of souls, etc.1 Here it is

clearly implied that Christ is the only Legislator
of the Church, inasmuch as He alone can give the

grace of faith or the gift of understanding. At
this point the Pope, with all his pretensions to

infallibility and unlimited claims of authority, is

as powerless as the humblest member of his

Church, and probably the least qualified. He
cannot infuse the inner life, however he might ino
earlier ages destroy the outer life of his subjects,
and in our own day make himself (in violation of

the charge of St Peter) lord over God s heritage*
The degradation of the Church Universal, the

spouse of Christ, asserted in the Creed of Pius IV.,
the impious elevation of the so-called Vicar of

Christ above His bride the Church, presents one of

the most offensive phases of the pride and egotism
of the Roman Church. Petrus de Corsellis aaad

truly in the Council of Basle, No one so appoints

1
Contarini, Oy^.,p. 542. (Ed. Paris: 1571.) The mention

of the bishops and priests as sharing with the Pope in the

government of the Church shows that their jurisdiction is of
the same kind as his, though less in dtgret, and precludes all

the higher doctrines of the Papal flatterers.

-
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a vicar as to subject his bride to him, and the

attempt to make the Roman Church the mother

and mistress of all Churches, instead of their sister,

is the direct reversal of the words of Christ Him
self: Be ye not called Rabbi, for one is your

Master, even Christ, and all ye are brethren.

And call no man your father upon the earth, for

one is your Father, which is in heaven. Neither

be ye called masters, for one is your Master, even

Christ That the Popes and the Papal Church

openly and wilfully break every one of these

injunctions is a lamentable proof that the strong
delusion foreshown by the Apostle -has fallen

upon them, and that they are unable to understand

the simplest precepts of Christ, and to detect or

even to discern the lie that is in their right hand.

Pope Gregory the Great was the faithful prophet
of this fatal dereliction from the teaching of Christ

and the Church of a purer age. In his great moral

commentary on Job he has depicted every feature

of the modern Papacy with a clearness and fulness

which is sometimes almost startling to the reader,

but which our limited space prevents us from more

fully describing. After showing the pride and

cruelty of the Antichrist to be revealed in the

Church, and showing that the power of working

signs and miracles will pass away from the faithful,

in order to be exercised by their adversaries, as the

terrible and last trial of their faith, he shows that

astute and double-faced preachers will be employed

by this Leviathan instead of the simple and

faithful preachers of the true doctrine, and that he

will secure so specious a form of unity as to deceive

many of the elect Ad augmentum suae malitiz
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unitatem quoque in reprobis habere permittitur

ut tanto contra nos robustius vires suas exerat

quanto non solum nos ictu fortitudinis, sed etiam

mole adunationis impugnat. The principal fea

tures of this wonderful foreshadowing of the Papacy
are these

(1) The lust of worldly and temporal power.
1

(2) The choice of astute and cunning preachers
in order to obtain it.

2

(3) The working of signs and prodigies, and

the exhibition of a fictitious sanctity.
3

(4) The success of falsehood invented to propa

gate its reign.
4

(5) The abuse of temporal power for (so-called)

spiritual objects.
5

(6) The boast of Catholicity and unity.
6

(7) Cruelty and violence under the mask of

charity and piety.
7

(8) The claim of Divine attributes. 8

We may well sum up this part of our subject with

the famous prophecy of the same great teacher in

one of his letters All things which have been

predicted come to pass. The King of pride is at

hand, and an army of priests is being prepared
for him. for they who were appointed for the very

purpose of giving power to humility are fighting

for the neck of pride.
9 In a still more celebrated

passage he exclaims I confidently say, that

1
Greg. Magni Moralia in Job, 1. xiv. c. 1 1, and xxxiii. 26.

2
1. xiii. c. 5, and xxv. c. 13.

3
1. xxxiv. c. 3, xv. 36.

4
1. xxix. c. 3.

5
1. xxxiii. c. 23, and xxxiv. 2.

6
1. xxxiv. c. 4.

7
1. xxxiii. c. 26, and xxxiv. 14.

8
1. xxix. c. 6. and xxxiii. c. 26.

&quot;

Regisf. Epp.j 1. iv., Indict, xiii., Ep. 38.

T 2

ART. XI.

Principal
features
of this
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CMAI-. XIII. whoever calls himself or desires to be called the

Universal Priest is the forerunner of Antichrist in

his pride, because by exalting himself he places
himself before others. Nor is his pride different

from that which leads Antichrist to his error, be-

cause as that wicked one wishes to be thought a

God above all men, so he who desires to be called

the sole priest exalts himself above all other

priests.
l

Thus far the faithful teacher of the first apostle

of England. Letus be thankful that we have

kept the faith thus taught us, and read his words

as a solemn warning of the danger of entering that

communion which has so literally fulfilled every
line of his mournful prophecy.

1

Epp., 1. vi., Indict, xv., Ep. 30. The Ultramontane doc

trine, that the Pope is the fountain of the priesthood, and that

Episcopacy is not of Divine right, is equivalent to the sole

priesthood here denounced by anticipation.
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CHAPTER XIV.

THE ROMAN PONTIFF THE SUCCESSOR OF
ST. PETER.

Twelfth Article.

&quot;

I vow and swear a true obedience to the Roman Pontiff, the successor of
St. Peter, the Prince of the Apostles, and the Vicar of Jesus Christ.&quot;

OATHS of allegiance such as this belong rather

to the duty of subjects to an earthly king or civil

government than to the members of that spiritual

society whose obedience to its supreme Head and

to all who bear rule from Him is one of love, and

not of fear of willing service, and not of constraint

or subjection. Cajetan says well, that our Lord

laid no vow upon the young man who sought after

perfection : For the attainment of perfection con-

sists not in the chains of vows, but in the works of

perfection. But the Pope thinks otherwise. A
perfect creed and life can only be obtained by a

promise of allegiance to himself a condition which

Jesus never exacted from His followers, and which

St. Peter only imposed upon himself in the day of

his denial and full. In the day of his recovery it

was enough for mm to say : Lord, Thou knowest
all things : Thou knowest that I love Thee.

But to pass from this oath to the subject of it,

we may observe that a true obedience may be of

many kinds and have many degrees. To swear an

ART. XII.

Oaths of
obciiii ncr
unknown to

the early
Church.

Cajetan,
Comment,

in Matt. xix.
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unlimited obedience to any but to God Himself,

who has never exacted such an oath, would be an

act of rashness and even madness unworthy not

only of the Christian disciple (who is called upon
to owe no man anything, but to love one another ),

but also of the wise and prudent of this world.

And now that the Pope has extended this obedi

ence to the inmost thoughts of the soul, and may
claim it for any doctrine he may think fit to invent,

the position of the man who takes such an oath is

like that of one who enters upon a most doubtful

speculation involving unlimited liability. It is in

fact a mortgage of the soul upon an estate which

exists only in the imagination. No one in their

senses would pledge the whole interests of eternity

on the mere word of a fallible man, simply on the

ground that he is bold enough to declare himself

infallible, any more than he would rest his hopes
of bodily health on a patent medicine which its

inventor has advertised as an infallible cure of

every known disease. Let us examine, therefore,

the grounds upon which the Pope claims from us

the sequestration of all our faculties for detecting

error and discovering truth, and of depriving us

of that private judgment which Christ Himself

appealed to (John vii. 24 ;
Luke xii. 57), which

St. Paul invoked so constantly (i Cor. x. 15 ;
xi.

13, etc.), and which Pope Celestine justified in the

memorable sentence Happy is that flock which

the Lord enables to judge its pastures (Beatus

grex cui dcdit Domimts de pascuis judicarc).

The claim, even on a prima. facie observation,

involves a series of anomalies and contradictions

which would invalidate it before any civil tribunal
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in the world. The Roman Pontiff is a title known

only to heathen Rome, and even if we substitute

Bishop for it, we find ourselves in the presence of

a local Diocesan bishopric an institution abso

lutely unknown to the Apostles. But if St. Peter

had no such diocesan connection with Rome, and

was by reason of his Apostleship a missionary

bishop having no local seat or limited jurisdiction,

but rather a world-wide commission, such as our

Lord gave to all His Apostles, and such as their

very name indicates, how can the Roman See

localize his ministry and carry on his succession ?

When, further, St. Peter is endowed with a Princi

pality, we seem to be anticipating the fabulous

donation of Constantine, or the real endowment of

Pepin ;
and the temporal power in the days of

Innocent III. is at once carried back to the days
of the simple Fisherman of Galilee a splendid

anachronism, and as strange to doctrinal as it is to

historical Christianity.
1

Still more astounding is the title of Vicar of

Christ, which as it belongs exclusively to the Holy
Ghost as the Vicegerent of the Saviour upon
earth, in the season of His momentous absence, by
His own appointment and made in His last words

must appear to all who are not fascinated with the

idea of a temporal kingdom under Christianity to

1
Pope Clement XL, the author of the Bull Unigenitus,

declares (in his Seventh Homily) that St. Peter was the first

to recognize the hidden Divinity of Christ, which Bishop
Pannilini rightly proclaims to be a splendida falsitH&quot; (Atti
delF Assemb., torn. iv. p. 205). The same description might
be applied to every other claim which the Popes have put

forth in the person of Peter.

ART. XII.

The Holy
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of Christ.
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be a blasphemous invasion of a Divine and inde

feasible inheritance. Approaching more nearly the

grounds on which this extraordinary claim of

almost Divine power and unlimited privilege is

built up, we must first recall the fundamental

principles laid down by the Council of Trent for

the determination of doctrinal truth. Scripture
and tradition (as it emphatically declares) are the

only foundation upon which the truths of Christi

anity rest
;
to these, therefore, we must make our

appeal.
In the learned and unanswerable discourse which

was intended for delivery in the Vatican Council

in 1870, but was never delivered, and which was

published afterwards at Naples by its author, Dr.

Peter Richard Kenrick, Archbishop of St. Louis in

Missouri, the argument for the Petrine Privilege

from Scripture is thus disposed of:

The rule of interpreting the Scriptures imposed

upon us is this we must not interpret them

against the unanimous consent of the Fathers. It

may indeed be doubted whether this consent is

ever unanimous. Failing this, the rule appears
to impose upon us the law of following the greater

number of the Fathers, and thus approximating
to a unanimity. This principle being admitted,

one must necessarily depart from the common
modern (i. e. Roman) method of explaining the

words &quot; Thou art Peter,&quot; etc.

In the excellent little work, printed in manu-

script type, and given to the Fathers nearly two

months since, we find five different interpret-

ations of this passage, of which the first asserts.

(I quote its words) that the Church is founded
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upon Peter, and this is followed by seventeen
1 Fathers. The second interpretation supposes
the Church to be built upon all the Apostles, of

whom Peter was merely the representative. Eight
Fathers hold this view. The third interpretation

asserts that the rock upon which the Church is

built is to be understood of the faith which Peter

had confessed the profession (namely) by which

we believe Christ to be the Son of the living

God, which (they say) is the eternal and immov-
able foundation of the Church. And this inter-

pretation is more solemn than any, and is followed

by forty-four Fathers. The fourth interpretation

assigns the rock to the person of Christ Himself,

and this numbers sixteen Fathers and doctors.

The fifth interpretation understands under the

name of the rock all those faithful believers in

Christ as the Son of God, who constitute the

living stones out of which the Church is built. 1

From this it follows that no argument whatever for

the proof of the Primacy can be derived from the

words &quot;

Upon this rock will I build My Church,&quot;

or at least only one, which has the slenderest

probability. ... If then we ought to follow the

greater number of Fathers in this matter, we
must hold for certain that by the Rock we ought
to understand not Peter as professing the faith,

but the faith professed by St. Peter.

After some other excellent remarks, the Arch-

1 The reader will observe from this that nearly seventy
Fathers against seventeen, are opposed to the interpretation

upon which the theory of the Roman primacy rests, exclusive

-of the fifth class, who would probably bring up the majority
to about sixty.

ART. XII.
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CHAP. XIV. bishop thus concludes : To myself, when reflect-

ing on this variety of interpretations, it seems

that all of them might be easily reconciled if we
take account of the difference of the foundation

upon which any house is built, and that which

we are wont to build upon it. The builder of a

house, especially if he has regard to its long
duration and permanence, first digs out the

ground until he comes to the live stone (as they
term it), in which he places the foundation, that

is, the first part of the structure. Admitting this

double sense of a foundation, all their variety of

interpretation ceases, and many places of Scrip-
ture which at first sight seem hardly reconcilable

receive a great light. The natural and primary
foundation (so to speak) of the Church is Christ,

whether we regard His Person or the faith in His

Divine Nature. The architechtonic foundation,

or that laid by Christ, are the twelve Apostles,

among whom, by reason of the primacy, Peter is

conspicuous. And thus those passages of the

Fathers are to be explained which describe him on

this occasion, as in the synagogue of Capernaum,
to have answered for all the interrogation which

was addressed to all alike, and to have received

the reward of his confession for his brethren.

After having given further reasons for this mode
of reconciliation, he concludes this part of his

argument with the words : Whatever may be

thought of this my opinion, it is obvious that

from the words,
&quot; Thou art Peter,&quot; etc., it is im-

possible to deduce a peremptory argument in

proof of the Primacy of the Pope. On the other

words of Christ to Peter &quot; Feed My lambs
;

&quot;
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&quot; Feed My sheep
&quot;

it may be said that Christ, by
that threefold commendation, proved to Peter

that through his threefold denial he had not fallen
1 from the privilege by which he had been called to

the Apostolic fellowship ;
and that that, in reward

of his greater love for our Lord, remained with

him still. . . . The argument of Bellarmine, that

the words,
&quot; My sheep,&quot;

and &quot; My lambs,&quot; embrace

all the Christian flock, and thence show that the

power collated to him in them extends over all

1

mankind, proves nothing. For they are not

intended generally, and no more convey a mean

ing of ruling than those words of St. Paul, which

he addressed to the elders at Ephesus &quot;Take

&quot; heed unto yourselves and to the wholeflock, over
&quot; which the Holy Ghost hath made you overseers,

&quot;to feed (TToijucu tty) the Church of God, which He
&quot;hath purchased with His own blood.&quot; The

words,
&quot;

I have prayed for thee,&quot; etc., have not

the meaning which is commonly attributed to

them, and I have shown in my observations else-

where that they ought to be understood of the
;

fall of Peter, at the time of the Passion, and his

subsequent conversion. This is the interpretation

(as the author of this work, printed in manuscript

type, observes) which is most famous and solemn,
which forty-four of the most ancient and later

Fathers and doctors hand down to us
;
for thus

1 the words were understood in the first six centuries

of the Church. That they received afterwards
1 another signification was occasioned by the method

adopted by ecclesiastical writers of rather accom-

modating the words of Scripture than interpreting
them in their literal sense.

ART. XII.
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He then proceeds to show the absurdity of sup

posing that the other Apostles, who were exposed
to equal dangers, were not equally the subjects of

the prayer of Christ. He alleges (with great force)

that if the words, I have prayed for thee/ and

confirm thy brethren, give to the successors of

Peter a heavenly power and office, there can be no

reason why the intermediate words, Thou, when
thou art converted, do not belong to them also,

and ought not to be understood of them. And

truly we might add, that most of the alleged suc

cessors of St. Peter rather needed his conversion

than the powers which are supposed to have

followed it. The conclusion of his argument is

thus formed We have in Holy Scripture the

clearest testimonies of the mission given to all the

Apostles, and of the Divine assistance promised to

them all. These places are clear, and admit of no

variety of interpretation. But we have not even

one place of Scripture whose true sense is not

disputed, in which anything of the same kind is

given to Peter apart from the rest of the Apostles.

And yet the authors of the &quot;scheme&quot; (for the

Papal Infallibility) desire that to the Roman
Pontiff, as the Successor of Peter, we should

assign that power which cannot be proved by

any certain testimony of Scripture to have been

given to Peter himself, except in as far as it was

conveyed to all the other Apostles.
He qualifies this conclusion by admitting a certain

Privilege as given to Peter beyond the rest, but he

derives this not from the testimony of Scripture,

but from that of all Christian antiquity.

But as tradition and not Christian antiquity (in
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the sense of mere custom or usage) is the only
co-ordinate rule, with Scripture, which the Council

has given us, we must allege the forty-four Fathers

as establishing the traditional as well as the Scrip

tural argument against the privilege of Peter and

the claims of the Roman Church therefrom. For,

as the Roman authorities assure us, The Fathers

are the witnesses of tradition. 1 And though the

Church is said to be the judge in this case, she

cannot judge against an overwhelming majority of

the Fathers without overthrowing the decree of

Trent already cited, and the laws of all the General

Councils which were passed by large majorities, and

assume a moral unanimity. Nor can an ancient

practice or custom, however inveterate, be assigned
as a reason for submitting to a jurisdiction which

is founded upon error, and which is opposed to the

primitive interpretation of the Scriptures. The
canon law itself lays down the principle that

sound reason and truth are to be preferred to the

examples of the Fathers and to ancient custom
;

and again, antiquity or long custom do not confer

a privilege. St. Cyprian s words have from the

beginning expressed the rule of the Church at

this point Custom without truth is but antiquity
of error (Consuetude sine vcritate est vetnstas

erroris}. Tertullian writes admirably hereupon in

the words There is no prescription against truth

neither lapse of years, nor patronage of persons,
nor privilege of countries. Our Lord Jesus Christ

did net call Himself custom, but truth. If Christ

1 Patres Ecclesice sunt testes Traditionis, Ecclesia i&amp;gt;eru.

Jitdex, Patrologia, Auth. Wilh. Wilhelmo in Universit.

Friburg. Profess. Caesar-Regio (Frib. firisg., 1775, p. 5).

ART. XII.
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is eternal and before all, truth must be also an

eternal and ancient thing. . . . Whatever savours

not of truth is a heresy, even though it be an

ancient custom.

We admit that the claim of the Roman Pontiff

is of ancient date, but only ancient in a human
sense. It rather resembles the ancient pedigree of

an earthly family which is lost at last in the con

fusion and darkness of the Middle Ages, than the

lines of eternal truth which ascend up through the

inspired teaching of prophets and apostles and

saints, to the Divine Institution of Christ. We
have a higher and far more undoubted charter in

the Scriptures, during whose loss in ages of dark

ness the Papal charters were forged, than in the

Decretal Epistles and the forgeries of Isidore

Mercator, upon which the Papal title rests.

Can we forget and shame it were if we did

forget the grand appeal that was made by Bishop
Hallam in the Council of Constance, even from the

midst of the thick darkness of the fourteenth and

fifteenth centuries, against the claims of the Papacy
on the ground of the Petrine privilege, in the name
of the people of England ? Be it remembered that

it was by no follower of Wicliffe or of Huss and

Jerome that this solemn protest was presented, but

by a bishop of our Church and a great divine of

that Church, and that it represented the mind of)

that Church in regard to the Petrine claims, and

put forth a demand whose rejection was the true

cause of that final and (unless the Roman Church]
recedes from her present fatal position) irremediable

breach with the Papacy which was completed ir

the sixteenth century.
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In the library of Trinity College, Cambridge, is

preserved the precious record of this Petition to

the Council drawn up by R chard Ullerston, Pro

fessor of Divinity at Oxford, and addressed to and

presented by Bishop Hallam of Salisbury. The
abuses of the Roman Court and Church are freely

denounced in this remarkable appeal. Its simony,
its invasion of churches, its advancement of unfit

clergy, its exemptions, its dispensations, its en

couragement of pluralities, its claim of appeals, its

abuse of privileges, the secularity of the clergy, its

general extortions, its corruptions in the lives of

the clergy and the services of the Church all

these form the subjects of separate remonstrance

and denunciation.

But it is to the third chapter that we would

direct the attention of the reader, which is entitled

On the Exaltation of the Law of Christ :

We demand next, that the Vicar of Christ upon
earth should magnify, exalt, and promote no other

law so much as the law of Christ. The reason-

ableness of this petition arises from this : that

otherwise he could not be the true Vicar of

Christ, nor would Christ be the best legislator ;
a

conclusion abhorrent to the ears of all Chris-

tians. For Christ did not prefer Peter, that the
1

authority of His gospel should cease, or that He
should ordain a law of greater authority, or that

His gospel should be had in less honour through

any acts of His successors than it had in its first

promulgation. From this it follows that the Pope
|

should labour in order that Christians should rather

[

fear to transgress the law of the gospel than that of

any other ordinance or statute. But Christians have

ART. XII.
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for a long time experienced the reverse of this,

for when laws are spoken of, we understand them

only to mean human laws, and never the laiv of
the gospel which, in truth, is now no more

esteemed in the Church to be a law than the

verses of Cato or the Proverbs of Seneca. Ex-

cept it be only that one saying to Peter and his

successors,
&quot; Whatsoever thou shalt bind on earth&quot;

etc. Would that those who so constantly allege
these words, and do not understand their whole

meaning, would not allege them in contumelious

derogation of the law of Christ. So far have

things gone that we have come to the fulfilment

of the prophecy of Isaiah, &quot;This people honour
&quot; Me with their mouth and with their lips, but their
&quot; heart is far from Me, and their fear toward Me
&quot;

is taught by the precept of men &quot;

(Isa. xxix.

13). And this is a matter not more to be

wondered at than deplored. For as the venerable

Doctor of Paris saith,
&quot;

Only the law of truth,
&quot; which is the law of the gospel, deserves the name
&quot; of a law.&quot; .... And so, to sum up our argument,
the greater defect appears to be in him who

ought to be the principal Vicar of this law

namely, the Roman Pontiff, who ought properly
to be the most skilled in this law.

Our own charge against the Popes is of the same

kind as that preferred by our forefathers
;

but

unhappily is of a much more aggravated character

from the boldness and recklessness of their pro

ceedings in the last three centuries. We hold

them to have taken up the forced and false inter

pretations of the words of Christ to Peter as a

fulcrum for that lever of earthly and illegitimate
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power by which they have in their bulls and briefs

overthrown the whole teaching of the Scriptures,

and every liberty and franchise of the Western

Church. They have truly,-like the barbarians who
overwhelmed our country of old, made a solitude,

and called it peace ; they have created the most

artificial and superficial uniformity which ever

existed, and called it unity. They have covered

up the almost universal infidelity and atheism of

the countries in which they reign with a veil of

outward rites and observances, and turned Christi

anity from the form of a reasonable faith into that

of a half-paganized superstition. It is painful to

advance such charges against any Church what

ever
;
but the traveller in Italy or Spain, or even

France itself, must, however reluctantly, confess

that they are too patent to every eye to admit of

easy defence.

It is perhaps to be regretted that the Creed of

Pius IV. did not put forth the whole of the titles

of the Pope as they were enumerated by the

ambassadors of Pope Martin V. to the Eastern

Church in the Council of Siena in 1424 :

The most holy and blessed One, who hath the

command of heaven, and is lord upon earth,

the successor of Peter, the anointed of the Lord

(Cliristus Domini], the lord of the Universe, the

Father of Kings, the light of the world, the chief

Pontiff Martin V. by Divine Providence Pope,
etc. 1

For, truly he ought to be at least all this to

claim our allegiance as the object of our belief, to

constitute an article of our creed, and to establish
1 Acta Condi. Pisani (1409), Senais (1423). Paris, 1612,

P. 57-
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his reign as supreme over all our thoughts and

words and works, as he does in all his bulls.

For the Almighty could claim no more
;
and it

would seem that no Pope, after the issue of the

Vatican decree, can possibly claim less. For this

we are plainly taught on the ground of the infalli

bility asserted for every lightest stroke of his pen,
or word of his inspiration, by Cardinal Manning
in his England and Christendom}- We might well

repeat the words o*f Cardinal Contarini, uttered upon
a much less provocation, Per Deum immortalem,
nonne Jiczc positio idololatriam sapit f

No sooner had the late Pope conferred upon the

Blessed Virgin Mary the last remaining attribute

of Christ, that of a conception without original

sin, and thankfully declared that he knew not

what other glory he could bestow upon her, than

he proceeded to claim for himself an attribute

which still more nearly approached the incom

municable properties of the Almighty, and declared

himself virtually to be what the flatterers of the

Popes described him to be in an earlier day, the

Vice-Deus, a kind of indefinite being between

God and man (Gloss, in Praef. Clem.}, a kind of

Deity (Card. Paris. ConsiL 63, No. 162, torn, iv.),

the first cause and cause of all causes (Baldus
in Cap. Eccles. ut lite pendente], able to change

unrighteousness into righteousness, and vice into

virtue (Gomes, in reg. Canccll. Bcllannin. de Rom.

Pontif. 1. iv. c. v.). This last, as it transcends the

nature and the attributes even of the Deity, is

the key to the blasphemy of all the rest of the

Papal excesses. Yet (as the great and noble

1
England and Christendom, p. 1 76 and p. Ixxix.
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Bishop of Chiusi and Pienza declared in the As

sembly at Florence), these wild chimaeras, of

which the writings of the Canonists are full, are

the foundations of many of the decrees of the

Roman Court. But now they are no longer

confined to the Canonists, as they are the natural

results of the acts of the Vatican Council, which

might be briefly summed up in the well-known

lines of the poet :

The listening cro\vd admire the lofty sound,
A present Deity the vaulted roofs rebound.

If any member of any one of the Churches of

the Reformation, looking upon this picture of what

we cannot but call a debasing idolatry, can bestow

a single regret upon the breach with Rome which

was then completed, let him think for a moment
what the state of the whole Western Church would

have been at this moment, had it not been for the

vigorous reassertion of the worship and honour of

the One God, and the resolution to carry out in

the spiritual Israel the charge which was given to

the temporal one, Ephraim is joined unto idols,

let him alone. Painful as the separation is, even

now (and it was heart-rending then), it had become
a fatal and an inevitable necessity. The eloquent
words of the venerable and honoured Cardinal

Newman rise before us here with all their irresist

ible force : Considering the high gifts and the

strong claims of the Church of Rome and its

dependencies on our admiration, reverence, love,

and gratitude, how could we withstand it as we
do, how could we refrain from being melted into

tenderness, and rushing into communion with it,

AKT. XII.
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but for the words of Truth itself, which bid us

prefer it to the whole world ?
&quot; He that loveth

&quot; father or mother more than Me is not worthy of
&quot;

Me.&quot; How could we learn to be severe and to

execute judgment, but for the warning of Moses

against even a Divinely-gifted teacher who should

preach new gods, and the anathema of St. Paul

even against Angels and Apostles who should

bring in a new doctrine ?
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CHAPTER XV.

THE ACCEPTANCE OF THE DECREES OF THE
COUNCILS, AND THE REJECTION OF

OPPOSING HERESIES.

Thirtcenth A rticle.

&quot;All other things delivered, defined, and declared by the Sacred Canons and

(Ecumenical Council, and specially by the Holy Council of Trent, I undoubtingly
receive and profess ; and at the same time everything contrary thereto, and

every hind of heresy condemned, rejected, and anathematized by the Church, I

in tike manner condemn, reject, and anathematize.
&quot;

THIS is perhaps the first instance in the long

history of creeds and confessions in which the

belief in an entire library of divinity has been

compressed into a single sentence. Though the

first part of the clause is very obscurely worded,
for the Sacred Canons, when separated from the

CEcumenical Councils, rather represent a separation

of the law from the legislature than of one code of

laws from another, the intention seems sufficiently

clear. The Sacred Canons no doubt represent
that corrupt body of Canon Law which forms

the Dccretum of Gratian, with all its Isidorian

forgeries, its Gregorian, Sixtine, and Clementine

appendages, and its supplementary laws,
1 Extra-

1 The reader who would know the history of the series of

forgeries upon which the Papal Power rests, will find it

clearly traced in The Pope and the Council, by Janus (sect. /,

AKT. XIII.
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CHAP. XV. vagant both in name and nature, while the

QEcumenical Councils represent the older legisla

tion of the Church with the addition of the later

Councils of the West, forming a body of laws,

whose mere text fills about fifty folio volumes.

The Collectio Regia, with the Supplement of

Mansi, fills twenty-nine folio volumes, but comes
down only to 1752. But Church legislation

has been so active since, that many volumes have

now to be added to it. When to this is added
what the Canonists term the Jus novissimum

the latest ecclesiastical code, we have to add to our

library some fifty volumes of the Bullarium Mag
num. Up to Clement XII. (1740) there are

twenty-eight folio volumes
;
from Clement XII. to

Pius VII. there are thirteen; from Pius VII. to

Leo XIII. the collection must be brought up to

near fifty, the whole collection extending to near

a hundred folio volumes, whose complicated and

often contradictory contents were probably never

fully mastered by the greatest Canonists or Decre-

talists who ever adorned the ecclesiastical bench.

The ars longa, vita brevis of Church history

and Church law was never more forcibly illustrated

than by this remarkable clause of the Creed of

Pius IV., in which the unhappy convert_ (whose

knowledge of Roman ecclesiastical literature is

necessarily even less than that of one born in the

land
)

is made to accept and profess all things

delivered, defined, and declared by the Sacred

Canons and CEcumenical Councils, and especially

by the holy Council of Trent. If we are bound

pp 94-142), and in the Historia Juris Eccles. et Pontiftcii,

by Gerh. von Mastricht (Halae. 1719, 220-275).
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to give a reason to everyone that asketh us of the

hope that is in us, with meekness and fear, our

only reason for accepting such a formula as this

would be the fear of the terrible anathemas with

which the Pope has fenced it round
;
but this

would be a very insufficient reason for those by
whom the Apostle supposes the question to be put.

But when we consider what a creed really is

that it is a solemn profession, made before God, of

faith in some practical and vital truth, uttered by
one who is able to understand and weigh its full

meaning, and by a voluntary act of his mind to

assent to it a clause like this must appear like a

mockery and even an insult to those who are thus

peremptorily called upon to accept it, as well as

of unpardonable tyranny and levity in those who
enforce its acceptance. It must be scarcely less

strange to those who believe in the Scriptures
and acknowledge their Divine inspiration, to note

that no belief whatever, of a similar kind to this,

is required in the Word of God, which is merely
to be interpreted according to the sense of the

Church
;

in other words, according to the im

practicable rule which is given in this clause, a

rule which would virtually preclude any interpret
ation of them whatever.

But the unfortunate professor of the new Creed

has, at least, this one great consolation. The Pope
himself, upon whose authority it rests, though he

has solemnly sworn on his coronation to accept all

the acts of the (Ecumenical Councils, has, in prac

tice, broken them all
; nay, has even so entirely

abrogated their authority as to have superseded
them at almost every point with his own bulls and

ART. Xtll.
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briefs. Hence, when the convert accepts the bulky
volumes of the Councils and of the Bullarium

Magn ini together, he may comfortably remember
that the latter repeals the former at almost every

point, while all the reformatory decrees of the

Council of Trent, and not a few of its doctrinal

ones, have been neutralized or antiquated by the

recent. decrees of the infallible chair. In fact, the

Vatican definition of the Papal infallibility has so

immediately suspended every doctrine and every
observance of the Roman Church upon the present
will of the Papacy, that an entirely new religion,

with a new code of laws, has been substituted for

the older one, and this remarkable clause in the

Creed of Pius may be said to be a thing of the past.

The modern Creed of the Roman Church is

simply the belief in the reigning Pope it is merely
the absolute and unqualified submiss :on to an

autocratic authority. As St. Augustine says :

Such a faith is a very compendious one, and needs

no labour. Hence, doubtless (among other

reasons), arises its great success. For it is much
easier to get our salvation guaranteed by the pope

by resigning ourselves entirely into his hands, than

to work out our own salvation with fear and

trembling.
But let us briefly examine some of the more

flagrant instances in wh :ch the laws of the CEcu-

menical Councils (to which the Roman Pontiffs are

irrevocably pledged by the most solemn oath

imaginable) have been absolutely broken.

I. The first General Council (Nice, 325) estab

lished the authority of metropolitans, and made

it absolute within their jurisdiction. This law the
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Popes have effectually destroyed by a series of

usurpations which have left the Metropolitical

power only a name.

It decreed that ecclesiastical causes should be

determined finally in the provinces in which they

arose, thus cutting off all appeals to any external

tribunal. 1 This the Roman bishops have absolutely
overruled by inviting and even enforcing appeals
to themselves, even in the first instance and from

every part of the world, thus destroying the rights

of every provincial and even national Church, and

the authority vested in every such Church to reform

its own state and to regulate its own affairs.

II. The Council of Constantinople (Second Gen

eral, 381), which completed the Creed of the Uni
versal Church, as we now have it, by that very act,

recorded an eternal protest against the additional

articles of the Creed of Pius IV., and the unchristian

anathemas by which they are enforced.

III. The Council of Ephesus (Third General, 43 1),

by vindicating the liberties of the Island of Cyprus

against the Patriarch of Antioch, repudiated by

anticipation the claim of the Church of Rome to

rule over other Metropolitical Churches, which did

not belong to her original jurisdiction.

IV. The Council of Chalcedon (Fourth General,

451), by prohibiting, under the severest anathemas,
the slightest addition (even verbal and orthodox) to

the Constantinopolitan Creed, has condemned by
anticipation the Creed of Pius IV., and laid the

Church of Rome under an interdict from which it

can never free itself, until it withdraws every one

1 Sec the letter of Pope Damasus to the Eastern Bishops
(Damasi Epp., Ep. 8, p. 101, Par. 1672).

ART. XIII.
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Christian Church. The same Council, by giving

equal rights and privileges to the See of Con

stantinople to those possessed by that of Rome,
has furnished us with a protest against the usurp
ations of the See of Rome, then only just begin

ning, which, not the most ingenious of the Roman
advocates can ever set aside or invalidate.

V. The sixth General Council (Constantinople,

680), by condemning Pope Honorius as a Mono-

thelite, and anathematizing him in its public acts,

effectually invalidated the claim of the Papacy to

infallibility, and makes that doctrine a breach of

the oath taken by the Popes on their coronation,

which involves in it the solemn condemnation of

Honorius as a heretic.

VI. The Council of Constance (A.D. 1415), by

declaring a General Council supreme, and sub

jecting even the Papal power to it, successfully

obviates the claims of the Papacy to an absolute

power over the Church, while, by setting aside all

the three claimants to the Papacy, it practically

disproved the exorbitant authority now asserted

for the Popes.
VII. The Council of Florence (A.D. 1438)

distinctly denied the doctrine of the Immaculate

Conception asserted by the Bull Ineffabilis, a

doctrine which the Lateran Council, under Leo X.

(1515), tacitly condemned, in the reference of its

decision to Cardinal Cajetan, whose report was

directly against it.

VIII. The Council of Trent published a number

of reformatory decrees, almost every one of which

(and all the most important) have been broken or
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set aside by the Court of Rome, though they are here

enjoined upon the professor of the Creed of Pius IV. 1

These are a few of the instances of Roman

consistency, which justify the convert who accepts

this most comprehensive clause, in regarding it as

at once the most vague and meaningless expression
of belief that could possibly be conceived. Nor

this alone. He would be pledging himself to the

following glaring contradictions :

By accepting the Bull Incffabilis and its doctrine

of the Immaculate Conception, he would have to

renounce the great African Councils of Carthage
and Milevis, as well as the definition on original

sin of the Council of Florence, to all which he

binds himself in this article.

By accepting the recent Vatican definition on

the infallibility and irreformability of the Popes,
he throws off his allegiance to the Council of

Constance, which declared the Popes to be subject
in everything to a general Council; and. which

met for the express purpose of reforming the

Church in its Head as well as in its members. At
the same time, he would surrender the very title-

deeds of the Modern Papacy, which derive their

sole force from the acts and decrees of the Council

of Constance.

By accepting the famous Bull Unigenitns, he

denies in a single breath the doctrine of all the

ancient Councils which rejected the Pelagian

heresy, and accepts that of the Jesuits instead.2

1 The reader is here referred to the great work of Bishop
v. Wessenberg, Diegrossen Kirchenversammlungen des \

5&quot;&quot;

und 1 6 &quot;

Jahrhunderts, torn. iv.

2 The Commentary on this Bull (believed to be by Quesnel

ART. XIII.
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But the bulls and decrees of the Popes are no

less engaged in bitter conflict than the papal and

synodical definitions. If the convert accepts the

Bull of Beatification of Margaret Mary Alacoque
of Sacred Heart celebrity, he must absolutely

reject all the acts of the Roman Church against
Molinos and the Quietists, including the Bull

Ccelcstis Pater of Pope Innocent XI.

In these constantly shifting forms of human

error, upon what can the convert really fall back,

but upon that Divine word which, like its Supreme
Author, is the same yesterday, to-day, and for

ever ?

But he is further called upon to denounce and

anathematize every heresy which the Roman
Church has ever anathematized, an act which

would involve him in even more contradictions

than those into which the conflict of bulls and

briefs and canons have already betrayed him.

For, when he anathematizes Arianism, he cannot

but remember (as we have shown already) that

the first principle of Arianism, the lawfulness of

worshipping a creature, is carried out to the very
fullest extent in the Mariolatry and saint-worship

of Rome. When he anathematizes Nestorianism,

he might find that the great Italian bishops, in

the Assembly at Florence, already so often cited,

proved to a demonstration that the principle of

Nestorianism is inevitably bound up with the

Devotion of the Sacred Heart, now authorized in

his Church. When he anathematizes Eutychianism

himself, though put forth anonymously), under the title, La

Constitution Unigenitus avec des Remarques et des notes,

proves this point to a demonstration.
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(which involves the confusion of the two natures

in Christ), if he but takes up the dialogues of

Thecdoret (Eranistes), he will find that the doctrine

of Transubstantiation is the exact counterpart of

the theory of Eutyches, applied to the sacramental

body of Christ instead of to His Person as mani

fested in the flesh. In both cases the substance is

destroyed, and the accidents only remain. In the

one case the Divinity absorbs the humanity; in

the other, grace destroys nature. In the one, the

passage the Word was made flesh was employed
to destroy the distinctness of the two natures in

Christ
;

in the other, the words this is My body
are made to confuse the two natures in another

manner.

To enumerate the number of ancient heresies

which the Roman Church by a fatal kind of

assimilation has absorbed into her own system
-a fact which supplies the very reason of her great

extension and mysterious power over the souls of

her votaries would be beyond our present scope,

and it is indeed a task from which we are glad to

escape. Montanism, Pelagianism, Collyridianism

(in the modern Mariolatry), Donatism (in her

claim of exclusive catholicity and in relic-worship),

with countless other forms of heresy, are too

faithfully represented in that grand mosaic-work

which has reproduced a picture of Christianity

out of the fragments of Eastern and Western

superstition, bearing but faint resemblance to the

|
simple lines of the Gospel of Christ, every one

[
perfect, yet none so highly coloured

; every one

i profoundly practical, because all original and

unchangeable.
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CHAP. xv. Sad indeed it is to glance from the pure and

living precepts of God s Word to the revolting

doctrines which were put forth in the Middle Ages

by Popes Gregory VII., Boniface VIII., Innocent

III., and many of their successors, and to think

that, by the fatal act of the Vatican Council, this

fearful yoke of guilt and error has been laid upon
the necks of the disciples of Christ, and riveted

upon them for all time to come. Yet. according to

the doctrine of Cardinal Manning, as every bull,

brief, encyclical, or, in a word, every papal docu

ment having a moral or doctrinal character, is

invested with the dignity of an infallible utterance,

and is binding upon all the faithful, we cannot

close our eyes to the terrible slavery of those who

profess their belief in this final clause of the Creed

of Pius IV. For by this act they bind themselves

to the obedience (if not even to the faith) of

documents which cannot be contemplated without

horror to the Constitutions Unani Sanctam, Si

Papa sues, Ambitioscz, and Unigenitus, and to

the Bulls C:im ex Apostolatiis officio, In ccena,

Domini, Auctorem fidei, Ineffabilis, and that of

Pius V. establishing the supremacy of the Inquisi

tion, under which so many of the faithful servants

of Christ perished in the flames under the very eye
of that servant of the servants of God, (!)

who
rather deserved to bear the name of him who
made war with the remnant which kept the

commandments of God, and had the testimony
of Jesus Christ. It was then that the martyrs

Paleario, Carnesecchi, Zannetti, Bartoccio, and

many others suffered for that gospel which was

dearer to them than life.
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Let us, as a becoming conclusion of this brief

commentary on the last words of the Creed of

Pius, lay before the reader the exquisite letter in

which the first-named of these glorious martyrs
took leave of his wife, which speaks more than

countless volumes against the fearful system which

the dogma of Papal Infallibility has stereotyped in

the Roman Church. The original is in the public

library of Siena.

Mv DEAREST WIFE,
I would not have you to be sorrowful at

my happiness, or to take ill my good. The hour

is come in which I shall pass from this life to

my Lord and Father and God. I go there as

willingly as to the marriage of the Son of the great
;

King, which I have always entreated my Lord,
in His great goodness and infinite liberality, to

grant me. So, my beloved wife, console yourself
:

in the will of God and in my satisfaction, and

devote yourself to the disconsolate family which

remain bring them up and keep them in the

fear of God, and be to them both father and
mother. I am already past seventy years, and
useless. My sons must strive by virtue and by
work to live honourably. God the Father and
our Lord Jesus Christ and the Communion of the

Holy Spirit be with your spirit.

Thy husband,
1 AONIO PALEARI. 1

Rome, 3rd July, 1570. .

This was written a few days before his martyr-

jlom at the hands of Pope Pius V., the last sainted

1 See the Life of Faleario, by Mr. Young, torn. ii. p. 562.

ART. XIII.
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CHAP. XV. Pontiff in the Roman calendar, whose intercession

is invoked, and whose invocation is enjoined, in the

services for the day of his commemoration.
We would not dwell upon these memories of a

dark and cruel superstition, were it not that the

Roman Church clings to them, and would repeat
the very acts which render them so painful, had she

the power and the opportunity to do it. For the

sins committed and the sorrows inflicted by those

of the Reformed Churches who had not unlearned

the terrible lesson which Rome had taught them,
we mourn with a godly sorrow. But the Roman
Church, bound fatally by the belief of her Infalli

bility and unchangeableness, glories in the guilt of

the past. The Bull Cum ex Apostolatiis officio,

issued by Paul IV. in 1558, and signed by all his

cardinals, deposes all heretical princes, and passes
sentence of death upon them. No one may
venture to aid or to give them the mere services of

common humanity ; any monarch who does so

forfeits his dominions and property, which fall to

the Pope, or lapse to princes obedient to him,,

whom he may invite to take possession of them.

On this horrible document, which takes the highest
rank among the papal documents which Cardinal

Manning attributes to the direct inspiration of the

Holy Ghost, Bishop Pannilini, in the Assembly at

Florence, indignantly exclaims, Eternal God !

does not nature itself recoil with horror at this

inhuman maxim,
&quot;

They shall be deprived of
&quot;

every comfort of humanity
&quot;

? . . . Can any one

hold that we are bound to despoil ourselves of all

the sentiments of humanity, to become barbarous

and bestial, as Paul IV. enjoins us to be, under
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pain of excommunication ? What a thought of

horror ! (Qnale Jiorrore /)

Well might he close his remarks with the advice,

I pray all sovereigns, for the good of their sub-

jects, to reflect serious-!y on the consequences of

these principles and of this system.

Doubtless, had he lived to see this dreadful yoke

imposed upon his Church, he would have left it, as

the great and learned Dollinger and those few but

noble followers, Faithful found among the faith-

less, who contended for ancient Catholicity

against modern Curialism.

To conclude, we may observe that the last and

most comprehensive clause of the Creed of Pius

IV. is one of the most convincing proofs of what

the most superficial observer must recognize as the

distinctive property of the Roman Communion,
viz. that it substitutes an uninquiring submission

for an intelligent examination of the truth, and

puts a mere outward assent in the place of an

inward faith. And in order the more effectually to

make this fatal change, it puts the fear of the curse

of the Church in lieu of that love of the truth which

the Gospel tells us is the true way of salvation.

The Bull which enjoins the Creed of Pius closes

very naturally and most consistently with the

calling down upon all who reject or discredit it, the

wrath of Almighty God, and of St. Peter and St.

Paul (to which, iii some instances, the Popes added
as a climax, and our oivn

).
The famous Bull

Unigenitns illustrated this formula by condemning
the proposition of Quesnel, The fear of an unjust
4 excommunication ought not to prevent us from

doing our duty. St. Augustine, however, affirms

x

ART. XIII.

Atti, lorn.

iv. p. 300.
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the better doctrine, that those who are unjustly
excommunicated are crowned by God in secret.

On this blasphemous formula, which closes so

many of the most unchristian and injurious of

the Papal Bulls, the commentator upon the Bull

Unigenitus observes with as much force as naivete&quot; :

Qu il est grand a un Pape de disposer ainsi de

1 indignation de D :

eu, centre ceux memes qui
soutiennent ses interets. . . Ouelle sublime autorite

d irriter ainsi S. Pierre centre ceux qui rejettent

une piece si contraire a son esprit! Quelle eton-

nante puissance de tourner ainsi 1 indignation de

St. Paul centre ceux qui refusent de dire ana-

theme aux expressions, et aux sentimens de ce

grand Apotre! . . . Mais non
;

c est bien plutot
sur cette Bulle que doit retomber 1 indignation
de Dieu et des saints Apotres.
The Pope would do well to remember that, in

excommunicating any one of the little ones who
believe in Christ (however they may reject his

own inventions), he is but excommunicating himself.

For of such as these Christ has given the eternal

pledge, They shall never perish, neither shall any
man pluck them out of My hand He who makes

the rash attempt (and that attempt is made in

every one of the papal bulls) is not with his Lord,

but against Him
; gathereth not with Him, but

scattereth. But with the Word of God in their

hands, of which the Pope can now no longer

deprive them, and with His Spirit in their hearts,

which he can neither give nor take away, they

need not fear the excommunications which, in the

day when the Divine Word was closed, and the

Holy Spirit quenched or denied, were so terrible to
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the mind and fatal to the life of those who incurred

them. They are able to fall back from the scenes

of papal cruelty and wrong which have filled the

record of centuries of darkness with lamentation,
and mourning, and woe, upon the scene of the

Last Supper, the last conversation, and the last

prayer of the Saviour. Even if this were all that

was left us of that Divine life, it would be enough
to rebuke the tyranny and to stain the pride of

those who build up an earthly kingdom on the

foundations of that better kingdom, which is not

of this world. The Divine discourse of the

Supper (exclaims the Bishop of Chiusi) will

ever be a portent to religious and sensible minds,
and the inflated words of men will ever be gross
and insipid when confronted with its peaceful
influences. l

1 II divino Sermone della Cena sara sempre un portento
alle a-ninie religiose e sensibili e le grandiose parole degli
uomini saran sempre rozze e insipide al confronto delle

sue pacifiche insinuazioni (Atti dd? Assembled, torn. iv.

p. 509).

ART. XIII.

Observation
of the

Bishofi of
Ckiusi.

X 2
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CHAPTER XVI.

CONCLUSION.

THE comparison between the ancient and the

modern creed of Rome which has been carried on

in the foregoing pages cannot but bring to the

mind of the reader the suggestive words of our

Lord, No man having drunk old wine straightway
desireth new

;
for he saith, The old is better. Nor

could any one tolerate so deteriorated a beverage
unless his taste were vitiated, and he had become of

those who at the beginning had good wine set

before them, but having well drunk accepted,
without discovering the change, that which is

worse. For, while the creed of Pius IV. is derived

from the debased philosophy of the schoolmen

and the debasing forgeries of the decretalists, that

upon which it is grafted springs from the root of

the everlasting gospel, and derives its strength and

inspiration from the eternal Word of God. If the

new articles of the creed were merely an enlarge
ment or development of the old, and could be in

any form brought into harmony with them, we
should regard them as at least worthy of tolera

tion, if not of actual acquiescence. They conflict,

however, at every point, with the ancient articles of

the creed, which by their very assertion of the great
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subjects of belief shut out every additional one

the exclusive confession of the Three Divine Per

sons as the object of worship excluding the belief

in, and invocation of, the saints, or the worship of

images while the definition of the two natures in

Christ excludes that third sacramental nature

which the doctrine of Transubstantiation has en

grafted upon it. Not only does the new piece of

cloth sewn into the garment make the rent worse,

but it destroys the more ancient part of the fabric

altogether.

The absolute incompatibility of these additions

with the simple faith of the creeds, has been well

shown by our great and admirable judge, Sir

Matthew Hale, in his treatise On tJie Nature of true

Religion, and the Causes of its Corruption, by Men s

Additions, in which he observes : Religion is best

in its simplicity and purity, but difficult to be

retained so without superstructions and accessions.

And those do commonly in time stifle and choke

the simplicity of religion, unless much care and

circumspection be used. The contemperations
are so many and so cumbersome, that religion

loseth its nature, or is strangled by them. Just
as a man that hath some simple cordial or spirit,

and puts musk into it to make it smell sweet,

and honey to make it taste pleasant, and it may
be cantharides to make it look glorious. Indeed,

by the infusions, he hath given it a very fine

smell and taste and colour, but yet he hath so

clogged it and sophisticated it with super-addi-

tions, that, it may be, he hath altered the nature

and destroyed the virtue of it.

And he illustrates this truth by a reference to

CONCLUSION.
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the Church of Rome, which hath mingled with

the Christian religion the Pope s infallibility and

supremacy, his power of pardoning and dispensing,
his keys of heaven and hell, his Purgatory and

Indulgences and Images and adorations of them,
his relics and pilgrimages, and canonizing of

saints, and a thousand such kinds of stuff, most

incomparably fitted to men s passions and affec-

tions, and so to support that most artificial and

methodical fabric of the Popish state
;

for indeed

it is no other.

Thus far that great and good man, who was as

skilled in the law of God as he was in the laws of

his country ;
one of the pioneers in the great work

of toleration, which he lived to see partially accom

plished. Happily we have lived to see not only
the day of a perfect toleration, but of a religious

liberty which has excluded the very name of

toleration as unworthy of its higher aim. While

the rule of the Roman Church has ever been

Quod 11011 possum tollere tolcro, and liberty of

conscience was proclaimed by Pope Gregory
XVI. in our own day to be rather liberty of error,

whence as from its proper source political liberty

will also flow. We have even given the most

perfect liberty to that Church, which, if it again
attained a supremacy, is pledged to destroy every
civil and religious liberty we possess. For no one

who reads the bulls, In ccend Domini, Cum ex

Apostolatiis Officio, Unigenitus, Vineam Domini,
Auctorem fidei, and a hundred other infallible

documents, to say nothing of the more recent

utterances of Pius IX., can fail to see that the

Papacy, however it may assume for a moment the
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gentler tone of a Ganganelli or a Leo XIII., has in

it the spirit of Hildebrand, of Boniface VIII.
,
of

Innocent III., and of Pius V., and the same im

placable animosity against all who refuse to hold

their faith and their spiritual life itself under the

feudal tenure of Rome.
In another Encyclical of Gregory XVI., begin

ning Mir-art vos arbitramur] and dated on the

Assumption Day in 1832, he observes : From this

most corrupt foundation of indifferentisni flows

that erroneous and absurd opinion, or rather

raving, that liberty of conscience ought to be

asserted and vindicated for every one. For which

most pestilent error, that full and immoderate

liberty of opinions which has lately abounded to

the injury of sacred and civil affairs, has strewn

the way. . . . And hither also tends that most

injurious, and detestable, and never enough to

be execrated, liberty of the press, which some
venture with so much opprobrium to demand and

promote.
Such is the spirit of Rome, and such will be its

policy to the very last. Such was the feeling

which inspired the Creed of Pius IV., and bound

upon the Churches of the Roman obedience a

yoke which, like that of Rehoboam, seems to

increase in its crushing weight under every succes

sive Pontiff, and is now only escaped by means of

that very infidelity and indifference which the

Pope denounces, but which he and his predecessors
have themselves created, by substituting an un

reasoning submission for a reasonable faith and
service.

If the ancient faith (writes the learned Dr.

CONCLUSION.
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CHAP. XVI. Thomas Smith, in his Pacific Discourse], the

profession of which has saved so many myriads
of Christians, had been preserved uncorrupt and

entire from the encumbrance and addition of

novel opinions which owe their original and pro-

pagation to mere phantasy, and superstition, and

secular interest
;

and if all who acknowledge
that faith might have been present at the public

worship and service of God upon the same con-

ditions as in the first ages, according to the rules

established by the supreme Ecclesiastical authority,

there had not been that great confusion every-

where in the world as now there is. By this just

and easy method schism might have been pre-

vented, and a liberty of judgment being allowed

in matters no way fundamental and essential to

faith, an eternal peace had been established.

Of the violation of which we justly accuse the

Roman Church, which having wholly neglected

and laid aside the rules of primitive antiquity,

has, as mistress of the faith of all Christians,

obtruded new articles, under the specious pretence

and title of Declaration, upon their consciences

and understandings. But what injustice, what

arbitrary proceeding, what tyranny is this, that

the faith of the Christian world should depend

upon the humour and pleasure of the Roman
Court and the opinions of the schoolmen, with-

out any regard to Scripture and antiquity, and

that all other Churches should be excommuni-

cated unless they enslave themselves to her tenets,

and that all should be branded with the odious

name of schismatic and heretic who dare maintain

and defend their rights against the imposition
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of their novelties ! Let the true faith be examined

by the Scriptures, let the doctrine of the first

; times be consulted in the proof and trial of it, let

(

the ancient canons be restored, let no force be
1

put upon the conscience, and let all unjust con-
;

ditions cease and be for ever abrogated. The

peace of the Church will then return, and we may
:

hope to see good days in Christendom.

Unless this is done, we must, as in the presence
1 of God and His holy angels and all mankind, lay

the schism at the Romanists door, and wholly
;

impute it to them, that the Catholic Church does
1 not enjoy the great blessing of Ecclesiastical

peace. ... It becomes us all (he concludes)
1

to pray that all who profess themselves Christians

may remember from whence they are fallen . . .

that they may follow after things which make for

peace and mutual edification, and that being

guided and governed by the good Spirit of God,

they may be led into the way of truth, and hold
1 the faith, the truly Christian, the truly Apos-
;

tolical, the truly Catholic faith, in unity of spirit,
1

in the bond of peace, and in righteousness of life.
l

1 Smith s Pacific Discourse, London, 1688, pp. 11 and 32.

CONCI.ISION.





APPENDIX A.

THE DOCTRINE OF INTENTION

AND ITS RESULTS.

No controversy which has ever arisen between the

Roman and the Reformed Churches has given the

former greater perplexity, and the latter a more evident

success, than the famous doctrine of the necessity of the

Intention of the Priest for the validity of the Sacraments,

first propounded in its present form by Aquinas in his

treatise De Articulis Fidei et de Ecdesice Sacramentis,

then adopted by the Council of Florence in the Decree

of Union with the Armenians in 1437, and finally in

corporated in its Canons on the Sacraments by the

Council of Trent. As the Roman Church has turned

into sacraments all the principal rites of Christianity,

and Ordination itself, no less than all those acts which

arise out of the possession of orders, has been made

dependent upon the definition of a sacrament as laid

down by the Church, the requirement of an impossible

condition in the celebration of every one of the seven

sacraments necessarily renders not only the legitimacy,

but even the very existence, of the Church of Rome in

the highest degree doubtful and precarious.

We propose, in these few remarks, to trace briefly the

origin, and then to exhibit the results, of a doctrine

which saps the very foundations of the Christian Churc h
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in its exterior structure, and would reduce the sacra

mental system to that fatal condition of probabilism
to which the Jesuits degraded the moral doctrines of

the Christian law.

It may be observed, as a preliminary remark, that, in

every other imaginable case, the Church of Rome holds

with the rest of the Christian body, and with the world

generally, that the action is a sufficient indication of the

intention of the agent ;
in a word, that to do an act we

must first have intended to do it. If a man commits a

crime or performs an act of virtue, we never doubt that

he has had the intention of doing either the one or

the other. If a Pope puts forth a bull or a brief, or

performs one of the countless ceremonies of the Church

of Rome which are not distinctively sacramental, no

member of that Church doubts either his intention or

the validity of the document or rite which so clearly

indicates it. It must seem, therefore, difficult to conceive

why a principle, which in all other cases would be

subversive of the whole framework of life, should be

adopted in a case where its admission would be so fatal

to the highest and eternal interests of mankind.

In its first introduction among the earlier schoolmen

its object would appear to be to give an extraordinary

elevation to the sacerdotal order, and at the same time

to qualify that purely .materialistic view which attached

to the mere pronunciation of the words of consecration

in the Eucharist a kind of magic force. To this scholastic

doctrine (called technically the vis verbonun), whereby,

by virtue of these words, the bread is converted into

the body of Christ, and the wine into His blood, to

use the words of Aquinas, the Eastern Church, whose

form of consecration was by an invocation of the Holy
Ghost

( 7rtt:\7j(Tic ),
was always inveterately opposed. In

the momentary reconciliation which was effected between

the Churches in the Council of Florence, not a word or
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a rite of the Eastern liturgies was touched, and not only
the leavened bread used in the Eucharist, but the form

of invocation, was jealously guarded from the slightest

innovation. But the Armenians, who (without much

authority from their Church) presented themselves after

wards at Florence, and accepted from the Pope a form

of reconciliation with the Church of Rome, were either

less eager or less fortunate in their efforts to preserve

their distinctive rites. They accepted, therefore, without

reserve, the doctrine of the vis verborum, as Eugenius IV.

laid it down in his famous decree for the Armenians

(which, strangely enough, was adopted as the formula

for reconciling England to Rome in a later day by
Cardinal Pole), and, for the first time, the doctrine of

the Intention of the Priest as necessary to the validity

of the Sacraments passed from the pages of the school

men into the doctrinal definitions of the Church. As

Cardinal Giustiniani observes in his edition of the Latin

version of the Council of Florence, the passage was

adopted ferl ad verbum from the work of Aquinas already

referred to, and must therefore be illustrated and ex

plained by the words of the Angelic Doctor himself.

It runs thus: All these sacraments are perfected

(perficiuntur) by three things : the elements, as their

matter, the words, as their form, and the person of

the minister conferring the sacrament with the intention

of doing that which the Church doth (faciendi quod

facit Ecclesia) ;
and if any one of them is wanting

(dcsif) the sacrament is not perfected.

It would seem that the Armenians, in accepting this

novelty, did not thoroughly understand it, and therefore

needed to be instructed further by the Pope in regard

to the forms of words to be used in the sacraments, and

especially in the consecration of the Eucharist. For,

appended to the Act of Union there is this suggestive

schedule: As in the above decree for the Armenians

AIT. A.

Doctrine as
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by Aquinas.
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the form of words is not explained which the Holy

Roman Church uses in the consecration of the Body
and Blood of the Lord, we have thought right to insert

it here. Then follow the forms of words for the con

secration, and the direction concludes thus : There can

be no doubt whatever that after the aforesaid words of

consecration of the Body (of Christ) pronounced by
the priest with the intention of consecrating (conficiendi),

the bread is transubstantiated into the Body of Christ.

Aquinas gives one part of this statement more fully : If

any of these three (he writes) are wanting that is, if

there be not the due form of words, or the proper matter,

and if the minister of the sacrament does not intend to

consecrate it (conficere) the sacrament is not perfected

(perficitur).

The Council of Trent seems to have been entirely

guided in the matter of the sacraments by the precedent
of the Council of Florence, and, in its eleventh canon

on the sacraments (Sess. vii.), anathematizes those who
affirm that in consecrating and conferring the sacraments

there is not required the intention of the priest to do

what the Church doth (intentionem saltern faciendi quod

facit Ecclesia). But this consecration of the Florentine

doctrine, which had previously a very doubtful authority

in the Church, and by many was thought not to have

any synodical weight at all, as the Council was not pro

perly sitting when the Armenians were thus reconciled,

met even in the Council of Trent a very determined

opposition.

The variety of opinions which arose at this point was

remarkable even in an assembly where the most violent

discords were frequent, and sometimes even proceeded
to personal outrage. It was urged with great eloquence

by the Bishop of Minori, the famous Ambrosius Catha-

rinus, that to throw this painful doubt upon the reality of

the reception of the sacraments would be ruinous to the
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faith and peace of all the members of the Roman Church,

to whom the sacraments were the very religion itself.

Conceive (he exclaimed) the misery of a father who

believed that the dying son he loved had thus doubtfully

received the last sacraments. After many other reclam

ations against so fatal a doctrine, he concluded that even

if the priest entertained in his mind a contrary intention,

God would supply the defect. But the learned minority

were here, as almost always, overruled by the unlearned

majority, and in the vain desire to magnify the priest

hood, and to shelter itself under the teaching of the

schoolmen, the Council adopted the conclusion that the

intention of the priest was necessary to the validity of the

sacraments. 1
Thus, in a single sentence, the certainty

of baptism, of the eucharist, of absolution, of orders,

and even of marriage, was cut off, and the very existence

of the Roman Church was made to depend on the belief

of an intention which could never be certainly known,
and the reality of the sacraments on a condition which

could never be satisfied.

From the history of the doctrine we pass on to con

sider the serious consequences in which its admission has

involved the Roman Church. The Roman casuists,

conscious of these, have endeavoured (according to their

usual practice) to escape them by covering themselves

with a cloud of definitions and distinctions, in which they

hope that their antagonists will be wearied and lost.

Intention has been divided into actual, or virtual, and

habitual. It is said to be actual when the minister

actually or indeed wishes to confer the sacrament. It is

virtual when, not being actual, and not having revoked

his intention, he may be thought to persevere in the act

he has begun ;
while the being habitual is satisfied by

the mere perfunctory act of administering the sacra

ment. This last is said not to be sufficient, while the

1 Fra Paolo Sarpi, Historia del Concilia Trident.
,

1. ii.
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virtual intention is sufficient, though the actual is most

desirable.

Such are the distinctions given us in a very authorita

tive work, the Dictionnaire Ecclesiastique et Canoniquc,

compiled by a Society of Clergy and Jurisconsults

(Paris, 1765), representing the most moderate views on

this subject, and as clearly indicating its inevitable diffi

culties. For it is clear that the actual intention can

never be known, that the virtual intention can be known
so doubtfully that we are almost left in the same state of

perplexity, while the habitual intention, or rather the

intention of habit, is absolutely worthless.

And here the Council of Trent interposes a yet more

serious obstacle to the peace of mind of all those who

accept its decrees, for it shows us, while discussing the

Sacrament of Penance, how worthless are all these dis

tinctions and fine-drawn definitions in the matter of

intention, and how indispensably necessary is the actual

intention of the priest to absolve
;

for it says, The

penitent ought not to depend so far on his faith as, even

if he have no contrition, or the mind (or desire) of the

priest to act seriously and truly to absolve him should be

wanting, to believe himself absolved
; adding, And he

would be most negligent in the matter of his salvation,

who should find that the priest was absolving him in

joke, and should not immediately have diligent recourse

to another, who would act seriously with him.

Now, what room is there here for actual, virtual, or

habitual considerations ? What security against a crafty

priest who absolves in joke, though with a serious

demeanour? And what (to take a parallel case) against

a bishop who ordains in joke, but preserves a certain

outward aspect of seriousness? And what adequate

security have we that any portion of the great fabric of

the Church of Rome rests upon the actual intention of

those who have handed down to it its superhuman
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claims ? As in all her history, so in this, the Church of

Rome has built up a tower of Babel, and a confusion of

tongues has followed. In order to defend an indefens

ible theory, she has invented a subtle casuistry, and almost

a new language. But the superstructure is too heavy for

the foundation, and the vast labours of the Jesuits and

casuists of all orders and ranks are but fo&pontUra ad

ruinam of a system which has no real foundation either

in Scripture or in the ancient traditions of the Church of

Christ, which ever sustain the simple and primitive laws

of the written word.

The conclusions arising out of the adoption of the

doctrine of Intention have been so well put by Mr.

Marsden in his learned treatise, published in i688,
]
that,

while remitting the reader to his pages for a full view of

the whole question, we may recapitulate his conclusions

as briefly as possible here.

If no Roman Catholic can be certain that there is

any one true priest in particular in their Church, this

necessarily follows in the general that each of them

must be uncertain whether he have the benefit of any
one sacrament which depends upon the priestly charac-

ter. . . . Christ surely instituted His sacraments for

great spiritual ends, which are as surely attained by the

worthy partakers of them. How deplorable, then, is

the estate of the Roman Church, since not one of its

members knows that in his whole lifetime he receives
4

any one sacrament ! Not one member of your Church

can without special revelation be certain that he had

the blessing of Christian baptism, . . . without which

your Trent Council saith &quot;there is no salvation.&quot; . . .

No Roman Catholic is sure that after a confession of

sins made to his priest he gains from him a true

1 Roman Catholics uncertain whether there be any true Priests or

Sacraments in the Church of Rome, By Thomas Marsden, Vicar of

Walton (in Lancashire). London. 1688. 410.

Y
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sacramental absolution. . . . When you have come to

a priest, contrite, and opened all your sins to him with-

out reserve, ... it is a mournful thing after all this to

come away uncertain of your being indeed absolved, for

want of knowledge that the priest could effectually and

did actually intend to release you of your sins. Which
1

is the. sad case of every Roman Catholic. . . . No Roman
Catholic is certain that he at any time receives the

sacrament of the Eucharist. . . . How doleful, then, is

it to be uncertain whether they at any time truly have

it, for want of knowing that the priest could effectually

and did actually intend to consecrate ! ... And yet

this is the sad case of Roman Catholics?

From this last difficulty the writer proceeds to consider

the fearful danger occasioned to the members of the

Roman Church by the two practices arising out of their

belief in Transubstantiation, viz., the Adoration of the

Host, and the Sacrifice of the Mass. In regard to the

first, he draws this conclusion, that Roman Catholics

are at no time certain that they commit not idolatry in

worshipping the Host. In regard to the second, he

shows the probable worthlessness of the so-called sacri

fice both to the living and dead that all the money
spent for masses and post-obits may be spent in vain,

the officiating priest being possibly no priest at all, or

his whole work frustrated by his withholding or failing to

exercise the intention to do what the Church doth.

He concludes his argument by showing the various

causes (admitted by Roman Catholics themselves)

through which an actual and even a virtual intention

may fail. These are malice, unbelief, culpable ignorance,

supine negligence, natural inadvertence all which he shows

must occur, some occasionally, others frequently, in the

priesthood of every Church. In all these cases the

actual intention must fail. And, in proof of this, he

quotes a very remarkable passage from the Sarum Missal,
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which runs thus : If any priest in the time of consecra-

tion be distracted from actual intention and devotion,

he nevertheless consecrates, provided the habitual

intention remain in him. But if, through very great

distraction, his habitual intention be taken away, as

well as his actual, it seems that he ought to repeat

again the words of consecration with actual intention. l

To sum up these brief remarks with a few conclusions

derived from great Roman authorities :

Those things (writes Aquinas) which depend on

the will only, or which are in the will only, are known

to God alone (Pars i., qu. 57, art. 4).

Accordingly Medina says, The intention of the

minister is always hid from us, without which we cannot

know there is a sacrament.

And Soto asks, Who can be fully certified that he

who baptizeth hath an intention to baptize ? (De Nat.

et Grat., 1. iii. c. 13).

We have already seen that the Eucharist lies under the

same doubt, while ordination, without which the sacer

dotal office would have no existence, is as far removed

from certainty, or even from the ordinary moral security

which belongs to any public act. For, as the author we
have already cited proves at length :

All Churches that make priestly ordination depend

upon a condition that no man living knows whether it

be fulfilled, must be uncertain whether they have any
true priesthood.

But the Roman Church makes priestly ordination to

depend upon a condition that no man living knows

whether it be fulfilled. Ergo, the Roman Church must

be uncertain whether she hath any true priesthood.
But there is another point in the doctrine of Intention

1 Habitual is here equivalent to the virtual as used in a later age.

Aquinas and the older schoolmen used the former, Scotus and the

later ones the latter term.

Y 2
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which has been too much neglected by those who have

indicated this most fatal of the fundamental weaknesses

of the Roman Church. Not only is the intention an

absolute necessity in the case of the ordainer, but also of

the ordained. Of the former, Pope Benedict XIV. has an

important chapter headed thus : The intention of the

person ordaining is to be inquired into (explorandd),
1 and if it is not clear (si non liquet\ the orders are to be

repeated conditionally (De Sacr. Misses, sect. ii. c.

Ixxiv.). If, for instance, a canonical defect exists (which
is a very large question in a Roman sense), the priest is

advised to seek for the repetition of the rite conditionally,

the words of Cardinal de Lugo, adopted by the Pope,

running thus :

So grave a question ought not to be exposed to

doubt. Wherefore, if such a case should occur, I should

advise a priest ordained with such an impediment, if he

conveniently can, to go to the ordaining bishop, and

inquire what was his intention. But if this cannot be

done, let him receive his order again under a condition,

lest he remain in such doubt, under peril of the invalidity

of the other sacraments which depend on the priesthood.

This would seem sufficiently destructive of all cer

tainty, or even moral security, in regard to all the results

of the ordination of a Roman Catholic priest or bishop,

not excepting the Pope himself. But, as if this were not

enough, the great and learned Pope who has opened with

so much candour the doubts which overhang the very

existence of his Church, and prove that even infallibility

itself hangs upon the very precarious thread of an intention

which can never be known, has laid down a new

condition, if possible still less capable of being satisfied
;

viz. the necessity of the intention of the ordained as well

as of the ordainer. For he dedicates a chapter to the

proof that the same intention which is required in the

one is required also in the other. The intention (he
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writes) which is required in the person ordaining, that

same ought to exist also in the person who is ordained,

in order that he may receive his ordination validly ;
and

the same is necessary to the priest that he may validly

celebrate the mass (Ibid., sect. ii. c. Ixxviii.).

The famous work of De la Placette, On the Incurable

Scepticism of the Roman Church, which showed that

its very existence was thrown into the most inextricable

doubt and confusion by its own greatest divines in their

disputes on the Scriptures, Councils, and Popes, might
well have been extended to show that the same incurable

disease has developed itself in her sacramental system,

which, as Ambrosius Catharinus showed at Trent, involves

her very religion itself. Thus, by a strange nemesis,

in attempting to destroy every Church but h-er own, the

Roman Church has unintentionally committed suicide.

Let us reduce the whole question to a simple

catechetical form, and it will present itself thus :

Q. Am I baptized ?

A. This depends upon the fact whether the priest who
ordained you was duly ordained.

Q. How can I know this ?

A. By proving that the bishop who ordained him

really intended to do so, and that in receiving ordination

he really intended to receive it.

Q. How can I prove this?

A. By personal inquiries made of the bishop and of

the priest.

Q. But supposing they are either dead or inaccessible?

A. By being rebaptized conditionally.

Q. But what security have I that the rebaptizing priest

is duly ordained?

A. By inquiring into the intention of his ordaining

bishop, and of his own intention when ordained.

Q. But supposing that I am unable to make this

discovery ?
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A. Then you must be content to hope that you are

baptized, and to receive the communion and attend the

mass in the same hopeful state.

Q. Then all is doubtful in the matter of my salvation?

And this is an infallible Church ?

A. Yes
;
for even infallibility itself rests on the same

doubtful conditions.

APPENDIX B.

THE PRE-REFORMATION DOCTRINE OF THE
EUCHARIST, AS ILLUSTRATED BY-

BISHOP TONSTAL.

THE Doctrine of Transubstantiation and of the Sacri

fice of the Mass, which is raised upon it, as they are

defined in the chapters and canons of the Council of

Trent, assume that in a certain manner, however qualified

or explained away, the Body and Blood of our Lord are

realized in the Eucharist in a natural as well as material

sense. It identifies the sacramental Body with the human

Body of our Lord in its pre-Resurrection state a body
liable to the changes and sufferings of a human nature,

and painfully represented to the mind of the Roman
devotee by miraculous apparitions and bleeding hosts, by

everything which can prove the sameness of the Euchar-

istical Body of our Lord with the Body that suffered and

was offered up on the cross. Upon this identification

rests the entire doctrine of a continuous sacrifice carried

back from the Cross to the Supper, and onward from the

Supper to the Missal Service, which perpetuates the repre

sentation of the Last Supper, and is assumed to be iden

tical with it. But the doctrine of the ancient Church, and

even of the Church of England, immediately before the
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Reformation rested upon a principle absolutely destructive

to the theory upon which the Council of Trent built up
its system, and diametrically opposed to the notion of a

continued sacrifice, such as that which is implied in the

doctrine of the Mass.

The Eucharist was held, both by the Fathers and even

schoolmen, to represent not the pre-resurrection Body of

our Ixjrd, but that Body as raised and spiritualized, in

capable of change or of corruption in a proper sense

the bread of angels, a heavenly manna, separated in

its nature and all its incidents from the Body and Blood

of our Lord as it was in the day of His mysterious humility,

in His birth, and life, and death, as the Man of sorrows.

It would lead us beyond the limits of our present purpose
were we to follow the teaching of the Fathers and even

of the early schoolmen at this point. We must be con

tent to invite the reader to examine the remarkable

treatise, De Veritate Corporis et Sangui/ris Domini in

Eiickaristia, drawn up by the famous Cuthbert Tonstal,

Bishop of Durham, who though he adhered to the teaching

of the Real Presence as against the divines of Zurich and

CEcolampadius, differs as entirely from the Tridentine

doctrine as he does from theirs, and exhibits the ancient

teaching of the Church of England in the clearest manner.

How nearly this approaches to the doctrine laid down in

the Liturgy and Articles of the Church of England must

be obvious to any candid observer.

But before we proceed to this examination, it will be

necessary to remind the reader that Tonstal was the

chaplain and vicar-general who accompanied Archbishop
Warham in his important visitation of his diocese in 1511,

and that he had therefore to entertain all the charges of

heresy on such questions as these, and to deal with them

as the recognized exponent of the doctrine of the Church .

He remained in the Roman communion to the last, and

his treatise, which was written in 1551, at the advanced
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age of seventy-seven, and passed through two editions,

was produced at Paris. l

The two confessions of Berengarius, upon which the

doctrine of the Church of Rome as formulated at Trent

is built up, declare the Body and Blood of Christ to be

not only sacramentally but truly handled and broken by
the hands of the priest, and ground or bruised by the

teeth of the faithful. This was the former type of the

Confession made before Pope Nicholas and the Council

at Rome in 1059. The second, made before Gregory
VII. in 1079, declares that the bread and wine are

substantially changed into the true, proper, and quicken-

ing flesh and blood of our Lord Jesus Christ, and, after

consecration, are the true body of Christ which was

born of the Virgin, and which was offered for the

salvation of the world, did hang upon the cross, and sits

on the right hand of the Father. Here the Body and

Blood of Christ in the sacrament are made identical with

the body of Christ in His suffering and -pre-resurrection

state, the only words which connect them with His glorified

body being the last. But, as if to remove the last chance

of our identifying the sacramental with the risen and

glorified body of our Lord, the Council of Trent (Sess.

xiii. c. iii.)
bids us to mark the fact that, before the

Apostles had received the Eucharist from the hand of

the Lord, He affirmed it to be truly His body, so that it

was not the post-resurrection body (the spiritual body of

St. Paul), but the pre-resurrection body, which the presence

of Christ in the sacrament is to exhibit to us the suffering,

and not the glorified body. Hence, in the Ambrosian

form of consecration the words are used, Corpus titum

frangitur Chnste. ; and the Roman Pontifical has the

prayer, Ut divinse gratise benedictio consecret ac sancti-

ficat Patenam ad confringendum in ea Corpus D. N.

1
I quote from the Second Edition of 1554, the privilege

for which is dated in January 1553.
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Jesu Christi. ^ In vain Pope Benedict XIV., following

Aquinas, endeavours to reconcile these formulae with the

truth that the Body of Christ is incorruptible and impas
sible. The fatal words of Berengarius confession cling

to the Roman Church like the vest of Hercules, and

spread the poison of a revolting materialism throughout
all her system. If, moreover, the breaking of the Body
of Christ ceases (as it must, according to the Roman

theory) to be the mere breaking of the symbol, it must

involve the denial of the great truth that Christ being
raised from the dead dieth no more, and (as Berengarius

constantly affirmed,) the liability of His risen Body to

change and corruption. Nay, the very transition of the

sacramental elements into the actual Body of Christ was

shown by him to involve corruption and absorption

(Lessing s Berengarius, p. 86). He declares further, that

Cardinal Humbert was not afraid to say (dicere non

exhorruif) that the body of Christ was still corruptible.

And this, notwithstanding its many and subtle explana
tions, the Roman Church does yet maintain. And to this

all the miracles which are heaped around the Eucharist,

and all the festivals in honour of it, immediately and

inexorably lead us.

The Nicene Council, in order to raise our minds at

once from this carnal view, designates the elements of

the Eucharist as the symbols, not of the Passion, but

of the Resurrection
;

and following the teaching of the

Fathers and Doctors whose evidence he has accumulated

in his treatise with a degree of learning unusual in his

age, Bishop Tonstal thus concludes :
- We eat this body

of which Christ said that it is given for us, and drink

that blood of which He said that it was poured out for

us which body after His resurrection hath become a

spiritual body. For St. Paul saith,
&quot;

It is sown a natural

&quot;body, it is raised a spiritual body.&quot; And in the sacra-

ment that same spiritual body is invisibly and spiritually
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given and taken by the faithful
;

in like manner the

blood, become spiritual, is in an invisible and spiritual

manner given and received by the faithful. Of which

thing Christ ordained a perpetual memory to be carried

on, adding, &quot;This do in remembrance of Me &quot;

(p. 10

b}. Then, as though to prove the necessity of faith to the

realization of this spiritual presence, he proceeds (p. 28)

to ask What is the meaning of &quot;Do this?&quot; plainly,
&quot; Do what ye see Me do.&quot; I, to you, My disciples, be-

lieving that My words are true, and not doubting that

the bread sanctified by Me is My body, and that which

is consecrated in the cup is My blood, dispense to you
in remembrance of My passion My body to eat and My
blood to drink. But to this people of Capernaum not

believing in My words, but departing from Me through

unbelief, I have not granted this gift. Do you then do

the same : to all who believe distribute this holy

mystery ; but from those who believe not conceal so

great mysteries. Any one might believe that he is

reading here the formularies of the Church of England,
with which the writer is in manifest concurrence, and

may derive from his words these great truths :

I. That the Eucharist, as it represents to us the

glorified body of Christ, cannot exhibit a presence con

trary to the laws of that glorified body, which can see no

change or corruption.

II. That, as the presence though real is spiritual, it

cannot consist with the horrible assertions laid down in

Berengarius two^confessions, nor with the carnal doctrine

which the Council of Trent has built upon them.

III. That the unfaithful and the wicked do not realize

the presence of Christ in the sacrament, but (however

concealed among the faithful) are in the state of the

Capernaites, as the bishop clearly intimates.

When we further remind the reader that Tonstal ex

presses in a very significant manner his wish that the
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manner of the presence in the sacrament had never been

defined, as it was by Innocent III. and a Council forced

against its will to receive his new dogma, we may venture

to affirm that the doctrine of the Church of England
before the Reformation far more closely resembled the

doctrine of the Reformed Churches than that of the

Council of Trent, whose discussions on the Eucharist

were being opened at the close of the year in which

Tonstal compiled his treatise.

It cannot but appear also, that the doctrine of the

Eucharist, as representing to us the glorified and not the

suffering Body of Christ, His spiritual and not his

natural Body, cannot become the subject of a sacrifice

which in any degree or in any manner perpetuates His

passion. A sacrifice involves necessarily suffering and

even death. In the case of the Mass it draws on change
and corruption, as Berengarius well proved in his criti

cisms on the doctrine of Lanfranc. Hence even Roman
Catholics are scandalized at the former confession which

Berengarius was forced to make, and which he afterwards

retracted, and explained the meaning to be that the

species of the sacrament, and not the real Body and Blood

of our Lord, are broken and masticated. Their great

grief is that, taken in its proper sense, it overthrows their

doctrine of concomitancy. But it does worse than this.

It subjects the glorified body of Christ to the most

horrible indignity, and shocks the moral sense even of

Rome and her canon law itself. But the second con

fession is not less injurious : for it assumes that the

Body of our Lord is so absolutely unchanged by its

glorification that the sufferings of the Saviour remain in it.

It has laid the fatal foundation of that identity of the

natural and Sacramental Body of Christ upon which all

the most carnal of Roman superstitions and the most

revolting forms of Roman materialism have been built

up. The doctrine of Tonstal strikes therefore at the root
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of the sacrifice of the Mass as directly as it does at the
idea that the Eucharist represents the suffering and not
the glorified Saviour, and at the belief that the wicked
and unfaithful can realize the Presence of Christ in the

sacrament, and do not rather eat the sign and sacrament
of so great a thing.

APPENDIX C.

THE ILLEGITIMACY OF THE PRESENT ROMAN
CHURCH.

WHEN the most extravagant and even unlimited pre
tensions are claimed for a dynasty or an individual on

the grounds of hereditary descent, or ancient charter

of privilege, we are accustomed to examine, with all the

skill and exactitude we can command, into every link in

a chain which involves such momentous consequences,
and may become the means, by conferring unlawful

privileges on a single member of the community, of

depriving the whole body of its legitimate and even

inherent liberties. Hence, it must ever be matter of

surprise that the pretensions of the Church (or rather

Court) of Rome to all but a Divine power and an

unlimited rule over the consciences of men should be so

carelessly and even recklessly admitted by those who pass

over into her communion, allured either by an outward

appearance of cohesion which has no real existence, or

awed by the effrontery with which she claims to be the

sole depositary of Christian truth. It is important, there

fore, that attention should be directed to the missing

links of this apparently massive but really hollow chain,

lest it should by the deceivableness of unrighteousness

be so artfully welded together as to become the means of
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enslaving those weaker disciples who are unacquainted
with the spurious nature of the metal which has been

used too successfully in its construction, and unaware

that though apparently weighty it is in reality lighter

than vanity itself.

It has been often demonstrated that the claims from

the Petrine privilege, even according to the principles

laid down at Trent, and admitted by the most eminent

Bishops of the Church of Rome both in early and later

times, are absolutely untenable, and that the single link

upon which every other depends is, even according to

the first principles of the Canon Law, a merely fictitious

one. But even if this were otherwise, the failure of the

later links would be equally fatal to the perfection of the

chain, and equally destroy its continuity. For as a chain

is not stronger than any one of its links, the failure of

but one would be fatal to all the rest. In so extended a

pedigree, it will not be possible for us to dwell upon
more than three or four of the many breaks which,

according to the laws of the whole Church, and of that

of Rome more particularly, render the Papacy and

the Cardinalate (which represent, according to the

Vatican theory, the entire succession) absolutely illegiti

mate, and nullify all its acts. Our chief points are as

follows :

(1) The absolute extinction of the legitimate Papacy
in the tenth century.

(2) The illegitimacy of the Bishops of Rome during
the seventy years schism in the fourteenth century

through non-residence.

(3) Their illegitimacy by reason of the illegal election

of Martin V. at the close of the great schism.

(4) The utter extinction of the legitimate Papacy

(even supposing the former links to be repaired) in the

fifteenth century on the ground of the simoniacal election

of Alexander VI. and its results upon his successors.
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(i) Of the state of the Church of Rome in the tenth

century, Baronius, the most devoted of the champions of

the Papacy, gives us this vivid picture : After describing

the scandalous lives of Theodora, and her two daughters,

Theodora and Marozia, he writes : Such was the un-

happy state of the Holy Roman Church at that time,

that everything was managed by the will of that most

powerful harlot (potentissimce meretricis) Theodora the

elder. Sees were changed, bishops appointed, and

(which is dreadful to hear and unutterable) there were

intruded into the See of Peter paramours (amasii), false

Pontiffs, who are only recorded in the Catalogue of

Roman Pontiffs in order to mark the chronology of the

period. For, who can count, as lawful Pontiffs, men of

this kind, intruded into the See by harlots, without law ?

Never is there any mention of the clergy choosing them,

or even consenting afterwards to their election. All the

canons were suppressed, the decrees of the Popes stifled,

ancient traditions proscribed, all the ancient customs

and sacred rites in electing the Roman Pontiffs altogether

extinguished. Christ (as it seemed) was fast asleep in

the ship, regardless of these things, nor was there one to

awake Him these monsters creating priests, deacons,

and cardinals like themselves.

Such is the picture of the Roman Church of the tenth

century, drawn by the most able and flattering of all her

artists, and derived from authentic chroniclers. Can any

one, by the widest stretch of his imagination, conceive it

possible that the boasted succession of St. Peter could

have flowed on through such a stagnant mass of corrup

tion without being either absolutely lost or becoming

itself as corrupt? According to the first principles of

the Roman Church, the failure for a century of lawful

election and consecration must render all the Roman

Episcopate of a later age absolutely illegitimate, and

ever incapable of legitimation. Though the power of
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election may have devolved again to the cardinals and

clergy, the electors themselves had become equally

illegitimate. The failure of the succession is therefore

hopeless and complete, and indeed the history of the

Roman Church in later ages establishes a better claim to

its succession from the Popes of the tenth century than

from those of its primitive history. We need only consult

the immortal denunciations of the Papacy by Dante and

Petrarch, not to speak of the histories of Machiavelli

and Guicciardini, to convince our minds on this point.

But the conclusion of Baronius from the history of

the tenth century Popes is no less significant than his

picture of their depravity. He concludes that the pre

sence in the ship, even of the sleeping Saviour, was the

means of preserving it from every storm, and even of

very greatly amplifying its extent and successes at the

very time when the Papacy had not only become a

nonentity but the most ruinous influence the Church had

ever experienced. Nay, he even affirms that the further

Christ appeared to have departed from it, the more

closely did it experience His nearness, so that the

Church was in fact in a better state without the Papacy
than with it a truth which the impartial student of

Church History will readily admit. But what if the

Doctrine of Infallibility had been held in that age?
What if the tenth century Popes had imposed their

peculiar views of religion and morality upon the Church?

Yet it must be supposed that they possessed this unique

qualification, for it is only through them that the later

Popes, including Pius IX., can lay claim to it. In any

case, \ve who are satisfied with the presence of Christ in

the ship, not sleeping, as Baronius supposes Him to have

been, but awake, and active, and mighty to save, may
well dispense with an institution which so entirely failed

to save even the supposed centre and head of Christendom

from a state such as no other Church has ever witnessed.

AFP. C.
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We may well say, with St. Paulinus of Nola, Nihil

habemus nisi Christum et vide si nihil habeamus qui

cuncta habentem habemus?

(2) We next proceed to consider the illegitimacy of

the Roman succession arising out of the transfer of the

seat of the Papacy to Avignon in the opening of the

fourteenth century.

In the year 1303, Clement V. was elected to the Papal
throne through the intrigues of the Cardinal of Prato,

and the illegitimate influence of Philip the Fair, King of

France. 1 To please that monarch, whose subject he was,

he removed the seat of the Papacy, in the year 1305, to

Avignon, where it remained in exile and even in bondage
for seventy years ;

a French institution under a French

head absolutely separated from the clergy, the people,

and the proper locality of the Roman bishopric. Now
what was the result of this transfer or translation of

the See of Rome, as it is delicately termed by Roman
historians as if a See as well as a bishop could be

translated ? Clearly it was this: that the conditions

which are held to have fixed the seat of Peter at Rome
were absolutely violated. For these conditions were

none other but the unbroken residence and death of the

Apostle at Rome, by which he is assumed to have vacated

his earlier bishopric of Antioch. By passing from Rome
to Avignon, Clement V. may in like manner be held to

have abandoned his earlier See, and by his residence and

death at Avignon (which the residence and death of his

successors for seventy years made a permanent law)

to have transferred the Primacy to that city. But, the

union of the Primacy with the See of Rome is held to be,

if not actually of Divine institution, at least a matter

of unchangeable and irrevocable law.
l Nullus qui

Episcopus Romanus non esf (writes Benedict XIV.),

1
Richer, Hist. Condi., I. I. v. Egg s Furpura Docta (in Vitd

Card. Pratensis).
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potest did Petri successor, ac propterea nunqiiain ad eum

referri possunt verba Christi Domini, Pasce oves meas.

Hence the seventy years annexation of the Papacy
to Avignon, as it effectually cut off the nominal succession

from its real and necessary centre, is fatal to its very

existence as a Divine, or at least superhuman, institution.

In vain the advocates of the exiled Papacy contended for

the principle Ubi Papa, ibi Roma? For the Petrine

claim and privilege was built upon the converse proposi

tion, Ubi Roma, ibi Papa?
But a still more important argument arises at this

point founded upon the laws of the universal Church

which the popes bind themselves to observe on their

coronation, usque ad unum qpicem.

By the constantly-repeated Canons of the Councils,

from that of Sardica to the Eighth General Council

(according to the Roman computation), and from that

again to the Council of Trent, whose law was enforced

with the severest penalties in the Bull of Pius IV., ///

suprema militantis ecclesice specula, every bishop of what

degree soever, even though he be Patriarch, Primate,

Metropolitan, or of any like dignity, is compelled to

a personal residence in his See, under the penalty of

privation, deposition, and even excommunication. The
laws on this important subject include those of Antioch

(can. 17), Sardica (cann. 8, 10, 17), Sixth General

Council (can. 19), Rome, under Sylvester (can. 17),

Eighth General Council (against Photius, cann. 17, 19,

24), besides a vast number of inferior decrees, which are

cited and illustrated by the great Canonist Bartholomaeus

Carranza de Miranda, in his work on Episcopal Resid

ence written in the Council of Trent. 1 The popes,

therefore, as Bishops of Rome, were bound to personal
and actual residence, and failing herein fell under the

ban of the Church, and became ipso facto deprived and
1 Le Plat, Mon. C. T. torn. iii. pp. 521-584.
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excommunicated. Nor were they exempt from the

obligation which attached to every bishop as such, but

were even more bound to obedience by the oath taken at

their consecration, to observe every one of the Canons
of the General Councils, usque ad nnum apicem. The
breach of an oath of much less obligation than this, was

made the first ground of the deposition of Benedict XIII.,

by the Council of Constance. But, while the popes are

thus bound to residence, inasmuch as the general law of

the Church admits in this case of no exception whatever,

equally bound are the cardinals, representing as they do

the Presbytery of the Roman Church. Hence, in the

Synod of Rome, held in 853, the Cardinal Anastasius

was deprived on no other ground than this, that he had

been absent from his Church for five years.
1 Accord

ingly the Council of Trent decreed, Even if they (the

bishops or priests) are cardinals of the Holy Roman

Church, they are bound to a personal residence in their

church or diocese, and there to fulfil the duty enjoined

them.

In the face of these inexorable laws, what can we say

of the Avignon popes and cardinals, but that they were

under the sentence of deprivation and excommunication

by reason of their non-residence, and thus represent

an illegitimate dynasty having no authority whatever

to transmit the so-called Petrine Privilege ?

(3) But, even were we to assume that this Canonical

defect could be remedied, we have to confront a

still more serious difficulty in the great Schism which

immediately succeeded their return from Avignon, and

too naturally rose out of it. Gregory XL, the last of the

French popes, and the first to restore the Papacy to its

proper centre, died in 1378 at the Palace of the Vatican.

Soon after the election of his successor, Urban VI., the

cardinals escaping first to Anagni and thence to Fondi,

1
Pagi, Critic, in Baron, torn. iii. ad an. 853.
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proclaimed to the whole world the nullity of his election,

on the ground of their constraint and the peril in which

their lives had been placed, and after declaring the

vacancy of the See, unanimously elected the last of the

illustrious family of the Counts of Geneva as the legiti

mate pope, who took the name of Clement VII. and

fixed his seat at Avignon. Thus was opened the great

Schism of the West, which divided Christendom for

nearly forty years, first into two, and then three obedi

ences. Urban, deserted by all the cardinals, took the

bold step of creating twenty- six new ones in a single day
sinutl et seind una die, as his secretary Theodoric a

Niem tells us. 1 By these very doubtful cardinals,

Innocent VII. and Gregory XII., the successors of Urban

VI., were elected to the Papacy ;
while to Innocent VII.

Pope Martin V. (the elect of the Council of Constance),
and to Gregory XII., Pope Eugenius IV., the successor of

Martin V., respectively owed their promotion to the

Cardinalate. Now, as Martin V. is the first in the now

line of the Roman Pontificate, it must be evident to the

reader, that the modern Papacy with all its superhuman
claims rests upon the more than doubtful legitimacy

of Urban s cardinals, and upon the validity (equally

doubtful) of his own election.

The twofold succession was carried on in the following

manner :

Urban VI. Clement VII.

Innocent VII. Benedict XIII.

Gregory XII.

In order to release the nations of Europe from this

fatal entanglement, a General Council was summoned by
the cardinals, which met at Pisa in 1409. But this

assembly, which in the belief of orthodox Romanism is

1 De Schism. I. I. c. xii.

Z 2

Council

of Tisa.
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illegitimate, both on the ground of its convocation and

of its conduct, still further complicated the threads of

the disputed succession. For having irregularly and

summarily, without due process of law or ground of

precedent, deposed both the claimants of the Papal

throne, it elected a new pope in the person of the

Cardinal of Candia, who took the name of Alexander

V., but dying soon after his election was succeeded

by Pope John XXIII.
,
who with his two rivals Avas

deposed afterwards by the Council of Constance.

Of that magnificent, but most worldly of all worldly

assemblies, the Council of Constance, we need merely say

that having sentenced John XXIII. to deposition from the

Papacy and degradation, for a series of enormous crimes,

involving almost every imaginable disqualification for

a sacred office, they forced Gregory XII. to a cession of

all his claims, and finally deposed Benedict XIII. on

a variety of grounds, not any one of which has any legal

solidity. Having thus cleared the way for an absolutely

new dynasty, they elected Martin V. pope, who after

a very doubtful ratification of their previous acts, dissolved

the Council, and began at once to build up again the

great Papal fabric on its old foundations, repudiating

(like all his successors) that new and constitutional basis

on which the Council of Constance had restored it. We
will now proceed to investigate the title of Martin V.,

and of the present Papacy, which derives from him;
and in order to do this will fall back upon the root of

his title, which grows out of the Council of Constance.

Here we will take, as the groundwork of our argument,

some of the points urged by the ambassadors of the King
of the Romans against the legality of the Council of Pisa.

Like its predecessor, the Council of Constance was

not convoked by an undoubted pope but by one whose

title the Council itself did not admit. For it did not

recognize the Act of the Council of Pisa deposing
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Gregory XII. and Benedict XIII., but proceeded with

them both by way of cession, thus admitting their title.

But, inasmuch as it did not recognize this primary act of

the Assembly of Pisa, it could not recognize that which

was consequent upon it, by which Alexander V., the

predecessor of John XXI II., was elected to the vacant

throne. The position, therefore, of the Council of

Constance in its earlier sessions under the presidency of

John XXIII. was virtually the same as that of the

Council of Pisa, which rested only on the authority of

the Cardinals. After the deposition of John XXIII. it

became not only virtually, but actually acephalous ;
and

the argument against the Council of Pisa must hold

against it with all its force.

But still more serious were the charges which the

unfortunate Pope John XXIII. alleged against the

legitimacy of the Council of Constance. The most

important of these were the following : Although in

General Councils, according to the rules of the holy

canons, none but cardinals, patriarchs, archbishops

and bishops ought to have a voice ... all this was

changed so that every one was admitted to vote without

any distinction, whether cleric or lay, unmarried or

married, graduate or no graduate, high or low, whose

votes (those of the prelates being rejected) were

accepted on all hands, notwithstanding the protests of

the said prelates themselves. l This was strictly true,

and was also the case in the Council of Pisa, as the

Cardinal of St. Mark affirms, in his defence of the

Council of Constance against John XXIII. 2

1 Du Chastenet, Histoire du Concile de Constance.-Preuves, pp.

321, 322.
2 Von cler Hardt, torn. ii. pars. viii. p 229. The Bishop of Megara,

an eye-witness, in his Gnbernaculum Conciliorum, affirms that both in

the Councils of Pisa and Constance even the laity were admitted to

the right of a decisive vote (Von der Hardt, torn. vi. pars. iv.

p. 264).
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We need not prove that this is contrary to the laws of

general councils in every age, or show that it renders

every council in which such a practice obtains absolutely

illegitimate, according to the judgment of the Roman
Church.

But even more divergent from the practice of the

ancient Church was the plan adopted for taking the

votes of that great and motley assembly of nationalities

which constituted the Council of Constance. In order

to destroy the preponderating influence of the Italian

bishops, whose disproportionate numbers rendered the

Council of Trent little more than a provincial Council of

Italy, the Fathers at Constance, or rather the nations

represented there, determined on taking the votes of the

Council by nations instead of by personal suffrages, and

carrying the decrees by the majority of the nations

instead of that of the individual members. Never,

perhaps, has a more complete innovation been so easily

effected in any public body as was thus brought about

in the greatest ecclesiastical assembly the world has ever

seen. We cannot better realize such a change than by

conceiving it transferred to our own Parliament, and

supposing that the votes of the English, Scotch, and

Irish members were taken according to the majorities

of each nationalities in three separate assemblies
;

the

majority of these nationalities finally deciding the ques
tion in a public and formal session. In such a case the

combination of the Scotch and Irish vote would make
that of England a nullity, in the same manner as, in the

Council of Constance, the united votes of England,

Portugal, and Spain would nullify those of France and

Germany, or either of these and Italy. The protest of

John XXIII. against this innovation was conceived in

these words Although in a General Council there

ought to be no difference between nations, since with

God there is no respect of persons, and (a Council)
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ought to be called a congregation of faithful Christians,

and no difference made in those assembled in it, who

ought to open their minds with one purpose and in the

same public manner, yet this was not permitted. Nay,
it was ordained that every nation should have only one

voice, so that though there were a hundred French

bishops of note, and as many Italians, there were only

three English bishops.
1

But the subsequent course of the Council, in setting

aside the three claimants of the papacy and electing a

new Pope, who had no claim whatever on the ground of

succession or previous election, is as fatal to the legiti

macy of the modern pontificate as was the previous

course of the synod to its own validity. Had it wished

to preserve the line of the papacy, it would have deter

mined the long abeyance in favour of some one of the

rival dynasties of Rome, Avignon, or Pisa
;
as in the

revival of a barony by writ, the choice of the crown is

limited to the actual coheirs, in favour of any one whom
it may terminate the abeyance. If all these were sum

marily set aside, the chain of succession would be so

absolutely broken that the barony would become a new

creation, inheriting none of the rights and privileges of

the original title.

The Council of Constance, therefore, in deposing the

three Anti-popes and electing Martin V., founded a new

dynasty and a new succession breaking absolutely with

the past of the Roman Church, and giving to the restored

primacy a new and constitutional title in lieu of that

Divine right which it had hitherto so pertinaciously,

however doubtfully, asserted.

The subsequent course of Martin V. in readmitting

John XXIII. to the Sacred College, and even promoting
him to the Bishopric of Tusculum, without any absolu

tion of him from the enormous crimes for which he was
1

Chastenet, tit
snj&amp;gt;m.
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deposed, was a tacit acknowledgment of the injustice

and nullity of his deprivation by the Council, and

rescinded the very act by which Martin himself had

acquired the Papal dignity. Yet the Church of Rome
in later ages has admitted only that portion of the

decrees of Constance which is necessary to its very

existence, and endeavours to maintain that every act

which limits its own autocratic power was not done

conciltarifer, and therefore not acknowledged by Martin

V. in his ratification of the Council in its final session.

But (as Cardinal Julian with irresistible force urged

upon Pope Eugenius IV.) if you dispute any single act

of the Council of Constance you may dispute every

other. For if the authority of the Council in any of its

decrees be invalid, it must necessarily be admitted that

the deprivation of John XXIII. may be invalid also.

If that were invalid, equally invalid would be the elec-

tion of Martin V., made as it was when John was still

living. But if Martin were not Pope (he addresses

Eugenius) neither is your Holiness, elected as you were

by the Cardinals of his promotion. And if any decree

of the Council be questioned, every other decree of the

same Council may be equally disputed.
1

We see, by this argument, the precarious nature of

that long chain of frail and doubtful links upon which

are suspended the superhuman claims of the Roman
Church. The history of the exile and the schism of the

papacy shows us how many of them are weak and defec

tive, if not actually broken. We see that infallibility,

however propped up sideways, and adorned with goodly

stones and apparently massive buttresses, is really desti

tute of any solid foundation
;
that it is based upon doubt-

ful popes, doubtful cardinals, and doubtful councils,

whose nullity is proclaimed by Bellarmine and his

1
Ep. Julian. Card, ad Eugenmm IV. ap. dLnaam Sylvium

(Hist. Condi. Basil.).
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Ultramontane followers in his well-known axiom, Papa
dubius Papa nullus.

(4) \Ve come now to the period of the fifteenth century,

the dawn of the Reformation, during which a still more

serious and even irreparable breach takes place in the

chain of the Roman Pontificate. Simony, which reigned

with more or less fatal influence in the earlier history

of the See, and especially in the eleventh century, at

which time Gregory VII. in vain attempted to purge
the Western Church of this great disqualification of its

ministry, became, in the Pontificate of Alexander VI.,

absolutely fatal to the very existence of the Papacy.

We have already briefly adverted to the state of the

court of Rome at the period of the Reformation. We
must, however, return to this part of our subject, as

bearing upon the important question now more im

mediately before us. Again we will have recourse, not

to adverse historians, but to the faithful and friendly

chroniclers of the annals of the Roman See. Alexander

VI., the too famous or rather infamous representative

of the Borgias, bought the Papacy by means of the

bribery of the cardinals, which was successfully carried

on by Cardinal Ascanio Sforza. Eggs, the most accurate

of the biographers of the cardinals, whose work, the

Purpura Docta, dedicated to Pope Clement XI., the

Episcopal licenser, describes as ex probatis Authoribus

docft contextus] writes thus : Having brought round

the suffrages (circumduetis snffragiis\ he came over

entirely to Roderic Borgia, and without doubt effected,

by his profuse largesses, that he (as Jovius says), the

most wicked of all, should be made Pope, as though
he were the best.

In his Pontificium Doctum the same writer observes :

Alexander VI. is said to have obtained so great a

dignity (the Papacy) by the means of certain cardinals

1 See Bossuet, Def. Declar. Clerl Gallic., p. ii. 1. ix. c. xi.
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corrupted by blind ambition and avarice, who afterwards

paid the fitting penalty for their venal suffrage and

corrupt desires, experiencing the greatest perfidy from the

ungrateful Pontiff through the just judgment of God.

Palatius, an equal devotee of the Vatican, writes :

The cardinals, on the sixth of August, entering the

conclave twenty-three in number, the rest being absent,

corrupted by gold and promises, or allured by a resem-

blance to their own manners, elected Roderic Borgia as

Pope.

Having thus bought the Papacy, Alexander VI. put up
the Cardinalate to a kind of auction, creating twelve

cardinals in one year for various sums of money, of which

transaction Guicciardini, a contemporary historian, gives

us this account : Alexander . . . created this year (1500)

twelve cardinals, not of the most deserving, but of those

who offered him the highest price.

The results of these simoniacal proceedings upon the

modern Church of Rome are very curious. Twenty-six
out of the thirty-seven Cardinals who elected Pope

Julius II. were raised to the Cardinalate by Alexander

VI. Therefore the Pontificate of Julius inherits the

disqualification introduced into the Papacy by his

predecessor, a large majority of the cardinal electors

absolutely, and probably all the rest, being disqualified

through simony.
We come now to Leo X., and we find from Palatius, in

his Fasti Cardinaliuin, that only two cardinals of an

earlier creation than those of Alexander VI. or Julius II.

were remaining in the Sacred College, viz. Cardinal

Riario, who was involved in the murder of Julian de

Medici, and afterwards in the conspiracy of the Petrucci

to murder Pope Leo X., and was therefore deprived; and

the Cardinal de Medici (afterwards Leo X.), who could

hardly have voted for himself in the election in which

he was successful. It follows that twenty- nine out of the
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thirty-one electors of Leo X. owed their right of suffrage

to Alexander VI., either immediately or .through Julius

II. Consequently Leo X. was illegitimately elected; but

even this illegitimacy did not complete the disquali

fication under which the Church of Rome is placed by
the simony of the popes. For Leo X., after the execu

tions and deprivations which followed the conspiracy

of Cardinal Petrucci, created on one day thirty-one car

dinals, nearly every one of whom bought their hats, the

entire price being the enormous sum of two hundred

thousand golden crowns. From this period therefore

the absolute disqualification arising out of a simoniacal

election hangs over the Papacy in every subsequent stage

of its history. For we must bear in mind the penalties

annexed by the Roman Church in every age, and en

forced anew by the Council of Trent, against the practice

of simony. Almost infinite, writes the great Canonist

van Espen, are the decrees of later Pontiffs and Synods
which declare the simoniacal collations to benefices to

be null and void of all effect. He proceeds to quote
the Extravagant of Paul II., which begins, Cum detestabile]

which renders void every simoniacal contract for any

church, monastery, dignity and office ecclesiastical of

every kind. Pius V. (a sainted Pope) is even more

emphatic in his decree on this subject, and also Paul II.,

who declares, Any one who shall acquire ecclesiastical

dignities simoniacally is ipso jure deprived of them, and

is in future incapable of holding them or of obtaining any
others. He who hath already obtained them shall be in

like manner deprived of them. From these and other

decrees of Popes and Synods (proceeds Van Espen),
it is evident that provisions for benefices simoniacally

made are ipso jure void.

On these grounds, therefore, we affirm that the modern

Roman Pontificate is absolutely illegitimate, and dead at

the very root that, according to the infallible laws of its

Van Espen.
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whatever.

Among the ceremonies used at the Election of Pope
Martin V., the first of the modern dynasty of the Roman
Pontiffs who accepted a Constitutional Monarchy at the

hands of the Council of Constance, and violated his

pledge by turning it into a more absolute autocracy
than ever, was the following An official of the Church

having lighted a piece of tow, put it out, accompanying
his action with the words, Reverendissime Pater, sic transit
1

gloria mundi? The reader of the historians of the

mediaeval and modern Roman Church will be led with

out the necessity of any symbolical rite to exclaim, Sic

transit gloria Papatas.

THE END.
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